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We live in the age of the greatest turning-point in history marked by the transition from antagonistia class societies- to a
-society free from social and national oppression
and.ensuring the-full development of the human peisonality.
The birth of the new, soiialist society is the 6asic factor
o[ the present.epoch. History placed socialism on the agenda
o[ mankind. At the beginning of the lgth century socialism
was merely the dream of a few lofty minds; in the mid-lgth
ccntury its- feasibility was demonstrated scientifically and
it becamc thc goal of the working-class movement; the 20th
century-has brought the period-of translating this dream
into rcality.
More than half a century ago socialism scored a decisive
political victory when the revolution of October 1917 by the
workers and peasants of Russia initiated the building of a
socialist society in a vast country occupying one-sixth of the
earth's land surface. A little more th#' a luarter of a century ago socialism emerged beyond the bounds of a single
country, when the liberation of a number of European and
Asian countries from German nazism and Japanes6 militarism unfettered their revo-lutionary forces and opened the way
for democratic and socialist changes.
Nowadays, for the peoples of the socialist countries, the
new society is no longer a dream or a mere scientific
prediction, but a reality. It has been, or is being, built in
countries inhabited by more than one-third of mankind,
p.foducin-g about 39 per cent of the world's industrial output.
The birth of socialism, which its enemies sought to picture
as some kind of an "accident", now manifes-ts itseff as a
natural result of mankind's historical development.

Socialism has struck root in the world because it is the
only society which is able
to resolye the sharpening economic, political and social
contradictions of capitalism;
t-o puj an- end to the exploitation of man by man, class
and national oppression, to end wars and the mutual annihilation of peoples;
- to ,open the road to the entire population to free creative
development, to make available tb the people.all the treasures of world culture and utilisc the acliievements of science
and technology in their interests.
Thus, the 20th century is marked by the birth of a new,
socialist society which radically differy in its structure, laws
and driving forces from all eailier societies. This new social
organism requires close scientific study.
The founders of Marxism elaborated a scientific theory
of social development, chiefly by analysine the history o?
class societies, c-apitalism in parlicular.'Thi application of
this theory to a detailed study of the capitalisi socio-economic formation enabled them to foresee lhe main features
of the communist socio-economic formation which was to
take the place of capitalism. Now that the forecasts of
Marxism-Leninism aie being realised, it is necessary to
apply the Marxist theory of society to a study of the iommunist formation, above all its firit phase, socialist society,
and further to develop this theory, taking into account the
new experience furnished by history.
A -scientific analysis of the laws and driving forces of
socialist society is not only of cognitive interest. For a
s-ocialist country it is also a problem of practical importance,
the solution of which is n6eded for pioperly guiding the
bu4{!ng an4 development of the new soiiety.
This book was published in Russian in 1967 under the
title Historical Materialism and the Deuelopment of Socialis.t Soci,ety. In it the general propositions- of the Marxist
to bn analysis of socialism.
lheo_ry of society were applied
It should be borne in mind, 'however, thit the book does
not give a concrete characterisation of all the sides of the
socialist system, for example, its economy, ways of eliminating class distinctions, stages of development, forms and
functions of the socialist state, and so on.
The general aim of the author is to present socialist

society as an integral social organism whose development
is governed by certain laws. It is only within the- bounds of
thii concept that the book examines the place of cl,asses in
the structure of socialist society, the connections between
class relations and the political superstructure, and other
questions.
:t
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Iior a scientific understanding of socialist society's develfirst examine it as a natural historical
t)rocess, requiring above all a study of society in a historii'al perspective. Socialism is the first, or lower, stage of the
rrpment one must

new, communist socio-economic formation, the transition to
which is made as a result of the overthrow of capitalism.
In many respects socialism differs from the more mature,
communist socicty which emerges as a result of the prolonged
rlcvclopmcnt of socialism. It is this historical approach to
thc ncw, incipient communist society that is the basic feature
tlistinguishing scientific socialism from utopian socialism.
It will be recalled that the pre-Marxian socialist theories
sct out to devise a plan for the most perfect organisation of
socicty. In claborating this plan, most utopian socialists
procecdcd not from the level of development actually reached
by society but from abstract considerations of reason and
justice. That is why in solving, for example, the question of
distribution, some writers put forward the principle of
distribution according to work as the ideal, while others
suggested the principle of distribution according to needs
and still others proclaimed the need for egalitarian distribution, and so on and so forth. Despite these distinctions
most of these thinkers regarded communist society as something which, when finally achieved, would require no further
development.

Marxism approached this question in a basically different
way. To begin with, Marx conceived communist society not
as a static state but as a social organism in constant motion
and change. Furthermore, Marxism rejected the notion that
the main problems of socialism can be reduced to the question
of distribution of the social product. Marx demonstrated
that the basis of communist society is a definite mode of
production on which the form of distribution depends. It is
this approach that enabled him to establish that in its devel-
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This also determines the general features which link the
two.phases of communism ind the specific fe;tu;e; ;hi;h
set them apart.
. Both p.has_eq are based on the one mode of production,
characterised by the domination of social o*".rirrip oit-trr.
p,e,u"l of . production, subordination of producti"ri t" ah;
tullest satisfaction
of society's material dnd cultural needs
and the planned organisation of all production.
'I'he degree of developmelt of ihis mode
of production
qreltly ditr-e1q at the firsf and second phases of .o**""ir*.
At first socialism has to proce-ed on the basis of it$il;;
tive forces created by &pitalism. But communism prlr*p_
pos,es incomparably- more developed productive forces' whici,
as Mar{ put it, will make all -the springs of co_operative
wealth llow more abundantly. It will only be possibie when
it is provided with a new, higher materiai and'technolrgi;;i

basis.

Distinctions

in the system of

determine-d-by the level

economic relations are

of the productive

forces. Rei"ti"",
ot comradely co-op_eration and mutual assistance, based on
socialisltion of production and social property, link together
both phases of communism. But behind^thid'uniformltv in
type there are profound differences in the system of t.o_
duction, exchange and distribution, differerrces which 'are
connected with the existence of two forms of social orooertv
under socialism-state and co-operative-reflectins' iht
unequal degree of socialisation of |roduction in toui and
country, in industry and agriculture.
Uniting t!e- entire economy into a single whole, social
ownership of the means of pr-oduction exisis in the forrn oi
a system of state enterprises which possess certain economic

I V. I.

Lenin, Collected '(Uorhs, Vol. 30, p.
8
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independence and of co-operatives which represent the
property of individual collectives, making the commodity
form of ties between them objectively necessary. While
excluding the land, enterprises, and also labour powel', from
the sphere of commodity exchange, socialism utilises the
commodity form to stimulate the development of production.

The level of development of the productive forces and
rclations of production also determines socialism's intrinsic
mechanisms for regulating work and distribution.
Socialism proclaims the universality of labour, puts an en<l
to the division of society into those who work and those
who do not, and conyerts work into the honourable duty
of all able-bodied people. At the same time socialism,
representing only the first phase of communism, does not
yet turn labour into life's prime requirement for all members
of society, as will be the case under communism. The prinr:iple of socialism is: "From each according to his ability, to
cach according to his work." This principle presupposes
cconomic incentives for the producers depending on their
labour contribution to social production, strict account and
control of the measure of labour and the measure of consumption of each worker. Only at the higher stage in the
development of production and of people themselves,
characteristic of the higher phase of communism, can this
principle be replaced by the principle: "From each according to his ability, to each according to his needs."
As regards the stimulus to work and the forms of distribution, Marxism takes the historically concrete approach,
wlL.h distinguishes it from the preceding, utopian socialism.
Two ideas about changing man's attitude to labour were
voiced in different variants in pre-Marxian social theories.
The first was to convert labour into a duty for all ablebodied members of society. In reply to the assertion by
defenders of the exploiting system that people would not
work unless they weie compelied to, manli ut6pian socialists
said: "A society in which labour is free need not be afraid
of idlers." They held that society, by abolishing the division
into exploiters and exploited, would recognise labour as the
duty of -all citizens and this duty would be discharged by
virtue of their lofty consciousness. The other idea expressed
by some utopian socialists was that labour must be made

attractive and turned into their prime requirement which
-as
a duty but because of
,si_mply
inner conviction. William Moirii, one of the later utopian
socialists, arguing with Edward Bellamv, author of the wellknown book Loohing .Backutard (1887-2000). emphasised
that Bellamy was vainly searchin.g ior a stimuius to labour
to take the place of th6 old fear of starvation. In Morris,s
opinion, the real stimulus to useful labour must be the iov
emanating f-rom - labour itself. In Morris's . utopian novel
Neuts from, Noahere, the main character on finding himseli
in the new world asks: "'How you get people to w6rk when
there is no reward of- labour, 'and "especiilly how you get
them to work strenuouslv?'
"He is told: "'No rJward of labour? . . . The reward of
labour is life. Is that not enough?'
" oBut no reward for especiilly good work?'. . .
"'Plenty of reward,' said hel'the reward of creation.
The wa_g-es which God gets, as people might have said times
agone. If fou
going to aslito-be paid for the pleasure
-a-rq
of creation, which
is what excellence- in work meins, the
next thing we shall hear of will be a bill sent in for the
begetting of children.' "1
- Having advanced many bold surmises about the future,
the ujopians, h_owever, remained utopians as regards a
stimulus to work. The main thing wal that they licked a
sense of the historic view of things. The idea that communist society^^itself would undergo ihanges, that it must pass
through different stages in its- development, that it could
not come into the world readymade from the womb of
capitalism, was alien to them. Some of them (includine
William Morris) based their dreams of the future oi
primitive handicraft techniques and did not associate the
birth of the new society with the creation of a new material
and technical basis which had to alter the content of labour
itself.
The app-roach- to- the development of the new society as
a natural historical process enabled Marxism to solve'this
problem in a fundamentally different way.
The two phases
of cornmunist society-socialism and - communism-are
pictured by Marxisrn-Leninism as necessary stages for the
people would. perform not

1

William Morris, Neas from Noalrere, London,
l0

1928,

p.

106.

maturing of communism. At the first stage, under socialism
which has just emerged from capitalism, there are as yet
neither social nor material, nor technical prerequisites for
converting labour into life's prime requirement for all
members of society.
A sober materialist approach to the development of
socialist society implies recognition of the fact that although
under socialism labour has been freed from exploitation and
in this sense is free, there still remains the need for certain
cornpulsion, inasmuch as the suryivals of capitalism exist and
pcople are not accustomed yet to work for society without
lcgal compulsion. At this stage distribution must inevitably
be made according to work. It is only from socialist labour
paid in strict conformity with its quantity and quality that
communist labour arises. The latter, as Lenin defined it,
"is labour performed gratis for the benefit of society, labour
;rerformed not as a definite duty, not for the purpose of
obtaining a right to certain products, not according to
previously established and legally fixed quotas, but voluntary
labour, irrespective of quotas; it is labour performed
without expectation of reward, without reward as a condition, labour performed because it has become a habit to work
for the common good, and because of a conscious realisation
(that has become a habit) of the necessity of working for
the common good-labour as the requircment of a healthy
organism."l

Marxism-Leninism in this way reveals the dialectics of
of stimuli to work during the transition from
capitalism to socialism and from socialism to communism.
Distinctions between socialism and communism are consequently reduced to the degree of economic and cultural
maturity of the new society. This degree of maturity is
expressed, first, in the extent to which the features inherited
by socialism from preceding societies are eliminated and,
second, in the degree to which the intrinsic features of the
communist formation are developed. Neither is determined
solely by the wishes, will and revolutionary determination
of the builders of the new society but by the objectively
attained development of society.
The first phase of communism, socialism, as Marx put it,
development

1 V,

I. tenin,

Qqllected Uorhs, Vol. 30, p. 517.

1l

still

bears the "birthmarks"

of capitalism in all respects-

economically, morally and intelleitually. These birthmarks
are not mere survivals of capitalism in the minds and
behaviour of people. The features inherited by socialism
are not only the remnants of the old mores, but also the
lemnants of the old division of labour expressed in more or
less deep distinctions between the working people of town
and country, of- workers by hand and 6y Urai", certain
remnants of social inequality, above all in the material
security of people, theii working and living conditions, and
so on. It is simply impossible to get rid of ill these features
at once because the material and cultural requisites are
lacking.- Lenin stressed that socialism changes the relations
of people "only in part, only in proportion"to the economic
revolution so far attained".l
In _other words, socialism, representing basically an
entirely new society, cannot as yet- fully eiiminate ali the
features inherited from the old clais society.
Economic and other social relations existins under
socialism inevitably bear the imprint of society's "level of
maturity. Society cannot change these relations without
considering the level of development of the oroductive
forces. For example, by eliminating the foundations of social
inequality-the antitheses between-those who own and those
who do not own the means of production-socialism puts
an end to the unjust capitalist order. But socialism does-not
y..t full equality -a\4 justice. A certain inequality in
!flg.
diltribution, ,connected with payment according to'work, is
still inevitable and it cannot-be simply abolish"ed by decree
under socialism. Although it is a manifestation of sotialism,s
historical limitations, oJ a certain o'injustice", this inequality,
if kept within reasonable bounds, is heeded'to stimuiate an
advance of the productive forces. Its abolition by decree
would not promote social progress; on the contrary'it would
slow it down. It can be eliminated only through a rise in
labour productivity and skill, by levillins o*ut the verv
nature of the labour of all members of soiietv. Therefor!
it is clear that abstract justice is unsuitable as a'criterion for
solving concrete problems of building socialism and communism. Any phenomenon must be assessed with an eye to
1 V.

L Lenin, Collected (l)orhs,Yol,
t2

25,

p.

467.

the actually achieved historical stage of society's development, its conformity and non-conformity to this stage.
Experience also shows that not everything inherited from
preceding societies runs counter to the requirements of
socialist society. Alongside such phenomena which socialism
eliminates there are also those which it transforms, utilises
and places at its service, including, for example, the mechanism of commodity-money relations. The need for commodity-money relations under socialism follows from the
lctually achieved development of socialist property itself,
which presupposes a celtain economic independence of state
cnterprises and co-operatives linked by commodity exchange.
That is why the commodity form of exchange and the
attendant money relations are the major instruments for
expanding the socialist economy.

_ Consequently, socialism, while resolutely rejecting the
Establishment and its coercive machinery, cannot -flatly
reject the economic and social mechanisms created in the
course of the preceding development of society; it transforms them, places them at its service and includes them in
the new management machinery it creates. That is why in
analysing socialist society, it is necessary soberly to consider
the degree of its economic maturity, to ascertain to what
cxtent socialism has transformed the old social relations and
institutions and created new ones.
The founders of Marxism gave a description of socialism,
based on scientific prevision and, therefore, still of a relatively abstract nature, and outlined merely the main features
of the new society. They foresaw that under socialism social
ownership of the means of production would prevail, but
co-operative property would be a necessary link in the
socialist transformation of the economy; they did not indicate
directly, however, that social property would exist in two
forms-state and co-operative. They foresaw that under
socialism the same principle would prevail as during the
exchange of commodity e(uivalents, namely, the excfiange
of a certain quantity of labour in one form for an equal
quantity of labour in another form, but they did not Consider commodity exchange and money necessary in socialist
conditions. They also established that the absence of exploiting classes and the conversion of all able-bodied members
of society into working people would be a characteristic
l8

feature of socialism, but they did not mention that some
class distinctions between workers and p.urrrr[, *;;d

capitalism is considered as a formation, the features common

to-all capitalist countries are singled out through scientific
abstraction. The concept of the socio-economic formation,
Lenin explained, makes it possible to apply to social relations

remain, and so on.
We now have a full-fledged socialist society in the U.S.S.R.
and socialism is being successfully built i" u n"*Uii oi
other countries. Naturally, this society appears b"f;;;;, i;
a more concrete shape because the geneiai theoretical ideas
of socialism have bden enriched by"practical ."p;;i;;..,-i;
the course of which concrete foimi of i* ec6nomi; ilJ
political organisation have been found. But it *"uta Ue
yrolg to regard all the concrete features of this societv as
the features inherent in socialism in seneral.
.The experience of building sociafism in the U.S.S.R. and
other countries shows that th."e first phase of the ;";;r;il;
socio-economic formation has fundairental common featuret
and laws, inherent in all socialist countries, but at th. sa*"
time these laws manifest themselves specifically il ;;;[
country. In the- political sphere, for exaimple, we have the
power.exercised
-by tfr. working class not only in the form
ot loviets, as is the
case in the U.S.S.R., but also in the form
of People's Democracy; the transition from the demociitii
stage of the revolution to the socialist (or from one revolu_
tion to another) takes various forms, both non-p.u..fut u"a
peaceful, without an armed insurrection and civil war. Some
socialist countries have ttilised p_arliament and a multi-paiiy
-In
the economic spherL *!
!/stem for building socialism.
have diversity in the forms of industrialisation an'd collectivisation _o_f agriculture; compared with the Soviet Union
and the Mongolian People's -Republic land reforms were
carried out in other socialist countries without nationalisation of the land, and so on. All these specific factors ind
circumstances must be taken into accouit in pursuins an
internationalist policy which demands, as Lenin put it,'thit
we should not eliminate diversity, not abolish the naiional
distinctions, but ably apply the main principles of .o--"nrsm, properly adapt them in farliculars to national and
state distinctions.
At the same time,. in elaborating the general theory of
socialist society it is important to sdparate"the gerreral fror,
th_e particular, the recurrent from the non-reiurrent. The
Marxist-Leninist theory of socio-economic for."ulio"r- rff;;;
the criterion for suih, differentiation. For exampli, *t."

A theoretical analysis of socialist society aims to reflect
the existing connections between different sides of its lifegrowth of production, economic relations, social structure,
and the degree of social consciousness. An historic approach, consideration of the actual stage of development
attained by society is necessary for the study of socialist
so,ciety to an even greater extent than in the case of any
other society.

L4
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the gcnclal scientific criterion of recurrence, the possibility of
which in sociology is denied by subjectivists. At the same time
it offers a criterion for assessing the specific features inherent
in separate countries, within the bounds of each formation.
Such an approach should also be applied to socialism. We

rnust take into account that socialism won at first not in
the most developed countries, that the majority of socialist
countries were countries with an ayerage and even a low
lcvel of development of capitalism. This naturally left its
imprint on the features of socialist society.
Apparently a number of features inherent in this society
(for exarnple, commodity circulation) will be found in each
socicty when it has reached the first phase of communism,
including the socialist society which will arise in future in
thc economically most developed countries. This can be
partly judged by the nature of the economic reforms now
being implemented in some socialist countries. These reforms
carried out in countries at different levels-at the stage of
completing the construction of socialism and of building
communism-and the common features of the reforms reveal
essential distinctions of the economic mechanism of any
socialist society.

But can the same be said with regard to such a feature
of the social structure of socialist countries as the presence
of class or social distinctions? Is this an intrinsic feature of
socialist society in general or only of the now existing socialist countries? For an answer to this question, as we shall

it is also extremely important to consider
of economic and social maturity of socialist

subsequently show,

the

degree

society.

\
original version of his article "The Immediate Tasks of the
Soviet Government" Lenin characterised those days as a
transition from historic slumber to the making of new
history. He stressed that without enrolling new sections of
the people for building socialist society, without arousing
the masses to action, any revolutionary transformation was
out of the question. The task of the entire period of building
socialism presupposes the energetic participation of ever
broader sections of the people in constructive work. To
stimulate the initiative, energies, discipline and responsibility of every workingman means to accelerate socialist

To understand thc u.";i";;;t of socialist society as a
natural historical process it is also necessary to ascertain how
the operation of the laws of social development changes
in it.

As in the history of preceding societies, the birth and
of socialist society is a natural process subject
to objective laws which do not depend on the will and
consciousness of people. At the same time it is no longer
a spontaneous process but conscious building of the new
development

society.
Of course, neither was the birth of the preceding formations fully spontaneous. A new political system, a new social

order has always been created through conscious struggle
of one or more classes seeking to establish their rule. But
for all that, these formations were not built according to
a single, all-embracing plan and the economic relations
underlying them were shaped in the course of development
of the productive forces which proceeded primarily in a
spontaneous way. Communism is the first society in history
which is being built consciously. "Let us build a new society!"l-this call of Lenin's, which resounded after the
victory of the Great October Socialist Revolution set a task
of social transformation without precedent in history.
It is very important both theoretically and practically to
consider this distinction in the rise and development of
socialist society. This, in the first place, enables us to see
the untenability of the theory of the automatic transformation of capitalism into socialism, the theory of spontaneity
in socialist construction, which Marxism-Leninism still has
to combat. Behind this distinction also stands a practical
task of tremendous significance-to mobilise the energy of
millions of people for building the new society, to draw
them into purposeful constructive work, to stimulate their
initiative and, lastly, to organise their efforts and concentrate
them on a single aim. This task was put forward by Lenin
in his speeches and articles in the first months after the
October Revolution. Among the subjects Lenin designated
for elaboration at the end of December l9l7 was: "to
elevate the lowest depths for the making of history." In the
1 V. I. Lenin, Collected.Uorhs, Vol. 3I, p. 124.
16

society's advance.

In ihe first socialist country in the world the stages of
to communism have been marked out by the fiveyear plans. In one of his articles written at the beginning
of socialist construction Lenin spoke about the possibility
of setting the periods. necessa-ry for radical social._changes
advance

i

i

as a very rare case in history. He further stressed: 'oWe now
clearly u.that can be done in five years, and what requires
much more time.t'l
Practical experience has confirmed the possibility and
necessity of planning social changes for definite periods.
The point of departure for scientific planning is to establish
the scale of production growth. Depending on this, the social
consequences of changing the productive forces are determined, although naturally not with the same precision. The
very first Soviet five-year plan contained not only assignsee

ments for the development

of the productive forces but it

of change in social relations
and set the task of laying the foundation of the socialist
economy. Unity of economic and social planning has remained
a distinctive feature of all subsequent national economic
plans of the Soviet Union. Moreover, each new five-year
plan rests on the fulfilment of preceding plans and correspondingly the scale of its tasks is extended.
The conscious element in building the new society,
embodied in the economic development plans, is based on
scientific prognosis of the main direction, the main tendencies of socialist society's development. The better a plan
is formulated, the more precisely it sets really feasible asalso characterised the prospects

t

Ibid., Vol. 33, p. 483.
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signments and optimal proportions of growth in different
sectors of the economy. But even the most perfect plan,
naturally, cannot provide for everything. In the course of
plan fulfilment new potentialities are always brought to
light or, on the contrary, difficulties and problems arise
which could not be foreseen in advance. The point is that
under socialism, too, social consciousness is unable to encompass fully, to the end, social being in all its connections,
relations, and details. Discussing changes in the capitalist
world economy, Lenin noted that it was impossible to
encompass their sum total in all ramifications; the most
important thing was that the laws governing these changes
had been discovered, the objective logic of these changes
and their historical development had been revealed in the
rnain.

This proposition, formulated by l.enin in the case of the
capitalist formation, remains true for socialism as well.
The new element under socialism is that social consciousness, reflecting ever more correctly the objective tendencies
of the development of social being, prorrlotes its planned
transformation. Guidance of society based on scientific
cognition of social processes becomes possible. In this connection particular significance attaches to the development
of the social sciences and the practical application of their
recommendations. The latter, as the 23rd C.P.S.IJ. Congress
stressed, is no less important than the use of the achievements of the natural sciences in material production and the
development of the people's spiritual life.
Socialist society, based on social property and a high
degree of socialisation of the productive forces, cannot
develop spontaneously; it demands the planned administration of social affairs. That is why the role of consciousness,
of the subjective factor as a whole rises under socialism.
Social relations, which formerly were shaped spontaneously,
are placed here under society's rational control.

This, however, does not abolish their objective determination by the level of development of the productive
forces.

The conscious nature of social development under socialism at times engenders the illusion that the subjective factor
is omnipotent. The proponents of such views allege that
under socialism the relationship of social being and social
l8

consciousness, the objective conditions and the subjective fac-

tor, the basis and superstructure,

economics and politics,
a radical transformation that these categories
change places: social consciousness becomes a deterniinant
of being, the subjective factor determines the objective
cgnditions, and so on. But such a notion is merLly an

u-ndergo such

illusion.
- However high the role of consciousness, the subjective
factor and the superstructure as a whole under socialism, it
remains within the bounds of their general determinant
dependence on social being, the objective conditions and the
economic basis. Under socialism, too, social consciousness
reflects social being, and its possibility of exerting influence
on being depends above all on how iorrectly it mirrors the
objective tendencies of development and takes into consideration the real possibilities and the existing situation.
General laws _governing the historical process priserve their
force in socialist society, too, althoug[ their 6peration has
certain distinctions. Ignoring these -distinctions makes it
impossible to understand tha specific features of socialist
society's development. But their-exaggeration and elevation
to .an absolute prevent the applicatibn of the materialist
understanding of history to an analysis of socialism and
ultimately lead to subjeitivist misinteipretation of the Iaws
of its development.
The scientific understanding of socialism combines an
objective approach to social divelopment as a natural historical pr,ocess,.subordinated to laws that are independent of
man's will and consciousness, with recognition of the fact
that so-ciallst society is being built consciously, in a planned
way, .that it can neither arise nor be improved witliout the
conscious, purposeful activity of people.
,S ri

:!

To appreciate h9* the understanding of the natural
-.
historical process of socialist society's deielopment is combined witli recognition of the co.rsliors natuie of building
this society, it is necessary to consider the mechanism oT
social development under socialism.

The laws of social development, as distinct from the
laws of nature, are laws governing the practical activity of
I9

people. Opponents of Marxism, seeking to discredit the idea

of the law-governed nature of social"life. have reoeatedlv
tried to impute .to Marxists the absurd view that'society/s
laws operate without people. But such a view is alien'to
Marxism. .The objective nature of the social development
laws consists not in that they supposedly are maniTested
apart. from the practical activily oi peopl6, but in that they
are independent of man's cohscioirsnEss and will. Th;

mechanism of social laws must include the practical activity
oj.me1, bec-ause nothing is done in society iithout the par'ticipation of people.
The laws of social development are laws realised through
the actions of the people. L&in pointed out that the meth6d
of reducing the individual to the social was the prerequisite
for creating a scientific sociology. This means thit the laws

of social life could be discoveied only when we discerned
behind the countless diverse actions of irrdividrrals, which
therefore seemed accidental, the actions of the masses naturally determined by their position in society. The position
of men in society shapes t6eir interests whiih are r'eflected
in their minds and impel them to act. An account of these
interests makes it.p-ossible to explain the motives of people,s
actions in a materialist way.
At the same time the problem of men's interests represents .a-junction in which not only the application of
glaterialism, but also of dialectics to society ii'intertwined.
Understanding gf contradictions in historital develop*"rt
is most intimately linked with this problem. The interests
and actions of men must not be consi-dered in isolation from
the dialectics of social development. Every social event, big
or small, is a result of numelrous individual actions whicfr
ar.e interlocF"d, g9- partly- in one direction and partly in
other directions. The results of men's actions mi$trt differ
greatly from their intentions and aims, the morJ so since
they-.are ultimately determined by the objective economic
cgnditions, and not simply by their desires. Engels compared
this process with the additiirn of forces of different dir..tions in mechanics whictr form a parallelogram of forces
ultimately in the form of a resultarit force i,vhich does not
coincide fully with the direction of any one of them.
The question
does this proposiiion of Engels hold
^arises,
good not only for
pre-socialist sociely where peopie, as he

put it, made history not guided by a common will and not
according to one common plan, but also to socialism?
Under socialism, too, the laws of social development
remain the laws of the mass action of people, because such
is their nature. Here, too, the strivings ahd ^actions of people
are intertwined and make up a common result. But ttie new
element under socialism is that not only separate individuals,
but society as a whole sets itself a dehnite aim and undertakes to achieve it. This is not a temporary and relative
coincidence of the aims of different claises or social srouDs.
which_ was also possible.in previous societies, for exam-"ple,'in
periods of struggle for national tasks, in national liberation
w-ars, and so on. This is a new type of social development
which becomes feasible after private ownership oi the
mea^ns of- production which disuiites people and 'engenders
conflicts between their wishes was abolished, after the
division of society-into anlagonistic classes with their opposite interests was eliminated.

Socio-political and moral unity of society is a new phenomenon characterising the qualitative state of sociblist
society- where social ownership of the means of production
prevails, uniting all people by common basic interists, where
the class antithesis has been'eliminated and only non-basic
class distinctions remain. In these conditions the laws of
so^cial_ develo-pment are realised not through disunited actions
of individuals, not through a struggle of antagonistic classes
(there are none in- sociafist society), but throu"gh the organised actions of all of society, through co-operation of its
social.groups. Unity of action of the overwhelming majority
of society's members and the scientifically based tisks j,:t Uv
the Party which they work to accomplish'create the obiectiv!
possibility for the coincidence of the aims and intentibns of
pfople. with^the results obtained. That is why the results
of actions of men no loirger turn into a foice which is
alienated from them and blgins to dominate them. Society
is freed from spontaneous f-orces and begins to guide tht
processes of its life and development in i conscidus way.
This fundamentally new feat-ure, as compared with pieceding societies, however, must not be turned into an a^bsolute. Socialist society, too, still has class distinctions between
workers and peasants united in co-operatives, between town
and country, between workers by hand and by brain,
2t

between skilled and unskilled labour. All these and similar
social distinctions will disappear only in the course J;;cialism's _development into -co**rrrris*, wtrich *iff -t. i
socrety. of complete, social homogeneity. From the correct
proposition about the coincidencE of the basic intere;t;;a
peoql^e in socialist society it does not at all f"ii"--'tfr"i
specific-.interests are abseht and consequently t[;; ;r.;;
contradictions between them.
The nature of socialist society creates the.objective basis
-is
for rationally combining_ the dirr..r. interests," but this
not achieved automatically. This demands correct consideration for interests in Jormulating a policy, in devisfi ,fr.
most rational forms of organising
*culturel production, planning" and
guiding the economy and
the intricac| ;f thi; ;;k
can be seen from the new_system of economic'management
introduced in the Soviet Union. It was .tubo.ii.J-'i; th.
course of^ a long discussion needed to find the most effi.ie"i
crrte'a for assessing the activity of enterprises. ensurins
the proper combination of the inlerests of dh. e"t;.;-;;;;:
omy, the enterprise and the worker.
lnterests as the motive to action remain the most imoor_
tant element in the mechanism of laws under socialism ioo.
But these are interests which arose on the basis
r".irriri
economic r-elatiols, socialist commodity exchange and
"i socialist principles of distribution according to woik. conrcious
use of socialism's economic laws
-presuiposes such ,, ;rt;;:
isation of social relations in which
inierests could acT in
the direction_ society needs. People cannot n" *ia. il ;
contrary to_their interests, sociaf or *the
personal; this would be
utopian and would run counter to
nature of sociitisi
society which is being built for the good of the p.opl.. B,ri
actions motivated by diverse interes"ts
can be ai.".i.a i"io
a channel conformiirg to the main -directio" of -rr.iuiiri
society's,development, promoting its advance to communism.
I hrs is done by devising the most elpedient forms of organ_
rsrng production, exchange and distribution and alsd of
maqaging the economy.
.Thyl, we arrive ai another prime prerequisite for the
s-cientific understanding of socialist soi.ietv'r develop*enit
the need to examine it from the aspect 6f tt e
mechanism of its intrinsic laws and'above all the"U'i..ii".
,tii oi
interests as the motive force of this mechanism.
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These theoretical premises dictate the composition
present book.

'

of the

The methodological principles are formulated in the first
chapters: "Relationship Betweel the. Objestive Conditions
and the Subjective Factor in Building Communism" and
"Economic Relations and Interests of People in Socialist
Society". The general propositions outlined here are further
developed in the next chapters (for example, in examining
the role of the objective conditions and the subjective factor
in transforming social consciousness, the role of interests in
relations between classes and between nations, in the moulding of the new man, and so on).
The examination of all these questions is summed up in
a chapter on historical progress and the change in its nature
under socialism. The readir will notice that this problem,
too (specifically the understanding of the criterion of historical progress) is linked with the problem of interests.
The iut[or is fully aware that he has merely raised a
considerable number-of problems, each of which could be
the subiect of a special study. He only wants to remark in
iustification that the concept of the book requires a discusiion of these problems in their interconnection, because
otherwise it is impossible to picture socialist society as an
integral social organism.

Chapter I
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE OBJECTIVE
CONDITIONS AND THE SUBJECTIVE
FACTOR IN BUILDING COMMUNISM

in the materialist understanding of
of the question of the correlation between the objective conditions and the subjective factor in
social development. The development of socialist society,
to no smaller extent than that of any other, is a natural
historical process whose laws are not determined by the will
and consciousness of man. On the contrary, it is these laws
that determine man's will and consciousness. At the same
time this is a process of conscious, systematic building of the
The starting point

society is the solution

new society, carried on, moreover, on such a huge scale, as,
for example, is seen in the Soviet Union.
To establish the relationship between the objective conditions and the subjective factor in building communism,
it is necessary first [o examine the general p'ropositions of
historical materialism which hold good for all social formations and then to show the specific features of their application to the development of socialist and communist society.

1. The Categories of the Objective Conditions
and the Subjective Factor and Their Place
in Historical Materialism

The concepts of the objective conditions and the subjective factor belong to the most general categories of hislorical materialism and may in a certain sense be considered
in the same order as such categories as social being and
social consciousness, material and ideological relationi and
basis and superstructure.

All

these categories reflect,

in

one

way or another, the relationship between these two inter25

connected sides

of so_cial life, of which the first is the pri-

dete_rmi-ning side and the second
\ary,
determined side.

is the derivative,'the

But the content and functions of these categories do not
fully coincide; otherwise there would be no ,eid to emolov
all of them in explaining social phenomena. Taken togethei,
these categories can, even if merely in general oi"tti"e,
encompass the wealth of social phenomena "and relations.
.By differentiating between social being and social con-

we solve the fundame,ntal queJtion of philosophy
as applied to society, namely, what is-pri*ary arrd whai il
secondary. Just- as materialism in general reiognises being
sciousn_ess,

as primary and consciousness as iecondary, ; does hisl
torical materialism regard as primary the material life of
society and as secondaiy its spiritual iife which reflects materiql life, i.e., social being.
, The categories of society's basis and superstructure
characterise more concretely the structure of socie?y, the relationship between its economic system or. to put it differentlvthe sum total of production and economic'relations, whidh
form the basis, and the entire huge superstructure which
grows yp oq this basis. The concept-of su-perstructure coyers
not o-nly- social consciousness, not only theiriews and ideas of
people, but also- the numerous institutions and organisations
created in conformity with these ideas; the supirstructure
is made up. of the ideological, political and legil forms of

the economic system of society.
. The categories of -objectiv^e conditions and

of

subjective

factor also have their specific content; they do not- fullv
coincide with any of the-categories mentioned earlier. Their
very designations, their functions differ. As distinct from
such categories ?! - basis and
-superstru-cture, the categories
of objective conditiols and subj6ctive
factor explain iot so
much the structure of society as-the process of iis chanse bv
man. They reyeal the relationship'between the .orr".iou',
activity of man and the conditions-in which he acts. That is
w-hy they are especially important in studying the processes
of the revolutio-nary remaking of social life, Suilding of the
new society, and so on.

What are the obiective conditions and the subjective

factor?

Objective conditions are

the
26

conditions

in which men

make history, but which do not depend on their will and
The subjective factor in society's development
is the conscious activity of people, classes and parties which
make history, it is their organisation, will and energy necessary for coping with definite historical tasks.
At times the subjective factor is defined too broadly so
that the specific nature of this category is lost. It is claimed,
for example, that people are always a subjective factor,
that all people should be considered the subject of history,
although they are not always aware of this. Of course, all
social life is a product.of the activity of people and in this
sense it may be said that people are the subject of history.
Generally, the subject is the carrier of an action in which
a definite aim is achieved. What distinguishes human history
from the history of animals, by the way, is that animals are
a passive object of their history, while man is the active
maker of history. Labour and production constitute the
starting point and basis of mankind's history. That is why
people are the subject, whose practical activity determines
historical development. In this sense the population "is the
basis and subject of the entire social process of production".l
But Marx noting that in history taken as a whole "the
subject, mankind, and the object, nature, are one and the
same thing", warns that this unity should not make one
forget "the essential difference between epochs".2 In all
epochs man is the subject of history. People, the masses,
have always in one way or another, consciously or unconsciously, made history. Nothing in history is done without
people, all of it is the result of their practical activity. Not
only the spiritual life of society, but also its material life
is a product of people's activity (naturally, under definite
natural and historical conditions which each generation inherits). But no matter how important the recognition of this
fact is for ascertaining the speiific features of human history
in general (as distinct from the history of nature) it is not
yet sufficient for establishing who is the subject of concrete
historical transformations in various epochs. Here it is also
necessary to establish what social forces, owing to their

consciousness.

I K. Marx, Grunilrisse tler Rritik iler politischen Ohonotnie

(Rohentaurf), 1857-1858, Berlin, 1955, S. 21.
2 Ibid., s: 7.
cr7

objective position in society, organisation, consciousness and
other prope.rties, can praciicallly ef.it, 'u"J ao-.ti;;i th;
given historical transfoimations.'The question ;i ;h;;ril;
history in general cannot be idenffiei with trr. q".rtio"'"i
what socral torces consciously accomplish definite historicai
changes.

, The role of the people and the sub.iective factor in historv
also must not be regarded as identiCal. Let us note first o'f
all that in a class soiiety the subjecti". -masses,
r*to, ,rr",iiJ
the, conscious activity- not only "of ttl
th; .frrr.,
and social forces which work fbr sociir progr*.. Flit.J rr...
-r*i;i?";;;;
against eqch other are diametrically oirpriid
whose,will, jnjrgy and
the ;;;;; ;i-th.
tr.Xg_gl.: and,the,general-organisation'affict
outcome of historical development
Un the other hand, it would be wrong to put itt th;
activity of the-people who act as the ,rii" forl."-of-ro.iJ
pro.gress into the sphere of the subjective factor.
Th" d;ii;
actlvrty
pg9pl9: design-ed. to satisfy their needs, is itself
.gt
part ot the ob3ective conditions of society,s development. It
as,the objective making of history by
]pgears
over,
people, as usually has been the case in^dpi;;;;r;:
his'torv. mav
not even be aware thaf they are its makers. B"t ;;-;(; *b'_
jective factor people act only to the extent that thev con_
scrously accomplish definite social tasks. otherwisJ t[e.e
ryould b9 no point in spea_king of enlarging the size of th.
masses that make history, beciuse .rr.., "*itiori ii frirt*i."i
m_aterialism considers them the makers of historr-Iiui";ir;;
a.n! Engels say that, together-with-1[;'t'h";;#;;
{a1x
ot
the historical action, there will grow the .ire "of tn.
masses whose cause it is, they refer not "simply to ttr.
process of making history, but to the pio..r, of "l;..tiu.
aiu.l"n
them rnto active conscious struggle for effectins timeli
changes. Only.in this case does th"e"q""iiio" *i;;;?;;ilt"i
the masses, gnqped b-y IogS historical slumber, and extend'l
rng. the range of people taking part in the struggle
to chanee
social relations. ThiJ-is espec-iaily true of th.'Jo.iulisi-;;;;:
lution, which is the deepeit-going of all and, th.;i;;;.- i;-*iii.h
volves the
sociai chairg.r] , ,."rt"iio"
;;"*,
-g^reatest
to a new life the lower deplhs
of society
-make.s
capitalism. They become the
";;;;;;J--b;
of the'ro.iliirt"
r.""rr'tron in the real sense of the word.
Lenin said about the people in the colonies and semi_

i;.rli.

colonies that in the past they were regarded "merely as the
objects and not as the subjects of history".t The present
epoch has awakened them to an independent life, to struggle
for their national and social emancipation, which has greatly
broadened the size of the masses who are consciously making
history and has accelerated its development.
In the course of society's progress the unconscious activity
of people making history is thus converted into conscious
activity. This, of course, must not be understood in an oversimple way, as if the objective ceases to exist and is replaced
by the subjective. This is not the case at all. The life of
mankind always proceeds in definite objective conditions and
under corresponding laws which do not depend on the will
and consciousness of people and ultimately determine the
nature and trend of their activity. The laws of social development are realised only through the practical activity of
people. But the nature of their activity differs, depending on
the historical conditions. People, for example, can act without
considering the social results of their activity and the laws
are displayed spontaneously, behind their back, so to say.
Under other historical conditions people can act consciously,
seeking to achieve definite aims which follow from the interests of society's development, the interests of a class, and
so on. In such cases they act as the makers of history not
only objectively but also subjectively. When ever larger
masses who work for progress become the subject of history
this accelerates mankind's development.
We must further qualify what we understand as conscious
activity. In a certain sense all activity of people who pursue
a definite aim may be regarded as conscious. Men differ
from animals by acting consciously, setting themselves a
definite aim in advance. The labour process is a purposeful
activity in which a result is attained-that originated-in the
mind of the worker as his conscious aim, i.e., as an idea. But
whereas the production process for each labourer is a conscious action, for society as a whole production carried on
by thousands and millions of producers operating on the
lines of private property, is an uncontrollable process.
Consequently, the indisputable fact that people in social
life act as conscious beings, endowed with will and mind,
1 V.

L Lenin, Collecteil Uorks, Vol.
29

32, p. 478.
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does not at all mea_n that their entire activity
is,conscious. Material goods are at;;y, p;;".Ja

their .aims, act as .ors.i5u,

:ll:.

in
'li histor.v
il;;1:
-ild"?"'gfi"fl;;

socretyf::",ing.
productive activity becom.es conscious o"tv

#t ."-r*i.t"
a whole and not only a separate individui ;;ilffiI+
production io u a.hnii.
ii i,
.'l!.ol9j"u,..r
rnar rn socral development consciousness
"i-. must
be resarded
from the angle. of. ti,.cial
d;.1;"#:;;
"ii ""ii"ai"ia"ri
9o,1s9r"ous. activity- in history is one which meets not onlv the
Indrvrdual arms of the people participating in it,
but als'o the
common aims of the mem-beri of th'e giv"en crass
or ro.i.to
goes without sayfng that th; Ae'i;;;'J-.i.,*rri,'r,r'.J,
o.f^It
people who make t irtiry ;ry a.
;"ie diversel N;t;;;
the movement of various ilurr.'r, b";;i;o
th.^r.tir#
,i'l
-**ial
single class at different stages
it,
hlstory aiff.r
erably
as

.i."r;il;i;ri

in terms of consciousn[ss.

"f

Conscious activity does not necessarily implv scientific
understandrng of the laws and processes'of sotial

ment. Otherwise

it

de".lo"_

t; h;l,ilh;";;i;l;
the birth of Marxism_ a"d MaoiJ plrties th.r; -;;r-;;
f:.1:.,?' 1g!,:i1y il history. i" g."Jrii. t.t,^^ritr,";*h ,'r;;
raws
would be ,e.esraiy

oI socral development- had not been cognised, iadical
in the relati6ns of proau.tio", prepared bv the
development of ihe productive' i;;;.r, '*;;;
1!9113.9"r
consclously
in the past, too. The new state system
rntroduced .ettectedby
exerted great influence ori tfi.
^revolution
changes

oev€Iopment of the economy.

- Nikolai Mikhailovsky, an ideologist of Narodism in
sia, stated that Europian life *u;-rh;p;d ;;;;;#ffiy Rus_
as the flow of a rivtr which ,,warhes'- -1way. &..ytfri"S"li
can, be it a diamon{..fig1d,
-skirts .,n.rythrrg rt cannot wash
even a dunghill.
?y-uy,
{-ock-s, dams, by_paJs and a.ii"uti*
glanners are arranged by the human mind and emotions.
r nls reason and this sentiment, it may be said,
were not
present when the contemporary ..orro-i. ,yri.".
;;;;"^l;
They were in the .*'Uryo"i.-rtug.'and their-in_
,,Ey19n".
uuence on the natural, spontaneous course of events
was
negligible."l
Lenin criticised Mikhailovsky,s allegation that the con_

scious influence of people on the "course of events" was
negligible. "People in sound mind and judgement," Lenin
wrote, "then erected extremely well-made sluices and dams,
which forced the refractory peasant into the mainstream of
capitalist exploitation; they created extremely artful by-pass
channels of political and financial measures through which
swept capitalist accurnulation and capitalist expropriation
that were not content with the action of economic laws
alone."l This conscious activity of people did not, however,
eliminate the spontaneity of capitalism's economic laws.
Political, financial and'other measures merely facilitated,
extended the scope of these laws which inexorably ruined
the mass of small peasants and artisans and deepened the
abyss between the poverty of the majority and the wealth of
the minority.
The trend, nature and forms of conscious activity can be
quite diverse: they depend above all on uho carries it on
and in uhose interests. But it always includes action by men
vr,ho pursue definite social aims. This does not necessarily
presuppose the knowledge of laws of social development.
People can confine themselves to empirical understanding
of the connection between social processes. Scientific understanding of the conditions and ways of transforming society
implies a higher level of consciousness and is a prerequisite
for the higher development of the subjective factor, which
ultimately becomes an instrument for the systematic remaking of all social life in the interest of human progress.
Moreover, the subjective factor is not reduced to an understanding of definite historical tasks; this is not only consciousness. It also includes the organisation of people, needed
for achieving these tasks. That is why the subjective factor
includes, for example, all class organisations created to
fight for the interests of the given class, first of all political
parties, and all the weapons utilised by them in this struggle.
The boundaries between the objective conditions and the
subjective factor are fluid. What in one context or in some
historical circumstances may be put among the objective
conditions, in another context or in different circumstances
may come within the sphere of operation of the subjective
factor.

1

N. Mikhailovsky, (Dorks,

Russ. ed.,
30

Vol. II, p.

90.
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V. I. Lenin, Collected. Works, Vol.
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1, p. 899

The objective conditions are at times identified with social
being, with society's material life. But such identification
cannot be regarded as correct if one examines the devel_
opment of society not as a whole, but its specific processes,
ior example, the maturing of a social revoluiion. TLe obiective conditions of revolution are not only definite mate'rial
prerequisites, i.e., an appropriate development of the pro_
ductive forces which come into conflict i,yith obsolete ielations of production. For revolution to mature a whole set
of objective conditions is needed, which Lenin .utiia I
revolutionary-situation, namely, the ruling classes are unable
to pres-erve. their domination in an unclianged form, there
is a crisis "at the top"; the oppressed classis refuse 'to live
in the old way, and so on.
.By far not all_ the elements of a reyolutionary situation
relate to social being, to society's economic lif6. An importa.nt, place among the elements of a revolutionary situation is heljt by changes in society's political life-a irisis of
power and even changes in the'coniciousness of the masses
e-xpressed in that "the lower depths" do not want to live in
old. way. Why should all tLese elements be put u*o"g
lfe
the objective conditions of revolution? Becaur.j u, Lenii
put.it,_their advent is "independent of the will, not only of
individual groups and parties, but even oi indiviiual
classes"-1

Consequently, the concept of objective conditions in the
.
given- case is broader than the concept of social being. It
would be even broader if we were to sfudy, for examplel the
process of moulding the personality. It- is clear that' the
mind of man is moulded -under the influence not onlv of
economic relations but also of all other social relations he
finds in life. The socio-political system, political and legai
lelations,. for .example, make up i very important part"of
the social environment in which- man is moulded. This also
includes a definite state of social consciousness and also the

organisations which spread social ideas and views. In
capitalist society, for eiample, the state machine, the rulins
political parties, the press, iadio, cinema, TV and the churcf,
exert great influence on the minds of people. And this influence (coupled with some other factolrr whi.h retard the
1 V. I. Lenin, Collected (Uorks,
Yol. 21, p. 214.
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development of class consciousness, such as bribing by the
bourgeoisie of the upper crust of the working class'in a
number of countries, and an increase in the labour bureaucracy) is so strong that to this day considerable sections of
the working class in some capitalist countries are held captive by bourgeois ideology and lack of class consciousness.
And so, as regards an individual or even social sections

the entire social environment in which they live and work
acts as the objective conditions moulding their consciousness.
These examples show that the concepts of objectiye conditions and the subiective factor aie correlated, that they
must be examined in each case specifically and that theii
content is not something immutable. But regardless of how
the content of these concepts changes, the objective conditions are always those which do not depend on the will and
consciousness of the acting subject, whether that sub.iect is
all mankind or a separate nation, a certain class, paity or,
lastly, an individual.'
Both the objective conditions and the subjective factor are
shaped historically, in the course of society's development.
Moreover, the maturing of the obiectiv6 conditions and
the subjective factor needed for achieving definite historical tasks may proceed unevenly. F{ere there is no pre-set
harmony. For example, the maturing of a revolutionary
situation does not lCad automatically -to the shaping of ttr'e
subjective factor and, therefore, not every revolutionary
situation leads to a revolution and even leis to its victorv.
"It would be a mistake to think," Lenin said, "that the revolutionary classes are invariably strong enough to effect a
revolution whenever such a revolution has ful-ly matured by
virtue of the conditions of social and economic-developmeni.
No, human_ society is not constituted so rationally -or so
'conveniently' for progressive elements. A revolu[ion may
be ripe, an-d yet the forces of its revolutionary creators may
prove insufficient to carry it out. . . ."1
What role in realising social changes is played by the
objective conditions and the subjective factor? Generally
speaking, the objective conditions ilay the determining role,
inasmuch_as they determine, first, the very necessi-ty of
accomplishing some historical tasks, and consequently,' also
1 lbid., Yol. 9, p. 368.
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the trend of men's activity and, second, the real possibility
for accomplishing these tasks.
Marx formulated the profound idea that mankind always
sets itself only such tasks which it is able to accompliih
because, on closer scrutiny, it always turns out that the-task
itself arises only when the material conditions for coping
with it already exist or at least are in the making. It goes
without saying that we refer here not to problems which
may be suggested to a man by his imagination, but to the
tasks objectively set before mankind by the course of historical development. People become aware of such tasks only
when the objective conditions for realising them have appeared or are emerging in life itself; without this they
simply could not arise.
Consequently, in the final count the objective conditions
also determine the development of the subjective factor
needed for achieving historical tasks because the latter is
shaped as a reflection of the ripe requirements of society's
development.' But the subjective factbr possesses relative
independence and hence a non-conformity between the development of the objective conditions and the subjective
side is possible.

If tlie objective conditions for a revolution are lacking,
no efforts by revolutionaries can bring it about and no revol
lutionary energy can remake society. But if the objective
conditions are available, the fate of a revolution depends on
the subjective factor, i.e., on the energy of the fighting
classes, the exertion of their energies and their ability to
wage the struggle. Thus, the subjective factor can play the
decisive part, not in general and not under any historical
conditions, but only when the objective conditions for the
transformation of society have already matured. In such a
case victory or defeat may decisively depend on how united
and organised the masses are, how ably and with what
determination the revolutionary pafty acts, how capable it
is of leading the masses and uniting them in a political
army.
The opponents of Marxism-Leninism often perceive a
contradiction between recognition of the determining significance of the objective conditions in society's development
and the assertion that the subjective factor can be decisive.
But, recognising the decisive role of the subjective factor

when the necessary objective conditions are available,
Marxism-Leninism does lot deny its own materialist principlgs; on the contrary, it fully relies on them.
The subjective factor is' important in history because
realisation of the possibilities created by the objective conditions depends upon it. These possibilities are not realised
automaticallL but only through the struggle of people for
their aims. That is why the conscious iitivity of -people
exerts tremendous influence on the acceleration o. rfo*irrg
do_wn of progress, and influences the periods required foi
solving historical problems. In a class iociety, the carrying
out of mature social changes depends on the struggli oT
classes in which a big part is played by correct understanding by the advanced classes and parties of their tasks, the
degree of their organisation and their revolutionary energy.
It is also necessary to bear in mind that the results -of
the activity of people-whether it is conscious or not-always
become one of the objective conditions of society's furth'er
development. On reading Hegel's Science of Logic, Lenin
noted that "the thought of the ideal passing into lhe real is
profound: very important for history"._1
The building of socialism furnishes an example of the
ideal passing into the real: socialism which formeily was an
idea, the aim of the proletariat's struggle, is achieved and
in conseqqence becomes an objective condition for the further development of society, for its advance to communism.
The thought of the ideal passing into the real, as Lenin
pointed out, is directed against vulgar materialism which
belittles the significance of the subjective factor and its
effective role in society's progress. Vulgar materialism underlies various theories of "spontaneity'' which picture the
development of society as an automatic, predetermined process. Lenin vigorously attacked such iheories. The great
importance he attached to a precise definition of the-role
of the subjective factor is indicated by his correction to an
article written by V. Vorovsky in 1905. This article stated:
'lr. .Thrl 'organisation in a class' is not something arbitrary,
divorced from life; no, Social Democracy here, as in its
entire activity can merely [adapt itself to the spontaneous
historical process] . . . thus illumining and shortening the
1 V. I. Lenin, CollectedLUorks, Vol.38, p. l14.
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road the proletariat has to traverse."l Instead of the words
in brackets "adapt itself to the spontaneous historical process" Lenin wrote: "guid,e the spontaneous historical 'process", which defines much more- precisely the role of the
subjective factor.
The "spontaneity" theory was preached in different varIrnts by ideologists of the Second International, Russian
Economists and Mensheviks, Right opportunists, and others.
At present it^ is also advocatid b-1i people. who picture
the transition from capitalism to socialiim is a spontineous
process of "transforming" society. The spontane6us maturing of material prerequiiites for iocialism'within the bounds
of capitalism is identified by them with the transformation
of capitalist into socialist society. In contrast to the former
it cannot occur spontaneously, -but demands the conscious
revolutionary struggle of society's progressive forces, headed
Dy me worKtng class.
While vulgar materialist views which belittle the role of
the conscious activity and organisation of classes forrn the
m-ethodological basis of BigTr opportunism, subjectivism,
which ignores the determining -iole of 'the "objective
conditions in society's development represents the meihodological basis of "Left" opportunism.-Subjectivism ascribes
a decisive role in history to the revolutionary will and
!o tlresubjective factor regardless of the objective'conditions.
-revolutionariesSuch is the position of -petty-bourgeois
anarchists, B-lanquists, Ba-kuninists, -and also ultra-"Left"
elements in the communist movement. This position leads
to adventurism in politics, to attempts, for exairple, to rouse
the masses for revolution in the a6sence of a rivolutionarv
situation, attempts which doom the revolutionaries to def'eat. "L_eft" opportunism pushes a Communist Party onto
the road of sectarianism, divorces it from the masses and
time and again substitutes actions by a group of conspirators
tor struggle by the masses.
A policy is scientifically based only when it relies on a
proper understanding of the relationship between the obiective conditions and the subjective factor, recognises "the
determining significance of the objective conditions, and at
the same time takes into consideration the tremendous role

I

Lenin Miscellany XXAI, Russ. ed., p. 342.
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of the subjective factor which is

capable, given the objective conditions, to play the decisive part in effecting historically ripe changes. A divorce of the objective conditions
from the subjective factor, a gap between these two sides
of the historical process, inevitably leads either to Right
or to 'ol.eft" opportunism.

2. Relationship Between the Objective Conditions
and the Subjective Factor

in Socialist Society

The general propositions about the relationship of the
objective conditions and the subjective factor also fully
apply to socialist society. But under socialism this relationship is marked by a number of distinctions, above all, the
enhanced role of the subjective factor.
In socialist conditions, the subjective factor is formed
from the conscious and constructive endeavour of the masses,
the leadership of Pafiy, governmental and other organisations called upon to head the masses and organise their
efforts in building communism. Under socialism, the enhanced role of the subjective factor is expressed in the fact
that the activity of the masses rises tremendously, the number of active participants in the building of the new society
grows considerably and at the same time conscious leadership of the masses by the Party and the state acquires still
greater significance.
The role of the subjective factor under socialism is raised
above all by the change in the nature of economic development and in the relationship between spontaneity and conscious activity.

The development of the economy was spontaneous in presocialist societies. Naturally, in those socio-economic forma-

tions, too, each individual producer pursued definite aims
in his daily productive activity and in this sense he acted
consciously. But the progress of the economy as a whole,
resulting from the activity of many producers, proceeded
spontaneously ahd was not subordinated to the conscious
control of society. This is above all explained by the fact
that in all modes of production before socialism, the development of the productive forces was subordinated to imme37

diate aims and interists. Because of the objective conditions
of th-eir life people could not ponder over"the ,rror. ,.*ot"
social consequences of their actions and .take them into con_
sideration; their calculations and aims were confined to
their immediate interests. Moreover, in societies founded on
private property, the interests and actions of people clashed.
ran counter to each other and the result of ttreir ictions was
frequently unexpected for the people themselves. AlthouEf,
in. critical periods.of history the bieak-up of old productiin
relations and the introduction of new onts came is a result
of_conscious struggle of advanced classes, the economi" divelopment of society as a whole remained subordinate to
spontaneous forces uncontrolled by people. "If . .. we apply
this measure to human history, io- thit of even the misi
developed peoples 9f the present day," Engels wrote, ,,we
find that there still existi here a-colossil disproportion
between the proposed aims and the results arrived it, thut
unforeseen effects predominate and that the uncontrolled
forces are f.ar more powerful than those set into motion
according to plan."1 This cannot be otherwise, Engels stressed,
as long as social production is subordinate t"o the blind
play of.spontaneous foices, as long as capitalist relations of
production.are'preserved, which make the anarchy of production, crises, and the domination of the product ovei the
producer inevitable.
_Life naturally also impels capitalism forward, forces it to
adapt itself to the_ tremtndouj growth of the' productive
forces. In present-day conditions-state-monopoly capitalism
introduces some elements of conscious reguiation irrto the
economy. Even
-E-nggls, in the last years of his life, noted,
in connection with
the appearance of trusts, that capitalism
must not be regarded in the old way, that one could not
continue to define c_apitalism as a system of production
lacking,planning. "Tliis is now out ol date; oncd there are
trusts, there can no
-longer !g lu* of planning." Expressing in these words Engels's
idea, Lenin^stressed'that in the
20th century the devElopment of capitalism went even
tarther, that a transition was under way from monopolv in
gj""r"lgrtate monopoly.2 In conditions of state-mdnopoly
I I. PrSaq, Diale_ctics of Ngtury, Moscow, 1966, pp. 34-85.
-..2 _y. I. Lenin, Collected ?^oris, Vol. 24, p. 2+0. SeeLiso Marx/Engels,

Uerhe, Berlin, 1963, S. 231-32.
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capitalism, the tremendous growth- of the- productive forces
diitates a certain regulation of production. Not only
particular measures for regulating economic growth,-but
entire econornic programmes designed for more or less long
periods are bein$ applied in certain West European capitalist countries and in-japan. It cannot be denied that with the
help of "economic programming" the bourgeois state suc'
ceeds in influencing- the economy and its trends. Although
the state redistribules through the budget a considerable
part of the national income (about one-third in most impeiialist countries) and makes substantial investments, no "ecocan eliminate. the spontaneous nature
nomic programming"
of the -capltalist eConomy as a whole, abolish crises and
uneyen eConomic growth. State programming is effected on
the basis of agreements by the government and the biggest
monopolies but is not binding on the latter: it is of an indicative (i.e., recommendatory) nature. The monopolies accept
the recommendations, in so far as they meet their interests.
The situation cannot be different as long as production
remains capitalist and its aim is to extract profit. Capitalist
programming, effected in the interest of the monopolies,
ilttii,ately firther aggravates the antagonism between the
social nature of production and the private capitalist form
of appropriation; it cannot save doomed capitalism.
Tlie founders of Marxism foresaw the need for abolishing
capitalist relations and replacing them by socialist relations
reiuiring the planned, balanced organisation of all social
production. They scientifically outlined the main features of
iuture society: ibolition of private property and the estabIishment of iocial property in the means of production,
abolition of the exploitation'of man by man and subordination of social prbduction to satisfying the needs of the
whole society. In these new social conditions, people for
the first time gain the opportunity to subjugate the- spontaneous forces which up to now have predominated. Subordination of production to society's interests enables people to
consider not only the immediate but also the more remote
social consequences of their productive activity' _ Social
ownership of the means of production unites. people and
prevents antagonistic clashes of their interests. All this turns
economic devilopment into a purposeful process in which
the results needed by people are increasingly attained.
s9

The new element, consequently, is that social ownershio
q"rns,.of p.roduction ena6ie, ,".Ljiri ,r.r.ty'ti"iJt
llas. aln..single
entity. It llas neither private owners who'se intei_
csts clash, nor
-opposing classes. The conflictinA aspirations
ot people resulting
in a fundamental diverge"nce'between
the arms and consequences of their actions, wf,ich is characteristic of precedin$ societies, under sociaiism-ar;-r;;l;;
u l.*, type of
lL
.relationship between class and p.rrorut
rnterests,
between th.e actions of people and theii conse_
quences. Thrc aspirations and actio'ns bf men'coincide
in-ihe
marn and the entire people are united around a common
goa.l f a.society whe-re ihere is ,o.i"_potiii."f ,#-lJl":
rogrcal unlty.

., This naturally rrrles out neither contradictions between
the particular, non-basic interests of various srouo, - oT
people nor aspirations which run counter t, - tlr". -n5;.r;i
advance .ot society towards communism. Thev cantot be
ayorded, because some social distinctions inheriti:d from
class
society.are preserved in the first phase ;f ;;;;;;ilru_
cause the carriers of survivars of capitarism exist and.
lastlv.
because there are c.onservativ. p.oit.-*il;,;;ilj"'A:i;
allegiance_ to the old or_ intereit iir preservins if, hil;;
society's. development. We must also b;;;-i" ;i#'t'h;'',;;
alr members of society a-re at once drawn into the conscious
endeavour of tacklin! the common tislis ;f b;lfut"g";;;:

munism.

But the main characteristic of sociarism is that social pros.ess is achieved not as a result of the .turh oi-.o;;;;;",

but as a result of the .o-op.rriior, ;i -;ii""r*t;i
groups and.the pooling_of their efforis. This meins
it ri-t^t.
classes,

etrtrre people become th-e
-subject of history, irus*.r"h u,
they consciously accomplish
historical taskssociet.r.
It rs this stage o1' society's development that facinE
is "t[e beEirinrng. ot a rapid,^ genuine, truly mass forward *o"rr._
q.ll, embracrng hrst the majority and then the whole
9.1 .th.. population, in all spheres of public and private

life".1

Qoqse.quently,.the sphere _of the subjective factor is ex_
rn socralrst society. lt er-r-co-mpasses not only the
leading forces of society, frrst of- all the Farty and tt;;odi:

.

rendec[
1 V.

L Lenin,

Collected.

(l)orhs,yol.25, p.
40
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ist state, but also the entire mass of the people who act as
the conscious builders of the new society.
Under socialism, the role of the subjective factor also
rises because of the distinctions of its political system. Before the victory of the socialist revolution state power was
held by the classes hostile to the proletariat and state activity that affected the proletariat was a factor that did not
depend on its will. But with the winning of political power
by the proletariat, the activity of the state and the employment of instruments of power becomes an important subjective factor in coping with the tasks of "the socialist revolution.
The majority of the working people headed by the working
class are the subject of socialist transformations. They acquire in the socialist state an instrument of unprecedented
force for influencing the course of historical development.

Thanks to all this, the subjective factor gains a new
function, without parallel in history, namely, to direct
society's development consciously, in conformity with the
available objective conditions and objective laws operating
under socialism.

Political relations, culture and the very foundation of

society's life, the economy, become the object of conscious
endeavour. Under socialism, too, the productive activity of
people remains a sphere of the objective making of history,
inasmuch as the production of material goods is, as before,
an economic necessity. But in this sphere, too, the subjective
factor acquires a special role, because the results of economic

construction largely depend on the consciousness of the
of the economy.
The building of socialism is from the very beginning of
the socialist revolution a process of conscious and organised
work by the masses to develop the productive forceslnd to
remake economic relations through the socialisation of the
means of production (nationalisation of industry, transport
and the banks, organisation of co-operatives in agriculture
and the crafts, and so on).
The building of socialism is at the same time a process
of subordinating the spontaneous elements and tendencies
of economic growth to single state guidance. This task was
accomplished in the Soviet Union in bitter struggle between
the forces of the organised working class and the classes
masses, on guidance
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opposing

it,

between the socialist sector of the economv
plan and the capitalist ,..t"'.
ol..l!" economy which tried to foil socialist construction,
utilising for this purpose petty-bourgeois elements.
.Economic development, which under the domination of
pnvate property was spontaneous, becomes a consciously
directed, planned process when social property gains
w.frigh developed according to

dominance.

Does this mean that under socialism the relationship of
tlre objective- conditions and the subiective factoruuaituttv
changes- so that the determining role" is played bV thi s"n'jective factor and not by
_the o6jective .orditionsi No, such
a view would be wrong. What ihanges radically is not the
relationship tretween tf,e objective iha the subjective, but
tle relationship between the spontaneous
and the conscious
-a
elements.- Society is becoming
consciously directed whole
which subjugates the sponta-neous forces 'that dominated
people in preceding societies.
The objective is not tantamount to the spontaneous. Under
socialism, the concept of the objective pieserves the same
meaning as-before: it denotes thal whichexists outside, and
is independent of, the consciousness of men and is not
determined by their will and mind. The spontaneous d.enotes
that which is not controlled by people, -is not subordinate
to_teir will, but on the contrarlidoininates them.
History- shows
-that the confusion of these concepts leads
to class mistakes in understanding the development of socialist society. pgpe men, recognisiig the objeciive determination of socialist society's divelofment, r6garded this as a
spontaneous process and thus arrived ai the ,,automatic
flow" theory, which is profoundly inimical to socialism.
Uther men, r€g'arding socialist society's development as a
consciously directed pr.ocess, denied on these frounds the
objective.nature of iti laws and thus slipped inio the position of subjectivism, which leads to adventurism in econtmic
policy.^Both these views have nothing in common with the
scientific understanding o_f socialist society's progress.
The transition to soiialism widely extends thE bounds of
men's conscious activity and changes the nature of operation of economic laws. Socialism'J intrinsic economic'laws
fundamentally differ from the laws of capitalism both in
their content and nature, because these larars express new
42

relations of production, relations of comradely mutual cooperation and socialist mutual assistance of people free from
exploitation. Socialism's economic laws, which are just as
objective and independent of men's will and consciousness
as the economic laws of capitalism, are no longer spontaneous laws. Whereas under capitalism the means of production and labour are distributed between sectors of the
economy spontaneously, through the mechanism of the laws
of competition and anarchy of production, the average rate
of profit, and so on, under socialism the means of production and labour are distributed among sectors by society
consciously, in accordance with the requirements of the law
of planned, proportional development of the economy, the
basic economic law and other economic laws of socialism.
That under socialism economic laws operate differently
is explained not only by the fact that men comprehend these
laws and utilise them in their economic activity. Of course,
knowledge of objective laws and their practical application
are a prerequisite for curbing the spontaneous forces and
subjugating them to man's control. But the possibilities of
the planned use of laws and the mechanism of their operation are themselves determined by the objective conditions
of the life of the people. Even the most exhaustive knowledge of capitalism's economic laws cannot eliminate the
spontaneity of their operation. The development of the
national economy ceases to be a spontaneous process only
with the abolition of private property, when the economic
laws of capitalism, which express the relations of private
commodity producers, are replaced by new economic laws,
the laws of socialism, which express the relations of producers united by social ownership of the means of production. Consequently, the objective conditions for subjugating
the spontaneous forces of economic development by society
are the establishment of social property in the means of
production.

The triumph of the planning principle, naturally, does not
mean that under socialism the spontaneous forces and tendencies in the economy have been fully abolished. They
still make themselves felt. Some sectors of the economy
(especially agriculture) are to a certain extent affected by
the spontaneous forces of nature which society at the attained level of the productive forces is as yet unable to
4A

subjugate fully to its control. Spontaneous elements also
exist in economic relations owing to the presence of an
unorganised market in which prices fluituate. Privateownership tende_ncie!, displayed in the actions of some people, the survivals of capitalism in men's minds, mores -and
way _of life hinder the conscious, purposeful advance of
socialist society towards communism. . Spontaneity,- however, is engendered not only by ob.jective
but also by subjective reasons. It can also be cauied bv the
activity of the subjective factor, if people inadequately consider the objective conditions in which-they live,-and do not
reckon with the demands of economic laws. Their planned,
con-scious- use by,society is a form of their operation
under socialism and communism. But when people disregard
their demands, tle operation of these laws-reslults in s[ontaneous, undesirable consequences. Moreover, the resulfs of

their activity do not conform to the aims people
themselves. For example, subjectivism, displayed

in guiding Soviet agriculture, gave rise t6

it

set

one time

numerous conse-

qu€nces which adversely affected its development.

By- and large, spontaneity of social devilopment is eliminated under socialism, but its objective determination naturally remains. The concept of the objective embraces here
also such connections an-d relations which are established
consciously; For example, in determining the concrete tasks
of socialist and communist construction it is necessarv to
ploc-eed fro_m the objectively existing level of development
of the productive foices. In contraS[ to the earlier fbrmations, under socialism this level is not merely a result of
spontan_eou-s e-co-nomic growth; it embodies not only what has
been inherited from pieceding societies, but also'the results
of the conscious effort of the people to develop the socialist
ecoiromy. But all this does not alter the fact [hat each successive stage in the development of socialist society is
objectively determined by the preceding one. This determination does not depend on man'i will.
Socialist society is arranging and changing its economic
lelations consciously, which,"hdwever, does"nol deprive them
of their objective nature, just as, let us say, the development
by chemists of synthetic materials with pie-determined properties does not abolish the laws of chemical compou-nds.
Socialist relations of production are established not irbitra44

rily, but in conformity with the existing productive forces.
The connection between the level of the productive forces
and the state of the production relations is an objectively
necessary connection which exists outside men's minds and
independently of their will. That is why under socialism,
too, the difference between material relations (which above
all include economic relations) and ideological relations is
not eliminated.
Material social relations are established by men who act
individually as conscious beings and at the same time
"independint of the sscial ionsciousness of people".l In
Materi,ali,sm and Empirio.Cri.ticism, from which this quotation is taken, Lenin demonstrates that the criterion of the
materiality of social relations is their lack of dependence on
social consciousness. Relations of production are shaped independently of social consciousness as a form of the material
ploductive forces used for maintaining the life of people,
and they exist objectively, regardless of whether people are
aware of it or not.
The criterion of the materiality of social relations is also
fully applicable to socialist relations of production. I-Inder
socihlism, too, these relations, just as social being as a whole,
exist objectively, independent of social consciousness and the
will and wishes of men. Whether men want it or not, they
face definite living conditions which are the result of society's preceding development. Before changing these conditions they are forced io adapt themselves to them.
In the period of building socialism, spontaneous market
forces are-replaced by the conscious, constructive work "of
setting up an extremely intricate and delicate system of new
organisational relationships extending to the planned production and distribution of the goods required for the existence of tens of millions of people".2 But people do not
establish these relations "from scratch", so to say. They
find definite productive forces and relations of production
which have arisen on their basis. These relations can be
consciously changed in the direction suggested by the development of the productive forces, but they cannot be established arbitrarily or organised anew- at will, disregarding

I V. I. Lenin, Collected.Uorks, Vol. 14, p.325.
2 Ibid., Yol. 27, p. 241.
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the objectiv-e conditions. Attempts to do so inevitably bring
on serious failures and miscalculations which harm society-.
More than that, although society foresees the main trend
of the change in relationl of production and acts accordingly, it 9ann9! foresee all social consequences of its productjve activity: life will always produce something new.-People
do not become at once aware of the need to make some
change in_ the,relations of production. They become aware
of this only when in their practical activity.they encounter
sufficiently' ripe contradicti6ns in life. But'the iatter arise,
without pl,ssing thlough the minds of men. "Life proceeds
b.y contradictions," Lenin pointed out, "and living co-ntradictions are so much richer, more varied and deepei in content
than they may seem at first sight to a man's-mind."1 This
dialectical proposition preserves its full force in socialist
society, too.

- H9nc9, tle need to study life carefully so as to discern
the birth of contradictions and take meaiures for resolving
them in good time.
Account must also be taken of the differing levels of
social consciousness in socialist society. The higLest level is
repre,sented by the consciousness of the Party which scientifically analyies an4 guides society's development. But there
still remains the difference in the level of fhe consciousness
of the Party and the entire mass of the people. In socialist
society, too, not every producer, enterin[ into relations of
production, is aware of the nature of these-relations and their
development trends. Many people first enter these relations
becaus_e they are prompted to do so by vital necessity and
only then become more or less aware of their social nature.
That is why work at a socialist enterprise becomes for them
also a school where they learn to understand social life. The
Party gradually elevates the level of the people's daily
consciousness to the level of its scientific consciousness. At
the same time the Party and its leaders rely on the experience of the masses who, as a rule, are the first to
"rr.orirt.,
in life the maturing contradictions, look for ways to
resolve
them, display their initiative and thereby' accumulate
valuable experience which has to be analysed and summed
up by the Party leadership.
1 V. I. Lenin, Collected (l)orhs, Yol. 34, p. 403.
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It is

necessary,

finally, to differentiate between an

understanding of the prospects of social development, which
is inherent in the conscious builders of communism, and a
scientific analysis of the processes of social development
which under socialism, too, requires the summing up of a
r.ast amount of materials and penetration into the essence of
phenomena and remains a function of science. This science
is mastered by many people, but this does not yet obliterate
the boundary between scientific thought and practical activity.

And so, social consciousness is not identical with social
being under socialism either. There can be no such identity
because, first, social being remains primary and independent
of social consciousness and, second, social consciousness, being a reflection of social being, never encompasses it fully.
Socialist consciousness is capable of exerting active influence on social being, but within the bounds determined by
being itself and to the extent to which it properly visualises
the trends of the former's development. The more precisely
the objective conditions are considered and their trends are
ascertained, the greater the opportunities people have for
purposefully changing the conditions of their being. This also
determines the demands socialist society makes on social
consciousness and the subjective factor as a whole.
The enhanced role of the subjective factor under socialism is determined by the objective conditions themselves;
it follows, as pointed out earlier, above all from the nature
pf the economic system of socialism which, based on social
property, requires the united, collective actions of people
and cannot be developed by disunited producers. But to
concentrate their efforts on one goal and guide the intricate
work of building the new society, the Party has to rely on a
scientific analysis of the laws governing social development
and of the objective situation.
3. Scientific Guidance

of Society's Development
The role of the subjective factor in socialist society is
all a matter of utilising the potentialities of socialist
relations for developing the productive forces and advancabove

ing the economy and culturc.
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Under socialism, as in any other society, people have to
reckon with the objective conditions. To ignore the objective conditions would mean to take an adventurist stand
that would be disastrous. Conscious guidance of social
development does not release men from the need to take
into account the achieved level of the productive forces; on
the contrary, it demands an eyen more precise consideration.
rL upcr_rs
possrDtrr[y ror
rlrc possibility
for accele-ratiirg
accelera[lng society'
soclely s progress,
]t ggeny up the
but it does not in any way allow the selting.oi iti rate at
will. The possibilities for advance are determined every
time by the attained level of society's development which
does not depend on men's wishes.
_-It would be wrong, for example, to think that by pooling
all its forces society is capable of carrying out any plan
whatever. The plan'must rtflect the demanIs of sociali'sm's
objective laws, properly express the requirements and real
possibilities of the socialist economy. In cases where Soviet
plans did not take exact account of these demands life
dictated their readjustment.
In drafting plans not only the internal but also the external conditions must be considered. The objective conditions
for the devel
development of a country include the productive
forces and proluction relations taken
tai<en in their entirety,
enlirety, the
natural conditions which affect economic growth and the
international economic and political conditions in which the
counlry fiqds itself. For example, the objective factors which
the U.S.S.R. had to consider when- building socialism
included such an unfavourable condition as the Jact that it
was the only socialist country in the world, surrounded by
hostile capitalist states. Among the external conditions in
which socialism is being built tbday in the People's Democracies is the existence of the world capitalist system, which
is hostile toward socialism, and also - the exiitence of the
world socialist system, which makes it easier for them to
build socialism.
'The capitalist world, which creates the danger of a
military attack, is a factor that does not depen-d on the
Soviet people's will and has affected the deielopment of
their state from its very birth. Let us recall that -the wars
imposed on the Soviet people by the imperialists and the
restoration of the war-ravaged economy retarded peaceful
construction for many years. The imperialists ire also
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seeking to impede the development

of socialism and prevent

it from demonstrating its advantages over capitalism by

exacerbating
exacerbatinE the international situation
situation and creating

a war

danger.

It

that in this sphere, too, much
of the socialist states, for example,
their ability to utilise in their own interests the contragoes without saying

depends on the policy

dictions between the imperialists, to avoid military conflicts,
and so on. Moreover, as the forces of the world socialist
system grow, it acquires greater possibilities for influencing
the international situation and changing it in the interest
of the people. But it is clear that not everything depends
on the will and desire of the Soviet people and that they
have to consider the actions of the aggressive forces of
imperialism and to strengthen the country's defence potential
so that it will not be caught unawares.
While the objective conditions for the development of
socialist society and its potentialities do not depend on the
will of men, the subjective factor, the will and energy of
people, play a paramount part in translating these possibilities into reality. The potentialities inherent in the socialist
economic system are not realised automatically. Their use
demands, first of all, a correct policy; it is elaborated by the
Communist Party by applying Marxist-Leninist theory in
a creative spirit.
The C.P.S.U. considers the gradual development of
socialism into communism as an objective law and shapes
its policy accordingly. Only such an approach to the tasks
of building communism is truly materialistic.
The building of communism in the Soviet Union is a fully
feasible task, for which all objective possibilities are available. This, however, does not mean that all material
prerequisites for coping with the big and intricate tasks of
the transition to communism already exist in the U.S.S.R.
They have to be created in the process of laying the material
and technical foundation of communism. It is on building
this basis that the solution of all other tasks depends, above
all the improvement of socialist social relations and the
moulding of the new man. In turn, the remoulding of the
minds of men in the spirit of communism will help create
the material and technical basis and shape communist social
lelations.

It is clear that the only policy that can be considered
scientific and correct is that- whilh takes into account the
objective connections between the different tasks of communist construction and relies on the objective laws that
do not depend on man's will and conscioisness.
subjectivism see the mounting role
of-People-infected-with
the subjective factor, bu[ do not understand its de[end"point
e.ncg
9n the .objective conditions, do not consider the
that the subjective facto-r can gain decisive importanci not
of itself but .-only -on the basis of the existiig objective
conditions. They also
do not see that the influe"nce bf the
subjective_ facto-r can be effective and bring the expected
results only-if the-objective conditions and r-eal possibilities
are _thoroughly taken into account. Otherwise, ihe results
of the operation of the subjective factor mishi be directly
opposite of tholg expected and inflict great hirm on society.
Under. capitalism, economic management of an enterpriie
is the private affair of its ownerr if lie miscalculates. hehav
be ruined, but-this cannot and does not affect society directly
and at once. IJnder socialism, however, economic'management includes all sectors on a nationwide scale and direc"tlv
affects the interests of society. If planning agencies miscal'-the
-economy.
culate,_ this to some extent affects
entire
It is
clear that in this case centralised guidance of economic life
and - the planned introduction o-f management methods,
which
make up the great advantages of socialism, ,ruri
against society and result in a waste of its resour..s. Thut
is .why mistakes in economic policy and subjectivism in
guiding the national economy are so dangerous.
The untenability of subjectivism is -displayed not only
theoretically but ilso praciically. Subjectivism in practice,
for example,^is. manifested in attempts to disregard^the law
of
in fixing prices of goods, in ignoringlhe personal
and-value
collective interest in developing production. All manifestations of subjectivism are - u[iriately rooted in an
qnwillingnels or inability to consider the-objective conditions, in a desire to "circumyent" in one way or another the
laws of social development, to act independently of these
laws and contrary to them. But in such caies the liws alwavs
take "revenge", dooming subjectivist actions to failure.
Attempts to ignore objective laws do not release people
^
from
them and do not subordinate social developmint'to
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their will; on the contrary, they make men dependent upon
spontaneous forces. Thus, attempts to set excessively high

growth rates of production arbitrarily, without regard for
the real possibilities, can actually slow it down, beeause
they give rise to disproportions in economic life and upset
the normal course of reproduction. Similarly, ignoring
economic stimuli and unwillingness to consider them in fixing prices and wages lead to a lag of some sectors and can
even retard growth. In a word, subjectivist illusions of being
able to "order" anything at will actually increase the dependence of people on spontaneous forces.
One of these illusions which usually accompany subjectivism is that an extension of the sphere of centralised planning
by itself enhances the role of the conscious element in
society's development. Actually, however, such enhancement
is not at all the same as increased centralism.
Real enhancement of the role of the conscious element
in socialist economic development demands not only a sober
account of objective possibilities but also the proper organisation of the people's effort aimed at .realising these possibilities. Such an organisation is achieved by combining
centralised planning and economic management with the
broad stimulation of initiative from below. This dual task
stems from the very nature of socialism. Based on largescale socialised production, socialism cannot develop
without a centralised element and at the same time it is
inconceivable without utilising the initiative of the people,
and enlisting the masses in the management of production.
Life taught the Soviet people, as Lenin noted, io combine
these opposites. But they can be blended in different ways,
lesulting either in a disruption or harmony. This means
specifically that at each stage of societyls development it is
necessary to find the proper measure for blending centralisation with independence and initiative from below.
Such a blending of opposites is also expressed in the very
mechanism of social development under socialismri,tentraiised setting of the main plan targets and major national
economic proportions must be combined with granting
enterprises a measure of definite econoinic independence,
without which the genuine interest of the' perionnel in
improving production and the stimulation of their initiative
are impossible.
5t

in planning, which aims to provide "from above" for everything down to the minutest
Excessive centralisation

detail, does not signify actual reinforcement of the planned,
conscious element-in the economy. It fetters initiative from
below, often infringes the interests of individual enterprises
and links of the economy and thereby retards production.
But similarly it would be wrong to think that the socialist
economy can be developed by extending the operation of
"spontaneity", for example, in the form of offering enterpiises unliinited freedom on the market or renouncing
ientralised planning. To follow this path means to lose all
the advantages of large-scale centralised production and to
undermine [he very foundations of the planned socialist
economy.

Both mistakes stem from a common methodological basis
a reasonable measure of combining centralisation
-ignoring
with the independence of separate links in the economic
machine. If this measure is neglected, any phenomenon may
turn into its opposite.
The measui6 of combining centralism with independence
and initiative from below is different at each stage of
society's development and in various spheres of social life.
It is clear that the degree of centralisation cannot be the
same in guiding the economy or society's spiritual life, for
example,-art, or the sphere'of society's political life _as_a
whole and in the organlsation of its armed forces. Similarly
clear is the dependence of this measure in each sphere of
society's life on the attained level of development, on the
internal and external situation.
The advance to communism does not imply a continuous
growth of centralisation. As for the economic sphere, here
two tendencies operate: on the one hand, the growing
socialisation of production and rise in the importance of
specialisation of sectors and their co-operation on a nationwide scale; on the other hand, the rising role of independence and initiative of enterprises in the planned socialist
economy.

In this connection let us examine one more important
of the relationship between spontaneity and consciousness. We have discussed in the previous section elements
of spontaneity which hamper development. E o* this

aspect

it

does not, however,

follow, that all spontaneous phenomena

retard development. There are also spontaneous phenomena
which express the birth of the new, attesting to its vitality.
It would be wrong to assume that conscious leadership of
socialist society's development means that everything new
and progressive is introduced from above. As far back as
the beginning of the October Revolution Lenin stressed that
socialiim is not created on orders from above, that bureaucratic automatic action is alien to its spirit. Socialism is
created by the people themselves, for socialist society opens
up the widest scopt for initiative from below. The task of
the leadership is to utilise in the interest of society all the
initiatives and to set them fully into motion.
Communist society will be the most highly organised
society in man's history. But this organisation can be attained not through petty regimentation of all the actions of
people, not through the subordination of each step to ttre
atriatest centralisation. Such a system is unsuitable not only
for communism but also, as demonstrated by experience,
for socialism. Conscious guidance of social life, elaboration
of scientific solutions of major problems of economic development will be combined with the daily customary activity
of men who produce and distribute life's necessities and
amenities.

Of interest in this respect is the statement of Marx in his
notes on the Paris Commune that only the lengthy process
of development of new conditions can replace the "present
spontaneous operation of the natural laws of capital and
landed property" by the "spontaneous operation of the laws
of the Jocial economics of free and associated labour. . .".1

What is the meaning of Marx's statement about the
of the laws of the social economics

"spontaneous operation

of free and associated labour"? Does it mean that the economic laws of communism will operate blindly, spontaneously,
like the economic laws of capitalism? Of course not. Marx
evidently had in view something else. As communist relations attain definite maturity, they, just as the relations of
people in other social formations, are_c_onsolidated, become
iusfomary and reproduce themselves. Moreover, in contrast
to the preceding formations, under communism the "sponr Marx-Engels Archiaes, Russ. ed., Vol. 3 (VIII),
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p.
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taneous operation of the laws

of the social economics of free
and associated labour" signifies the disappearance of the
need for state regimentation of the actioiri of people, for
whom the observance of the rules of commuriist ^ societv
will become customary, something taken for granted. Tht
need will be obviated of compelling people to- observe the
rules of communist society, they will btcome customary and
rvill be observed withoul any'special coercive means.'This
siglifies that communisl society will gradually
and increasingly turn into a self-regulating organism - in which the
operation of economic laws will become customary and will
not arouse resistance. The forms of guiding socieiy's develo_pment will correspondingly changt. Under communism,
-not vinish
this. .guidance will
buI will merely lose it;

political nature and rise to a higher level.
Elementary, daily forms of people's activity will no longer be the object of guidance, because they-will beeome-a
halit and will be performed automatically. But the solution
of.-fundamental problems of society's deveiopment, naturally,
will remain the object of conscious regulation
Similarly, the operation of the economic laws of socialism
and communism, consolidated in daily practical activity,
does not mean that all processes of eionomic growth can
take place automatically.- The basic proportioni of social
reproduction are set by society in a-dvance; without this,
planned operation of the economy is inconceivable.
fn-the first phale of communism, when commodity-money
relations exist and distribution according to work prevaili,
guidance of the economy requires botli state contiol over
the rneaiure of labour and consumption and also attentive
consideration of the interests of separate collectives of workers in order to combine their interests with the interests of
the state as a whole.

I{

the subjective factor includes not only the guiding
of the Party and the state but also the activity and
initiative of the masses, there follows the need for combining centralisation, indispensable for a society founded on
socialised production, with the wide development of local
initia-tive-and independence. To achieve this,-definite operational independence must be given to enterprises and -their
personnel and they must effectively participate in planning
.acli.vity

production.

The economic development plans of the U.S.S.R. demand
the utmost development of the democratic principles of
management and the consolidation and improvement of
centralised planned guidance of the national economy. Tle
new economic management system plays a big part in
accomplishing these tasks. This system creates moie favourable conditions for the rational use of the gigantic productive forces, for a swift rise in living standards and fuller
scope for the advantages of the socialist system.
.rlrl*

The Soviet Union is now improving the scientific principles of guiding all economic and social affairs. Socialism
for the first time in history creates conditions for the scientific guidance of society's development. These conditions are
created above all by society's cognising the laws of its
development and mastering the necessary instruments for
their conscious use. The reciprocal connection between
various sides of society's economic life appears here, as
Marx put it, not as a blind law which is imposed on the
people taking part in production, but as a .law which, being
understood and hence controlled by their common mind,
brings the productive process under their joint control".t
But the clarity of socialist social relations does not mean
that guidance of society's development becomes a simple
matter. This is a very intricate affair, calling for profound
study of the obiective processes of society's development,
elaboration of the most effective forms of mastering economic and social laws, creation of a flexible and smoothly
functioning management system and selection of competent
personnel capable of solving, with wisdom and statesmanship, problems raised by life.
Profound study of objective processes is the first requisite
for scientific guidance of society's development. This
demands objective, unbiased information. To have a correct
picture of the state of affairs is the most elementary and at
the same time the most essential requisite for taking proper
decisions. Social investigations organised on a wide scale
also can and should play a vital part in the study of obiec1 K. Marx, Capital, Vol.
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tive processes. Without reliance on data of science, it is
impossible to guide society's development in a scientific
way.
Reliable information is the first but certainly
- not the only
re_quisite_ for scientific guidance. In socialist society, as in
others, the essence of things does not lie on the suiface; a
deep analysis is needed to penetrate the substance of social
processes, to reveal the interconnection of causes and effects.
Otherwise it is impossible to find the answer to a single
important question.
Th. scientific guidance of society's development requires
-both
a proper appraisal of the piesent situation and the
forecasting of trends in social - development. This task
acquires special importance thanks to -the scientific and
technoloqical revolution. The increasing scale of production
and the further socialisation of labour-processes dictate the
ever growing need for the prognostication of the social
results of economic progress. The scientific and technological revolution witnesses the growing ties and interaction
between
in production and in the people's way of
-chan-ges
life, in their
labour ionditions and spirituai lifl. Scienie is
becomin_g-a-direct p_roductive force and penetrates all spheres
of social life which is changing at in increasing ipeed.
This being the case, the progioitication of social p"ro.'.rr.,
becomes the society's direct necessity. This is reo^uired bv
the increasing scale of applying natural resor'rces, th;
greater population density, the growth of cities, urbanisation,
-.j.. -Tb. prognostication of soiial processes is now in the
limelight
even in the capitalist countries. Under socialism,
it is ever more important, for this system is built and
dgvelops on a-conscious basis, on the basis of scientific plans.
The choice of optimal variants of national economic develo_pment lcquires special- importance at the present stage of
the social,ist economy, when the people are tackling the tasks
"maximum
of intensification

of

social produition and of

increase of its efficiency.

- A?y large prac-tical task which confronts socialist society
developing according to plan, whether it is a matter oi
growing cities or districts in cities, or the influence of automation on man, demands that account be taken of scientific
data in order to make correct forecasts and produce the
requisite recommendations for practice.
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After analysing the interconnection

ouestion arises. how

of , phenomena, the
development.

to influence their further

Here different variants of action are possible, from which
the most effective must be chosen.

scientific solution of problems demands an all-round
account of all the circumitances, both advantageous and
disadvantageous, while a subjectivist approach is confined
to picking from the entire context one or another- arbitrarily
cholsen falourable side. Hastiness and unreasonable decisions
always accompany subjectivism.
ttre tuitaing of c*t tt unism is an undertaking without
precedent in history. It would be naive to think that in
iuch a matter it would be possible to get along, without
forms or
of organrvarioui. rorms
testlng varlous_
without testing
exploratory moves, wlthout
unhave
that
those
aside
casting
without
sation,
-provedsrritahle
expedient forms. Here
improving the most exoedient
suitable and imnrnvins
wide scope is opened- for social experimentatio-n. Many
orrestionjcannot
que-stions canno.t be decided at once, on a nationwide scale,
without preliminary trial, experimenting and testing on a
What makes social experiments important
narrower
narro*ef scale. What
the opportunity ,to- weigh up .and to try
offer
is that they
out different variants ofaction and thereby avoid unnecessary losses inevitable when decisions are taken hastily,
without preliminary trial. Such experimeltation, n-aturally,
demands^ the participation of the working people them-

A

selves.

Study of the practical experience of the masses, proper
evaluation of lo&l initiative and dissemination of the best
know-how make up an important element of-scientific guiiance of society. Ltnin called for a thorolglr s-tudy of the
shoots of the new, for testing how communistic they are and
EivinE them every support. He foresaw that with the support
3t tt E Party and'the socialist state the shoots of communism
would not wither but develop and blossom into full communism. This is especially important now when communism
is being built in the Soviet Union.
Scieitific guidance of society's development also p-leslpooses the oto'per orranisation of administration, the efficient
'carryirrg 6ut'of ad-opted decisions and the involvement of
the 'maises in this work. Such an approach is incompatible
with soontaneitv or with excessive centralism, and it is
similarly incompatible with an ossified management system.
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Application of Lenin's behests about the scientific orEanisation of manag-ement and the employment of tfr. flui.rt
oevrces lurnlshed by modern science and technology can
plgg a significant pari in
this respect.
Proper organisation of the iublective factor must rule
out.the very .possibility of {!l unjustified, voluntarisiic
oecrstons. Duch dectstons usually
?re a result not only of
insufficient consideration of the' obiective
conditions. fhev
become possible-wher-ever the principles of colrective Ieader'-r*i.firt
ship- and socialist democracf are' violated u"d
legality is ignored. Scientific guidance of society,s d;;i;;pent !s closely ljnked with the consistent application of tie
Leninist rules of Party life, with the furthelr improvement
and development of socialist democracy. The furthei il";;;;_
ment of the scientific principles foi guidine ,o.i.ti *iit
contribute to the fuller use of the advaitages"of the Jocial_
ist system.
The leaderlhip.g{ the Communist Party imparts to the
entire work of building
-communism an oiganis.-ed, planned
and scientifically-based character.

ChaPter II
ECONOMIC RELATIONS AND INTERESTS
OF PEOPLE IN SOCIALIST SOCIETY

The materialist understanding of the development of
without
socialist society, -just as of any other, is impossible
ascertaining tLe role and niture of the interests which
activity.. A
prompt pe6ple
-of -thisto participate in- history-making
pioblem furnishes the key to discovering
iolutibn
the real driving forces of the historical process.
As for idealists, they regard ideological motives as the
decisive driving force oi social development. Ideas and their
spontaneous development are claimed to be the ultimate
f^orce of historical progress. Time and again- the idealists
counterpose lofty ideas to "lowly" interests' Such an antithesis ii alien to the materialist understanding of history.
early works Marx and Engels ironically
In one of their
*The 'idea' always disgraced itself insofar as it
remarked:
differed from the 'interest'."1 Ideas which played a teally
important part in history and brought into action large
*drr.s nev-er differed from interests, they always expressed
real interests and needs of social life and were an ideological expression of social, class, national-and similar interests.
Thus, ihe materialist conception of history does not deny
the significance of ideological motives in- society's development,-but it does not regard them as the prime cause oJ
historical events; it ascertains the objective conditions which
gave rise to them and also the interests created by these
ionditions and expressed in ideas.
The
lhe role of conscious activity of men and the iimportance
of progressive. ideas, 3or?l stimul.i,to_-Y_TI:
Y,91
rise in" socialist society. Communist consciousness which

iil-

( K. Marx and F. Engels, The Holy Family, Moscow,
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fp{g?.ds among the peoqle is a mighty force accelerating the
building of the new soCiety. But w:e shall understand ne-ither
the driving forces of socialist society nor the real conditions for the moulding of communist consciousness itsilf
if we ignore- the_ significance of interests-social, collective,
and personal-which_prompt men actively to participate in
building socialism and-comrirunism.
Many- mistakes in the-ory and in practical activity have
stemmed from ignoring the interests oT people. For eiample,
attempts have been made to reduce tfie lriving forces'of
socialist society p-rimarily _to those of a moral aid political
order or to make socialist and communist conslruction
dependent solely on the enthusiasm of the people. to develoo
chiefly moral stimuli to work. This in fait has'resulted iir
subjectivist neglect of the material interests of the *o.kirru
peo-ple. The building of the new society in the Soviet Uniof;
and other socialist countries indisputably demonstrates that
proper guidance of this construclion demands the abilitv
soberly to consider the interests of the people, to find tli!
correct measure of combining private intirejts with general
interests and the
-degree of sub6rdinating the p.rsorrui irrt.rests to the general interests.

Mlry oth-er tleoretical

questions arise

in this connection,

questions related to-underf-tanding the nature

of

interests,

the conditions for their effective"combination, and ,; ;;:
Without solving these problems a scientific understandinE
of socialist society's development is impossible.

1. Interest as a Sociological Category

Appreciation of the role interests play in the develooment,of society was the first step in^th6 history of socill
thought toward a materialist understandinE of historv. We
find an embryo of the materialist view" of societv. for
example, in _the thoughts of philosophers of antiquitv
(Democritus, Lucretius, and otheri) about the role of ,16".r'sity in cognising and mastering ttre world around man and
using the forces of nature in inventions and the creation of
objects_useful-for people and in the development of the arts.
A number of philosophers and historians (in particular
Italian historians of tlie Renaissance) voiced the i&ea about

the primary role of interests in the clashes of various
social forces which represented the mainspring of historical
events. For example, Niccolo Machiavelli regarded "mate-

rial interest" as the driving force of history. "Men," he
wrote, "forget more quickly the death of a father than the
loss of a father's estate."l He saw in the clash of material
interests the cause of struggle between the poor and the
rich and the basis of political events. Some philosophers
in that and later periods expressed the view that the struggle of various ideas reflected the clash of interests of people.

Let us recall the well-known aphorism of Hobbes that if
geometric axioms were to affect the interests of people they
most likely would be refuted.2

Such thoughts, however, were no more than surmises and
they did nof form the basis of a sustained theory of the
historical process. Moreover, these views were still far from
being a scientific understanding of what gives rise to interests of people and clashes between them.

Nor were these questions finally solved by ISth-century
F'rench materialists. Their concept of interest formed the
basis of their theory of morality and in effect their theory

of man's social behaviour. The French materialists consistently applied the idea of interest as the main and even the
sole driving force of man's actions. Helv6tius metaphoricalIy said that "interest is the omnipotent sorcerer which
.iurrger the form of every object in the eyes of all beings".3
If the physical world is subordinate to the law of motion
of bodies, the spiritual world, in the opinion of Helv6tius,
is no less subordinate to the law of interest.

The theory of interest, expounded by the French materialists, was an attempt to provide a rational (in contrast to
religious) and materialist explanation of man's behaviour
in society. This theory regarded man as a "social atom"
1 Machiavelli, The Chief Works and Others, Vol. l, Durham, North
Carolina, 1965, p. 63.
2 Thomas Hobbes believed that mathematical kind of learning was
free of disputes and disagreements, for in these things "Truth, and the
Interest of Men, oppose not each other" (The Moral and Political
Uorks of Thomas Hobbes of Malmesbury, London, 1750, p. xxxii).
3 Helv6tius, De l'esprit, Paris, 1843, p. 32. "Rivers do not flow
upstream, nor do people act contrary to the rapid current of their
interests," Helv6tius remarked (Ouurage Posthume de M. Helaitius,
f'ome II, Londres, 1773, p. a66).
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which is set in motion by interest, just as a physical atom
set in motion by the lorces of aitractio, urd repulsion.
The French materialists also used this theorv to solve oroblems of ethics. It served as the point o'f departui. fot
different variants of the theories - of "enlight-ened selfinterest", which, for all their shortcomings, were an attempt
to furnish a materialistic explanation "of the origin arid
essence of moralitv.
This was a considerable step
forward in. the history of
-world
social thought, but the limited
outlook of the Frlnch
materialists foredoomed their effort to create a rational
theory of man's social behaviour. This specifically told on
the interpretation of _two questions which only Maixism was
able to solve scientifically-. The first is the question of the
relationship between social and personal interests; the second
is the objective source of intereits, their origin and essence.
It was impossible to understand correctly the relationship
.between
social and personal interests irom position oi
indi-vidualism, yith a mechanistic approach to s6ciety as a
totality of "social atoms" which mav be combined but are
more or less independerrt of one another.l The individual
person is the starting point of the social theories of the lTth
and lSth centuries. Fiom the irrdividual the thought of the
philosoptrer tur-ned to society which must obey sorie natural
order. This order, instituted by contract among people and
regulated by law, must be such that the private ind the
social interests coincide. Then man, acting iir his own interests, will at the same time act for the common good.
In the opinion of the French materialists, *an ultimatelv
is prompted, to act by personal interests. If he performs selfsacrificing deeds, this, too, ultimately is to be-explained by
his personal benefit. In this case he renounces a smallei
benefit to gain-a bigger o!e. But it was impossible to explain
in_this way all self-sacrificing actions of people.
Marx demonstrated the re-lative nature- of the antithesis
between self-sacrificg alrd egoism, in which metaphysicians
became entangled. He discovered that everywherein'historv
the "general interest" is created by the individuals with theii
private interests and stand opposed to the latter only because
is..

I

"Society is only an assemblage of individuals,', Helv6tius remarks
'

(De t'esprit,'p.27).
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it acquires the form and significance of an ideal interest.
That is why "Communists do not put egoism against selfsacrifice or self-sacrifice against egoism. . . . They do not
put to people the moral demand: love one another, do not
be egoists, etc.; on the contrary, they are very well aware
that egoism, just as much as self-sacrifice, is in definite
circumstances a necessary forrn of the self-assertion of
individuals."l

Ultimately, the driving force of man's activity in all
of social life is his interests. But they are not
reduced to individual interests, as claimed by proponents
of utilitarianism like J. Bentham.2 Members of any more or
less developed society have a diversity of interests: personal,
group, class, social, and so on. It goes without saying that
society, a nation, a class and other forms of community of
people do not exist apart from the individuals comprising
them. But neither are they reduced to a mere sum total of
individuals. The starting point of a Marxist analysis is a
society, within the bounds of which individuals gain the
opportunity to develop and distinguish themselves. That is
why Marxists reject the atomistic notion of society as a
sum total, the result of adding together isolated individuals.
Similarly, social interests are not merely a sum total of
individual interests. This, as we shall subsequently demonstrate in detail, are the interests of society's progress, i.e.,
an expression of the objective needs of its development.
The interests of a class, nation, and so on appear to the
spheres

individual as his own interests, inasmuch as he is a member
of these communities of people. But they differ from his
individual, i.e., personal interests in the narrow sense, first,
because they are common for the entire class or nation and,
second, because they express the needs of their existence
and development as a whole. In contrast to direct personal
interests, general interests are expressed in the ideas of
1

K. Marx and F. Engels, The German lileology, Moscow,

1968,

pp. ?66-67.

2 Bentham reasoned as folldws: "The community is a fictitious body,
composed of the individual persons who are considered as constituting,
as it were, its members. The interests of the community then is, what?the sum of the interests of the several members who compose it.

"It is vain to talk of the interest of the community, without understanding the interest of the individual" (The Uorhs of Jeremy Bentham,
Vol. I, London, 1859, p.2).
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class solidarity, in the awareness by people of their moral
duty to their class, nation or country which might demand
of the individual selfless struggle, heroism anil in case of
need to sacrifice his life.
But ideological, moral stimuli to action must not be
considered as motives unconnected with interests. They also
express interests, not individual but social. That is why
Marx, recognising in one of his early works that "everything
man fights for is connected with his inter.est", resolutely
objected to the opinion that "only 'petty' interests, only
invariably selfish interests"l exist.
The Marxist theory, on the contrary, proceeds from the
principle that there are great and lofty interests and that
struggle for them is capable of inspiring man to great deeds

given community. This, if you please, could be called social
egoism, whose existence even Ludwig Feuerbach already
guessed. But for the individual who perceived the demands
of society or a class under the impact of his living conditions
and education, community interests become an inner requirement, a motive of his action devoid of any egoism. His
actions which correspond to the interests of society may be
a result either of conscious understanding of these interests
or an instinctive need, or, lastly, an acquired habit to act
in this and in no other way. Be that as it may, individual
altruism develops here from social egoism and the behaviour
of man is determined by his interests-either social or personal.
The relationship between social and individual interests
changes, too, depending on the social conditions. There can
also be conditions making it impossible or almost impossible
for man to ignore social interests (such, for example, were

the social conditions in a pre-class society where the tribal
order still held full sway). But there can also be social conditions which, contrary to society's interests, impel man to
selfish actions running counter even to the needs of his
own class. It is a fact, for example, that base egoism is a
"necessary form of the self-assertion of individuals" striving for personal enrichment. Where this is dictated by material interest, the magnates of capital trample upon society's
interests, and even betray their country. They try to derive
profit even from national calamities. Characteristic in this
respect are the replies to a poll conducted by the Business
Reuieu magazine among American businessmen and executives. To the general question about the motiyes of enterprise many replied with pompous phrases about their social
duties, responsibility to society, and so on and so forth. But
when they had to reply to definite questions, something else
was brought out. Fred J. Cook, an American publicist, commented on this poll as follows: "When four out of every
seven executives believe businessmen would violate a code of
ethics whenever they thought they could escape detection, when
an overwhelming four out of five affirm the existence in their
industries of 'practices which are generally accepted and
are also unethical', there can be little question that a nation
so swayed by business as ours faces a grave moral crisis."l
In capitalist society, genuinely human traits-self-sacrifice,
devotion to civic duty and comradely solidarity-become
widespread only among the proletariat and other working
people fighting together with it. The objective conditions
of the class struggle foster in proletarians courage, selfsacrifice, readiness to fight to the end for their common
cause. The experience of the class struggle teaches that they
can liberate themselves from exploitation not by caring for
their personal interests, but only by jointly fighting for the
common cause. That is why, to use Marx's picturesque
expression, the entire beauty of mankind gazes from the toilcoarsened faces of the workmen.
Thus, the theory of Marx makes it possible scientifically
to explain the social actions of people, however diverse and
contradictory they are. Both the basest actions and the lof-

1 Marx/Engels, Uerhe, Bd. I, Berlin, 1956, S. 67.
2 G. V. Plekhanov, Worhs, Russ. ed., Vol. VIII, Moscow, 1923, p. 46.

. 1 Fred J. Cook, T'he Corrupted Land. The Social Morality of Modern
.4merica, New York, I966, p. 76.

and elevate him to the summits of nobility.

Egoism and altruism thus do not appear as absolute,
totally incompatible opposites. This was well demonstrated
by Plekhanov in some of his works ("Essays on the History
of Dialectical Materialism" and "N. G. Chernyshevsky").
"The dialectics of history," Plekhanov wrote, "converis
selfish interests of society or a class into self-sacrifice and
heroism of the individual."2 A society or a class eyaluates
the action of men by the way they meet the interests of the
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tiest deeds are ultimately determined by the concrete
historical conditions of people's life, their position and
interests.t

This furnished an answer to the second question which
for the social theory of pre-Marxian
materialists, what are the sources and essence of interests.
The French materialists displayed a dual attitude in interpreting this question. On the one hand, they regarded the
individual as a product of the social environment and also
deduced his interests from the nature and conditions of
human life. This had to reveal the objective basis of interest. In this case interest was treated as something necessary
or useful for the individual, nation or state, conforming to
their nature, as was done, for example, by Denis Diderot in
his Encyclopaedia.2 Such a view was in essence a correct,
materialist view, but it, like the entire theory of pre-Marxian materialism, lacked the historical approach. It was
impossible to explain the changes and differences of men's
interests by the immutability of human nature. Interest was
explained by usefulness to man. But why in that case do
interests change in different epochs? Examining the logic
of arguments used by Helv6tius and other lSth-century
French philosophers, Marx remarked: "To know what is
useful for a dog, one must study dog-nature. This nature
itself is not to be deduced from the principle of utility.
Applying this to man, he that would criticise all human
acts, movements, relations, etc., by the principle of utility,
must first deal with human nature in general, and then with
was a stumbling block

human nature as modified in each historical epoch."3 But
the lack of a historical approach prevented the French
materialists from understanding how human nature is modified. Why, for example, do people obey laws, believe'in
religious superstitions which are not really useful? Helv6tius
sought to reply to this question by reference to "imaginary
utility", i.e., to the notions of people that depend on public
opinion. He held that public opinion imparts a certain
1 We refer here not to some actions of individuals which can be
explained by their psychology, but to mass actions.
2 Denis Diderot, Collected. Uorhs, Russ. ed., Vol. VII, MoscowLeningrad, 1939, p. 214.
3 K. Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Moscow, 1965, p. 609.

interest to things, -akes them more or less attractive to
people and thus determines their actions.
Here we have another understanding of interest which
signifi_es
_a shift to idealism. Whereas orlginally interest was
regarded as an objective category determin6d by human
nature, now interest is made dependent on the opinion of
people, i.e., is regarded as som6thing subjective.^Such an
interpretatioq o{. _interest stands out clearly in the works of
Paul Holbach. "Interesf", he asserted, "ii an object with
which man associates, depending on his temperamerit and his
ideas, the notion of his happiriess; in othei words, interest
is simply that which every one of us considers necessary for
his h_appiness."l But the- notions of happinerr n uy diffet
greatly not only among different people, 6ut also in different
periods in the life of an individual-.
The historic contribution made by the French materialists
is indisputable. But notwithstanding their achievements in
understanding society, they could not create a materialist
theory of its development. Their mistake was that they
confused the objectivtly determined interest with the notions
of people concerning their interest. But real interest and the
notion of interest are by no means identical. They may not
coincide, just as consciousness in general may not coincide
with being.
Interests must not be regarded as only a product of
consciousness, they exist objectively: this is'a dir6ct expressio? of the position
people in society, in the system of
-ofsocial production and the needs determined bv this'position.
Objective needs of people which follow from'the cdnditions
of their _social being make up the content of interest. The
g.hject of their interest is what is objectively needed for the
life and development of society, clais and man, for satisfying their vital requirements and needs.
Interests, of course, are not determined by people,s
opinions or notions; they are determined by the'.oirditiorrs

t

de-la Nature ou Des Lois d.u Mond.e physique et ilu Monile
,, fft|me
Moral,
par.M. le Baron d'Holbach, Vol. I, Londres-, IZZO, p. gl2. He
g^ive.s
-q similar definition in his Elimens de la Morale Uniiersell,e, ou

Cattchisme de la Nature. To the question, ,,*tiui ao yor-";d;;;;;;d
interests?"^he replies: *I understand in general everyttiing ;;;;;;ie.;;
necessary for ma^intaining his
op. cit., Paris, 1791, p. 54).

;;

life and sicuring his Lappiness,, tUriUi.t,

ciass interests as an e*u*pl..
above
all on the place of the given
depend
interests
These
class in a historically definite system of production, on its

of their [fe. Let us take

relation to the *.at i of production and other conditions of
its existence. Lenin assoCiated the interests of classes with
all the conditions of their life.l
The objective nature of interests lies in that usually men
do not become aware of them as soon as they appear' At
the early stages of the class struggle (and even today in a
number of capitalist countries) many workers did not become
aware of their basic class interests. Nevertheless these
interests have been, and remain, objective reality because
they flow from the conditions of the prolet?.{iat's social
beiirg. "The question," Marx and Engels wrote, "is not what
-or
this
that proletarian or even the whole of the proletariat
at the mom6nt consi.ders as its aim. The question is ahat
i.s, and what, consequent o! that be-ing, .it
the proletari.at
-be
compelled to do."2 The interests of the proletariat
will
are shaped objectively as a result of the develo-pment of the
capitaliit e.orio*y, in the process of, its crystallisation as a
class; it becomes aware of them in the course of class conflicts with the bourgeoisie, especially rapidly when a proletarian party is created.
in the working-class movement
Theie have been attempts
-of
the proletariat as a subjectively
to treat the class interest
osvcholosical catesorv. The mistake of the Economists in
hrissia cJnsisted iri reducing the basic class interests of the
proletariat to immediate specific interests, and also in regardirg as real only the intErests of which the workers w€rq
a#are at the given moment. A collection of materials issued
in 1900 by the Emancipation of Labgur group gqoted. a
letter writien by an Economist in which the tasks of Social
Democracy were confined to -propaganda of the methods of
interests of the
organisation "based on the appreciated
^oi
ttre letters stated, "know
wJrkers". "The workers," one
only two things: 1) their own clearly understoo.d, concrete
interest and 2-) their position among other classes. Hence
the function of the superstructure, of the intellectual Social
Democracy is to underitand the interest of the given moment,
1 See V. I. Lenin, Collected Uorhs, Vol. 1, p' 411.
2 K. Marx and F. Engels, The Holy Family, p. 53.
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i.e., the active psychological basis which is the driving force
of the masses. . . ."1 On this ground the author rejected the
advocacy of socialism and propaganda of the need to win
power and carry out a social revolution as alien to the
workers defending their real interests.
Such a narrow understanding of the interests of the working class revealed the main feature of opportunism, namely,
sairificing the basic interests of the working class (regarded
as something unreal) to the current interests (considered the
only real ones). It also demonstrated an idealist interpretation of interests alien' to Marxism, to which Plekhanov
rightly directed attention in his preface to the collection.
The Economists reduced interest to the "active psychological basis" of action; for this reason they considered that
only interests of which the workers were aware really exist-

ed.' Plekhanov remarked that the author of the letter
"identified interest with a certai,n state of consciousness. He
decided that interests'are engendered' not by the actual
relations of men in social production, but by human consciousness. "In brief," Plekhanov sums up, "he interpreted
this word in absolutely idealist terms. And since he wanted
at all costs to stand on a'scientific' basis, he talked of the
'active psychological basis' as the limit which Social Democracy must not transgress if it did not want to turn into
a utopian party."2
The basic error of the Economists, consequently, was that
they made the interests of the working class dependent not
on the conditions of its social being, but on the degree of
development of its consciousness. That is why the subiective
process-awareness of interests-was confused with an
objective process-their formation in life itself.
The materialist conception of history differentiates:
l) shaping of interests as an objective phenomenon; 2) their
reflection in the minds of people, which can be more or less
exact and correct or distorted; 3) their realisation through
practical activity, through struggle.
Formation of interests is an objective process. Interests
are engendered by a definite position of people in society
and the needs determined by this position. Awareness of
1 G. V. Plekhanov, op. cit., Vot.
2 Ibid., p. 17.
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p. 490 (Appendix).

interests does not add anything to their content, inasmuch
as this content is determined by the conditions of life. But
awareness of interests is a major prerequisite for their
realisation; without understanding its interests a class is
unable to launch a conscious struggle for their realisation.
This determines the tremendous rble of consciousness in
the class struggle.
In the struggle against the Economists Lenin proved that
the task of the proletarian party was to introduce socialist
consciousness into the spontaneous working-class movement,
to impart to it a conscious nature. This helped the working
class to become aware of its basic interests and accelerated
this process.
According to the materialist understanding of history,
social consciousness in general, including the ionsciousness
g[ each class in particular, is a reflection of social being.
This, however, does not imply that at every moment ih
history all people and classes are fully aware of their position in society-and the consequent interests. Awarenesi by
a class of its fundamental interests is a more or less prolonged historical process, which is consummated not by all
classes. Real interests are often expressed in an illusory iorm
and combined with fantastic notions.
The question arises, if real interests are not understood
at once, what determines the activity and struggle of a class
which has not yet become aware of its interests? Can unappreciated interests become a stimulus to action?
Engels pointed out that all the driving forces of the actions
of any individual must pass through his brain in order to
turn into motives of his will.l Stimuli, i.e., definite motives
to action are a reflection of their interests in the minds of
men. It stands to reason that any interest of which man is
unaware, cannot produce any stimuli. But interest can be
reflected in the minds of people not only in the form of
notions which reveal its content and prompt them to work
for its satisfaction; an interest can be manifested in an
instinctive striving for some goal.
Moreover, interests themselves can be of diverse kinds:
basic and partial, long-term and short-term, remote and
immediate. People first of all become aware of their imme1 See K. Marx, F. Engels, Selected Worhs, Vol. II, Moscow, 1g62,
p. 395.
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diate interests which they encounter in daily life. They can

become aware of these interests within the bounds of ordinary consciousness, but understanding of basic interests
demands certain theoretical thinking and is impossible

without generalisation.
This orocess can be demonstrated in the conversion of the
oroletaiiat from a "class in itself" into a 'oclass for itself".
brystallisation of the proletariat into a class has two sides:
objective and subiective. The objecti-ve side is the rise of
miterial conditions needed for the formation of a whole
class from the sum of guilds and trades: the development of
industry, transition from the craft to the manufacture and
factory, increase in the number of workers, their,concentration in production, and so on. In the course of this process
the living conditions and immediate interests of the working
class are evened out to a certain extent, inasmuch as machines, as noted by Marx and Engels in the Communist
Manifesto, increasingly obliterate the differences between
separate kinds of labour and almost everywhere reduce
r,r'iges to an equally low level. The objective class interest
of ihe proletariat-emancipation from capitalist exploitation-aiises together with its formation as a class. But
awareness of this interest, as pointed out earlier, does not
come at once. At first workers of separate enterprises, industries and localities wage a struggle against their oppressors,
prompted solely by awareness of their immediate interests
wt icti often run counter to one another among different
sections of the workers. Awareness by workers of their basic
class interests is promoted by the objective process of
deepening the antithesis between their interests and those
of the bourgeoisie. But this awareness does not come sp-ontaneously; it presupposes organisation of the working class
into a political party which introduces socialist consciousness into its struggle.
And so, a clasi is able to wage a mass struggle while it
is still at the initial stages of its development, being a class
objectively but not yet understanding fully its position in
soiiety and the antithesis between its interests and those of
other'classes. This struggle, in which awareness of immediate interests is the driving force, remains spontaneous. It
is awareness of the basic, general class interests that turns
this spontaneous struggle into a conscious struggle.
7r

In history, oppressed classes usually became aware of their
basic interests later than the oppressing classes who established their political rule. This is also true of the working
class. Moreover, in a number of cases the formation of the
proletariat into an organised, politically conscious class
proceeded much later than the objective side, especially
when slowed down by various historically concrete circumstances (for example, strong influence of bourgeois and
petty-bourgeois ideology, bribery by the bourgeoisie of the
upper crust of the working class, the heterogeneous national
composition of the working class, etc.).
William Z. Foster, the late Chairman of the Communist
Party of the United States, pointed out that although the
working class in the U.S.A. wages a sharp class struggle,
the workers of America in their majority "have no concrete
perspective of socialism, and they are still not classconscious". But if these workers do not yet consciously strive
for socialism, if some of them share in the profits American
capitalism extracts by exploiting other nations, this, of
course, does not negate the fact that their fundamental
interests, just as those of workers in other capitalist countries,
can be satisfied only by abolishing capitalist exploitation
and building socialism. It is this fact, together with the
future economic upheavals which American imperialism
will not escape, that opens up the prospect for the rise of
the class consciousness of U.S. workers and the development
of socialist strivings among them.t
To differentiate between the real, objective interests of
a class and their subjective reflection in the minds of the
masses, parties and ideologists, is a prerequisite for the
scientific explanation of the intricacies of the class struggle.
In analysing historical events, the founders of MarxismLeninism always carefully considered what were the real
interests of the classes taking part in the events, to what
extent they could be satisfied in the given historical situation and at the same time how correctly they were understood by various parties, political leaders, and so on. o'fn
historical struggles," Marx said, "one must distinguish still
more the phrases and fancies of parties from their real
1

William Z. Fostcr, The Tailight of World Cabitelism, New York,

1919, pp. 62-64.
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organism and their real interests, their conception

of them-

reality."t
A class is not always distinctly aware of its interests, or
theoretically understands them, but frequently the class
instinct itself impels it onto a path conforming to its interests. For example, during the first Russian revolution, the
"owner's instinct" prompted the peasantry to demand the
nationalisation of the land, although it had no clear-cut
economic ideas associated with the transfer of the land to
the people. Nevertheless when the peasants said "God's
land", "no-one's land".they expressed in their own way the
idea of abolishing private ownership of the land, which
corresponded to their real interests.
Ideologists of a class usually express in a more or less
lucid generalised form what the mass of this class vaguely
feels and strives for. On the other hand, any representatives
of parties and classes can make mistakes, but in the final
count their mistakes are usually rectified by groups or
classes which have an interest in the struggle. In this sense
Lenin wrote that "classes do not err".2 This means that on
the whole they act in accordance with their interests,
prompted to this, if not by a clear class consciousness, at
least by their class instinct.3
This proposition, of course, must not be universalised.
There is no denying the point that people might act contrary to their basic interests. History knows many instances
when the masses, entire classes or peoples participated in
actions or events which did not conform to their basic interests and subsequently brought them grievous calamities.
selves, from their

(l)orhs, Vol. I, Moscow, 19G2, p. 272.
1 $_. ]VIer", F. Engels, Selected
2
V. I. Lenin, Collected Worhs, Vol. 13, pp. 566-67.
3'We naturally do not examine here thi-question of class consciousness as a whole, inasmuch as it goes beyond the bounds of our subject.
In order to avoid misunderstanding, let us remark that the conscious]ness
of a class stems not only from its interests but also from its position in
society. At one time Kirl Kautsky in his polemic against B'elfort-Bax
directed attention to the point that material conditions of society's life
must not be identified witir the material interests of separate clasJes and
peoples (symposium Istoricheshy materializm [Historical Materialism],
4th Ed., State Publishers of the Ukraine, 1923, p. 38). Thus, for instance,
sentimen(s of despair and helplessness, frequently voiced in the philosophy
of doomed classis,.or rroiler bc explained by the positioi of tfiese
classes rather than by their direct interests.
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What is the reason for such developments? They become
possible because objective interests are not always correctly

understood by people. But more often such actions, if we
of masses and not of individuals, are a result not of
ideological illusions, but of the fact that people are guided
by their immediate interests to the detriment of their fundamental interests. At times reactionary forces succeed in
luring the masses onto a false path, utilising for this purpose their temporary, partial interests. "Marxism," Lenin
noted, "appraises 'interests' according to the class antagonisms and the class struggle which find expression in millions of facts of daily life."l Lenin, for example, regarded
the division of the world by the great imperialist powers as
an objective indicator that all the propertied strata are
interested in the possession of colonies, in the oppression of
other nations, in privileges associated with being part of
the oppressing nations. He further showed how the bourgeoisie had succeeded in utilising the interests of the labour
aristocracy (and bureaucracy) in getting crumbs of the colonial superprofits to fan chauvinism among the masses, to
vitiate its 'oown" working class with the poison of nationalspeak

ism.

A materialist understanding of the sources and essence
of interest enabled Marxism to determine the relationship
between interests of a different order. Here first of all the
question arises, what is the relationship between interests
which differ according to thd.r subject, their source, i.e.,
between social, national, class, group, personal and other
interests? On the other hand, the question also arises about

the relationship between general and particular, long-term
and short-term, basic and immediate interests of. one and
the same subject. Are all these diverse interests interdependent in some way? Is it possible and necessary to place some
interests above others?

Before replying to these questions let us note that MarxismLeninism, emphasising the decisive importance of class interests in a society divided into classes, by no means denies
the existence of social interests. At times the view is encountered that a society divided into antagonistic classes has no
1V. I. Lenin, CollecteilWorhs, Vol.2l, p.228.
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social interests, because the opposite classes have no common interests.
Such an opinion is a vulgarisation of Marxism- To begin
with, one mirst not identify social and common interests in
all circumstances. In a clasiless society they, of course, coincide, but in a society divided into antagonistic classes the
situation is more complex. Social interests are the interests
of progress of society is a whole; they go to create conditions
foi th6 development of the productive forc-es which r-epresent the mateiial basis of social progress' Society is interested in developing the productive forces, inasmuch as its
life and further advance depend upon it.
It goes without saying lhat every-class. is guided in its
dailv-activity by its ciass interests and not by abstract social
inteiests. Bul tliis does not eliminate the question of the relationship of its class interests to the interests of society. To
rnaintain- that the latter do not exist means to discard the
objective criterion for assessing class interests, for determining whether they are progressive or reactionary.
The role of every'cla"ss in history can be-properly evaluated only by its actions-whether they correspond or run
counter to the interests of social progress.
At different stages in the development of the same mode
of oroduction the lttitude of a class toward social interests
.uri b. of a diametrically opposite nature. The activity of
ascending classes meets the interests of social progress, their
class interests more or less coincide with the social interests.
In these periods of development their interests to a certain
as co**on interests, i.e., the ilterests of
extent afpear
^iembers,
if not of all, then at least of the oversociety's
Marx and Engels explained that "e-ach
majority.
whelming
new clasi whilh puts itself in the place of one ruling before
it, is compelled, merely in order to carry through- its aim, to
teoresent-its interest ai the common interest of all the membJrs of society, that is, expressed in ideal form: it has to
give its ideas'the form of universality, ald. represent them
is the only rational, universally valid -o1tes".l Of c,ourse, sucb
a concept is illusory, but origin-ally this illusion had a real
basis, bicause the interest of the given class was actually
connected more or less with the common interests of all
1

K. Marx and F. Engels, The German ldeology, pp. 6l-62.
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other, non-ruling classes. Thus a class carrying out a revolution appears "from the very start . .. not as a class but as
a, representative of the whole of society".l But when this
class, in its turn, wins power and even more so, when it
becomes a reactionary class, its interests run counter to the
interests of other classes and the interests common for all
classes become completely illusory. Of course, the interests
of social progress, i.e., the social interests, do not disappear,
but the interests of the given class fully clash with -them.
This means that the formerly progressive class has turned
into a reactionary one.
Certain interests of some classes which are faced by a
common enemy may temporarily coincide at definite stages
of historical development. Such coincidence occurs wlien
definite national task] arise (for example, in the struggle for
national liberation). In such cases we speak of the common
interests of the overwhelming majority of society's members. But in solving common national problems each class
acts in its own way, guided by its class interests. That is
why Lenin demanded a precise analysis "of those varied
interests of different classes that coincide in certain definite, limited common aims".2
Such common tasks and consequently common interests
c,oincide at the given stage of historical development with
those of social progress. But the latter remain the criterion
for assessing the degree to which a class is progressive or
reactionary after the common tasks have been accomplished
and the contradictions between the interests of different
classes come to the fore. The application of this criterion
shows that the working class acts as the most revolutionary
and progressiye class in history, because its class interests
fully coincide with the interests of social progress. At the
same time the working class most fully expresses the common
interests of all the working classes seeking liberation from
exploitation. Liberating itself, it liberates all of society from
class and national oppression, from all types of material
and spiritual enslavement.
From these positions it is possible to understand the great
methodological importance of Lenin's proposition about the
1 K. Marx and F. Engels , The Gerrnan ldeology, p. 62.
2 V, I. Lenin, Collected Worhs, Yol. 12, p. 404.
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relationship of interests of different orders: "From the
standpoint of the basic ideas of Marxism, the interests of
social development are higher than the interests of the proletariat-the interests of the working-class movement as a
whole are higher than the interests of a separate section
of the workers or of separate phases of the movement."t
The question might be asked, why did Lenin place the interests of social development higher than the interests of
the proletariat itself? This is explained by the fact that
from the standpoint of the basic ideas of Marxism, of which
Lenin spoke, the progrepsive nature of the proletariat itself
is judged by its ability to ensure society's advance, to raise
society to a higher historical level, to achieve the transition
from the pre-history of mankind to its genuinely human
history. In this sense the interests of social development
are the supreme criterion of the historical role of a class.
Let us examine, further, Lenin's thought that the interests of the working-class movement as a whole are higher
than the interests of separate sections or separate phases
of the movement. The interests of each class are common
for all its members. But there are undoubtedly some differences between the interests of separate sections or groups
within a class. They, however, affect not the basic, but
secondary interests determined by the differences in the position of the given group. These are differences between the
particular and the general, and also between the temporary,
current and constant, stable interests. Marxism-Leninism
proceeds from the principle that the particular interests
must be subordinated to the basic and the immediate to the
long-term interests. Of course, immediate interests always
are the direct motive of men's actions. That is why Marx and
Engels wrote in the Communist Manifesto that the Communists fight for the attainment of the immediate aims of
the working class, but at the same time in the movement
of the present, they take care of the future of that movement. Marxism rules out a divorce of the immediate and
long-term interests, and does not permit disregard of particular, current interests. At the same time, in contrast to
opportunism, it never loses sight of the basic, common interests, upon which the fate of the entire class and the
1 Ibid., Vol. 4, p. 236.
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entire working-class movement ultimately depends. Within
movement, a Marxist party invariably
upholds the general interests of the proletariat, of the
levolutionary movement as a whole.
Both before the October Revolution and after the working
class won power, Lenin resolutely objected to introducing
the psychology of petty-bourgeois egoism and disunity into
the ranks of the working class. Recognition of the priority
of general class interests is a prerequisite .for collective,
united action of the working class. Without this there can
be no organised struggle of the working class as a whole,
no single proletarian discipline. That is why Lenin stressed
that the workers who take state power into their hands,
make all sacrifices and create a discipline which makes them
feel that 'oclass interests are higher than craft interests".l
A narrow craft and trade approach, national selfishness,
and so on split up the working-class movement. But unity
of struggle by the working class both on a national and
international scale makes it necessary not merely to combine
various interests, but also to subordinate the lower to the
higher interests.
Interests are also divided by the spheres of their scopeeconomic, political and cultural-standing in definite degrees of subordination one to the other. General class interests are expressed in the most concentrated form in
politics, although ultimately politics is nothing but the means
of realising the economic interests of a class. Economic interests are the most important thing for every class and this
is natural, if we refer to basic interests. But to satisfy them
it is necessary to win (or, if the class stands at the helm, to
retain) political power. To accomplish this fundamental task
a class can and should make temporary economic sacrifices,
as demonstrated by the experience of the Soviet working
class in
-the first years after winning power. Such sacrifices
are amply rewarded.
Social life, examined in its entire complexity, presents a
picture of the greatest diversity of interests which are intertwined and often clash. The materialist understanding
of history explains how history emerges from this intertwining of interests and aspirations; moreover, it shows so.

the working-class

1

V. I. Lenin, Collected (l)orhs, Vol. 30, p.
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ciety's progressive forces how

to

influence

its forward

movement and on what interests they can rely. This requires
the ability properly to take account of interests and subordinate some of them to others, to the more general and
basic ones.

The interpretation of interest as a sociological category
differs essentially from its interpretation in psychology. In
psychological literature interest is usually regarded as a
certain trend in man's attention or action which depends on
his position, occupation, cultural development, views, tastes,
and so on. We cannot deny the legitimacy of this use
of the word "interest" and we ordinarily employ it when
referring to the diversity and wealth of the interests of man,
whose attention is attracted by various occupations, spheres
of culture, etc. But it would be a gross error to confuse the
different notions designated by the same word "interest".l
Such a confusion introduces into sociology and political
economy the psychological interpretation of interest, which
makes it dependent on conscious aspirations and wishes of
men. The upshot is that the materialist interpretation of
interest as an objective category is replaced by a subjectively
psychological meaning.
We consider it necessarv to differentiate between interest
as an objective cause whiih arouses in man definite aspirations and stimuli. as a reflection of their interests in the minds
of men. Interest is an objective phenomenon. Interests, as
understood to one extent or another, give rise to definite motives for action which might be called stimuli.
The objectivity of interest is not determined by its existence outside of the subject which is its carrier. It is self-evident
that there are no social interests outside society, no class interests outside a class. In this case objectivity means that the
nature and position of the given subject (society, class, man,
and so on) evoke in it definite requirements and necessarily
demand of it definite action to satisfy them. Moreover,
this need is engendered not by its consciousness, but
1 That such a confusion is wrong has been rightly noted by
G. M. Gak in his article "Social and Personal Inteiesti and Their
Combination under Socialism" (aoprosy fiIosofii, No. 4, 1955) and in

his book Ucheniye ob obshchestaeniont soznanii a saete teorii foznaniya
(The Doctrine of Social Consciousness in the Light of the Theory of
Knowledge), Moscow, 1960.
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by the conditions of its social being. Thus, interests express
conditions of existence and development of a society, class,
and so on, the position of men in society, and aboye all their
place in the system of economic relations. These relations
determine the interests of people in solving definite problems, and, depending on this, definite stimuli, impulses,
strivings and passions are evoked in them. The intensity of
these stimuli evidently can greatly differ depending on how
essential the interests they reflect are, how strongly the man,
class or society need their satisfaction.
The realisation of interests, in turn, depends on many objective and subjective conditions, first of all on the course
of the struggle of people for definite aims. It is not the interest itself that represents a unity of the objective and subjective, as is wrongly claimed by many authors, but the
process of realising it.
We said earlier that awareness of interests may be separated by a more or less considerable period from the time they
arose. Even a longer period may separate the realisation of
interests from their understanding by the advanced part of
the class or society and then by the entire class or the whole
of society. When'the masses'become aware of an interest
this means that stimuli arise prompting them to work for
its realisation. This is one of the essential elements of the
subjective factor needed for the success of the struggle. But
success also demands, on the other hand, corresponding
objective conditions. Objective conditions and subjective
elements should merge to ensure the full success of the
struggle to realise interests.

2. Sources and Nature of Interests
in Socialist Society

At all stages of social development history is made by
people who are prompted to act by their interests, among
which econornic, material interests are of decisive importance. They arise on the basis of the relations of production,
exchange and distribution existing in the given society, and
for this reason change together with a change in these relations. The economic interests of people, the relationship
EO

between their personal and social interests, fully depend
on the nature of the production relations.
property -in the means of proDomination of piivate
^selfish
natuie to the interests of the men
duction imparts a
contradicwho own thit ptop.tty. This gives
-rise to deep
-people
and classes, between
tions between lhe-itt6rests of
the individual and societv.
Such contradictions aiise already with the appearance q{
the social division of labour. ".. .The division of labour,"
the contradiction between
Marx and Engels wrote, "implies
or the individual
individual
separate
the
oT
the interest
familv and the commurial interest of all individuals who have
intercourse with one another' And indeed, this communal
as the
interest d.oes not exist merely
-allin the imagination, mutual
in reality, as the
'general interest'. but first of
iiterdependence of the individuals among whom the labour
is divided."l
Marx and Engels examine here interest^ as a! objective
category, existin[ not only in the minds .of people but alrso
in rEaliiv. Geneial intereit does not vanish even when the
social division of labour separates the producers, assigninE a special kind of activitv to each one of them. Its soutce
"the inutual interdependence of individuals connected by
is
economic relations through the division of labour. Interest at the same time appeals as a natural necessity that holds
the "members of civil society together".2
Seoaration and mutual depehdence-such is the inherent
contiadiction of the social coirnections between people which
develops in conditions of the social division of labour and
privat6 ownership of the means of production. It is exp-res,sed
in the division 6f interest into private and general. The
contradiction between them is developed to the full in capitalist society.
The contradiction between the interests of the individual capitalist and the interests of society- is inherent in
capitalism-. Private property in the means-of production is
th6 foundation of the iapitalist system. This property and
the attendant competition and anarchy of production disu-.'ite
and separate people. The private property system tos1 K. Marx and F. Engels, The German ldeology,
2 K. Marx and F. Engels, The Holy Family, p. 163'
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ters in people greed and indifference to civic duty. In developed capitalist society competition suppresses the initiative and constructive energies of the overwhelming majority of the people and leads to the devouring of the weak
by the strong. C. Wright Mills, an American sociologist
and author of the honest and outspoken book The Poaer
Elite, showed how the impersonal power of the capitalist
corporations oppresses the people. "Americans like to
think of themselves as the most individualistic people in
the world," Mills wrote, "but among them the impersonal
corporation has proceeded the farthest and now reaches into
every area and detail of daily life."1
Under capitalism, the contradiction between the individual and society, between personal and social interests,
is expressed primarily in that private ownership of the
means of production pits the interests of the individual entrepreneur against the interests of other entrepreneurs and
prompts him to act contrary to the interests of the entire
society. This contradiction also affects the activity of people who are deprived of the means of production. Although
conditions of large-scale production tend to unite the proletarians and develop their class solidarity, capitalism introduces competition into their ranks as well.
The contradiction between the individual and society also
implies that the free development of the individual is incompatible with the mainstays of capitalist society, which
by its very nature is hostile to man. Economic progress in
this society has its obyerse side; it takes place through the
suppression of the personality of the workingman.
"A man-eating monster
society's lny name. . ."2
These words of Eugdne Pottier, poet of the Palis Commune, characterise the conflict between society and the individual under capitalism. The conditions of monopoly capitalism further exacerbate this conflict. The entire system of
life under contemporary capitalism is inhuman because man
is regarded by the tycoons as a means for the extraction
of profit, as material for exploitation. Growing regimentation
1

of the people's life is a

of

state-

The possibility of an office employee keeping his job or
businessman surviving in the competitive struggle
depends on the monopolies, the actual rulers of the capital-ist^world. The monofolies are the makers of "big politics"
which decide the destinies of millions of people who exert
no inlluence at all on political affairs. Even one's way of life
and thinking are increasingly regimented by the monopolies. To push the sale of the goods they produce the corporations resort to all-pervading advertising which employs
the latest psychological methods to dictate the choice of
everything people should consume. The mass media-radio,
TV, cinema, and the press-which are also controlled by the
monopolies, din into the minds of people standardised

a small

thoughts and emotions and fabricate illusions on a mass scale.

This is how a social type of man is created which some
sociologists and psychologists call "man directed by others"
devoid of a personality of his own, who is incapable and
even unwilling to think for himself.

The apologists of capitalism seek to conceal these contradictions. Typical in this respect are the articles written
by Robert Lekachman, Professor of Columbia University,
and published in the magazine America.L In the picture
painted by the author you will find neither monopolies dictating their will on the market nor capitalist sharks who
swallow up the small business fry. Instead we behold peaceful coexistence of gigantic and small companies equally interested in satisfying the needs of the consumers. However
much the interests of the businessmen clash, the professor
claims, the consumer is the winner. The "free market"
mechanism is fully subordinated to his changing tastes and
wishes.

And so, in the second half of the 20th century, af.ter a
market free of monopolies vanished into the limbo long ago,
an American author could think of no better way to defend
capitalism than to drag out from the mothballs the "wisdom" of Jeremy Bentham who claimed that the clash of private interests gives rise to the common good. A11 this would
have been good and sufficient if it were not for the crises

C. Wright Mills, The Poaer Elite, New York, 1956, p.120.
2 Eugdne Pottier, Oeuures cornplites, Paris, 1966, p. 477.
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monopoly capitalism.

7 America, No. 85, p. 49; No. 78, p. 2.
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racking the capitalist world, chronic unemployment and the
enrichment of the few by robbing the majority.
The system of economic relations under capitalism subordinates production to the extraction of profit, and not to
the satisfaction of the interests of the working people. Private property and the common good are by no means good
neighbours as Professor Lekachman pictures them to be.
Their relationship has been described much more truthfully
by Fred E. Martin, an American banker who has spent his
life amassing profit. In a moment of frankness he admitted
that America belonged to the rich who cared nothing for
the common good.

just as in the case of material interest, can be divided into
social and personal. For example, among the personal spiritual stimuli can be the interest of a man in his work where
he can develop his abilities to the full; the interest in exploratory endeavour which is especially displayed in the
mass movement for rationalisation and inventions; the desire to win the respect of fellow workers, and so on. But
social stimuli are undoubtedly the main ones among moral
stimuli. The debire to contribute their labour to the building of the new society, patriotic motives, awareness of civic
duty-such social stimuli to work are an expression of appreciated social interests, i.e., the interests of the entire
socialist society. They are engendered by social ownership

The abolition of private property relegates to the past the
it engenders. Dominance of social ownership of the
means of production subordinates the economy to the interest of the working people. Here the interests of those who
own the means of production and those who work are no longer diametrically opposed. They are one and the same people: the direct producers are also the owners of the means
of production.
Social property is the basis for shaping a fundamentally new interest, as compared with class societies, namely,
the social material interest of people in the development
of production. This interest is new above all because it
unites all the members of society. If we examine material interest as the force which, to use Marx's expression, holds together the members of society, under socialism this force is
produced by the very domination of social ownership of the
means of production. The social interest here is reaIly common, for all social groups in society-the working class,
peasantry, intelligentsia-and also for all members of society.
The source of this material interest is above all that the
well-being of every member of society depends on the general level of development of social production. Under socialism, the expansion of social production, the rise in the productivity of social labour and the general growth of the
national income also signify an improvement in the living
standard of all the people. The welfare of all and, consequently, of every individual, depends on the development and
improvement of production.
This is the basis for the development of new ideological,
moral stimuli to work. Such stimuli are quite diverse and,

of the means of production.
Social material interest which underlies moral stimuli to
work, links together both phases of communism. It naturally will remain at the higher phase of communism when
labour turns into man's prime vital requirement. At the
higher phase of communism, just as under socialism, every
member will be interested in the social results of his labour,
inasmuch as the general and, consequently, his own wellbeing depends on them. But, as distinct from socialism, at
the higher phase of communism social interest will prompt
man to work directly and not through the mechanism of
remuneration for his personal labour.
The disappearance, under communism, of the personal
material -interest of each workingman in the results of his
labour, therefore, does not signify the disappearance of
material interests in general. People have never developed,
and never will develop, production only for moral reasonsthey will always be prompted by material interests. Thus,
the social material interest constantly accompanies social
property in the means of production and develops together
with the latter.
The existence of two forms of property under socialism
and co-operative-creates, as will be shown subse-state
quently, the specific interests of the working class and the
collective-farm peasantry. The collective farmer's personal
property in subsidiary farming also gives rise to certain
specific interests. Eventually, the disappearance of differences between the two forms of socialist property and the
transition to one communist property will lead to the furth-
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interests

development of social interests and to the absorption
of all specific interests by them'
The'interests of peopie are shaped not only by the distribution of the means of production among the members of
society, but also by alt the other aspects of production lelations. The formi of exchange of labour aCtiuity and the
produced goods also greatly influence peoPle's interests.-Fxiharrg. oflabour activity is based on the forms of the divi"of labour, which in conditions of commodity producsion
tion also determine the exchange of the products of labour.
The division of labour between economic sectors gives rise
to specific interests of these sectors (for example, ^of industry ind agriculture and also of separate types of production within them), which may not coincide. The vocational
division of labour, in its turn, produces interests of separate trades. In this connection Marx spoke of the endless
fragmentation of interests created by the division of social
labour among the workers and also among the capit_alists
and the landowners; the latter, for example, are divided into
owners of vineyards, arable land, forests, mines, and fisheries (see Capital, Volume III, Chapter LII). Private ownership of the means of production counterposes su-ch interests
and introduces competition, while social ownership, on the
contrary, makes for co-operation and mutual assistance between people connected with different kinds of social production and sectors of labour.
Consolidating the entire economy of sociallst society into
a single whole, social property exists in the form of ? system of state enterprisei which possess certain economic independence and of co-operatives which are the property of
separate collectives. That is why at the first phase of commirnism commodity exchange is a necessary form of the
economic ties between them. Socialism excludes from commodity exchange the land, enterprises and also labour
power, but does not eliminate commodity relations in geniral; the economic independence of enterprises makes the
commodity form of ties between them an objective necessity.
The economic independence of separate production units
engenders certain specific interests. This is obvious in the
case of collective farms, which have a common form of
property (co-operative), but each of which is operated

er

independently because this property is not united on a
nationwide scale. Each collective farm, consequently, has
also its own interests.

Specific interests also exist

in

enterprises which

fall into

the category of state property. As distinct from the collective farms, these enterprises belong to one owner, the

state, which represents the entire people. They are economically united into a single whole. A socialist enterprise represents a part of the single national economic organism.

Therefore, its interests cannot differ radically from those
of the entire economy. .But at the same time an enterprise
is a relatively independent economic unit; the satisfaction
of the collective needs of its personnel depends on the results of its operation and, consequently, it also has its own
interests. The Regulations Governing the Socialist State Enterprise lay down that every enterprise carries on its activity "in the interests of the entire national economy and the
collective of its workers".
The interests of people are also shaped by the methods
of distribution. First of all they determine the group or
personal interests of producers, the degree of their interest in the development of production. Capitalists employ
numerous wage systems designed to make the worker interested in producing more, to weaken somewhat the paralysing influence exerted on his labour activity by the basic
fact ihat he is separated from ownership of the means of
production and is doomed to a proletarian existence, to exploitation. By applying different wage systems the capitalists, moreover, seek to divide the interests of various groups
of workers, to weaken their class solidarity.
Under socialism, a prime source of labour activity is the
transfer of the means of production into the hands of
the entire people, the emancipation of labour from exploitation and its conversion into labour for one's own society,
for oneself. The socialist principle of distribution according to work done makes the worker personally interested
in developing social production, in raising the productivity
of his labour and advancing his skill. An increase in output
and a rise in labour productivity meet the interests of all
of society and at the same time the personal interests of the
individual producer, inasmuch as this brings him a higher
income. In socialist society every workingman is interested
87

in the results of his labour both as a member of socialist

He is interested in the
most iapid development of social production because this
increasei the consurnption fund as a whole, raises the welfare of entire societf and, consequently, his personal welfare; as an individual worker he is interested in raising the
productivity of his labour, inasmuch as his share of the coniumption firnd depends on the quantity-ald the quality of
his work. Thus, tlie socialist -principle of distribution firmly
links together the personal and social interests of the
societv and as an individual worker.

worker.

The personal material interest under socialism differs
qualitatilvely from such interest in preceding societies. This
follows from the nature o[ socialisf relations of production
and above all from socialist distribution according to work
done. Remuneration according; to work for all able-bodied
members of society abolishes' the injustices of capitalism
where distribution'is made not according to work done but
according to capital and there is no equal pay for_ equal
work: foi example, women receive less than men' a coloured
worker is paid less than a white worker, and so on. The socialist method of distribution expresses the substance of the
new, socialist relations under which there is no exploitation
of man by man and labour is the duty of all able-bodied
people. It makes the worker materially interested in conicientious labour for society to the full of his ability, in
raising the productivity of labour and advancing his skill.
Under socialism, economic interests are engendered not
only by direct production relations but also by forms of
economic organisation, of planning and so on, which are an
expression of production relations. For example, various
forms of uniting enterprises into firms which operate on a
cost-accounting basis make the personnel of these firms interested in their activity. Similarly, the setting of some indicators for planning and evaluatin.q the operation of enterprises may make them interested either in increasing
total output (this happens when gross output is regarded as
the main indicator) or also in raising the quality of goods,
improving technology and more thrifty management. This
enables society to stimulate the activity of ente,rprises in
the required direction by elaborating the most effective indicators.
88

Community of the basic interests of Plople.in socialist
societv bv nb means excludes the great diversity of their
ro..ific ihterests. Moreover, any man, inasmuch as he is
ctnnected by diverse social ties'with other people, collectives and so.iety as a whole, has many- interests. A collective farmer, foi example, has personal interests linked with
his subsidiary farming; he has^interests as a member of the
uiuer, .oll.ctive farm" and at the same time of the entire
Elass of the collective-farm peasantry; he has interests as
un i.rt ubitunt of a given repuElic, region, district and village
and as a citizen oi th. Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
u"J ru on. These interests are interlocked and do not alwavs coincide. This mav open up the possibility for contrahictions, which society must consider and solve if it is to
advance.

Soecific interests of various communities and associations
of ieople can play both a stimulating or a retarding role
in iocietv's development. This depends on how these interests aie combined and utilised. For example, specific interests of enterprises in general play a stimulating role in
the socialist ec6nomy. Tf,ey promote the better use of the
resources of enterpiises and- raise the efficiency of their
ooeration. which meets the interests of the entire society'
'But these interests mi.qht also play an adverse part if

they run counter to the interests of the entire national econo*u. At times an enterprise (for example, a clothing, furniture, or similar factory) might be interested in producing
.*p"rriir," goods which aie not in great demand and, on the
.oirtru.y, n"eglect the production of goods the consumer needs
only becautE th.y aie cheap and- therefore "disadvantaseous" for the fulfilment of-the gross output plan.
" Corrr.qrr.ntly. the interests of an enterprise must Fg .g.
bined with the interests of the entire economy which, just
as the general interests of the -people, -are supreme -as resards a-separate enterprise. Sucli a combination is achieved
Bv elaborating optimal planning targets and a system of
bonuses to enierprises anld their-workers, by improving the
.

wages system, and so on.

Personal interest, too, can play a similar dua] role.
it can be a powerful driving force of
Generally speaking,
production. ^ Undei socialism, personal material interest
itrengthens the ties of the workei with his enterprise. Given
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the proper organisation of payment for work and appropriate educational activity, personal interests, far from running counter to social, are placed at the service of the latter. Payment according to the actual labour contribution of
each worker to the common cause accustoms to social discipline persons of inadequate civic consciousness, and fosters
in them the habit to work for society; in the case of highly
conscious workers it acquires the significance not only of a
material incentive, but also of a certain moral appraisal of
their labour effort. High wages, for example, make the
worker feel that society really appreciates his labour.
But if production and payment for work are impropelly
organised, the personal material interest may lead to the
counterposing of the interest of an individual worker to
society's interests, promote money-grubbing tendencies and
thus act as a negative factor.
The possibility of rationally combining interests is determined by the objective conditions of socialist society's development, by its economic and political system. But this

possibility is translated into reality only by removing contradictions engendered by life.
At one time the opinion was current that socialism allegedly precludes contradictions between personal, colleitive and social interests. Such an opinion is wrong because
it gives rise to the illusion that a rational combination of
interests is established automatically and there is no need
to achieve it by conscious effort.
In reality, the socialist system, removing the ground for
irreconcilable conflicts between the interests of piople, does
not eliminate the possibility of contradictions between them
between basic and non-basic, general and
-contradictions
specific interests. These contradictions are resolved by the
proper policy of the Party, by its organisational and educational work.
3. Interests of People and the Driving Forces

of Socialist Production

, A study of the diverse interests produced by economic relations enables us to reveal the mechanism through which
relations of production affect the development of-the pro90

ductive forces. It demonstrates the economic relations in
iction and shows how and in what direction they impel
people to act. That is why, as Engels put it, "the economic
ielaliorr of a given society present th-emselves in the fii'st
olace as interests".L

' Proper understanding of the role of. interests makes it
possibie to solve an iirPortant theoretical problem: yha.{
ire the driving forces of the development of p-roduction?
At the same time, it is the point of departure for settling
a maior hractical question, that is, how to utilise in socialist
condilioni these driving forces for the most rapid expansion
and improvement of production.
iet is first examine the general sociological problem of
the driving forces of production Marxist l-ite-ratu-re long
aso raised"the question^of what the causes of the developm"ent of the productive forces are. If the dev-elopment of the
oroductive forces is the ultimate cause of changes in a solial svstem. what determines the movement of the productive f'orces themselves? It will be recalled that attempts to
find the causes of the development of the productive forces
outside production itself, fof example, in the influence of
the geo$raphical environment, growth of populatio.n, agd
ro oi pior,"d untenable (althou$h there is no. denying -the
influenie-often quite considerable-exerted by - such factors on the develoi2ment of production). The conclusion that
the source of the d-evelopment of production should be sought
in the mode of produclion itself is almost -gelerally l.e-cognised among Marxists. But this correct conclusion is still too
general.

"

The productive forces and relations of production -interact within the mode of production' What is the role of each
of these sides of the mode of production? Is it sufficient to
ooint to their interaction to establish the source of the de-

production?
ielooment of 'of
obiections to recognising the interaction
A'number
between the produc[ive forces and the relations of p.rod]ction
as the sortc6 of development have been raised in Soviet
have
ohilosophical and sociolbsical
"a literature. Some authors
Itut.d ihut thir leads to vicious circle: we see the cause
of changes of production relations in the development of the

r K. Marx, F.

Engels, Selected" Uorhs, Vol.
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I, p' 622.

productive forces, and the cause for the development of the
productive forces in the influence of production relations.
They try to break out of this vicious circle by shifting the
main emphasis to the inner logic of development of the productive forces themselves, for example, to the interaction
between elements of the productive forces (the workers and
the means of production). Otherwise, they say, it is impossible
to explain why the productive forces continue to develop
even after the relations of production have b.ecome obsolete
and turned into a brake on this development (for example,
under contemporary capitalism). Lastly, attempts have been
made to link a solution of this problem with recognition
of the decisive role of the people in developing production.
If the people are the makers of history, it is the masses,
the working people who in the final analysis are the
motive power of the development of the productive
forces.

These viewpoints, of course, present a number of correct
arguments but, in our opinion, they are one-sided. Neither
the inner logic of the development of the productive forces
nor the activity of the people in production must be regard-

ed in isolation from the interests which prompt people to
act. And these interests, as pointed out earlier, are shaped
by the relations of production.

No "vicious circle" whatsoever is formed here, given a
proper, and not a simplified understanding of the interaction between the productive forces and the relations of
production. The productive forces are the determining side
of the mode of production. It is on the basis of a definite
level in the development of the productive forces and depending on'their nature that the given relations of production are shaped. This does not in the least run counter
to the fact that, depending on the type and form of production relations, some or other interests are shaped prompting people to develop their productive forces.
In the final count it is the people who develop production-this is indisputable and self-evident. But the question is: what real possibilities do they have and what prompts
them to do so? The real possibilities for the development of
the productive forces are each time determined by the level
of production already achieved and they are extended as production grows. Let us take an elementary example. It was
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only in the lSth century that the possibility appeared to develop a steam engine as a universal motor for growing industiy, while in the 20th century, and not earlier, the possibility arose of creating a nuclear power industry. Each lew
stage in the development of the productive forces sets before
people new, broader tasks in technological progress and
creates new, greater and more diverse means for achieving
them. The preceding development of science and technology,
however, determines only the possibility for the further
development of the productive forces. The use of these
possibilities, including those created by science and technology, depends on the relations of production, on society's
economic system.

The influence of the production relations on the development of the productive forces is expressed in that they, first,
afford biggei or smaller scope for this development, or on
the contrary hamper it, set too narrow bounds for it; second,
they provide definite stimuli for the develo-pment of

production, which arise from the real interests of the peoparticipating in production.
ple
- The
inner logic of the development of the productive
forces, in our opinion, cannot be denied. The interaction
between the elements of the productive forces, above all
labour power and the instruments of prod-uction, forms the
inner mainspring of the development of production, because people, acting on nature and changing it, change themselves: they acquire new habits of work and develop their
capabilities, including the ability to improve the ,instruments of production. They are prompted to do so by personal and social requirements.
But the growth of production cannot be explained solely
by the inner logic of the development of the productive
forces. If, for example, we consider the reasons for the
continued growth of the productive forces under contemporary capitalism, reference to the inner logic of the development of the productive forces cannot explain anything.
Such an abstract answer will offer nothing for explaining
why, for example, despite capitalism's decay, production has
developed very rapidly in certain periods and in some capitalisf countries (for example, Japan and Italy).
An answer to this question can be given only if we bear
in mind that the retarding role of capitalist relations of
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production does not at all imply that all stimuli to the
productive iotces engendered by capiievelop*ent
-have of the
vanished. Private property long ago began to
talism
hamper the productive forces; they are cramped within these
bounlds espeiially because the socialisation of labour is steadily developing-and assuming an ever wider scale. But the
striving fof piofit and competition continue to impel the
develo[ment bf capitalist prbduction even in conditions of
domination. These stimuli, engendered by capimonopbly
-reiations
of production, do not disapPear, but th^eir
talist
action becomes inireasingly contradictory. The quest for
profit and competition act not only as factors which force
ihe capitalists to expand production, but f-requently also as
factorJ retarding tethnological progress (for example,- - il
cases when the monopoliei, in order to protect their high
orofits. buv up oatents for new inventions and do not use
ihem)'and'.rr6rr'u, factors which lead to the destruction of
the productive forces (especially in conditions of crises, the
armi race, and wars). Scientific and technological progress
which leads to the creation of entire new sectors and demands the renewal of fixed capital, the intervention of the
bourgeois state in the economy, the attempts Plrtly to adapt
capitilist relations to the growth of the productive forces
(for example, by setting up state-monopoly associations lik-e
the Common Market)-all these and other factors also a[fect the development of the productive forces' This is the
general backgr6und and against it stand out the specific
iauses which-accelerate the development of the productive
forces in some capitalist countries at the exPense of slowing down this growth in others.
To consider the productive forces outside concrete economic relations and the interests they produce means to
block the road to a scientific explanation of the driving forces of economic .qrowth. Reference to the role of the
masses as the ultimate cause of the development of production is, in our opinion, too general and abstract. It is beyond
dispute that pr-oduction is always carried on by yorklng
people, that society's entire wealth is created by their labour, sweat and biood. But in considering the role of the
masses in production, we must not ignore two highly important questions, otherwise we run the risk of vulgarising
historical materialism.
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The first question is: what prompts the people to develop production, what stimuli to developing p_roduction are
engelndered by the given mode of production? The second
question is: what interests prompt people who own the means
of production, classes whiih hold a dominating place in the
given mode of production, to develop production?
- Clearly, it ii impossible to consider the role played in
the deveiopment of production by people and classes without considering their interests. The general proposition
that people advance production can be rendered scientificallv precise and concrdte only if we analyse the interests imri.tii"s them to act. MoreovLr, it is ,..esiaty to consider both
lhe in[erests of the direct producers, who make up the primeelement of the productivi forces, and also the owners of
the means of production, the carriers of the given relations
of production.
in antagonistic socio-economic formations the interests of
the people participating in production are divided. The
worliing masses who carry on production remain exploited
througliout the history of antagonistic class societies and their
laboui is forced labour. Nev"ertheless, as the type of production relations changed, there was progress in this
respect as well.
It will be recalled, for example, that the slave was not
interested at all in raising labour productivity because it
gave him nothing, it did not ease his hard lot. The serf
already had a certain interest in raising labour productivity
becaus-e he had his own small plot, but on the lord's land
he toiled, just as the slave, under compulsion. Evolution
of the forms of feudal rent-from labour rent (corv6e) to
rent in kind, and then money rent-enhanced the interest
of the peasant in his work.
Undtr capitalism, the worker is personally free, but economically ht depends on the capitalist, to whom he sells
his labour powei. The life of the proletarian is absolutely insecuref in a certain sense, he is even less secure than
the slave, whom the master had to feed, or the serf who had
his own plot providing some means of subsistence. But although under capitalism the worker is brutally exploited,
wage labour makes him more interested in, productioJr than
foried labour does. That is the reason why, according to
the calculations of N. G. Chernyshevsky, renowned Russian

thinker and publicist, a hired worker produced daily more
than three times as much as a serf under the corv6e system.1

The nature of the production relations also determines the
interests of the owners of the means of production, which
prompt them to expand or, on the contrarY, slow down the
growth of the economy. Under feudalism, the e-conomy ryas
mainly of a subsistance character, the scale of production
was fiequently limited to the quantity of food which the
feudal lord and his retinue could consume, that is, to their
needs. In feudal society, just as in slave society, the ruling
classes spent most of the surplus product not for expanding
production, but for their unproductive needs. A11 this made
inevitable the relatively slow development of the productive forces. Under capitalist production designated for the
market, the aim of pioduction is to extract profit, surplus
value, a big part of which is invested in the economy. The
capitalists are forced to do so by the competitive struggle.
Tliis is one of the reasons why despite the tremendous waste'
under capitalism the productive forces develop much faster
than in preceding societies.
Socialist society remoyes the clash of interests of people
participating in social labour. For the first time in history
lhe aim of production-ever fuller satisfaction of the material and cultural needs of the people-coincides with the
aims of the direct producers and meets their interests.
For many years tLe ideologists of capitalism alleged that
the abolition of private property would lead to the disappearance of stimuli for the development of the produgtive
-forces
and to consequent stagnation in the economy. These
arguments have now been iefuted not only theoretically,
but also by the practical experience of socialist and communist construction. The great efficiency of the socialist economic system has been demonstrated first of all by the tremendoui acceleration of the growth rates of production. A
comparison of the annual increase of industrial output over
a long period shows that it is much higher in the socialist
countries than in the capitalist world. Total industrial output in CMEA socialist countries increased 490 per cent from
1
1960,

N. G.
p.

Chernyshevsky, Complete Uorks, Russ. ed.,
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High rates of development of the productive forces
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a result of the objective advantages of the socialist economic
system. lt rules out economic crises and the anarchy of production and makes it possible to secure the planned, balanced
clevelopment of the economy and continued advance of the
productive forces. It creates conditions for the comprehensive development of all sectors of production and the ra-

tional use of natural resources.
Socialism abolishes parasitic consumption which devours
a considerable part of the national income in the capitalist
countries. In socialist society the national income is distributed in the interests of the people, which makes it possible
to combine higher rates of accumulation than under capitalism with a constant advance in the standard of living.
One of the important economic advantages of socialism
is that it creates new stimuli for the development of production. The emancipation of labour from exploitation, its conversion into labour for oneself, for the entire society, creates,
as pointed out earlier, the social interest of the working
people in the results of their labour; the collective and personal interests of workers in raising the productivity and efficiency of their labour are thus combined. This is the basis
for the rise and extensive spread of socialist emulation.
The socialist economic system converts the worker from
being an appendage of the machine to being its master. Technology is developed with an eye to easing labour and extending the opportunities for displaying the creative abilities
of the worker.
Lastly, socialism opens up favourable opportunities for
the application of science in production. It has no such obstacles to the introduction of technology as unemployment
and cheap labour power which frequently makes comprehensive mechanisation and automation of production unprofitable for the capitalist. The close co-operation of
workers by hand and by brain accelerates scientific and technological progress.
The advantages of the socialist economic system create
objective prerequisites for the accelerated development of
1 Praada,
January 24, 1969,
7-2732
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production. But the growth rates of production also depend
on the utilisation of these advantages, the efficiency of economic guidance. In contrast to the spontaneously developing capitalist economy, the socialist econom_y cannot lunction without purposeful guidance on the scale of the entire
society. One of the impoitant aspects of this guidance is the
abilitv to consider properly and combine reasonably the
diverie interests of peoirt.,'because on this depends the full
use of the possibilities for developing production created
by the socialist economy and, consequently, in the -long run
the scope of the stimulating role played by socialist relations of production.
A coirect economic policy must rationally combine the
diverse interests both on a nationwide scale (and even of
the entire community of socialist countries), and also on tle
scale of production units. Society faces the task of propelly
combining diverse interests when determining the main
economic-proportions. Let us take, for example, the allocation of the national income to the accumulation fund and
the consumption fund. The growth rates of the productive forces largely depend on the volume of the accumulation fund and the way it is used. Economic progress is possible only if society expends its labour not only for satisfying
current requirements but also for further expanding and improving production. This gives rise to the need for properly
combining the people's long-term, basic interests with current inteiests. The former are embodied in the policy of
priority production of the means of production; the very
possibility of extended socialist reproduction ultimately depends on the implementation of this policy. One must not
neglect the long-term interests; priority growth in the production of the means of production is needed for ensuring
a stable advance of the socialist economy. But at the same
time, the Communist Party of the Soviet Union is against
ignoring the current interests, for this may lead to neglecting
the daily needs of the people.
The Soviet Communist Party has repeatedly stressed that
it would be wrong to proceed from the one-sided interest
of accumulation, or from the one-sided interest of. consurtlttion; "Taking into account both the relative contradictory
nature of these factors and their interaction and interconnection, and, moreover, the fact that from the viewpoint
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of long-term development these interests in general coincide, it is necessary to proceed from an optimal combination
of both these factors."l Such a combination precludes both
a one-sided approach from the consumer's angle, which
leads to ignoring the long-term needs of economic develop-

ment and thereby ultimately to slowing down the economic
growth rates, and also the similarly harmful neglect of the
people's current needs, which may lead to a gap between the
growth of production and consumption, lessen the interest
of the people in developing the economy, and ultimately also
slow down economic gror,vth.
It goes without saying that the nxeasure of combination
and consequently the degree of subordination of current to
long-term interests, of personal to social interests, cannot
be the same at different stages in the development of socialist society. In the first years of socialist construction the
need for satisfying the basic social interests dictated restricting for a time the satisfaction of the growing personal needs
of the people. To build up heavy industry rapidly the Soviet people had to make certain sacrifices, to restrict personal consumption temporarily. But the policy of the Party
has always been aimed at ultimately satisfying more fully
the requirements of the people.
By resolving contradictions arising in the course of socialist construction, the Soviet people succeeded in building
up a powerful heavy industry which is the foundation for
the prosperity of the socialist economy and the basis of
the country's defence potential. Progress in the manufacture of means of production prepared the conditions for
expanding the output of consumer goods. Today there is
every possibility for utilising the further expansion of heavy
industry to attain the accelerated development of the light
and food industries and the advance of agriculture in order
to substantially improve the provision of the population
with foodstuffs and manufactured goods.
It is necessary to eliminate the disparity between industries manufacturing means of production and consumei
goods, determined above all by the lag of agriculture be-
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hind industry. This will make it possible to satisfy current
interests more fully and not to the detriment of long-terrn
interests.

The elimination of certain disproportions arising in various sectors of the economy, in the relationship between
production and consumption and in satisfying the needs of
yarious sections of the people, is a prerequisite for optimally combining the current and long-term, particular
and general, personal and social interests.
any Uig nalional economic problem affecti many specific
interests and in solving it these interests must be taken
into consideration. Let us take, for example, the allocation
of capital investments between different sectors of the economy. More rapid development of the most progressive
sectors is in the interest of the entire people. But re-allocation of investments in favour of the new sectors may
temporarily affect the interests of the "old" sectors and
may involve some contradictions. These contradictions may
be exacerbated if planning the growth rates of different sectors is approached subjectively. They must be resolved so
that no harmful disproportions should arise and the national economy as a whole should develop more rapidly.
Behind growth rates in various sectors stand people materially interested in the {lourishing of the entire economy,
and of their own sector. The task naturally is reasonably
to utilise this interest, to steer it into the channel of a general advance and ensure proportions in the economy most
beneficial for society.
Elaboration of the most efficient forms of economic
management also requires proper cornbination of various
interests.

By consistently applying the principles of democratic
centralism, the Party, for example, ensures the rational
combination of state and local interests. Lenin stressed that
centralism, understood in a really democratic sense, presupposes the possibility, created for the first time, for the
full and unhindered development not only of local distinctions, but also of local initiative and a diversity of methods
and means of advancing to the common goal. To disregard
local interests, not to consider local distinctions would mean
to fetter initiative from below, which ultimately would adversely affect all social production. On the other hand, to
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lay stress on local interests to the detriment of state interests would mean to slip into parochial positions.
The industrial managernent system on the territorial prin-

ciple, which existed in the U.S.S.R. from 1957 to 1965,
somewhat extended the possibilities for intersectoral specialisation and co-operation of industrial production within
the bounds of economic areas. But simultaneously it restrained
the development of sectoral specialisation and rational
production ties between enterprises in different economic
areas. Its main shortcoming was that it ignored the interests
of entire industries, which prevented the application of a
single technological policy.
The system of managing industry through economic councils undoubtedly promoted parochial tendencies. Such "localism" was displayed, for example, in that economic councils and supplier factories frequently provided goods to enterprises of "their own" economic area above the allotted
quantities, and at the same time failed to make deliveries
to "outside" economic areas. Concern for the needs of one's
own area is legitimate but only if it does not turn against
the needs of society as a whole. Recognition of the priority
of the general state interests is the only true criterion for
determining the boundaries in which local interests are
legitimate.
General interests of the state can be opposed not only
by local but also by narrowly understood departmental interests. Industrial management on the sectoral principlc,
now introduced in the Soviet fJnion, makes it possible better to consider the interests of the given sector and consistently to apply specialisation in production. Consequently, it
ineets more fully the requirements of technological progress.
However, it can also give rise to departmental disunity of enterprises, which breaks the economic ties between
them. That is why the Central Committee of the C.P.S.U. at
its Plenary Meeting in September 1965 directed attention
to the need for rationally combining the sectoral principle
of industrial management with broad initiative of the republics and local economic agencies.
Improvement of the management system, if we speak not
only of rectifying mistakes, is determined by the development of the productive forces itself. Big economic reforms,
substantially altering the systems of planning and manag101

ing industry, have been implemented in recent years in the
Soviet Union and other socialist countries. For all their
specific features in each country these reforms have essential common features. These are first of all, greater employment of economic instruments (cost accounting, profit,
price, credit, and so on), more consistent material stimulation of production, granting greater economic independence
to enterprises, enhancement of the scientific level of planning, and wider application of the sectoral principle in industrial management. These measures are designed to put
an end to the prevalence of purely administrative methods
and reinforce economic methods of management. The economic methods are based above all on consideration for,
and proper combination of, the interests of all production
links.

Combination of the personal, collective and social interdirectly affects the growth of production. For production to develop swiftly and uninterruptedly the interests
of a separate enterprise must be dovetailed with the interests of the national economy, and within an enterprise, the
interests of the individual worker with those of the enterprise and the state.
Life shows that the unwise setting of plan targets counterposes the interests of an enterprise to the interests of
society, and personal interests to the general interests. Indicators for assessing the operation of an enterprise, divorced from the interests of the economy as a whole, inflict
great harm on the state and frequently lead to economic
paradoxes. Let us cite some examples from recent economic
practices in the Soviet Union. The operation of motor transport organisations was usually measured in ton-kilometres.
This made them interested in long-distance haulage, while
the interests of the national economy require a saving of
transport expenses. The use of prefabricated elements cut
the share of transport expenses in construction costs from
14-15 per cent to 8 per cent. This was a tremendous saving
to the economy, but made for a lower indicator of operation of motor transport organisations measured by the tonkilometre gauge.
Contradictions between the interests of an enterprise and
the interests of the country most frequently arose where
gross output was the only indicator for assessing operation.
ests
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Fulfilment of the plan

for

gross output often concealed

disregard for the aisortment ahd quality of. the goods. Evaluatioir of an enterprise's operation according^ to -gross output also ran counfer to the requirements of technological
p.o.qr.tr. In some branches of the engineering industry outbut"was calculated in tons, with the result that- enterprises

iousht to produce heavv machine tools, and this increased
the-expenditure of raw'materials and hampe-red the devemore improved machines.
lopmeit of technically
'such
contiadictions necessitated the
The elimination of
elaboration of economic. criteria for evaluating the operation
of enterprises in which the interests of an enterprise,would
coincide'with the interests of the entire economy. In this
connection the question arose of the role of the profit flstor
in assessing the economic efficiency of an enterprise.,Profitability as" one of the prime economic indicators is of tre*endous significance for the socialist economy' The use
of this indiiator necessitated granting enterprises more- initiative and independence in operating on the basis of the
state plan.
Thi relation between the economy and separate enterprises is the relation between a whole-.orglnisp and its
barts. The interests of society are embodied in the general
itate plan which determines-the bounds of an enterprise's
activity. But within these bounds an enterprise must have
definiti independence. IJnder the old system of planning
and manageirent when the independence of an enterprise
rva, e*.eedingly restricted, concein for the interests of the
whole frequeitiy infringed the interests -of its- parts, -and
this ultimitely harmed both. But the independence of an
enterprise must not be unlimited. A definite measure is
needed here. To grant unrestricted independence to an enterprise, generally abandoning state assignments to factoriei, wouid mean to give free rein to spontaneous development with all its adverse consequences and to create the
possibility of counterposing, from anotler angle, the interests of an enterprise to the interests of the entir-e society'
Such a fallacy is inherent in the concept of the "self-regulating economy", which in effect leads to renouncing the advantages of a planned economY.
Pro"per combination of the planning principle and local
initiative can be attained only by introducing the most
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efficient indicators for assessing the operation of an enterprise, which make it possible closely to link the interests of
iociety and of a separate enterprise. A flexible mechanism
for managing production can be created in this way.
Developmenf of the socialist economy is not determined
by the spbntaneous "play of interests" which comprises the
mechaniim of the capitalist economy. Socialist planning
pxcludes anarchy and ipontaneity, but it does not at all rule
out the use of the interests of people, which helps to achieve
more rapidly the necessary economic results than bureaucratic super-centralisation.' Not to regiment each step of
people-fhis in general is impossible-but to place them in
conditions in which their work prompted by their immediate interests would not act contrary to their basic interests, to the interests of the entire society-here is the crux
of the matter.
That is why in introducing the new system -of econornic
management, socialist countries emphasise the need for applying the principle: o'What is of benefit to society ryyt_le
of benefit to arr enterprise and to the individual." This
principle is formulated, for example, in the programme.of
ihe Socialist Unity Party of Germany, where conformity
between the social needs and the interests of individual
workingmen and collectives is regarded as a major driving
force of economic and social development.l
The entire system of planning and indicators for assessing the work of the diverse links of the ec_onomy must make
them interested in achieving the most efficient results with
the least expenditure.

During the transition period Lenin regarded the ability
to find the proper degree of combining the private interests
of the peasants with the general interests of the state as a
guaranfee of success in building socialism. At that time it
was harder to find the proper measure for combining diverse
interests than today because it was necessary to combine the
private interests of the peasant, a small commodity producer, with the general interests of the state. At the present
stage of communist construction, when a single socialist
economy exists, it is necessary properly to combine inter1 Taenty Years of the Socialist Unity Party
Moscow, 1966, p. 142.
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of Germany,

Russ. ed.,

ests which are not so diverse, interests which arise on a
common basis. But even in these conditions it is necessary

to consider thoroughly the diverse interests of people and
the proper measure of combining them, the measure of
subordinating personal and group interests to the general
interests of the people. To ignore this task, to think that

communism can be built by relying solely on the enthusiasm
counterpose moral stimuli to material interests would mean to repeat the mistake of utopian social-

of the people, to
ists.

Mistakes in economie policy, neglect of the people's interest may considerably undermine the stimulating role of
progressive production relations. That is why the efficiency
of socialist production relations depends on how rationally
the economy is organised, how the economic policy enhances the interests of people in expanding production and,
lastly, how fully the working people are aware of their
basic interests. Proper consideration for the interests of
people, finding the forms of combining those which are
most expedient for the given conditions and employment
of the stimulating role of interests for developing socialist
society, are essential links of the mechanism for utilising
the laws of social development under socialism.
Moreover, the importance of rationally combining the
diverse interests of the people is far from being exhausted
in considering the sphere of production. The further development and strengthening of the socio-political and ideological unity of socialist society also depends on it. It also
exerts a tremendous impact on moulding the psychology
and consciousness of people and changing their moral aspect.

ChaPter III

process which is not completed with the victory of socialism'
Th.r. are no exploiting classes at the first phase of com-munism but some clais distinctions are still preserved

because socialism is a society which did not develop on its
own basis and bears the "birthmarks" of the past.
By
their nature the social distinctions between the work'and
the peasants and also between these classes and
ers
the intelligentsia, preserved at the first phase of communism, are a legacy of class society. Socialism does not create
any new class-differences; on the contrary, it abolishes those
inherited from the.past. The building of the first phase. of
communlsm rs an rmportant stage on the road to classless
society. While the transition period from capitalism to s-ocialism is a period of abolishing class antagonisms and the
exploitation of *an by man, socialism is a stage in society's
deielopment when basic class differences have, disappeared
and onlv some non-basic distinctions remain. Socialism can
no longer be regarded as a class society because the main
attribules of a ilass society-its division into antagonistic
classes and the exploitation of man by man-have been
abolished. But it also cannot be regarded as a classless society because class distinctions have not yet disappeared.
In contrast to the preceding class societies, the social structure of socialist society differs first of all because all social groups in it are equal in their relation to the main,
decisi've -.ut t of production; certain distinctions in the
relation to the means of production between the working
class and the collective-farm peasantry, owing to the existence of two forms of socialist property, do not negate the
fact that the relation to state property unites all members
of socialist society.
Furthermore, another important distinction of the social
structure of socialism is that here society is no longer divided into antagonistic classes, into haves and have-nots with
their opposite interests. This affords socialist society tremendous advantages as compared with capitalism.
The ousting from the historical scene of reactionary classes
means that society no longer has class forces hindering
its progress. The abolition of the exploiting classes reli_eves
society-of the burden of parasitic consumption. It will be
recalled that in pre-revolutionary Russia the exploiting
classes-l5.9 per cent of the country's population-appropriated about 75 per cent of the entire national income. With
the abolition of the exploiting classes, the entire national
income is placed at the disposal of the working people and
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FROM CLASS DIFFERENCES TO SOCIAL
HOMOGENEITY

A scientific analysis of the development of socialist societl
of its social structure and ascertainment of
the place held in it by classes and class distinctions which
have' not yet disappeared at the first phase of communism.
The transition iiom capitalism to communism means the
replacement of a class sdciety with its deep differentiation
by a classless society with itd complete social ho-mogeneity.
Sbcialism is a necessary stage on the road to classless society. It is the first phise of communism, at which the antithesis of classes and fundamental social differences have
demands a study

already been abolished but classes have not yet disappeared.
Under' socialism, not only individuals and collectives of
working people, but also classes are the subjects of hist-orical action. That is why problems of the relationship
between the working class and the peasantry and also betwegn
manual workers aid brain workeirs, who'form the intellieentsia. are very important in the life of socialist society.
L sober u..o.rr[ of ihe stage socialist society has reached
on the road toward complete social homogeneity is a prerequisite for its objective scientific analysis.
1. The Sources and Essence of Class Distinctions
in Socialist Society

The abolition of classes is a very intricate and drawn out

for improving their material well-being and expanding socialist production. The elimination of class antagonisms and the attainment of the socio-political and moral
unity of the entire society are also of decisive significance
for a,ccelerating social development. The social unity of the
goes

people also determines the abolition of national antagonisms
and forms a solid basis for a community of nations.

All these new features which characterise the social
structure of socialist society do not imply. the complete
disappearance of social distinctions. These distinctionJ are
inevitable because the legacy of class society is not yet fully
eliminated at the first phase of communism.
Lenin foresaw that the abolition of classes would be a
very long process. In the first years of Soviet construction,
in his "A Great Beginning" he noted that to abolish classes
completely it is necessary not only 'oto abolish all private
ownership of the means of production, it is necessary to
abolish the distinction between town and country, as well
as the distinction between manual workers and brain workers. This requires a yery long period of time."l
The experience of socialist construction in the Soviet
Union proves that the abolition of classes is a long process and at the same time it made it possible to determine
more specifically at what stage of society's development
class distinctions would be eliminated. In the mid-tggOs
capitalist elements were finally abolished in the U.S.S.R.
This, however, did not signify the disappearance of all
classes. Socialism in the U.S.S.R. was built in the main at
that time, but classes of workers and collective-farm peasants continued to exist. This practical experience furnishes
the grounds for the conclusion that friendly classes remain
in socialist society.
The experience of other countries also demonstrates that
social and class distinctions do not disappear completely in
a country where socialism has triumphed. Inasmuch as
s_ocialist society inherits these distinctions, their magnitude
depends on the legacy it received. When the Soviet =[Jnion,
for example, began to build socialism, it was still an agrarian .country in which small producers (peasants and artisans) made up about three-fourths of tlie population.
1 V. I. Lcnin, Collected.Worhs, Vol.29, p.421.
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In the course of socialist construction, both the face of
various social groups and their correlation radically
chan.ged.

The change in the social composition of the population
in the U.S.S.R. is graphically slro*r, in the following table
(per cent).
l9 28

Ilntire population

l9d8

t939

(including

non-working family mernbers)
Fac|ory, office and other workEIS

100.0
.0
14.0

17

of whom factory workers.
Colleciive-Iarm peasaniry and

artisans united into co-operativcs
Individual pcasanis and artiSANS .

Bourgeoisic, landowners, merchants and kulaks

t7 .6
12.0

2.9
66 .7

74.9

16.3

4.6

100

50.2

cotr

47

100.0

.0

.2

2.6

68.3
48.2

.70
54.8

77

3l ./t 22.27
0.3

0.03

These data show that the working class has increased
substantially and has become the largest group of the population in the U.S.S.R.; the intelligentsia is also rapidly
growing in size and proportion of the total population. As
for the peasantry, its proportion in the population in the
Soviet Union is gradually declining and now comprises a
little more than one-fourth of the total.
Among the countries of the socialist community there are
some which began building socialism when they were already
industrial states and the share of the peasantry in the total
population was relatively small. In 1965, in Czechoslovakia, factory, office and other workers made up 87.3 per cent
of the population (including non-working family members),
of which workers comprised 58.1 per cent; peasants united
in co-operatives and workers of producer co-operatiyes,
9.7 per cent; individual peasants, artisans and persons
engaged in private enterprises, 2.9 per cent; members
of the liberal professions, 0.1 per cent.l In the German
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Rude Prdao,December 23, 1965.
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Democratic Republic, factory, office and other workers (not
counting members of their families) comprised 82 per cent
of the faintully employed population in 1963; mcmbers of
producel co-operatives (agricultural and artisan), 13.5 pel
cent; individual peasants and artisans, 2.8 per cent; managers of semi-stafe enterprises and shops working on coniract with the state, 0.5 per cent; private wholesale and
retail tradesmen, 0.6 per cent; members of the liberal professions, 0.3 per centl A comparison of thgse data iadicates that in ezechoslovakia and the German Democratic Republic the percentage of factory, office and other workers
is higher than in the U.S.S.R., although these countries are
at ari earlier stage in building the new society. This is explained above al1 by the fact that socialist construction in
these countries was begun with a higher development level
of the productive forces than the Soviet Union had.
Socialist production relations, firmly established in the
countries wfiere socialism triumphed, are of one type and
this determines the qualitative homogeneity of their social
structures; their population consists of the working class,
peasants united in io-operatives and the intelligentsia. tut
?he numerical relationship of these social groups is not the
same; it depends on diffErences in the development of the
productive forces, the sectoral pattern of the econotn/ and
lhe historical heritage received by each country.
differences in the concrete conditions of develEvidently,
-various
socialist countries may determine the
opment of
stage at which the remaining social distinctions will be obliti"rated. Possibly, in some developed countries the distinctions between workers and peasants may be effaced more
rapidly. But some social distinctions (for example, between
*inuil workers and brain workers) will remain even after
the disappearance of class distinctions between the workers
and the pEasants. Lenin stated that the intelligentsia as a special social stratum will be preserved "until we have reached
the highest stage of development of communist society".2
Be that as it may, at the stage of socialism all countries
will have social distinctions, remnants of the class division
L Hantlbuch der Deutschen Demokratischen Republift, Staatsverlag
der DDR, Berlin, 1964, S. 836.
2 V. L Lenin, Collected.Worhs, Vol.35, p. 194.
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of society. That is why it is exceedingly important soberly
and obj6ctively to consider the remaining social distinctions, neither ignoring nor exaggerating them.
The existence of social groups under socialism

is an indisputable fact admittqd by all Marxists. But some of them
hold that social groups in socialist society can no longer be
called classes. The notion that classes in general will vanish
as the antithesis between classes disappears is too simplified.
Although with the abolition of capitalism there is no longer
room for the antithesis between classes in society, class distinctions between the lqorking class and the peasantry. remain.
A specific feature of classes in socialist society is that these
are no longer classes in the strict sense of the word; they
are disappearing classes, classes which cease to be such.
Lenin defined classes in the strict meaning of the word as
"groups of people one of which can appropriate the labour
of another owing to the different places they occupy in a
definite system of social economy".l "What are classes in
general?" he asked. "Classes are that which permits one
section of society to appropriate the labour of another section."2 Socialist society no longer has such classes. That is
why the very concept of classes undergoes definite change,
just as the concept of the state is changed. But the class
attributes to which Lenin pointed in "A Great Beginning"3 are
applicable in the main to the classes in socialist society. They
represent social groups united by the socialist economic system, state ownership of the means of production and joint
labour, but which still differ according to their relationship
to the means of production, their role in the social organisation of labour and forms of distribution of income.
These, of course, are not fundamental distinctions, they
are gradually obliterated; a process of disappearance of
class distinctions and transition to a society in which there
will be no classes in general, is under way. Nevertheless,
it would be a mistake to consider that class distinctions have
already disappeared or are inessential, and place them in
1

p.
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Ibid., Yol.29,
, irii.,
v"i. 5r, i,. zgz.
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Their relation to the means of production, role in the social organisation of labour, the method of receiving social wealth and the share
they dispose of.
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the same rank as distinctions between workers in different
sectors (for example, the metallurgical and mining in-dustries) or'between professional groups. Workers and collective'farmers differ from each other not only in the nature

of industrial and agricultural labour but above all by the
relationship to the means of production, which is not quite
the same ind is a result of fhe existence of two forms of
socialist property. Consequently, the basic class-shaping attribute-diffirence in relation to the means of productionhas still not lost its significance, although, this is already a
non-basic distinction, inasmuch as it concerns only varieties
of socialist property.
The abolition of classes is above all connected with changes
"The abolition of cl?s-ses," Legi-n
in property
-"meansrelations.
placing all citizens on an equal footing with
wro1e,
regard to the means of productioz belon$ing to society as
a whote. It means giving all citizens equal opportunities of
working on the publicly-owned means of production' on
the publicly-owned land, at the publicly-owned factories,
and so forth."r
The main, decisive thing in solving this problem is
achieved at the first phase of communism. Abolition of
private property in the means of production eliminates
ihe division of the members of society into people who own
and do not own means of production. But at the stage of
development now achieved by the Soviet Union iJ is impossible to say that all citizens have been placed fully in equal
relation to the means of production. There are distinctions
in the existence of two forms of socialist property-state
property owned by the whole people, and co-operativ-e,-group
property. Even state property, although it is own-ed by the
whole of society, is still not utilised in an equal me-asur_e
in the case of factory and office workers, on the one hand,
and peasants united in co-operatives, on the other. Actual
distinctions in the use by workers and peasants of state property for accomplishing economic and social tasks (investments in the ecbnomy and culture, distribution of incomes,
development of sociai consumption funds and so on) have
not ye[ disappeared.2
1 V. I. Lenin, CollectedUorhs, Vol.20, p. 146.
2 Another point of view on this question is also voiced

literature.
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number of interesting ideas about the factors which deter-
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Under socialism, the class distinctions existing between
workers and peasants are connected not ogly- with their relationship to the means of production which is no-t fully
equal, b'it also with their role in the organisation of social
labour, with the forms of obtaining income, which also are
not quite the same.

These distinctions are determined both by the existence
of two forms of socialist property and the unequal d,evelopment level of the economy and'culture in town and country, upon which the living conditions of the workers and
the peasants depend.

That is whyihe complete obliteration of class distinctions
involves a tremendous growth of the productive forces, an
advance of the ecot o*i and culture, which will gradually
eliminate differences in'the forms of property, in the nature
and conditions of social labour in town and country.
The exoerience of the Soviet Union demonstrates that
the effacing of distinctions between town a!d- country and,
even more so, between manual workers and brain workers
demands a much higher stage in the development of production and of the entire soiiety than the abolition of plivate property in the means of produ-ction. Historically, the
uppeairuri.e bf the social divisibn of labour precsded the
risi of private property and division into classes. Now this
developinent prbcetds it t.v..se order: abolition of private
prope.iy prec-edes the disappearance- of the remnants of the
bta^fori"f in the social division of labour-between industrial and agricultural labour and mental and manual lamine distinctions between social sections -and their interests under
socialism were expressed in a paper of the Polish sociologist W. Wesolowski, presented^to the 6th International Congress of Sociology. Inhis
opinion,'the relationship to the means of production no -longer deterrriines iocial distinctioni under socialism; the latter are determined by
distinctions in distribution, living conditions, social prestige, etc.
(W. Wesolowski. Strata and Strata Interests in Socialist Socicly, 6Lh
Evian, September 4-1 l,- 1966, pp. 3-4)'
international Congress of Sociology,
ii is true that "distinctions -in the- relationship to the
In our opinion,
^prodrctiot
obliterated and their role corresp-ondare gradually
means of
"have

inElv dcclines. but thev

,oi vet lost essential significance. Under

-means
of production is determined
.oZiifir*, the' relationihip to the
both bv to**on statuts of workers and peasants (inasmuch as they arc
.o-o*ri.., of the property of the whoie people and both forms of
socialist property aie of ot e type and are inteiconnected) and also by
preserved class distinctions between them.
8-2732
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bour. Whereas private property was abolished in the U.S.S.R.

in the transition period from

of the working class also changed in the course of socialist construction. While formerly it was predominantly
Russian, it became multi-national because skilled workers
were trained in all the Soviet republics. This raised the influence exerted by the working class on the multi-national
peasantry. Big changes, associated with technological progress and the cultural and technical advance of the workers
also occurred in the vocational composition of the working

capitalism to socialism, the
distinctions between town and country, between manual
and mental workers remain under socialism. The elimination of these distinctions is a long process; moreover not
all the parts of this task can be achieved simultaneously.
The Programme of the C.P.S.U. charts the prospects for
the obliteration of the most essential distinctions between
town and country, and gradual transition 1o one property
of the whole people in the course of building communist
society in the U.S.S.R. As for distinctions between manual
and mental workers, they can be eliminated only in the
process of completing communist construction.
This conclusion stems from the actual stage reached by
the Soviet Union on the road to classless soCiety. It warns
against running ahead, against ignoring the surviving class
distinctions, which may lead to an underestimation of the
big and intricate problems which have to be solved in the
course of building communism. At the same time, it shows
that we should not cling to the past, should not ignore the
fundamental changes which have occurred in tlie social
structure of society following the victory of socialism, should
not confuse the society of the transition period with the fully
shaped socialist society which advances-toward communism.
Community of the two forrns of socialist property has
brought the working class and the peasantry closer together,
strengthened_their alliance and made their friendship unbreakable. While in the past, in the transition period- from
capitalism to socialism, the existence of the two classes was
based on two different sectors of the economy, socialist and
small-commodity production, today in socialist conditions
they are united by a single socialist economic system.
ln socialist society the working class is employed at enterprises which ,r" ih. property 6f tt. whole p.,ipti. Co*pletion of socialist changes in the economy resulted in the
disappearance of the stratum of workers engaged at
capitalist enterprises, working on kulak farms, and so on. The
division of the working class into two parts, employed and
unemployed, inherent in capitalism, also disappeared: socialism ensures the full employment of the woiking class.
In particular, it abolished unemployment which exiited in
the U.S.S.R. up to the early 1930,. The national composition

The peasantry has undergone even deeper changes in the
of socialist construction, changes connected not only
with the social but also the technical reconstruction of agriculture. While the labour of the worker was socialised
already under capitalism, the labour of the peasant began
to be socialised on a large scale in the U.S.S.R. only with
the transition from small-scale private farming to'largescale collective production. Collectivisation turned the peasantry from a class of small owners and commodity -producers into a new peasantry united in co-operatives, - f,or
w-hom joint labour and collective ownership of the means
of productions is the economic basis of life.- Collectivisation
abolished the division of the peasantry into different social
strata (well-to-do, middle and poor) and eliminated the
causes of differentiation which in the past led to the emergence of
-capitalist elements from among the peasants. The
uniting of peasant farms into co-operatives opened up wide
scope for the application of modern machinery in the countryside. This machinery is gradually turning agricultural
work into a variety of industrial work. This involves the
cultural and technical advance of the peasantry which also
brings it closer to the working class. A new, socialist intelligentsia has been formed in the Soviet Union from among
the working class, peasantry and other sections of the
poprrlation. The rise of the new intelligentsia has bridged
the former abyss between workers by hand and by brain.
These changes in the social structure of Soviet society
drew closer together all its social groups and resulted in
socio-political and ideological unity of society.
But even now when the process of obliterating class distinctions has adyanced so far in the Soviet lJnion, it cannot be said that class distinctions have lost their essential
significance. The relationship of classes, specifically of the
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working class and the peasantry, remains a matter of prime importance.

To maintain that class relations have lost their essential
significance would mean to relegate to the background questions of the alliance of the working class and the collec-

tive-farm peasantry and the leading role of the working
class in the building of communism. Yet the working class
remains the most adyanced and most organised force of
society in conditions of communist construction, too. The
working class is directly connected with a higher form of
the social economy than the collective-farm peasantry, because the workers are employed at state-owned enterprises
which predominate in the socialist economy. Industry, which
employs the greater part of the working class, is the leading
force in the development of the entire economy. Lastly, the
working class remains the most organised class, possessing
the greatest revolutionary experience, political schooling and
consciousness. It is likewise wrong to ignore the remaining
class distinctions because in politics account must be taken of
the specific interests of various classes and social groups. It is
impossible to pursue a correct policy without considering
the class distinctions, and if the specific interests of classes
and social groups are ignored.
2. Class Interests Under Socialism.
Combination of Class and National Interests with
the General Interests of the People as
a Frerequisite for Strengthening and
Developing the Socio-Political Unity of Society

Interest always acts as a motive to action in the struggle
Relations between classes, whether relations
of struggle or alliance, or some combination of struggle and
alliance, are also determined by the contradictions and interconnection of their interests. That is why historical materialism demands precise account of the interests of ali
classes and their relationships in a given society, regarding
this as a prerequisite for formulating a scientifically based
policy.
The alliance of the working class and the working peasantry-the classes which are basic in the transition piriod

of any class.
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from capitalism to socialism and the only-ones -in socialist
society-iis of decisive significance in building the lew societv.'That is whv the C-.P.S.U. considers the consolidaiion
and development'of this alliance a basic principle of its
policy. An illiance of classes can be consolidated and develbped'only if their interests are properly- conside-red and
combined. No measures-organisational, ideological or any
other-will produce beneficiil results if the interests- of any
classes are ignored or infringed. one of the friendly
-which
arose in socialist society will be
Social relations
preserved and further developed at-the higher phase of communism. These are: dominance of social property in the
means of production, universality of labour, subordjnation
of the ..oriomy to the task of ever more fully satisfying the
material and cultural requirements of the people, and so on.
Community of the fundamental interests of all social groups
arises from these relations. Their common interests consist
above all in the rapid development and improvement of
socialist production, in strengtliening the socialist system and
its growing over into the communist system'
At the iame time socialist society is only the first phase
of communism, which is not yet free from many features
inherited from class society. As pointed out earlier, ,remnants o'f the old division of labour are preserYed and expressed in essential distinctions between town and country

ind

between mental and manual labour; the division of

society into classes and social strata is not fully elimin-ated;
some'differences in the level of economic and cultural development of separate areas remain; lastly, distinctions
between nations &ist and will persist for a very long time.
All these and other distinctioni are the source of the diverse specific interests of^ separate groups ald sections .of
interests -exist obiectively, desociety.^ And since specffic
-differences

in the position of peqpl-e
termined by certain
in society, tontradictions between them are not precluded.
They must be taken into account and resolved in the process of advance to communism. The socialist system creates
the objective basis for resolving such contradictions' But this
does not happen automatically and requires consistent apa correct policy.
plication
' Specificofinterests
aie particular interests which do not affecf the main thing in ielations between people in socialist
17

society. Whereas under capitalism the interests of opposed
social.groups diverge in the main, fundamental things, under
socialism where there are no such social antagonisms, the
interests of all sections of society converse in thE main [hirrE
their attitude to the social system. Bit it would be wroni
-inthese
grounds to ignore specific interests. Althou.sh the#
on

are not fundamental interests, they, undoubtedly,
essential part.

\lay u,

Interests of different classes, social groups and also of
different nations are of_ essential significince among tfre aiverse interests which should be ralionally combinJd in so_
cialist society. The combining of these interests is a maior
prerequisite for the further itrengthening of the socio_f,o_
litical,unity of society, the alliancd of the"working class ind
the collective-farm peasantry, of their co-operatio"n with the
intelligentsia and oi the community of the Soviet peopl.*
Let us examine m_ore concretely ?rom these positi;;;' ;h;
com_munity of, and distinctions between, the int'erests of the
working class and the collective-farm peasantry. Let us
note, first of all, that their interests have been diawn more
closely together by the socialist remakins of the ;.;";;;i
Previously, too, there were no irreconcilible contradictiorls
between the basic interests of the peasantry and the ulti_
mate aims of the working class, becduse the 'peasantrv couid
get rid of exploitation and win conditior,'fo, a f.ee u"J
well-to^-do life
-only with the help and under tt e ieua.r_
shrp o1. the working class. But in the transition period from
capitalism to socialism the working class and the peasantrv
based their life on two different iectors of the .i"""r""socialist and small-commodity production-which gurr. iir.
to different tendencies.: sociiliit among the wo.ki'rrg -.iuss
and commodity-capiialist among the peisants. With tfie vic_
tory of -socialism, the socialist economic system became the
economic basis of the life of these classes. As a result, tni ae-velopment and thriving- of the socialist economy U..uir. ifr.i,
common interest. But the existence of two forms of socialisi
property-state and . co-operative-and also the historically
shaped distinctions in the economic und crrltrraf a;;-.I"pi
ment of town and country tend to bring out certain st'ecific features of the interests of the workerJ and trr. p..rritr.
Th+^il seen chieflyin the economic relations, U"t ,ii, ,"[.*
rtself telt in the cultural sphere and partly in political life,
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The economi,c interests of the working class and the collective-farm peasantry coincide in the main. This is deterprimaiily by the dominance of stat-e property i.n lhe
mined -of
production, which embraces the overwhelming
means
mass of th6 country's fixed productive assets and ultimately
also determines the development of collective-farm-property.
State property belongs,-however,. not -only to the- working class, brjt td the wliole people, including the collectivefaim peasantry. It is created by the labour of workers and
peas.rrts. Alongside the surplus product created in ildustry,
ionstruction and other. sectors, the state uses for the
general needs of the people part of th-e surplus-.product ct91tEd in the collective farms and placed at its disposal mainly
through the system of purchases. Of great importance here
is wh"at share this parf represents, and this is determined
above all by the levil of purchase prices. It will be recalled
that for years the level of prices of many agricultural
products in the U.S.S.R. was such that they did_lot compensate for the actual outlay on their production' Naturally,
part of the resources accumulated by the state was returned
to the collective farms, inasmuch as the state makes investments in agriculture which are utilised by the collective
farms (construction of irrigation and drainage systems, _electric power stations, roads, and so on). But for a number of reasons the capital investments in agriculture were inade_quate'
The entiie complex of economic relations connected with
the production
'investment anil distribution of the national income, with
policy, and so on directly affects the interthe
ests of the working class and the peasantry and has to be
so regulated that it should not infringe the interests of either
class and the living standard of both should steadily rise.

Distribution

of the national income

between

these

on the relationship of sales prices of
manufactured goods and purchase prices of agricultural
produce. The collective farms are the buyers o{ machinery,
chemicals, fertilisers and other goods produced by industry
and suooliers of raw materials for industrv and foodstuffs
for the^ population. Naturally, their immediate interests call
for lower prices of manufactured goods and higher prices
of agricultural produce. The relationship of these prices
has been adjusted several times in recent years by r4ising
purchasb prices. In 1962 the purchase priee$ of animal prodclasses also depends

n9

uats were raised simultaneously with an increase

in

retail

prices of meat,and butter which naturally affected the budgets
of factory and office workers, while in 1965 the irrcreusE in
purchase prices of the main cereals and livestock. without anv
rise..in retail prices, was effected at the expense of the state.

The contradictions here are indisputabli. but thev do not
affect the fundamental interests of ilasses. In the ltns ,r,ran increase in the purchase prices of agricultural pioduce
meets the interests not only of the collect'ive-farm peasantry
but also of the whole peofle. The working class, if *e con'sider its basic interests, iJ also interested -in the advance of
agliculture a_nd, _consfquently, in creating conditions for it.
On the other hand, the coilective-farm"peasantry is
"tiimately interested in its incomes rising iot only ttrrougfr
purchase
pri_c9s.
because
this
miets
only'its imm"e!iSfr.,
diate interests, but chiefly hy raising labour productivity and
reducing costs. This meets'the bisic inteiests of thJ collective-farm peasantry, since a stable and continuous advance of their living standard cannot be achieved in anv
other way. The peasantry is also interested in the developl
ment^ of industry, upon which the mechanisation and intensification
.of agriculture depend. The development of industry and .the- advance of agiiculture and the fixing of economically justified prices of manufactured goods "and agrrcultural products meet the basic interesis of both the
workers and the peasants.
The material interests of the collective-farm peasantrv
are linked not only with the collective farms but also witir
their personal subsidiary farming. The relation between incomes received from the collective farm and personal subsldiary farming differs considerably in varioui areas and
also within each area in different collective farms. But Een_
erally the income from personal subsidiary farming is'stitt
important for the colleCtive farmers. Sinte the ."ott..ti".
farmer receives in kind a sizable part of hi, i".o-e-iro*
the collective farm and the entir6 income fro- p"rrorruf
subsidiary farming, he sells his surplus produce o" tfr.
-uiket. At this market the collective iar-i and their membeis
are the _sellers, while factory and office workers are the
buyers. Here _naturally there_'is also some ground for a diverBence of their interests. But these contiadictions cannot
be eliminated by restricting the opportunities which the
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collective farms and their members have for selling their
surplus produce on the market or the possibility of collective farmers to engage in personal subsidiary farming within
the fixed limits.
Attempts to reduce to nil the personal subsidiary farming of the collective farmers, to "get rid" of it as rapidly
as-possible, were condemned in the Soviet Union not -only
because they run counter to the personal interests of the
peasants themselves and reduce the incentive to expand production, but also because they impose on the collective farms
the burden of satisfying.all the personal needs of their members which is still beyond their strength. This would also
reduce their marketable output. The proportion of personal
subsidiary farming in the output of certain agricultural commodities, especially animal products, is still quite substantial.
Mistakes in economic policy, which inflicted harm on the
interests of the collective-farm peasantry, were the result
of a subjectivist approach and had no objective basis. They
were rectified in recent years. Nevertheless certain contradictions between the partial, temporary interests of the
working class and those of the collective-farm peasantry
still exist owing to the differences in their economic position. What is important is to detect in good time and, when
possible, to prevent their appearance or to take measures
for resolving them without allowing them to grow and to
harm the friendly relations between these classes.
If these contradictions are not resolved in time for some
or other reasons, or if the mistakes are not rectified, they
produce spontaneous adverse consequences. Violation of the
orinciple of the material interest of the collective farms
ind their members resulted in a lag of agriculture, the
spontaneous exodus of the population from the countryside
to the cities, a decline of labour discipline on the collective farms, and so on. A release of part of the rural population from agricultural production and its drawing into industry is a natirral result of the mechanisation of labour
in the countryside. But when this process is engendered not
by the growth in the productivity of agricultural work, but,
on the iontrary, by the lagging of agriculture, the outflow
of the population reflects dissatisfaction of rural dwellers
with their living conditions.
Elimination of disproportions between the development
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of industry and agriculture is a primary means for resolving such contradictions. As far back as the first years of
socialist construction, the C.P.S.U. pointed out that "the
relations which exist in our country between the working
class and the peasantry in the final count rest on the relations between industry and agriculture".l

Production and distribution of the national income and
improvement in the living standard of the working class
and the peasantry depend on the relationships between industry and agriculture, on their growth ratei. Although on
the whole, the more rapid development of industry is natural,
especially in the period of a country's industrialisation, a
gap between the growth rates of industry and agriculture,
if it becomes excessive, may turn into a biake on ihe development of the entire economy.
A, sulgtgqtial lag of agriculture behind industry occurred
in the U.S.S.R. in the post-war period. Following the Plenary Meeting of the Central Committee of the C.P.S.U. (September, 1953), measures taken by the Party consideiablv
accelerated the growth of agricuiture. Between 1955 anll
1959 the average annual increase was 7.6 per cent. But these
-as
achievements were not consolidated and,
a result of the
mistakes made, annual growth rates decreased to 1.9 per
cent in the following five years (1960-1965). This dictaled
the adoption of important measures to ensure the advance
of agriculture and lay a solid economic basis for it. In 19661970, capjtal investments by the state for construction purposes and the purchase of new machinery in the counlryside were increased to 41,000 million rubles, that is, weie
approximately doubled as compared with the preceding five
years. New machinery flowed in a large stream from industry to collective and state farms. Suffice it to say that by
1969 the country had 3.6 million tractors (in terms of 15
h. p,), or five times more than in 1940. Soviet agriculture
employed over three times more harvester comb=ines and
five times more lorries than in prewar. The delivery of
mineral fertilisers doubled in l9f0 as compared with '1965
and total _consrlmp_tion of electric power in agriculture approximately trebled.
Land reclamation is of great importance for ensuring high
the_
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and stable crops and for boosting yields. Work on raising
soil fertility and the efficiency of {arming in all zones is
conducted on a nationwide scale. More than 10,000 million
rubles were spent in five years to carry out an extensive
land reclamation plan. This is 80 per cent more than was
for these purposes in the preceding 20 post-war years.
spent
'These
are merely some of the fig.ures indicating the scale
of assistance by the town to the countryside, by industry
to agriculture, in order to place agricultural production on
a modern industrial basis.

Important changes have also been intro-duced in-the system 6f planning agriculture and the purchases of its produce by the stafe with the object of properly combining
the general interests of the state with the interests of the
collective farms.

Having put an end to the subjectivist approach _to economic problems, the Party and the Government took measures to*improve planning and economic stimulation of ,agriculture. tn tg0S, a fundamentally new system of purchases
of agricultural produce was established. Feasible stable
plans of purchasEs were set for five years, enabling the coliective a.rd state farms to know in advance their obligations
and to determine the scale of production. Alongside the increase in purchase prices, higher prices were introduced
for the *ain cereals sold to the state above the plan. At
the same time prices of many goods for production purposes and the rates for electric power consumed by colleciive and state farms were reduced. Prices of manufactured
goods and foodstuffs sold in the countryside were lowered
ind brought into line with urban prices. The income tax

by collective farms was cut almost by half.
^paid
Some discrepancy between the incomes_of pea_sants

and
workers is still preserved in the U.S.S.R. This is due to the
lagging of agriculture behind industry. Altho_ugh the incomes
of- peaiants grew somewhat more rapidly than the incomes
of workers in the last 25 yearsl the average level of a col-

lective farmer's income has been lower than that of the
worker. Elimination of remnants of such inequality is part

I From 1940 to 1968 the real incomes of factory and office workers,
ner emoloved Derson. increased 2.7 times and the real incomes of
peasantJ rdse +.'t times. See Narodnoye hhozyai'stao SSS,B u 1968 godu
(soviet Eqonomy in 1968), Moscow, 1969, p' 572'
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of the task of obliterating the essential distinctions

between

town and country.
This inequality, naturally, cannot be removed by a simple redistriLution of the incomes of peasants and workers.
it ultimately is a result of the fact that the productivity of
agricultural-work and the skill of the persons engaged in
a[riculture are still lower than those in industry. That is
why reducing the gap between the incomes of peasants- and
woikers involves a-riie of labour productivity in agriculture
than in industry, The growth of labour
at a faster pace
-in agriculture
at a higher rate than in inproductivity
-dustry
makes it possible to eliminate the lag of agriculture
behind industry and gradually reduce the difference
between the incomes of peasants and workers. Correspondingly, the average incomes of collective farmers should rise
more'rapidly than the incomes of workers. Drawing together
the living standards of different social groups helps strengthen their community and co-operation.
problem of evening out the incomes
There is also the big-Owing
to differences in natural and
of collective farmers.
other conditions, the incomes of collective farmers in various
areas vary greatly. Within areas there are also considerable
-in thb incomes of collective farms, depending
differences
partly on their proximity to cities and, to a still greater
Extent, on their economic condition. Raising of the economically backward collective farms to the level of advanced
farms is'a prerequisite for the drawing closer together of
the incomes of the peasants and the workers.
The system of labour remuneration is also of great importance. Here, too, progressive thanges which bring^ coliective farmers and workers together, are under way. Guaranteed pay for the work of collective farmers on the basis
of wage rates and output quotas of the correspolding cate.gories-of state-farm workers has been introduced. This has
6eco*e possible as a result of the considerable increase in
the incomes of the collective farms and their economic consolidation. The policy of the socialist state with regard to
the collective farms is based on combining the general inwith the material interest of the colterests of the people
-anil their
members in the results of their
lective farms
labour. The state is helping to expand the productive
forces of the collective-farm system and advance all collect24

tive farms economically, but at the same time the collective-farm peasantry is making an ever bigger contribution
to building communist society.
The interests of classes are displayed not only in the
economy but in other spheres of social life. Although economic interests, according to the materialist understanding of history, play the decisive part, it would be wrong to
reduce the interests of people, classes and society as a whole
only to material interests. Alongside material needs people
have spiritual requirements, cultural needs. Under capitalism, for example, struggle to win broader opportunities for
spiritual development holds a considerable place in the
working-class movement. Workers call for the democratisation of education, for the creation of conditions necessary
for cultural advancement, and so on. Spiritual, cultural interests, just as material interests, are objectively determined
by the position of a given class in society, the historically
shaped cultural development level of society, and so on.
In socialist society, too, at each stage of its development
the level of material and cultural needs is also historically
determined: it depends in a given country on the development of its productive forces, on the material and living
conditions, the culture of the population, historical traditions, and so on. The essential distinctions between town
and country also make themselves felt in the way of life
and culture, particularly in the housing conditions of the
urban and rural population, the development of public catering, medical services, and so on. In this sphere, too, the task
is to even out the living conditions of peasants and industrial and office workers. Distinctions between town and country are particularly big in countries that had to eliminate the
backwardness inherited from the past.
The task of drawing closer together the living standards
of the urban and rural population is being solved comprehensively. This is being done not only by increasing the labour remuneration of the collective farmers, but also by developing all the services in the countryside at an accelerated pace. Rural trade, housing construction in state farms,
consumption of electric po\/er for household needs will develop more rapidly than in the cities. On the whole, the
volume of services rose approximately by 150 per cent in
1966-1970, but in the countryside it increased by more than
t25

pensions for factory
200 per cent. The system of old-age
'collective
and office workers is extended to
farmers and
minimum age and disability pensions for collective
farmers have been raised. The building of cultural and service establishments in collective and state farms will be
greatly extended. Many rural schools, kindergartens and
nurseries, cultural centres, libraries, cinemas will be erected.
In the course of this development the degree of satisfaction of cultural needs in cities and rural communities is
gradually eyened out. Let us take, for example, the cinema.
The difference between the average annual number of cinema visits of the rural and urban population considerably
decreased: in 1940, the number of cinema-goers in towns
was six times that in the countryside and in 1968, 1.16 times.
The picture is about the same as regards the educational
level of the rural and urban population, especially workers
and collective farmers. The main index is the number of
persons with a higher, secondary and incomplete secondary
education per 1,000 gainfully employed people. If we take
the index for workers as 100, the level of education of the
collective farmers was about 22 in 1939,58 in 1959 and 66
in 1967.1
Under socialism, where there are no class antagonisms,
the remnants of social inequality are largely connected with
the nature of labour and the cultural and technical level
of people. Greater possibilities for acquiring an education
play a big part, alongside the change in the nature of labour, in levelling out the material and cultural standards
of various sections of the working people. They undoubtedly
are interested in the development of the educational system
and in the creation of eqqal opportunities to obtain a
secondary and then a higher education for the rural and
the urban dweller, for the person growing up in a family
of a collective farmer, or a worker, or intellectual. In the
near future, transition will be made to universal complete
secondary education.

The interests of classes are expressed in the most concentrated form in politics. This holds good for socialist so-

I The U.S.S"R. and. Other Countries After the Uictory of the Great
October Socialist Reaoluti.on (Statistical Returns), Russ. ed., Moscow,
1970, p. 210.
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ciety as well, but here the essential difference is that what
stands out most in politics is the unity of the interests of
classes. This is understandable, because in this sphere we
deal with the most important, basic interests of the workers
and peasants and they coincide in socialist society. The
pglicy of a socialist state expresses the common interests
gf th: working- class, the collettive-farm peasantry and the
i_ntelligentsia, their interest in the develo$nent and consolidation of the socialist system, in maintaining the country's
defence potential at the appropriate level, aid in streng[hening peace. Lenin pointed but that "economic inteilsts
and the economic position of the classes which rule our state
lie at the root of both our home and foreign policy".l
. Th. drawing together of the working cliss ind ihe collective-farm peasantry as regards their -bconomic conditions
has also affected society's political life. With the victory
of socialism in the U.S.S.R., the temporary advantug., ut
the polls.which previously consolidated the leading r:ole of
the working cl-ass
the system of its dictatorship" became
^in
unnecessary. The further
strengthening and develo^pment of
socialism resulted in the fact that the state of prbletarian
dictatorship in the U.S.S.R. has turned into a state of the
whole people..Acting as an organ which expresses the interests and will of the entire people, the iocialist state,
however, cannot develop
ensuring the leading role
of the working class, whlch-withou-t
remains the m"ost advanced" class
directing
movement of the entire society toward com-the
munism. The
exercise of this function in socialist conditions
no longer inyolves overcoming the resistance of vacillating
sections of the peasants and other petty-bourgeois sectioni
gf the people, -as was_ the c-ase during the traniition period.
But now, too, the working class still h1s to educate the broad
sections of the people.
The specific interests of all the social groups making up
socialijt society, laturally, must be consid6red^in politiis as
well- Proper combination of centralised guidance *ith ,ti*ulation of the initiative in the localities, at enterprises, collective farms and so on, is a requisite for successfil adyance
to communism. Initiative can be stimulated to the full onlv
by ensuring the steady exercise of socialist democracy. ThL
I V. I. Lenin, Collecteil Uorhs,Ycl.27, p. 36i.
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determines what products and in
new system of planning
-the
col-iective and state farms should sell
what tuantities
to the state. As for disposition of the sown area and the
maintenance of different-livestock, these questions are settled
bv the collective farmers and state-farm workers themselves
#ho best of all know local conditions.
As the alliance of the working class and the collective-farm
peasantry is consolidated, these classes extend their co-op-erition wiih the intellieentsia which now comprises (together
with office employeeJ) more than one-fifth of the working
population in the Soviet Union.
^ Propet combination of interests is also essentially important fbr the relations between manual and mental workers.
The measures taken by the Soviet Government to reduce the
gap between maximum and minimum wages of different
iatiegories of workers promote co-ope,ration between workers
bv liand and by brain. Simultaneously with eliminating the
excessively high pay of some categories it raises wages in
the lower brackets to bring low-level incomes closer to
the higher levels. The lattei task is of decisive significance
and it"is being accomplished as the economy grows, depending on the rise in labour productivity.
?roo.. combination oi th" interests of manual and mental
the provision of more favourwo.keis is also facilitated by
-the
sliill and cultural standard
able conditions for raising
of oeople ensased in unskllled or low-skilled labour. In the
ubr.r.e of a"niagonisms in the relation of pe-ople - to the
means of produition, the remnants of inequ-ality -between
them are lirgety connected with ulequ-al skill and, consequently, with"ali the conditions needed for acquiring higher
st itt aira education.l The development of education acquires
special significance in socialist societyrvhich removes all barriers to tle advancement of people. During the building of
communism, depending on the dec.ease of the differences
in the skill'and'labour-productivity of various categories of
workers, differences in ihe level of their pay will also be

gradually reduced. That is why the cultural and technical
idvance'of manual workers is'of essential significance for
their vital interests. In its plans for the development of education, the Party takes into account both the general interests of entire socialist society and the interests of separate
social groups.
,F >r ,r
The socio-political and ideological unity of society is, con-solidated by-properly combining the interests not only -of
various ro.iul'grirps'but also of-different nations. True, the
importance of these problems is not the same in all countries.
Reiations between social groups are a common problem for

all socialist

countries because certain social distinctions remain at the first phase of communism. Relations between nationalities naturally are especially important for multi-national countries. In a country like the Soviet lJnion, which
has over 100 nations and nationalities, the establishment of
friendly relations between them has been, and remains, a
matter of orime imoortance.
Community of blsic interests is the decisive objective prerequisite in i.ccomplishing this task, just as in ensuring c_ooperation between different sections of the working people.
T-he socialist system, as foreseen by the founders of MarxismLeninism, creates a genuine community of the interests of
nations. In a speech delivered at an international meeting
in London in [A+7 Marx said: "For nations to unite, they
must have common interests. For their interests to be common, the existing property relations must be abolished because they make for the exploitation of some nations by
others. .. i'L By abolishing private property and introducing social ownership of the means of production, the workin[ class for the first time has created a strong economic
baiis, which determines the community of the fundamental
interests of all peoples in the U.S.S.R.
Because of many historically shaped conditions the solution of this problem was extremely difficult. It was complicated above-all by the fact that at the moment of the Oc-

I Some actual differences in opportunities to acquire an education
by people living in town and country, in places near, or lar lrom,
large cirltural &ntres have not yet' disappeared in Soviet society.
Di#erences in the living conditions'ot.titari" who gro-w up-in families
with unequal material"and cultural standards are still .making- themselves felti Thus, a social study made in Gorky showed that the share of

children whose parents were highly skilled workers was greater in _senior
forms of a secohdary school than in junior forms. See Rabochy hlass i
tehhnichesky progreis (The Working Class and Technological Progress),
Nauka Publishers, 1965, pp. 257-58.
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1 Marx/Ensels,Uerke, Bd.4, Berlin, 1959, S.416.

tober Reyolution the peoples of Russia stood at different
levels of socio-economic development; moreover, part of
them (making up about one-fifth of the country's total
population) had not passed the capitalist stage of development. This gave rise, alongside the community of basic interests, to certain contradictions between their specific interests. These contradictions were resolved by applying a
policy of accelerated economic and cultural development of
the borderlands with the help of the more developed central
areas of the country. In 1968, gross industrial output of Soviet industry was 79 times that of 1913. The increase was
much greater in the formerly backward areas: in Kazakhstan industrial output grew 125 times, Kirghizia 152 times,
and Armenia 146 times.l The social composition of nations has also been evened out to a certain extent. The
country's industrialisation and collectivisation provided the
basis for abolishing the exploiting classes, which in the
past were the main sources of national hostility and strife.
A working class has grown up in all Soviet republics, including those which formerly had no working class of their
own at all; they have also developed their own intelligentsia. According to returns of the 1959 census, the proportion
of the working class in the country's population was 48.2
per cent, while in the various Union republics it ranged
from 21 per cent (Moldavia) up to 55.2 per cent (Estonia)
and 58.4 per cent (Kazakhstan). The share of office employees and intellectuals, which amounted to 21.1 per cent on
the average, fluctuated from 11 per cent (Moldavia) to
23.6 per cent (Estonia) and 24 per cent (Georgia).2
The cultural development of the Soviet peoples has also
been considerably evened out. In the past many peoples
in Russia's borderlands, particularly the Far North and
Central Asia, were almost totally illiterate. The level of
literacy of Russia's population was 28.4 per cent in 1897,
while the differences between areas ranged from 2.3 per
cent in Tajikistan to 96.2 per cent in Estonia. In 1959,
98.5 per cent of the entire population between the ages of
9 and 49 were able to read and write; differences in the
trtera.y t*el of the population in various Union republics
r Narod,noye hhozyaistao SSSr? u 1968 god,u, p. 188.

! -I1ogi asisoyuzroi perepisi. naseleniy"a fiS'O goda (Returns
U.S.S.R. Population Census,- 1959), Summary Volume, p. 93.
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did not exceed 3-4 per cent.l The number of people having
a higher, secondary and incomplete secondary education in
the total population rose for the country as a whole 3.4
times from 1939 to 1959; among the Kirghizes, the number
increased 22 times, Tajiks and Turkmen 17 times, Uzbeks
14 times and Kazakhs 8.3 times. As a result differences in
the educational level decreased, but of course have not yet
disappeared. For example, among Georgians persons with
a higher, secondary or incomplete secondary education
made up 37.5 per cent of the total in 1959; Letts 36.9 per
cent, Estonians 30.7 per cent, Russians 29.5 per cent, Kazakhs 18.2 per cent, Lithuanians 17 per cent, and Moldavians 15.5 per cent.2
The interests of nations, just as of classes, are manifested in the economy, politics and culture. Under socialism,
the unity of the basic interests of nations in these spheres is
determined above all by the community of their economic

basis: dominance of social ownership of the means of
production. From this follows the economic need of developing the socialist economy as a single whole. "Communism," Lenin wrote, "requires and presupposes the greatest
possible centralisation of large-scale production throughout
the country."3 That is why in 1918 Lenin objected to the
proposals of the commission which drew up the draft "R.gulations for the Management of the Nationalised Enterprises". He declared that "to deprive the all-Russia centre
of the right of direct control over all the enterprises of the
given industry throughout the country .. . would be regional anarcho-syndicalism, and not communism".4 Centralisation of production, if effected in due measure, meets
the interests of all republics, regions and nations because it
enables them to utilise to the utmost the economic advantages of large-sca1e production in the common interest.
Moreover, the unity of the interests of nations is dictated
by the objective need for economic ties between them,
inasmuch as the socialist economy can successfully develop
only given the mutual assistance and co-operation of all
the peoples inhabiting a country. The same also applies to

I

Ibid., p.

89.

2 Ibid., i.234-35.
3 V. I. Lenin, Collected.Uorhs, Vol.42, p.96.
4 Ibid.
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the cultural co-operation of nations, which results in the
mutual enrichment of their socialist cultures.
Lastly, the community of interests of nations is also determined by the need for their mutual support in the political sphere. It is impossible to face the capitalist world
sinEle^-handed. It is ihe mutual assistance of the Soviet
p"Jpl.r that determines the defensive might of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and its economic indepen4ence
from the capitalist world. The formation of the U.S.S.R.
mirrored the unity of the basic interests of all the republics,
of all the peoples of the country.
Development of the socialist economy steadily extends
the mutual contacts of the Soviet peoples, unites them ever
more strongly by common vital inteiests into one family.
This is promoted by the extension of economic ties between
republici and the development of industry, the power and
trinsport systems, by tht joint effort of the peoples, the
and broader exchanges
greater mobility of ihe population
of material and spiritual - wealth between nations. The
division of labour between republics, certain specialisation
of their economies (for example, cotton growing in the
Central Asian republics) deteimines the extension of economic ties betweeri them.'As socialist society develops and the
interdependence and mutual assistance of the So-viet republics grows, the community of their interests will further rise.
At" the same time tht community of nations can grow
stronger only if specific interests aie carefully considered.
The iources'of thise interests are first of all the different
levels of economic development and the different sectoral
structures of their econdrnies owing to the historically
shaped and geographical conditions. Differences in the size
of ?heir territor:y ind population, language ald national
traditions also influence tfie specific interests of nations.
The Leninist policy in the sphere of national relations is
based on a ratioial c6mbination of the interests of the entire
state with the interests of each Soviet republic. Initially,
the application of this policy demanded great attention -to
the r6il interests of the-nations and nationalities, especially
those who inherited economic and cultural backwardness;
even their prejudices had to be considered, because they
could not bi simply ignored, but had to be eliminated-by
very patient eduiafional work' Only such a flexible policy

helped to remove the remnants of former mistrust and hosiitiiu U.t*.en nations. The forms of organisation of a multifederal state were adapted to representing in the
"ilif"ut
hishest organ of power both the general interests of the
in
U;i;; ,rrd th. intirests of each republic (two chambers
the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.-the Soviet of the
ind the Soviet of Nationalities).
Union
ft Party continues the same policy in conditions of the
" transition to communism. In the economic sphere
sradual
it comprehensivelv develops the economy of the republics
and im'proves the'socialist-division of labour between them'
th. r.irt unts of economic and cultural inequality between
rritiorrt are being fully eliminated in the pro.cess of bg.ding communism."The C.P.S.U. Programme points out: "Tlle
Pa"rtv will continue its policy ensuring the actual equality
of ait nations and natioiralities with full consideration for
to those areas
their interests and devoting
"inspecial attention
need of more rapid developoi ifr. country which are
ment. The w'ealth increasingly created in the course of
communist construction musi be fairly distributed among
all
- nations and nationalities."l in guiding the economy ald
fh; rights of the republics
culture a-rd also in state development have been - greatly
extended. All this strengthens friEndship between the- peoof each re,tir, iti*,rlates initiativE and greater activityparochial
ap'
a
of
suivivals
eliminate
helps
and
ir"bii.
iroach and national egoism'
' Survivals of chauvinism and nationalism, quite tenacious
in seneral, may be reanimated by any violation of the
interconnection between the general state and re,roi.t
'o,rb'li"u., interests. The abolition of these survivals is in the
i"t..est of all the nations and nationalities of the U'S'S'R'
Thus, the further development and stlengthening oJ !!e
socio-political and ideologiial unity- of society is basically
a matler of properly combining the interests-g{ le-opl^e, hSst
of un the inter6sts'of classes ind nations' This chiefly detir*it es the unity of action by- the people, their activity
and initiative. And the rates of advance to communrsm
depend on the activity of the people in building the communist economy.
L The Road

to Communisrn, Moscow, p.
tJc
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3. Tendencies in the Social Structure of
Socialist Society

A concrete analysis of the social structure of socialist
society requires consideration for distinctions not only between classes, but also between sections within classes, and
other social strata in society. Social distinctions do not fully
coincide with class distinctions. The latter are necessarily
connected with relations of property in the means of production (and also with other attributes directly following
from property relations). But social distinctions in the
broader sense exist within the bounds of an equal relationship to the means of production. They, however, are always,
in one way $ another, linked with features inherited from
a class society which have not yet been overcome. For
example, distinctions between the working class and the
peasantry, on the one hand, and the intelligentsia, on
the other, are determined by the legacy of class society
which socially separated manual labour from mental
labour.
Social distinctions also exist within classes, inasmuch as
the social division of labour encompasses also relations
within classes, giving rise to certain distinctions in the
social position of separate sections, in their material condition and, consequently, in their interests.
A proper methodological approach to analysing the social structure requires the singling out of the main social
groups which at the same time include the overwhelming
majority of the population. This, of course, does not rule
out an analysis of smaller sub-divisions; on the contrary,
it makes it possible to assess their place in society.
Social distinctions between people, still preserved in socialist society, can in the main be sub-divided into the
following types: t) distinctions between classes (the working class and the peasantry united in co-operatives); 2) distinctions between the urban and the rural population (including, for example, between workers in industry and in
state farms) ; 3) distinctions between manual workers and
brain workers; 4) distinctions between groups within the
working class, the peasantry, among the intelligentsia and
office employees.
134

These sub-divisions intersect each other. For example,
distinctions between workers and peasants, on the one hand,
population, on the other, do not
and the urban and rural -p6pulation
consists not only of
fuliy coincide. The rural
workers and inother
and
of
state-firin
oeaJants but also
'tellectuals. That is why the problem of eliminating the lag
of the countrvside behind the town in the economy, culture
and way of life also affects the living conditions of part of
the state-farm and office workers. Account should be taken
of the growing proportion of farm, offi-ce and other workers
in the i"ral p6p"la-tion..In 1959,-state-farm and other workers (and thdir'dependents) made up 42.2 pet gsnt of .the
,.rrui poprlation ind in ig66, 5t.+-per cent. These data
sho* thjt farm, office and other woikers now numerically
in the countryside, too.
'prevail
The most essential social distinctions are produced not
bv socialism. but bv preceding societies whose legacy in this
rih"r. has not v.f 6eet fuli-y overcome. In his interesting
iook Political Economv of Socialisrn, the Polish economist
B. Minc states that the-words of Ludwik Krzywicki are fully
applicable to contemporary socialism: "Each new link in
nia'Grial conditions btit gs' to the historical scene another
stratum (or other strata), eliminating the old ones, giving
rise to nLw contradictions between interests and to a new
strueEle between different views." Proceeding from this
Mini"considers it possible to speak of the "formation of
two classes on the- basis of socialist property in its t*9
forms: the class of workers in the socialist state sector and
.iurr of workers in the socialist co-operative sector"'l

Without dealing so f.ar with the definition

of

these

note ihat the very thesis, about the rise of new
classes under socialism should be challenged. In our opinion,
we can speak about new classes in socialist society only in
the sense^ that they are such only as they are chara-cterised
bv new features. Lut not at all-in the sense that they are
.i"ii.a by sociaiism. Of course, in the process. of socialist
construction the numerical strength and proportion of some
social sections increase; this is true above all of the worki"g .lutt and the intelligentsi a. ln a number of areas in the

classes, let us

t B. Minc,

'Warszawa,
Ehonomia Polityczna Socjalizmu,

pp. 788, 794.
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Soviet Union where there was no national working class
in the past, it has now developed. A socialist intelligentsia,
new in composition and in its role in society, has also arisen.
But, in our opinion, these processes cannot be regarded as
the appearance of new class and social distinctions. All
these new features, characteristic of the working class, the
peasantry united in co-operatives and the intelligentsia, do
not separate but draw the social groups closer together.
This, as Minc himself rightly remarks, is a. movement towards a classless society and not the creation of another class
society. That is why, it seems to us, it would be wrong to
draw an analogy between the birth of socialism and the
birth of preceding societies which brought with them a new

division of society into classes.
Ascertainment of the main trend of the changes is needed
for a proper approach to analysing the social structure of
socialist society. Social life is extremely involved and it is
impossible to understand the real significance of one or
another social distinction and the trend of its development
without a historical approach. Whither socialist societytoward the attainment of greater unity and social homogeneity or, on the contrary, toward a new differentiation
that comes to replace the gradually disappearing class differentiation? An answer to this question is vital for a proper
analysis of socialist reality.
Proponents of the "single industrial society" theory are
trying to prove that the trends of socialism and capitalism
are identical. They claim that under both systems property
in the means of production loses its importance for characterising social distinctions. In reality, although some processes (for example, automation of production) which follow from the development of the contemporary productive
forces are common, their social consequences are opposite.
Similarly opposed are the trends of changes in the social
structure of society. Capitalism's development deepens social differentiation in general. Improvement of the socialist
society is, on the contrary, a movement from class distinctions to complete social homogeneity. While private property in the means of production is the basis for class differentiation, social property becomes the basis for obliterating distinctions between classes and for drawing together
all social groups.
r36

The main lines of this process which emerged in the Soviet Union are as follows:
First, and this is of decisive significance for elimination
of class distinctions, the workers and peasants draw closer
together in their position in the system of economic relati&rs, in their relition to the means of production. This is
expressed in greater socialisation of labour on the collective
faims, an inciease in their fixed assets and changes of their
composition, in the development of inter-collective-farm
economic ties and also ties between collective farms and
state enterprises.
Second, workers, peasants and intellectuals gradually
draw closer together in the nature of their labour. Distinctions between all these social groups are ultimately determined by the remnants of the old forms of the social division of labour, expressed in essential distinctions between
agricultural and industrial, manual and mental labour.
C"ommunism obliterates theie distinctions, converts agricultural work into a variety of industrial work and organically
fuses mental and manual labour in the productive activity
of people.
Thiid, together with evening out the nature of labour
there is a process of drawing together of the cultural and
technical level of the peasants and workers and that of both
of these classes with that of the intelligentsia. This signifies
a general cultural advance of all the people.
Fourth, prerequisites for the elimination of distinctions in
the conditions of distribution and the way of life of all
social groups are gradually created during the advance- to
communism by raising labour productivity and effacing
distinctions in the cultural and technical levels.
All these processes are intertwined but the sequence and
periods of their completion are f.ar from being the same.
Their development depends above all on the degr"-e -of
maturity of lhe productive forces and culture needed for
accompiishing vaiious tasks of communist construction. To
sever the development of social relations from the process
of creating the material and technical basis of communism,
to set social tasks in isolation from economic tasks would
mean to allow a subjectivist approach to problems of communist construction.
Attention is focussed on the foreground problems whose

solution is vital for socio-economic development. Although
property relations form the basis for class distinctions and,
coniequently, social distinctions between workers and peasants will diiappear with the transition to one property of the
whole people, the primary task now is to bring closer together
the living and working conditions in town and country.
Such a formulation of the question is quite natural. The
possibilities for the development of the productive forces
inherent in both forms of property-state and co-operative
have been far from fully utilised. Both the collective-farm
and the state-farm forms of organising production in the
countryside have to be further consolidated and improved.
The drawing together of the two forms of socialist property
can be only a $radual and lengthy process, which is fully
determined by the development of the productive forces'
To be over-hasty in this process would be even more incorrect because the distinCtions between the two forms of
socialist property do not hamper Soviet society's advance
at the present stage.

As a matter of fact, development is impeded by the lag
of agriculture behind industry, the insufficiently high labour
productivity in farming and the consequent considerable
distinctions between living and working conditions in town
and country. That is why the 23rd C.P.S.U. Congress concentrated attention on ensuring high and stable growth
rates in agriculture, improving the working and- living- co_nditions in- the countryiide with the object of gradually
drawing closer together the living standards of the rural
and urban populaiion. In the course of solving these problems both forms of socialist property will be strengthened
by advancing the productive forces, and their drawing
together will be continued.
?oday, collective farms are large-scale enterprises. On
the average, every collective farm has four times more agricultural land than it had in 1935, the non-distributable
assets multiplying eight times since that time. This is a
striking evidence- of the growing concentration and socialisatiorof production in the collective-farm sector. The economic ties-between collective farms and between them and
state enterprises are on the increase. Nearly all collective
farms have joined in inter-collective-farm associations. The
development of inter-collective-farm associations, the building
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and joint use

of various enterprises by the state and
collective farms, the gradual, economically expedient setting up of agrarian-industrial associations will help to raise
the level of socialisation of collective-farm property and
draw together this property and public property.
The new Model Rules of the Collective Farm adopted
by the Third All-Union Congress of Collective Farmers in
1969 serve to improve further the social relationships in the
countryside, to strengthen and multiply collective-farm
property.
Alongside the obliteration of distinctions between the
working class, the collective-farm peasantry and the intelligentsia, the drawing together of various strata within these
social groups is of great importance. Criteria for delimiting
these strata have not yet been sufficiently elaborated,
although in recent years more attention has been paid in Soviet
scientific literature to a concrete analysis of the composition
of the working class, the peasantry and the intelligentsia.
In any case we consider it necessary to define strata or
groups within the working class, the peasantry and the
intelligentsia according to objective attributes. Such attributes can be, for example, distinctions in the sectoral aspect
(to differentiate workers engaged in industry and in agritulture or groups of intellectuals engaged in production and technology, culture and education, administration, and so on).
In some cases it is necessary to consider the distinctions
in the labour and living conditions of workers at large and
small enterprises, which also differ for their technical facilities. Among the collective-farm peasantry distinctions are
still making themselves felt between members in advanced,
average and lagging collective farms. Such distinctions
disappear as the lagging farms are raised to the level of
the advanced ones, but so far they are still considerable. In
this connection the composition of the collective-farm peasantry remains more heterogeneous than the composition of
the working class.
Lastly, it is necessary to distinguish strata within the working
class, the collective-farm peasantry and the intelligentsia, depending on the nature of their labour, and incomes; moreover,
all these features should be taken in their interconnection.l
1 S. Widerszpil, a Polish sociologist, pointed out in his paper submitted to the 6th International Congress of Sociology thai Polish
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socialist society, the technical equipment of various
of labour is'not the same. The-sklll of the workers
and the relationship between skilled and unskilled labour
facilities. With payment according
depend
-workon the technical
to
differences between skilled and unskilled, arduous
and light, mental and manual labour are also reflected in
the distribution of goods and benefits and the way of life.
Moreover, differences in living conditions in town and
country are also making themselves felt in the way of life.
Consequently, underuoliulir* the unequal ndture of labou,
determines definite social distinctions. This, by the way,
sets socialism apart from communism where distinctions in
occupations will no longer affect the position of people in
society and their material welfare.
Although the skill of workers has generally risen, distinctions between separate groups are still considerable. The
stratum of workeis of relatively low skill is still high but it
is gradually decreasing. On the contrary, the stratum of
skiiled workers is rapidly expanding. Operations involving
mental labour frequently prevail in the activity of hlghly
skilled workers, and in level of education they also differ
little from technical personnel of average skill. For example,
according to data of the Economic Studies Laboratory at
Leningrad
State University, in the labour time of a job-of
an automatic line 55 per cent is taken up by supersetter
vision and control of the production process, 22 per cent by
setting up the equipment, 18 per cent by repair of the
eqripirerrt and only 5 per cent by loadin! the blanks and
removing the finished parts. At the Mogilev synthetic fibre
factory 56.3 per cent of the labour time- of the- operator is
taken'up by control and supervision of the production pro-

In

sections

workers have distinctions which follow from: 1) the type and sector
of the economy in which they are engaged; 2) content of their labour
(degree of complexity, development of a creative, element and responmaChinilbi"litv, which ilepenii on the technical Ievel of the enterprise,
-the technical
..r, uhd manufaclurinc Drocesses, and the position in
dii,ision of labour); 3)"leiel of skill and general educatlon; 4) forms, of
property at enterprises
and their ties with- agriculture.,Empirical studies
-sociologists,
show, acco-rding to. Widerszpil's opinion,
inade tiy Polish
produciion skill is the factoi whjch exerts the greatest
that the'level of ^socio-vocational
position of the worker in Poland
influence on the
(S. Widerszpll, The Change of the Uorher's Social Position in the
Sociat Struciure of Contemp"orary Poland, p. 74).
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cess.l Elements of engineering and technical labour are becoming prevalent in-the activity of highly skillfd workers.
The development of such a stratum among the workers
embodies th6 process of bringing the working clas-s- closer to
the intelligenlsia; while remaining workers, -t!is group
acquires many features of- engineers and technicians'
Quite a laige section of machine operators stands out

,ofrrg the co"llective-farm peasantry, alongside the- main
mass which is still engaged in jobs requiring manual labourThe importance of this section is growing as -agric-ultural

is* gradually converted into a variety- of indu-strial
work. Michine operators are the most skilled, educated and
at the same time the more prosperous part of the collectivefarm peasantry. The development of fhis stratum embodies
the piocess of drawing together the collective-farm peasantri and the working class. But farm machine operators so
far make up a smalle-r part of the collective--fLrn-r pe.asantry.
A concrdte analysis of the obliteration of distinctions between classes also'presupposes a study of the development
of strata within claises; Gthout this it is impossible to gain
a real idea of the scope of the tasks which have to be accomplished to make the transition to a classlesaq sqciety.
Witirout knowing, for example, what part of the--Soviet
workers and coll"ective farmeis is engaged in unskilled Iabour, it is impossible to show concretely the magnitude of
the iasks of 6bliterating distinctions between workers and
oeasants in this respect.
^ Do distinctions^ within the main social groups grow
stronser? Neither theoretical considerations nor the facts
"grounds for such a conclusion. It goes without s.ayi1g
offer
that tEchnological and social progress -causes changes in the
vocational coirposition of the-labbur force; some -vocational
groups disappdar, others come into being.- .This process,
f,o*&.t, mirst not be identified with social differentiation'
Division of labour and social differentiation are not identical concepts. The social division of labour gives rise to
social diffeientiation only through the relations of Proper-

work

1

See Sotsialnive izmenenilta rabochego hlassa Byelorussii

a

nrn*irr) itriit"ktlo hommuniima (Social Changes in Byelorussia's
W".ti"n Class in the Process of Building Communism), Minsk, 1965,
2rr, habochv hlass i tehhnicheshy progiess (The Working Class and
".
-lechnological Ptogress), Moscow, 1965, pp. 260-62'
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it is linked with a rise
in differences between people according to their position
in society. If this is not taken into account it is easylo confuse the vocational composition of the population with its

ty, exchange and distribution, when

class composition.

Tendencies in the development of the vocational and social structure may not coincide, as is the case at the present
stage of socialist'society in the'U.S.S.R. A tendency ioward
differentiation prevails now in the vocational structure. Here
an intensive process of the birth of new specialities is under way, although at the same time there is also a drawing
together of certain vocations and their unification as a result of technological progress. A movement toward social
homogeneity prevails in the social structure. A deepening
of social distinctions is not characteristic of socialist societv.
On the contrary, as the main social groups draw togeth6r
strata within these groups are also brought closer together.
Let us take, for example, such indices as the level of education and incomes. In 1939, according to data of the
U.S.S.R, population census, the number of people with a
higher and secondary (including incomplete secondary) education per 1,000 of employed persons was 6.3 times higher
among office employees than among workers and 28.8 times
higher than among collective farmers. When the next population census was taken in 1959 it revealed that the gap had
been narrowed: the education index of office employees was
2.3 times higher than that of the workers (in other words, the
gap between them was cut by nearly two-thirds as compared
with 1939) and the collective farmers, 3.9 times (the gap
was reduced by more than 85 per cent). In 1967, the educational index of office workers was 1.8 times that of the industrial workers and 2.7 times that of the collective farmers.l
Within these social groups the gaps in the educational
level also tend to shrink. Let us take the working class. In
1939, of each 1,000 workers 82 had a higher and secondary
(including incomplete secondary) education, while in 1959
the number increased to 386. In other words, their proportion increased 4.7 times. Comparing the educational level
of. workers engaged chiefly in manual labour in different
1 Calculated according to data of ltogi, asesoyuznoi, perepisi naseleniya 1959 goila, p. 116; Soaiet Union 50 Years, p. 282.
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it has risen mostly among workers
of lower skill in the past. On the average, the educational
index of manual workers rose 7.3 times from 1939 to 1959.

trades, we can notice that

Among drop-hammer men it increased 10 times, some categories of textile workers 22 times, agricultural workers
l7 times, and so on.t
A certain inequality in distribution under socialism is
gradually being smoothed over on the basis of a general
increase in technical facilities and labour productivity. The
differences between incomes of peasants and workers, workers in the lower and higher brackets, and between incomes
of the population in various parts of the country, are being
reduced. This process affects the main social groups and also
different strata within these groups. As for the latter, the
drawing together of their living standards is above all a
result of raising the wages of workers in the lower and
middle brackets. The development of social forms of satisfying the people's requirements is operating in the same direction. Free education and medical service, the maintenance of children free of charge or for a small fee in nurseries and kindergartens smooth over to a certain extent the
differences in the welfare of large, small and childless families. This is of particular importance for workers in the
low and middle brrackets.
It should be noted, however, that under the current economic reform some distinctions, both in direct payment for
work (bonuses) and in income from the social distribution
funds, between workers of separate enterprises might increase. The economic reform raises the dependence of the
income of the personnel on the results of their labour, which
will be of essential significance for stimulating production.
At times the question is raised, how can the movement toward communist equality be combined with the stimulation of
production? Is there no contradiction between the material
incentive principle and the elimination of social inequality?
A proper understanding of this question first of all demands
that inequality in distribution should not be identified with
the stimulation of production. Communism, where complete
social equality will be attained, will not eliminate stimuli to
the development of production and preserve the social mate-

I ltogi

usesoyuznoi perepisi. naseleniya 1959 goila,
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pp. 116, 177-79.

rial interest in the fruits of

common labour defining the
of every individual' Furtwelfare of all
hermore, not every inequality in conditions of distribution
under socialism stimulates the development of production.
On the contrary, unjustified inequalily of incomes which
does not conform to tlie principle of distribution according to
work done impedes society's advance.
A stimulatiirg role under socialism is played 9.11y by.such
ineoualitv in di"stribution which follows from a differentiated
payinent'for work in accordance with differences in.its prodrttiuitv that depend on the labour effort of the workers, the
compleiity of th6ir activity, skill, and so on. But these distinctioni in piyment for the work done can act,as a stimulus onlv
if the prop'er proportions are observed. Both an excessive gap
betwedn remuneiation of workers of different categories and
inadequate differentiation in payment for work of differing
skitl dnd productivity, can himper the development of socialist oroduction.
When material and cultural benefits are unequally distributed, certain contradictions of interest among different sections of society are inevitable.
o'to
each according- to. his work" presupThe princifle of
in distribution corresponds to
a
worker
of
ooses thit the^share
Lir lubo,r. contribution to social production. This contribution depends, naturally, both on the efforts of each worker
himselfand on the orginisation of production and labour, the
efficiencv of the entiie collective to which he belongs. The
Iabour oi all producers goes into the common fund and from
it, after assiglning the dorresponding part for accumulation
and social nledsl the consumed part is distributed among
different sections of society. Certain contradictions arise, as
pointed out in the previous chapter, already in dividing the
'total income into the accumulation fund and the consumption fund. The distribution of the consumption fund
between various classes, between strata within classes, for
example. skilled and unskitled workers, also engenders certain iontradictions. Both the "overpayment" and "underfayment" of some categories of workbrs might exacerbate
these contradictions.
But contradictions are produced not o,nly by deviations
from the principle of dis[ribution accordi.,,g- to. w9"rk d,o3;'
A contradictiori is inherent in the principle itself, which
society and hence
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follows from the unity of equality (equal pay for equal
work) and inequality. The latter is determined by the fact
that in payment according to work an equal measure is
applied to actually unequal people who differ for their
energies, capabilities, and so on, so that a greater working
capacity turns out to be, as it were, a natural privilege of
some of the workers. Moreover, in paying people according
to their work, society is forced to ignore other distinctions
between them (for example, their family status), which results in the fact that even if they equally participate in
creating society's consumption funds, their share in consumption actually proves to be unequal. By itself the socialist principle of distribution does not create this inequality.
It onlv fixes and reflects in distribution relations the actually'existing differences in the productivity and complexity of labour and skills of various categories of workers.
That is why inequality in distribution, although it is smoothed
over to a certain extent by social measures (for example, distribution through the social consumption funds) can_not be basically eliminated otherwise than through a growth

in the skills arid labour productivity of the lagging workers

and by raising.them to the level of the highly skilled work-

ers. Only
on this basis can the realisation of the social
.communism,
communist equality, be combined with
ideal of
the development of the personal material incentive and the
provision
of greater stimuli to work.
- The problem
of the collective material interest of enterprises, firms, and other economic associations, in our opinion, should be approached in the same way. In view of the
unequal results of their economic activity, distinctions in
the degree of the material welfare of their workers can increase.- This, however, does not eliminate the problem of
advancing toward complete social equality. The direct and
indirect incomes of the collectives of enterprises can be
evened out only by bringing up the lagging enterprises to
the level of the advanced ones. Differentiation of incomes
under the new economic management system is not an end
in itself but a means for the general advance of production, which ultimately will promote society's movement
towards social equality.

Thus, chang.t it th. social structure of Soviet society lead
toward: a) gr-eater social homogeneity, which will result in
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eliminating all the remnants of the division into

classes;

b) achievement of communist equality and elimination of all
lemnants of social inequality that still exist under socialism.
The position of the intelligentsia and office employees in

socialist society has to be specially analysed in this conAt times the formation of the socialist intelligentsia is
legarded as an indicator of greater differentiation of social
strata. In boprgeois literature which specialises in criticising
socialism this view is carried to the point of .claiming that a
new 6lite, or even a new class is formed in socialist countries.
That the intelligentsia rapidly grows, absolutely and relatively, under socialism is beyond dispute. But this process re{lects not the isolation of the intellectual forces from
the people but, on the contrary, Breater access of the people to spiritual activity. The working class and the peasantry united in co-operatives administer society and production through their own intelligentsia. In present-day conditions the intricate process of administering socialist society, specifically the national economy, requires, as lolg
as ill tle working people are still unable directly to take
part in the administration, the existence of a special stratum
of people who perform executive functions. Without this
stralum, the funitioning of socialist society is impossible.
Let us notice, however, that this section must not be
identified with the intelligentsia in general. The concepts
"intelligentsia", "office employees" and "executive personnel" do not coincide.
Most of the intelligentsia consist of office employees.
These include all mental workers employed at state enterprises, offices, and so on. There is also a part of the- in[elligentsia employed in collective farms who are their
members. Moreover, there is also a certain number of the
so-called workers in the liberal professions (lawyers, writers, composers, and so on) who do not work for hire and
consequently are not employees.
itt office employees can be classed
On ihe other hand,
are also many employees in whose
as intellectuals. There"6t
activity mental labour does not prevail (for example, sales
clerks, and so on).
But even among intellectuals far from all of them perform
executive functions. Most of the intelligentsia consist of
workers in education, science, medicine, accounting, and so
text.
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on, who do not perform any executive functions. The most
rapid numerical increase is registered by such groups of
the intelligentsia as engineering and technical personnel (an
increase of 3.6 times in 1967 as compared with 1939), research workers (almost 2.5 times), medical workers (3.7
times). The number of executives in state and economic
management agencies and enterprises has increased to a
smaller extent (less than 50 per cent), although the scale of
production has greatly risen during these years.l The proporiion of managerial personnel (including also executives of
health, educational and. trading establishments and organisations) among all mental workers decreased from 13 per
cent in 1939 to 10 per cent in 1959. From these data the conclusion may be drawn that the overwhelming part of the Soviet intelligentsia are not executives and organisers of social
labour. If we also bear in mind that most of the intelligentsia
is not in a privileged position as regards labour remuneration
compared with skilled workers, the absurdity of the attempts
to picture the Soviet intelligentsia as the "new 6lite" becomes
absolutely clear.
It should be added that the socialist intelligentsia is not
a closed section access to which is difficult for workers and
peasants and their children. On the contrary, it has been
formed and is replenished rnainly by workers and peasants. Although some actual advantages for children of the
intelligentsia in obtaining a higher education still exist, the
educational system as a whole does not consolidate but
tends to eliminate social distinctions.
It is a specific feature of socialist society's structure that
it has no closed social groups which would be reproduced
within their own bounds. Alongside the working class, mental workers make up the most rapidly growing section of Soviet society. In 1926, there were 2.6 million people engaged
in mental labour in the U.S.S.R.; in 1959, they numbered 20.5
million, and at the beginning of 1969, 29.9 million-an increase of more than 11 times.2 Such huge growth would be
impossible through the "self-reproduction" of the intelligentsia; it is chiefly a result of the replenishment of its ranks by
workers and peasants and their children. According to data
of a survey made by Leningrad sociologists at the city's enL Soaiet Union 50 Years, p. 231.
2 Narodnoye khozyaistao SSSE u 1968 god.u, p. 35.
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gineering plants, 54.2 per cent of the executives came from
families of manual workers and collectiye farmers; about half
of them started out as workers.l
In socialist society where leadership of state affairs and
the management of social production are concentrated in the
hands of the working people, the stratum of executives acts
in the general interests of the people.
While in socialist society the intelligentsia must not be
counterposed to the working class and the peasantry, on the
other hand, it would be wrong to dissolve it in these classes.
Some authors propose that the intelligentsia be regarded as
a component of or a stratum within the working class or the
peasantry united in co-operatives. But such an approach
would mean that the socialist intelligentsia is divided into
two parts, workers and collective farmers, between which
there are class distinctions. Moreover, part of the intelligentsia (men of the liberal professions, and so on) cannot be put in
either class and, therefore, do not fit into such a classification.
In the opinion of some authors, the inclusion of the intelligentsia in the working class (and likewise in the class of the
collectivb-farni peasantry) conforms to the nature of contemporary production and society's organisation because presentday socialist production rests on the close co-operation of
workers, technicians, engineers, and other mental workers.
It is indisputable that the conversion of science into a direct productive force and the automation of productiori
which turns technicians or engineers into the personnel who
directly service intricate machines, extends the ranks of the
working class. But this is a tendency in the development of
modern production and not a consummated process. To picture the situation as if distinctions between the workers and
technical personnel have already vanished would mean to
remove a yery important and intricate practical fask, the
accomplishment of which demands a long time and persist-

ent effort-the task of eliminating distinctions between
the intelligentsia as a special social stratum and the workers aird peasants. Such a task cannot be achieved by "listing" the intelligentsia among the working class br the peasantry; it presupposes the actual elimination of essential
distinctions between workers by hand and by brain. This
I
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involves both a change in the nature of their labour on the
basis of scientific and technological progress and an advance

in the cultural and technical level of workers and peasants
to the level of engineers, technicians and agronomists.
Distinctions connected with the content of work, skill
and functions in the labour process undoubtedly last longer than class distinctions. As class distinctions are oblit-

erated in socialist society these other distinctions will increasingly come to the foreground. At the same time in the
process of advance toward communism classes as structural units of society will gradually lose their place in social
life. Other communities and associations of people will
arise. That is why it is important even now to consider the
exidtence not only bf cldsses but also of all other diverse
forms of the community of pebpld created by the economic
organisation, division of social labour, territorial relations,
and 'so on. People are members of production collectives,
they afe connected by their work with definite economic
areas ancl by their place of residence, with one or another
territorial unit. Moreover, as pointed out in Chapter II, in
the first phase of communism each of these forms of community'possesses, alongside the basic general interests, also
its specific interests, which must be taken into account and
utilised for the most rapid development of society as a
whole. Study of the multifarioub relationships between people arising because of this "cell-like" structure of society is
of great interest both for sociological theory and for communist construction.
But we must not look upon a study of labour collectives
and their relationships as an alternative to an analysis of
class relations. As long as class distinctions exist, the labour collectives themselves must not be studied without considering the social groups they consist of: workers, peasants,
office employees, specialists.
Socialist society is in the process of being transformed into
a classless society. This process is far from complete irs yet.
An analysis of the stage of development attained in this process, of the position and relationship of classes and social
strata making up socialist society is a prerequisite for a proper determination of the nature of political relations, the state
of the political superstructure and the role of politics in the
life of socialist society.

Chapter

IY

THE RELIITIONSHIP BETWEEN POLITICS
AND ECONOMICS UNDER SOCIALISM

tent of state activity."l This definition singles out the main
thing in politics-the question of power, the content and
trenl of siate activity. The content of state activity is determined first of all by the class nature of state power and
the relations that exist between the classes in a given society. Lenin in fact defined politics as the relations between
clas'ses. Of course, he did ,ot -.a., all the relations between
classes, since classes are connected in the sphere of production by economic relations, but class relations in the struggle foi power, and for determining the trend of state activity.

Politics express not only the relations between the
of a g[ven society, but also those between different
nations and itates. But the latter also stem from relations
between classes and are fully determined by the class content
classes

The nature of socialism as the first phase of communism
makes the political organisation of socialist society necessary. But this political organisation is fundamentally new
and different from that of former societies. The socialist
state, the embodiment of political power, is not divorced
from the people and in fact increasingly merges with them.
But socialism does not yet eliminate the difference between

society and

the state, and it cannot

therefore be a

first phase of communism is insufficiently mature to get along without an administrative machinery of state. Because of this, political relations make up
an essential part of the social relations of socialism. The
stateless society. The

class structure of socialism, and also its position among other
societies, are expressed in the system of political relations,

internal and eiternal. What determines the direction in
which these relations develop, and what part is played by
political methods in communist changes? These questions
ire of prime importance for a scientific understanding of
the funitioning of socialist society and its advance toward
communlsm.

1. Change in the Relationship of Politics anil
Economics Under Socialism

In the plan for his article "On the Question of the Role
of the State", Lenin gave the following definition of politics: "Politics is participation in the affairs of. STATE, direction of the state, definition of the forms, tasks and conr50

of politics.
ihe basic interests of classes, those that ensue from their
economic position, are expressed in politic,s. That is why^
Lenin regarded politics as a concentrated exp-ression of
economicsi From this it follows that politics are determined
by economics, but being at the same time a concentrated
eipression of economicJ, exert a tremendous influence on
the latter's development. Day-to-day changes m-ay occur in
the economy under the direct influence of the development
of the productive forces but really deep-,going, fundamental
changei in the economic system, though prepared- for by
the d-evelopment of the productiv,e forces, cannot take.place
except ,nde. the influenle of politics, i.e.,- without utilising
oolitical Dower to transform economic relations.
' Politics' play a special part in the socialist remaking of
the economy.'In a iocialisl revolution the political upheaval precedes' the economic. The socialist state is employed
bv ihe victorious working class as a powerful instrument in
aLolishing capitalist relalions of prody,ction and instituting
socialist 6r.s, it remoulding the small-commodity production of peasants and artisans, and in converting the multisectorai transitional economv into a monolithic socialist
economy. In short, political pbwer reinforces the new economic ielations intr^oduced by the revolution and accelerates the reconstruction of the economy.
1

V. I. Lenin, CollectedUorhs, Vol.41, p'
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From this fact thb false concluSion is at times drawn that

politics. supposedly 19t as a cause bringing the econoniy into
being, i.e., politics directly generate eion"omics. This wrons
understanding of the relationship between politics and ecol
nomics is one of the sources of iubiectivism in the analvsis
gf tlrq developm-ent of socialist society. Proporients of sunjectivist viewi, for example, Mao Tse-tung'and his group,
assert that- politics- act as a cominanding Torce in' relation
to economics. In their opinion, the bociilisf superstructure
is no longer determined 6y its basis; on the contrary, it determines and creates the basis itself. Such assertibns distort the actual changes in the interaction of the basis and
the. superstructure which take place during the building of
socialism and communism.

f!. starting point of the Marxist understanding of the
relationship between politics and economics is the -rbcognitibn of the fact that politics, as part of the supersfructurE of
society, are determined by the -economic system of society
and by the economic positions of the classes which ,urr7
out- given- policies. This general propbsition is fully applicable-to th_e development-of sociilisf society, notwiihstandi-ng all its diversity (which diversity must, however, be taken
fully into consideration).
The active role of the state in building the socialist economy by no means signifies that it is the- causb of new economic relations. In reality their cauSe lies in preceding economic development, in the conflict between -the prod"uctive
fortes which developed within capitalist society ^and their
shell of private capitalist relations of production. The
inevitdble transition to social ownership of tire means of production is dictated by- the developmeit needs of the productive forces themselves; politiial power is merely'the
instrument for the realisatioi of this -necessity and n'ot its
cause.

It would also be wrong to think that the socialist state,
on coming into being, at first exists without an economic
basis. Had the working class not expropriatbd the capitalists
and the landowners in the course oi ttri revolution. and had
it not turned the confiscated means of production into socialist property, it would not have been able to maintain
political p.ower for any length of time. Only by relying on
the socialist sector of' econ-omy as its econo..ric bjsis"can
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the new political po-wer gain in strength and subcessfully
reconstruct the econoniy of a country as a whole along socialist lines.

Lastly, the direction of development of the state activities of the new political power and the nature and possibilities of its influence on the economy are determined by
the needs and level of development of the latter. To look
upon pblitics as the "commanding force" which directs economic development at will is to entertain a dangerous illusion. Only correcf policies can produce desired results and
contribute to the victory of socialism. And the only cbrrect
policies are those that help to carry out economically mature and necessary changes and take into account actual
and which are based
economic conditions and possibilities,
.
on a sober estimate of the true relationship of class
forces.

The active role of politics was expressed in the well-known
statement of Lenin'i about politics taking priority oyer
economics. It is sometimes said that this proposition relates
only to the special features of a society building socialism
and communism, i.e., that it applies only to a socialist country. This is not correct, however. As far back as the period
of struggle against the Economists Lenin voiced the idea
that the political struggle of the classes takes priority over
their economic struggle. Criticising the Economists, who,
on the grounds that the economic interests of classes play
a decisive part in history, overemphasised the importance
of the working class's economic struggle, Lenin wrote: "The
fact that economic interests play a decisive role does not in
the least intply that the economic (i.e., trade union) struggle
is of prime importance; for the most essential, the 'decisive'
intereits of cldises can be satisfied only by radical 'potitical
In particular the fundamental economic
changes in general.
-the
proletariat can be satisfied only by a politinterests of
ical revolution that will replace the dictatorship of the
bourgeoisie by the dictatorship of the proletariat."l The
same idea of the priority of politics over economics was
voiced by Lenin during the discussion on the trade unions
held in igZO-tgZt. He called this proposition the ABC of
Marxism.
1 V.
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The priority of politics over economics as understood by
Marxism-Leninism means: 1) recognition of the decisive importance of winning and consolidating political power_ in
order to realise the basic economic interests of a given class
and accomplish its economic tasks; and 2) recognition of the
consequent need to adopt a political approach to all economic, cultural and organisational matters. In the discussion
on the trade unions Lenin objected to the eclecticism of
N. Bukharin, who placed the political and' economic approaches to the trade unions on the same level. Lenin stressed
lhe priority of the political approach, for if the working clas-s
had-pursuld a wrong policy loward the trade unions, such
as the Trotskyites (among oihers) had tried to impose on the
Party, it would have been unable to retain power in a peasant country and to solve economic problems.
The new feature in the relationship of politics to economics after the working class won power is not recognition
of the priority of politics-. This, as we have see-n, is a general
proposition oi Marxism-Leninism. The new feature is that
ihe basic question of politics, the question of power, has now
been settled in favour of socialism, so that economic questions, the organisation of the national economy_and the mana-move into the foregrolg-d'
gement of production, naturally
- Lenin wiote in his original 'version
of the article "The
lmmediate Tasks of the Soviet Government": "The task of
administering the state, which now confronts the Soviet
government,-has this special feature, that, probably for the
first time in modern hiJtory of civilised nations, it deals. preeminently with economics rather than with politics."l
The question arises: are not these proposilions contrais of such paramount- significance, if, to
dictory?-If politics
-expression,
it deciles "the fate o{ our Repubuse Lbnin's
1i.2", why did he at the same time say that the focus was
shifting onto the economy?
In reality there is no contradiction between,these p1op9sitions; sinte the October Revolution had settled the basic
question of politics-the question of- power-in favour of
socialism, the centre of atttntion shifted to the organisation
of the economy.
To win po[itical power was the central question for the
1 V.
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2 Ibid., Vol. 32, p. 228.
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party of the working class before the socialist revolution.
Att the work of the Party was subordinated to it. At that

time the capitalists and the landowners dominated the economy, and that is why the party of the working class could
do no more than outline the general prospects of the future
transformation of the economy. The economic activity of the
Party was then concentrated chiefly on the struggle for the
daily economic needs of the workers, a struggle which in the
final analysis was subordinated to the political tasks of the
working class. Workers' control over production, nationalisation of the banks and'syndicates, and so on, became practical questions only when the bourgeois-democratic revolution developed into a socialist revolution and the saving of
Russia from the chaos of the war and impending economic
catastrophe became an urgent matter.
Having become the directing force in politics, the working
class employed state power for reconstructing the economy
along soiialist lines. "According to the bourgeois world-outlook,-' Ldnin stated in 1920, "politics was divorced, as it
were, from economics. The bourgeoisie said: peasants, you
must work for your livelihood; workers, you must work to
secure your means of subsistence on the market; as for economic policy, that is the business of your masters. That,
however, is-not so; politics should be the business of the
people, the business of the proletariat."l Lenin further noted
ihaf econo*ic construction must become the chief policy of
the Soviet people.
After the establishment of the dictatorship of the proletariat, the fate of socialism depended on the reconstruction of
the economy, the defeat of the bourgeoisie in the economic
sphere, and-the further development of the economy in order
to lay the economic foundatibn of socialism. That is_ wll
from- the very first days of the socialist revolution Lenin
constantly emphasised that it was necessary to concentrate
special altention on management of industrY, on -nationwide
and comprehensive accounling and control of production and
distribution, on disseminating the best economic experienc-e,
and so on. Naturallv, durini the Civil War, when hostile
classes again and agii., sorrght to win back the power they
had lost, questions oJ economic construction were frequently

I
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relegated to the background. But, as Leniri pointed out at the
end of 1920, each big victory at the front-"gradually shifts
the focus_of the struggle to economic policy'T Lenin'saw in
the socialist reconstruction of the ecbnomyt ertt extremely
involved and difficult matter (particularly for a country srrcL
as-Russia was), the very essenie of the tiansition from capitalism to socialism. In this connection he pointed out in fhe

original version of the article "The Immediate Tasks of the
Soviet Goyernment" that after the winning of. power by the
proletariat, political tasks took a subordinate place in'relation to economic tasks.
, A correct policy is a decisive prerequisite for success in
the struggle for socialism. If such-a policy is drawn up and
applied it becomes possible to concenlrate'efforts on ec6rromic construction. That is why Lenin stressed that opposition
which sought to impose a *rorg policy on the Puity was
dragging it back. "I have alwayJ said, and will continue to
say," Lenin declared in the discussion on the trade unions,
"that we need more economics and less politics, but if we are
to have this we must clearly be rid of political dangers and,
political mistahes."2
And so, T.enin considered it necessary to have definite
conditions in order that the Party should be able, after winning power, to shift the focus of the struggle to the solution
of economic taslts. This became possible wlien political questions had been solved.

Putting problems of economic construction to the fore in
the activity of the Party and the socialist state, Lenin stressed

that their solution required a practical and business-like
?pproach. The slogan of a business-like approach, which
formerly, when the aim was to destroy capilalism was not
p,opular among revoltrtionaries, became the main and urgent
slogan of the day when constructive tasks were tackled.

Lenin, persistently demanded

a

concrete business-like ap-

proach to all questions of economic development, thorou$h
study of the experience of the best factories and co-operatives
and the wide dissemination of this experience throughout the
country. "IJnder the bourgeois system," Lenin said, "business
matters were managed by private owners and not by state
1 V. I. Lenin, Collected (Dorks, Vol. 31, p. 371.

2 Ibid., Vol. 52, p. 85.
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agencies; but now business matters are our common concern.
These are the politics that interest us most."l In its initial
period the socialist state had to devote considerable effort to

of the exploiting classes, but even
then one of the main functions of the socialist state, the
organisation of the economy, came to the fore and was developed to a great extent. It increased in scale as the proletariat successfully coped with the tasks of the class struggle.
The dictatorship of the proletariat brought into being a
fundamentally new type of state, the socialist state with
its new intrinsic functions. Under state-monopoly capitalism
the bourgeois state is also compelled to perform certain economic functions. It utilises a number of economic instruments
to redistribute the national income in favour of the monopolies and to step up exploitation. But suppression of the exploited people, i.e., the majority of the population, and protection of the mainstays of the capitalist system remain the
main thing in the activity of the bourgeois state. On the contrary, in a society which is building socialism state activity,
administration of the country, turns into constructive activity, whose content is the planned organisation and development of the national economy in the interest of the worksuppressing the resistance

ing people.
This constructive activity assumes a wide scale in the transition period from capitalism to socialism and it is fully
developed with the victory of socialism when its significance
rises still more. The growing importance of economic organisational work under socialism is due to the radical change
in both the economic system and society's class structure.
With the abolition of the exploiting classes the function of
suppressing their resistance *ithers away. The main functions, organisation of the economy, and cultural and educational work, become comprehensively developed in the activity of the socialist state.
The shifting of emphasis to these functions is also linked
with the transition from the multi-sectoral economy to the
monolithic socialist economy. In his article 'oEconomics and
Politics in the Era of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat"
Lenin described the main forms of the social economy in the
transition period from capitalism to socialism: the socialist

I lbid., p. 430.
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sector, small-commodity peasant production and the capital-

ist sector. While the socialist sector in Soviet Russia represented the qrganising, directing element in the economy, the
other two sectors represented the spontaneous element. The
Soviet socialist state exerted influence on their development,
gradually steered peasant farming into the socialist channel,
restricted and gradually ousted the capitalist sector. But the
possibility of directly managing the country's economic life
appeared only when a single socialist econornic system was
created. When social property encompasses all the major
means of production and turns into the economic basis of
the entire society, planned organisation of production and
distribution of goods becomes necessary and in socialist society this is done only by the state. In these conditions management is not only and not so much an administrative function as economic organisational activity and planned guidance of the entire economy and culture.
The economic activity of the Party and the state is of
decisive significance above all because the economy is the
main sphere of struggle for communism. To speak about the
transition to communism without linking it with the all-round
development of production and a rise in labour productivity
would be a serious deviation from Marxism-Leninism. Communism can be built neither on the basis of poverty nor on
the equalitarian division of the accumulated wealth. It requires a tremendous expansion of social production capable
of ensuring abundance of material and spiritual wealth for
satisfying the needs of the people. That is why the Party
put forward the building of the material and technical basis
of communist society as the prime prerequisite for the transition to communism. The development of socialist into
communist social relations depends on the laying of such a
basis. The obliteration of essential distinctions between town
and country, between mental and manual labour is likewise
possible only if the economy and culture advance tremendously. A rise in the living standard of the Soviet people
and fuller satisfaction of their material and spiritual needs
entirely depend on the developrnent of production. For this

the competition between socialism and capitalism. Lenin
stated that victorious socialism would exert its main influence on world events through the successful development of
socialist society, its economy first and foremost. It is the

economic advantages of the new social system that ultimately
ensure its victory over the old system. That is why struggle
for the most rapid economic growth of the Soviet Union, for
a rise in labour productivity is at the same time struggle for
the victory of socialism over capitalism. The successful economic and cultural development of Soviet society creates the
basis for reinforcing the Soviet LJnion's defence potential,

for guaranteeing the reliable defence and security for
entire socialist community. At the same time it reinforces

the
the

positions of the world socialist system in its competition with
the world capitalist system.
Only people who substitute petty-bourgeois adventurism
for Marxism-Leninism, such as Mao Tse-tung and his group,

can allege that recognition

of the decisive importance

of

economic achievements for victory over capitalism is a repetition of the thesis of the Economists who assigned a secondary part to the political struggle and advanced the

economic struggle

by the working class to the

first

place.

Competition between the two systems in the economic
sphere and the economic struggle of the working class in

The decisive significance of the economic activity of the
Party and the state also follows from the international conditions of the Soviet lJnion's development, the conditions of

capitalist countries are two entirely different things. Their
identification merely confuses the problem. The relationship
between different forms of struggle in the working-class
movement is determined by the fact that the political struggle expresses the fundamental interests, while the economic
struggle expresses the partial interests of the working class
(i.e., iis interest in higher wages and better working conditions). But in the international scene, the economic competition between socialism and capitalism is not a mere struggle for partial interests. It is a struggle in the sphere where
the fate of socialism and capitalism is being decided and
upon which the military and political might of each system
ultimately depends. The successes of socialism in the economic competition against capitalism are of the greatest political significance: they not only change the world balance of
class forces in favour of the working people, but also create
more favourable conditions for spreading the political class
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reason the Party focuses attention on these matters.

struggle of the proletariat in the capitalist countries and the
mov-ement of the oppressed peoples for national liberation.
This means that both the internal and external conditions
of the Soviet lJnion's development put into the foreground
the advance of the socialist economy and the attainment of
labour productivity higher than that under capit-alism.
In socialist society, economics and politics form an indivisible unity. The solution of big economic and-other problems
assumes political significance and is linked with the competition, lhe struggle of the two systems, socialism and capiialism, in the international arena and with the strengthening
of the world socialist system. It is also politically import_ant
from the viewpoint of internal relations, inasmuch, ls class
distinctions have not yet disappeared in the U.S.S.R. and
the development of the economy and culture in one way or
another affects relations between classes and between nations
politics that these relations are ,expressed).(and
in -as
' Letitusistake
an example the question of . deploying the
productive forces. The territorial organisation of labour is
planned on the basis of its regionaf specElisation for the
irrrpore of achieving maximum-efficieniy. For example, indrrstry is brought closer to raw-material sources to avoid irrational and excessively long freighting; economic areas are
specialised with an ey-e to their natural resources. But the
Soviet people have not been able to guide themselves solely
bv coniiderations of economic efficiency in choosing one or
another variant of deploying the productive forces. An essential part has also bien played by political considerations,
particufarly by the need to solve the national question and
iliminate the economic and cultural inequality of peoples inherited from the old system. During Soviet years the country's borderlands were industrialised. As a result, the peoples
who had fallen behind in their economic and cultural
-clevelopment
were able to rise to the level of the more advanced'. Clearly, it would have been wrong to solve problems
of deploying llre productive forces merely oJ] economic
significance. In such cases
g.orrrrlt indlo igno-re their political
it i, ,...r, ury io combine ^economic ifficiency and political
expediency.

i'oiiti.r

attainment

the general aim of planning.^ 9"t the
of this aim -necessitates the choice of the most

express
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efficient variant for developing certain sectors of the economy, setting proper proportions between sectors of social production, for combining expansion of production with advance in the living standard of the people. Economic considerations should not be taken in isolation from politics,
and, on the other hand, a political approach to economic
problems should not replace a concrete economic analysis;
on the contrary it should be organically combined with the
latter. The ability properly to determine the efficiency of
capital investments, to achieve the utmost results in production at the lowest cost is a must for guiding the economy in
our days; without it there can be no correct policy either.
The economic plans of the Soviet Union represent a unity
of economic and socio-political tasks. The rise in the
efficiency of social production is dovetailed with important
socio-political tasks, with progress in tackling such prime
social problems as eliminating the essential distinctions
between town and country and between mental and manual
labour, strengthening the alliance of the working class and
the peasantry, and developing fraternal friendship between
the Soviet peoples.
The tasks of economic and cultural development acquire
political significance in socialist society not only because
they are connected with the relations between classes and
nations. What also makes them politically important is that
they are accomplished in the struggle against the survivals
of capitalism which make themselves felt in the economy,
the way of life and the minds of people. The Party sees to
it that the general interests of the state and the people are
observed and discourages manifestations of a parochial attitude which harm these interests. The tasks of communist
construction also require constant unflagging care for reinforcing labour discipline, and this presupposes the need,
alongside extensive educational work, to employ coercion
with regard to drones and loafers. Lastly, of essential significance in the cultural sphere is struggle against indiffeience
to polilics and ideology and against the ideological influence of the capitalist world ideology on people with insufficient political schooling. In these conditions questions of cultural development must not be divorced from ideological
problems. All this shows that under socialism the economy
and culture remain closely linked with politics.
n-27n
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2. Tendencies in the Development of the
Socialist State
Problems of the development of the socialist state include
many specific questions, for example, the functions and
forms of the socialist state and ways of improving socialist
democracy, which cannot be specially examined in this work.
We single out here only two questions which, in our opinion,
are of general methodological significance for. solving other,
more specific problems: the connection between clais relations and political power in socialist society and the relationship between the state and society in the process of advancing toward communism. As socialist society advances
to communism the intrinsic features of class society gradually wither away, and this also in{luences its politicaf organisation.
A class approach is a prerequisite for a scientific analysis
of the state. This radically sets apart the Marxist-Leninist

approach from the bourgeois-liberal, reformist attitude. The

bourgeois and reformist fabrications about a state of the
"whole people" under capitalism are laid bare by MarxistsLeninists who present an analysis of the class essence of
bourgeois power. The bourgeois reformist illusions about
"general human" ideas and ethical principles are blasted by
a Marxist examination of their actual class content. "People,"
Lenin wrote, "always have been the foolish victims of deception and self-deception in politics, and they always will
be until they have learnt to seek out the interests of some
class or other behind all moral, religious, political and social
phrases, declarations and promises."l
During the transition from socialism to communism when
class distinctions within society are gradually obliterated
and obviated, the socialist state increasin.qly acti as an organisation of ali the members of socialist "so'ciety, ur u i."pi.sentative of the entire society. It would, however, be wrong
to assume that in these conditions a class approach to problems of the socialist state loses force. On the contrary, the
changes which occur in the process of development of the
socialist state can be properly understood only as reflections
of the changes in economic and class relations. The trend
1 V.
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of the state's activity must not be regarded in isolation from
the tasks of the class struggle for communism. As long as
class distinctions have not disappeared within society, as long
as the class struggle between the forces of socialism and
capitalism proceeds in the international scene, a class approach to an analysis of political and social problems
remains obligatory for Marxists-Leninists.
Undergoing changes as part of the superstructnre, the
socialist state is improved together with the development
of society itself and its class stiucture. It is a state of i rr.*
type fromits very inception. That is why throughout its development-from its birth and up to its withering away-it
preserves essential general features which do not disappear
as long,as a need for state authority is preserved
The first and most general feature of tLe socialist state at
all stage.s of its development is that it serves the working
people. For countless centuries the state has been a weapon
in the hands of the exploiting minority. Thomas Moore aftly
defined it as a conspiracy of the rich who are defending their
personal benefits in the name and under the guise of the
state. Only the victory of the proletarian revolution brought
into being a new type of state and it began to serve [he
working people.
Another common feature of the socialist state at all stages
of its development is the fact that its historic mission - is
to abolish classes. The dictatorship of the proletariat is the
beginning of the solution of this epochal task and the transition to communism completes it. This aim also determines
the fundamental difference between the socialist state and
all its predecessors. The socialist state does not strive to perpetuate the existing political power, but regards it as a historically transient stage in the organisation of social life
needed for transition to a society without classes and without
a state.

The abolition of classes is possible only if the working
its leading role in society. This is the main
thing in proletarian dictatorship whose essence Lenin saw
in the organisation and discipline of the working class. The
leading role of the working class might assume different
forms depending on the stage of development achieved by
society and the historically concrete conditions in a country;
it may or may not be consolidated by law and by the system
class exercises
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of electing the organs of state power. Be that as it may, this
role determines the trend of activity of the socialist state
as an instrument for achieving communism.
The main content of activity of the socialist state at all
stages of its development is constructive work, the buildin-g
of the new society. Even when exploiting classes existed,
when suppression of their resistance claimed vast energies,

the main and most characteristic feature of the socialist state
was constructive, creative work; even then the proletarian
dictatorship acted as an instrument for building the new
life. This Teature is further developed with the victory of
socialism when the scale of constructive endeavour is tremendously extended, when the state acts as an instrument
for building communism.
As the socialist state develops, democracy of a new type,
inherent in proletarian dictatorship from the very beginning,
is unfolded.-Lenin regarded the dictatorship of the proletariat as a state which is democratic in a nCw way-for the
working class and the working people in general, and which
is dictiftorial in a new way: agai.nst the bourgeoisie. He
repeatedly stressed that the main thing in proletarian dictatoiship is not coercion, although coercion is a necessaTY element of dictatorship, but guidance by the working class of
the broad masses, above all the peasantry, on whose support
it relies. That is why without securing real democracy for
these masses the socialist state can neither exist nor improve.
It goes without saying that the measure of democracy -at
eacL stage of society's development is determined by th9 opjective inditions, first and foremost the acuteness of the
llass struggle. That is why it does not remain,unchanged.
But the general tendency, the law governing the development of socialist society, is to extend and deepen democracy

stratum of the capitalist upper crust, of a handful of the
biggest monopolieJ. Of course, the struggle of the working
cliis and the-working people in general is capable of effectively resisting the cuitailment of democra-cy, of - wresting
rome or othei democratic rights and freedoms from the
ruling classes. But this struggle does -not broaden the social
basis"of bourgeois rule, because the democratic forces stand
in opposition to it.
Thi dictatorship of the proletariat develops in a diametrically opposite direction. From the very outset it expresses
the iirteGts of the overwhelming majority of society. Its
social basis is steadily widened and at the same time its intrinsic socialist demoiratic nature is improved. In this quantitative process there is one qualitative- aspect linked with the
completion of the transition period from capitalism to socialiim and the building of the first phase of communism. As
this landmark is reached, the change in the economic and
class structure of society is so deep that it signifies a qualitatively new stage in the development of its political superstructure.

Let us recall the nature of the

changes which occur in
period
capitalism-to socialfrom
The
transition
life.
society's
ism is a period when the ec-onomic system is multi-sectoral,
class antigonisms are still preserved within a country and
there is still ground for the birth of capitalist elements. The
class strugglJproceeds in new forms as compared^with capitalism, briihislorically it is inevitable. In view of this, during the transition peiiod the state of the working class re*iins a weapon of its class domination over the exploitiSg
classes which have been overthrown but not yet fully
abolished.

for the extension of democracy are-{ete-rThe possibitities
-by
mined
the class nature of the state, !y its social basis.
Howevei much present-day bourgeois ideologists and reformists orate abouf the conversion of the capitalist state into
a people's state, a "welfare" state, thls is- a myth of their
odn invention. The real changes of the bourgeois state in
the epoch of imperialism tend 1o narrow its social [6i,q, -to
.onv.lrt it into a-"committee for managing the affairs of the
bourgeoisie", into an instrument of domination by a narrow

of the development of socialism into comBut the period
-another,
qualitatively different period in the somunism is
ciety's development. lnstead of the multi-sectoral economy,
socibty has a single rapidly developing socialist economy.
The socialist remiking of fhe economy has eliminated the
internal sources which- engendered the threat of capitalism's
restoration. Socialist society is not divided into antagonistic
classes, it has no class conflicts. Relations between the social
groups making up Soviet society are relations of friendly
io-operation, ind-not of class struggle. In view of this, the
state^ ceases to be an instrument for the domination of some
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as society advances to communism.

within the country. At this stage of development the social basis of the state is so broadelned that it
practically encompasses all social groups.
It is this that denotes the growin[ over of the state of
proletarian dictatorship into a socialist state of the whole
people. The latter, as we have demonstrated, is a natural
development and continuation of the main features inherent
in the state of proletarian dictatorship. The state of the
whole people is not a new type of staG, but.a new stage in
the development of the selfsame state which was brought
into being by the victory of the proletarian revolution. Some
of the features and functions of the state of proletarian dicta-torship (above all the function of suppressing the resistance
of the overthrown classes within a countryl are obviated,
wither away, while others are comprehensively developed
(especially,constructive functions, and democracy whic6 is
converted from democracy for the majority into'democracy
for all).
The state of the whole people is a new historical phenomenon. It is not an organ of power of one class, it expresses the will and interests of the whole people: the woiking
cla_ss, the collective-farm peasantry and tLe intelligentsia.
Whereas the combination of dictatorship over the exploiters,
the minority, with democracy for the majority, for the working people, was characteristic of the state of proletarian dictatorship, the state of the whole people is no longer an organ
for the suppression of some class; here dictatolship is not
exercised over anyone (in the sense of class domination).
The objection is at times raised that in general there cannot be a state of the whole people; so long as the state is
needed it expresses the domination of one class, and when
it expresses the will of all, there is no need for it. To corroborate this statement reference is made to the fact that
Marx and Engels objected to the slogan of a 'ostate of the
whole people".
True enough, the founders of Marxism rejected this slogan and criticised Lassalle and other German Social-Democratic leaders who claimed that a "people's state" would take
the place of the bourgeois state as an instrument of class
rule. In contrast to this, Marx and Engels stressed that the
bourgeois state would be replaced by the dictatorship of the
proletariat, which is an instrument of class domination of
classes oyer others
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the exploited, and not of the exploiters. They looked upon
the dictatorship of the proletariat as an authority relying on
the support of the majority of the working people, but which
for its class essence represented the political rule of one class.
The Marxist proposition that the bourgeois state is replaced

by the dictatorship of the proletariat, and not by a state of
the whole people, remains correct. Under definite historical circumstances, the power of reactionary classes can be
replaced by a democratic power representing a bloc of
yarious classes united in a popular or national front. But
such a power is also an instrument of class rule and cannot
take the place of proletarian dictatorship as an instrument
for accomplishing socialist tasks. "Soviet experience has
sho\4/n," it is pointed out in the Programme of the C.P.S.U.,
"that the peoples are able to achieve socialism only as a
result of the socialist reaolution and the establishment of the

dictatorship of the proletari.at." L
From all this, however, it does not follow that recognition of the state of the whole people in general runs counter
to Marxism. Under capitalism, in a society divided into antagonistic classes, the state of the whole people is impossible.
But this does not mean that it is also impossible under socialism, in a society which has no class antagonisms. It goes without saying that such a state would be impossible if, as
Marxists assumed in the past, the conversion of the state into
a representative of the entire society would directly coincide
with the withering away, the disappearance of the state as
such. But for a number of reasons, both internal and external, the withering of the state does not occur so swiftly. The
need for class rule within society disappears earlier than the
need for state power as such.
The founders of Marxism-Leninism did not foresee such
a situation. But they made a number of statements which
offer grounds for assuming that they differentiated between
the dictatorship of the proletariat and the withering statehood of communist society. In the Cri,tique of the Gotha Pro'
granlme, Marx formulated the following classic proposition:
"Between capitalist and communist society lies the period
of the revolutionary transformation of the one into the other.
There corresponds to this also a political transition period
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in which the state can be nothing but the reaoluti,onary dic-

tatorship of the proletariat.
"Now the programme (the Gotha Programme of the
German Workers' Party-G.G.,) does not deal with this
nor with the future state of communist society."l This statement shows that Marx did not identify such concepts as the
dictatorship of the proletariat and the future state of communist society.
The transition period which lies, according.to Marx, "between capitalist and communist society" is a period which
ends in the lower and not in the higher phase of communism.
The founders of Marxism-Leninism looked upon socialism
not as a stage of the transition period, but as the first phase
of communist society. That is why Lenin, analysing the
above-quoted proposition of Marx in Chapter V of the book
The State and Reaolution, singled out the following stages
in the development of society, devoting to each a special
section: "The Transition from Capitalism to Communism"
($2); "The First Phase of Communist Society" (93); "The
Higher Phase of Communist Society"' ($4).
Stages in the development of the state also correspond to
periods in the development of society. At the first stage, i.e.,
during the transition period from capitalism to the lower
phase of communism, to socialism, the dictatorship of the
proletariat is needed. This, according to Lenin's definition,
is a "state of the transitional type". It is a dictatorship over
the minority, over the overthrown exploiting classes, and
democracy for the people, for the overwhelming majority.
Here there is "democracy for the poor, for nine-tenths of the
population. . .", "democracy almost complete, restricted only
by the suppression of the resistance of the bourgeoisie".2
With the establishment of socialism there is no need for
dictatorship over any classes, but the state does not disappear
as yet. There remains, as Marx put it, "the future state of
communist society". Lenin emphasised that under socialism
democracy is really complete and turns into a habit. The
state withers away, inasmuch as there are no capitalists and
class antagonisms are absent. But it does not wither away
completely becarrse there remains a need to protect social
property, to exercise control over the measure of labour and
- 1 K M;;, F. Engels, Selected, U)orhs, Vol. II, pp. 32-33.
2 V. I. Lenin, Complete Uorhs, Russ. ed., Vol. 33, p. 181.
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of consumption, over the application of the socialist principle "he who does not work,-neither shall he eat".
Lenin noted that "for the state to wither away completely,
measure

complete communism is necessary".l

Recognition of the state of the whole people in socialist
conditions does not run counter to the gEneial proposition
of Marxist-Leninist theory about the class natlre- of the
state. Marxists have always regarded the state as an organ
of class domination. Lenin replatedly pointed out that "the
state in the strict sense of the word ii an instrument for the
suppression of one class.by another. But already the state
of prolefarian djctatorship, although it also represents an
organ of class rule, expresses the domination of the maiority
over the minority. For this reason alone Lenin called it a
semi-state. The state of the whole people reflects another
stage_ in the advance toward a classless and, ultimately, a
stateless communist society.
And so, an antagonistic class society has a state in the
strict sense of the word; the establishment of the dictatorship of the proletariat is a transition to a semi-state, and the
birth of a state of the whole people shows that a number of
intrinsic attributes of the state will gradually fall away.
From the dictatorship of the proletarlat to a state of tlie
whole people and from the lat[er to communist self-administration-such is the road of the development and the
withering away of. the socialist state.
The socialist state is a withering state by its nature. But
this process so far has not developed on a wide scale and
at an accelerated pace for a number of reasons: first, because
classes still remain within socialist society, which was not
foreseen by Marxists in the past (the existence of certain
class distinctions and also suryivals of the past make the
state organisation of socialist society necessary);
second,
'and,
because the capitalist world continues to exist
consequently, the class struggle continues on the international
arena, and it is necessary to defend the socialist countries;
this dictates the maintenance of an army and other state
agencies; third, because the socialist world itself exists in
the form of a system of states and relations between them
require state regulation.
1

V. I. Lenin, Collecteil(ilorhs, Vol.25, p.468.
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Whereas the socialist state acts vis-i-vis capitalist states
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guarding thg.country's defence and security, of upholding
the cause of peace and developing fraternal co-operation
with other socialist countries.
That the guidance of the economy under socialism is a
state function is no doubt also associated with the existence
of class distinctions. Since there are classes it is necessary
to regulate their relations, to take into consideration, as
noted earlier, their interests in implementing an economic
policy- and properly combine them. The same also applies
tcl nations.

Examining this question on a broader plane, we can note
that the socialist state regulates relations between all forms
of communities of people and groups of which society is
made up. We have mentioned in previous chapters the need
for properly combining the multifarious interests of people.
A solution of this problem in the first phase of communism
where there is as yet no full abundance of consumer goods,
requires the organisation of political .power and this power
is represented by the socialist state. That is why the organisational, economic and other functions of the state bear a
political nature. Moreover, since there are survivals of capitalism and carriers of these survivals, the need for state
compulsion remains. These functions are discharged by the
state expressing the will of the whole people.
Thus, from the angle of socialist society's internal conditions of development, the need for the state is determined
above all by the fact that at the first phase of communist
society not all the remnants and traces of class society have
been fully obliterated. The productive forces have not yet
reached the high level ensuring complete abundance of
goods and labour has not yet become the prime vital
necessity of all members of society. In view of this, control
must be exercised oyer the measure of labour and the
measure of consumption of each member, and common property' in the means of production protected. There also remains the need for a certain compulsion to work which is
effected in accordance with the principle "he who does not
work, neither shall he eat". One must not think, Lenin
stressed, that after overthrowing capitalism people will at
once learn how to work for society without any rules of law;
moreover, the abolition of capitalism does not at once provide the economic prerequisites for such a change. From this
L7t

Lenin drew the conclusion that "the state will be able to
wither away completely when society adopts the rule: 'From
each according to his ability, to each according to his needs',
i.e., when people have become so accustomed to observing
the fundamental rules of social intercourse and when theii
labour has become so productive that they will voluntarily
work according to their ability".L
Creation of developed communist society is the internal
prerequisite for the complete withering away of the state;
victory and consolidation of socialism on a world scale is the
external prerequisite. This shows that the existence of the

state of the whole people, as

of any other, is linked with

class relations. Hence it is wrong to regard recognition of
the socialist state of the whole people as renunciation of a
class approach to the problem.
The socialist state remains a class state and continues to
oppose the capitalist world as an organisation of the class

struggle. On a world scale, relations of the two systems, the
socialist and the capitalist, are relations of class struggle
whatever form, armed or peaceful, it may assume. Peacl"ful
coexistence consistently advocated by the socialist states is
a specific form of the class struggle between socialism and
capitalism. The external functions of the socialist state have
been further developed, but not one of the external functions
of proletarian dictatorship has become superfluous; the socialist state of the whole people continues to discharge them.
The situation is different as regards the internal functions
characteristic of the state of proletarian dictatorship. Lenin
regarded the dictatorship of the proletariat as a weapon of
its class rule, as an instrument of the class struggle. But socialist society no longer has classes with regard to which it
would be necessary to employ a dictatorship, and, correspondingly, these functions of suppression have fallen away.
Under socialism too, of course, it is necessary to combat
survivals of capitalism, the old habits and customs, utilising
in this struggle means of state compulsion. But this is no
longer a struggle between classes and social groups of which
socialist society is made up. The workers, collective farmers
and intellectuals jointly combat the carriers of old survivals
which drag society backward.
1 V. I. Lenin, Collected Uorhs, Vol. 25, p. 469.
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, During the transition period from capitalism to socialism,
the exploiting classes hostile to the proletariat stood behind
the carriers of capitalism's surviyals and they at times utilised
the politically backward sections of the working people and
set them against the dictatorship of the proletariat. In essence, this was a struggle_between the working class and the
-exploiting -classes for influence over the masses. Today,
however, this is struggle of the people's advanced forces
ag-ainst anti-social actions, customs and prejudices of men
infected by-bourgeois habits, above all struggle for the reeducation of backward persons, which increaiingly demands,
alongside state compulsion, the employment of- public influence.

At the same time it would be wrong to close one's eyes
to the fact that this struggle has a definite class content,

is waged against-traditions of the old society and
inasmuch as the survivals of the past are supported and reanimated by the outside capitalist world.
This implies the leading role of the working class in the
state of the whole people. The working class remains the
chief mainstay of the socialist state, it displays its initiative
in labour, is the sponsor of many undertaliings of the whole
people. But the main thing in which the leadlng role of the
working class is manifested is the conversion of its ideology
1nd policy into the ideology and policy of the whole peop[6.
From this angle the broadening of the social basis -of the
socialist state attests not to the weakening, but to the strength"the
because _it

ening of its influence on the entire people. Gradually
working class has been winning over to its side ever'wider
sections of society until all of society, all its social sections
have been rallied around the working class.
_ The-leading role of the working class is actually revealed
through the Party which guides the implementation of the
programme of th_e working class and organises the building
of communism. Intellectuals, reared by the working class-,
including those who do not come from workers' families but
havedeeply assimilated the ideology and policy of the Pafiy,
also help in discharging the leading role of the workirig
class. Since this role is not consolidated by the state organisation, special attention must be paid to raising the activity
of the working class and the influence it exerts on the entire
life of the state and society.
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Behind the theoretical propositions about the socialist state

of the whole people stand real changes in the life of Soviet
society- which, in turn, involve further changes in the content of the activity and forms of organisation of the Soviet
state. The growin.q over of the state of proletarian dictator-

'

not only with the interests of the working class, the peas..
antry, the urban middle strata (artisans, small tradesmen,
intellectuals), but also clash even with the interests of part

conquests", and the exacerbation of the class struggle within
capitalist countries steadily expand the state machine and
its military and police agencies, whose maintenance absorbs
ever greater resources of society. This process is particularly
stepped up in the epoch of imperialism and is expressed in
the growth of state-monopoly tendencies. But only sophists
can draw from this the conclusion that the state rises above
classes and becomes independent of the dominating class.
As for the biggest monopolies, the independence of state
power from them is a sham. Alienation of the state from
society signifies in reality stronger antagonism between the
dominating class, whose instrument of power the state is,
and the overwhelming majority of society's members. In the
present era, this is only another expression of the fact that
the interests of the biggest monopolies, of which the state
is the defender, prove to be in irreconcilable contradiction

of the bourgeoisie (petty and middle sections).
This also gives rise to opposite tendencies, extension of
the forces resisting the omnipotence of the monopolies. While
the executive branch is increasingly turned into a tool of
rnonopoly domination, the pressure of the masses in a number
of countries opens up possibilities for the ever wider use of
representative bodies to carry out progressive measures in
the interest of the majority of the people.
The process of alienation of political power from society
is inevitable for the bourgeois state which stands above the
people. It is also inevitable because of the antagonism between the state power of the minority (exploiters) and the
overwhelming majority of society's members. But it is not
and cannot be an inevitable natural process in the socialist
state where political power represents and expresses at first
the will of most members of society (the working people)
and then of all members of society.
Of course, a boundary between state power and direct
social power remains in socialist society, too. A machine of
political power and people who serve this machine are necessary. Examining this question from the viewpoint of the
relationship of interests regulated by the socialist state, it
may be said that its designation is to ensure the rational
combination of the interests of the whole people and the
interests of various social groups. The socialis[ state expresses
the interests of the whole people. But since the civil servants engaged in the work of administration also have their
own intercsts, instances are possible when some of them may
place their own interests a6ove those of the entire peopld.
For this reason alone it is impossible to rule out the possibility ,of their becoming divorced from the people, eipecially when socialist democracy is violated or is n-ot adequately
developed. Socialist society, however, has reliable means for
preventing such phenomena. These means are the consistent
implementation of the principles of socialist democracy, especially the provisions that government officials are aciountable to the people and can be replaced, greater public control over the state machine, systematic struggle against bureaucracy, enlistment of ever more people into administering
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ship into a statg of the whole people leads to such a development of socialist democracy which converts the functio-ns
of administration into a cause of the whole people. During
the advance to communism society will gradually carry out
Lenin's behest-to draw literally the entiie adult-population
into the work of administration. The latter promoles the
further drawing together of the state and society.
The founders of Marxism-Leninism characterised the historical development of the state as a process of its ever
greater alienation from society. A diametrically opposed
tendency is true of the socialist state. Ever since the state
began to serve the people, its development has led to its
increasing fusion with society. There is also the notion that
every state has a tendency to alienate itself from society and
become an independent force which places itself above the
classes

that created it.

Is state power alienated from society under capitalism?
Most certainly. The founders of Marxism already spoke of
the state as a force which emerges from society, but places
itself above it and increasingly alienates itself from it. They
stressed that both rivalry between states, "competition in

state and social affairs. The Soviet state apparatus is '
called upon not only to administer society's affairs in the
interest bf tt. peopl'e, but also to serve as'a school of state
administration for the masses,
Divorce from the masses and other adverse phenomena
can be forestalled by
-anthe guiding activity of the Communist
advanced detachment of the people,
Party which, being
the highest form of organisation of the working class, is
free from any departmental, parochial and other narrow
interests. The'high level of coniciousness of the members of
the Party, whic[ unites the most progressive Pel and
women, hnd its role as the leading and most authoritative
organisation of society make the Party capable of controlling
thd organs of power,-of ensuring their accountability to the
people, capable of resolving, in the interest of the people,
lhe-contradictions arising between the interests of various
groups, organisations and departments.
"

W; als6 must not forget that a possibility is not an ineaitability. The tendency toward a divorce from the masses is
not inheient in the socialist state. The formation of a state
of workers and peasants by itself signifies a- decisive step
in eliminating thi alienation of state power from the mass
of the populaiion, a step of epochal importance. The further
development of the socialist state is aimed at the -ever greater
enrolnient of the working people in administration' As time
goes on, work in the administrative apparatus will cease to
profession. The functions of managing the econ6e a special
^of
adriinistering social affairs-will become accessible
o*y,
to an ever wider range of people, and with the disappearance
of class distinctions,-with-the complete victory o{ communism, will lose their politicat charaiter. This will ultimately
result in the conversibn of organs of state power into organs
of social self-administration. To look upon the matter differently would mean to obliterate the fundamental antithesis
between the laws of development of the socialist and the
bourgeois state. That is why attempts to consider the existence"of the state and political power in general as a form of
"alienation" are wrong.
As for the withering away of the state this process can
be characterised as follows.
First, the function of the military -suppression withers
away, ihe sphere for the application of state compulsion is
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curtailed in general and, hence, the need for agencies which
apply it gradually disappears.
Second, the withering away of the state presupposes the
conversion of its guidance of economic and cultural affairs
from political into social functions. The withering away of
the state is expressed not in that economic functions in general are curtailed, but in that these functions lose their political nature. The latter becomes possible when class distinctions disappear and the remnants of capitalism are eliminated
in the economy, in the minds of people and the way of life.
Third, withering away of. the state presupposes the enlistment of all people into managing production, in deciding
social affairs. From this follows the gradual disappearance
of the need for an apparatus of political power. The withering away of the state is a process of development and extension of democracy in all spheres of social life.
The existence of the state is connected with the need for
compulsion, effected by organs of political power. When
this need vanishes, the state will no longer be necessary. It
is also clear that as the socialist system is strengthened and
the socio-political and ideological unity of the people is
consolidated, the sphere for the application of state compulsion within a country graCually shrinks.
It would, however, be a gross error to draw from this the
conclusion that the time has come for curtailing state compulsion and its agencies. The fostering of a new social dis-ipline is not a simple process. The break-up of the old
discipline based on the cruellest class oppression does not
automatically produce a new, conscious discipline. It has
often been observed that men who have discarded the yoke
of the old discipline and have not acquired a new one become
the carriers of anarchic behaviour which strikes at the very
foundations of socialist law and order. Contempt for social
duties and rules by anarchic-minded men and at times by
outright offenders results in a conflict between them and
society. In such cases society must not only employ persuasion, but also resort to compulsion through state agencies.
This in no way runs counter to the perspective that the sphere
for applying state compulsion is reduced as society advances
to communism.
With the elimination of the survivals of the old world in
all spheres of social life, the sources of anti-social actions
t2-2732
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will

disappear. People, as Lenin wrote, will gradually be-'
come accustomed to observe public order and the rules of
social life without any compulsion, without any special machine of political power. It is this that will signify, given the
necessary external conditions, the withering a\May of the state.

Diverse forms of compulsion are employed in socialist
society: state adrninistrative, social and economic. Their
relationship does not remain unchanged. It stems from the
concrete situation which determines the efficacy of various
measures. Social studies conducted at a number of factories
in various cities showed that administrative means still prevailed in the struggle against yiolators of labour discipline
(for example, a reprimand by the shop superintendent, and
so on), but they were the least effective. Violators of labour
discipline fear most of all public measures of influence (discussion of a misdeed at a meeting of the workers, public
censure) and also economic sanctions (loss of bonus, loss of
the right to better housing accommodation, and so on).

society and the state. This is of no less significance for building communism than laying its material and technical basis.
Socialist democracy is the means which ensures the continuous advance in the activity of the masses and the enlistment of ever wider sections of the people into the conscious

making of history.

The practical meaning of the proposition about the state
of the whole people is that socialist democracy must be

developed to the utmost during the transition to communism.
Everything hindering the development of democracy must
be eliminated and the working people must be widely drawn
into administering the state.

totality of duties of the individual to society. Without
by every citizen of the socialist state that he is
responsible for order in society, there can be no real civic
activity and, consequently, no real development of democ-

racy as such. In socialist society democracy presupposes the
bringing up of people who consider themselves masters of
the -ountry, masters who not only enjoy rights, but are also
responsible for everything.
The transition from socialism to communism is inextricably
linked with the further development of socialist democracy.
Communism is unthinkable without a high level of development of the economy and culture, without the comprehensive stimulation of the initiative and activity of the people.
Whereas capitalism cannot exist without suppressing the
political activity of the working people, communism cannot
I'unction normally otherwise than by stimulating the activity
of the masses and drawing them into deciding all affairs of

The Programme of the C.P.S.U. defines as follows the
main trends in the development of socialist statehood in the
period of building communism: utmost extension and improvement of socialist democracy, active participation of all
citizens in administering the state and in guiding economic
and cultural affairs, improving the work of the state apparatus and increasing the control of the people oyer its activity.
Development of democracy during the transition from
socialism to communism must not be reduced to handing over
a number of state functions to mass organisations. This, of
course, is an important process which has already begun,
but it cannot develop to the full at the present stage of socialism. That is why emphasis must not be shifted to turning
over the functions of state agencies to mass organisations.
Such a formulation of the question could actually bring
about an undesirable weakening of state agencies (for example, in maintaining public order). This can be done only to
the extent that social relations mature and only in such a
way as not to weaken the socialist state. Communist social
self-administration arises not outside state agencies and not
alongside them, but out of them.
Development and improvement of socialist democracy
proceeds along two lines; first, by further democratising state
agencies and enlisting ever more people in their work; second, by enhancing the influence of mass organisations and
their role in guiding society's life.
The task of raising the role of the Soviets is put into the
foreground. The Soviets are an all-embracing organisation
of the people, an embodiment of their unity. The Soviets of
Working People's Deputies are not only state, but social
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In present-day conditions struggle against anti-social

ac-

tions demands not only the firm application of means of compulsion. It is important not only to punish misdeeds, but also to
prevent them. This is achieved above all by consolidating social discipline, making higher demands as regards discharging
duties to society and fostering a sense of civic responsibility.
Democracy is not a mere sum-total of rights. It is also a
awareness

organisations. That is why to elevate the role of the Soviets'
,rrJurrt also to increase the influence the people exert on state
affairs.
Vu.ious social organisations and activists take part in the
work of state agencies. More than 23 million.persols partic-

ipate in the actlvity of the standing commissions of the Sov'iits, ten times the number of deputies in the Soviets' A
studv bv Sverdlovsk sociologists slowed that the activists
,o not less than 15 pei cent of the adult population
^ukl
(total number of voters) ; their number has increased several
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Chapter

V

THE ECONOMY AND THE NEW MAN

The process of changing social life covers both the material side of the social organism (known as the material
culture of society), the entire system of social relations (in
the economy, politics, daily life, and so on) and, lastly, people themselves (their consciousness, customs, habits and spiritual culture). All these changes form a single whole but they
have their own distinct features in each social sphere. In
contrast to a revolution in material, economic relations
which, as Marx put it, can be ascertained with the precision
found in natural science, it is incomparably more difficult
and intricate to ascertain and measure changes in the minds
of people. These changes, as a rule, are slower and entail
greiter obstacles than -hanges in the economic conditions of
production. But this is as necessary a part of society's communist regeneration as the transformation of its material life.
That is why a scientific conception of socialist society and its
development into communism necessarily includes an analysis of ihe laws governing the changing of man's consciousness. This is particularly important if we consider the special
role of consciousness irr socialist society.
1. The Role of Objective Conditions and the
Subjective Factor
in Changing Human Consciousness

The diary of Jules Renard, well-known French writer,
has the following entry: "To create an ideal community is
wonderful, but out of what?"l
r Jules Renard, Journal, Paris, 1985, p. 810.
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The dream of developing a new man has seemed unfeas-

ible to many cultural leaders, even progressive ones.

Where is the new man to come from if life engenders so
much evil, fosters in men brutality, selfishness and other
vices?

Many attempts were made to remake life along purely
ideal lines but they invariably failed. Nor was their failure
accidental. It resulted from inability to understand how to
combine the change of objective conditions in which people
live with a change in people themselves.
Many of the pre-Marxian theories of education were
predicated on the correct idea that man is a product of the
circumstances and that, consequently, to change him it is
necessary to change the circumstances beforehand. To educate the new man it is necessary to make the environment
itself humane. But when the question arose, how to change
the environment, it was discovered that people themselves
change it; consequently, to create truly humane circumstances homo sapiens has to be turned into a real man.
"The coincidence of the changing of circumstances and
of human activity or self-changing can be conceived and
rationally understood only as reuolut'ionising practice."l This
is how Marx cut this Gordian knot.
The fundamental difference of Marxist theory from the
preceding theories of education formulated by the -19thientury utopian socialists consists above all in that Marx
rejected the substitution of education for the actual process
of transforming society and disclosed the utopian nature of
notions that society could be changed merely by improving
the educational system.

Marx eliminated the duality of the earlier theories which
at first separated the circumstances and the people and examined them as separate entities, being unable to understand
arrived at the
their dialectical unity. They then inevitably-who
had to be
division of society i.rto t-b parts-those
educated and the educators, with the latter actually being
plaeed
above society.
-

Thus, the naturalistic notion that the conditions in which
live are independent of their p,ractical activity ultiinatelv led to the idealist view that the transformation of

people

people and then also of the conditions of their life is effected
by some chosen 6lite. In contrast to this, Marx proceeded
from the principle that history should be examined as the
process of the self-generation of man effected in the course
of his practical activity and transformation of the objective

world.
For Marx education was not reduced to the influence of
the environment on the moulding of some or other traits of
man, as for example, Robert Owen believed. The latter asserted that "the whole character of man " . . is formed for
him", that "his whole character, physical, mental and moral,
is formed independentty of him.self".t Education is a process
of self-change of people in the course of their own activity.
The practical activity of people is a real school of life in
which characters are moulded.
Marx demonstrated that revolutionary practice is a process of people changing both the world around them and
themselves. Overthrowing capitalism in a revolutionary way
and building a new, communist society, the masses headed
by the working class undergo a great schooling and are
cleansed of the entire filth of the old society.
Marx, lastly, stressed the thought that it was "essential to
educate the educator himself".2 From this it follows that the
forces capable of directing and heading the process of moulding the new man cannot come from the outside but are created as society itself develops, are born in the class struggle;
it is only in this struggle that an advanced party, the vanguard of the working class, can grow and gain in strength.
Only this formulation of the question pictures the moulding
of the new man as a real process which is an integral part
of the building of communism.
Marxism-Leninism rejects any attempt to separate the
education of people from practical work for communisro.
Such separation inevitably deprives education of its material
basis and reduces it to futile preaching of morals. Failures
of utopian attempts to develop the new man in phalansterian
colonies and communes which engaged in moral self-perfec-

r Robert Owen, TIte Booh of the Neu Moral Uorld, Containing the
Rational Systent. of Socicty, Fountled on Demonstrable Facts, Deueloping the Constitution and Latos of Human Naturc ancl of Society, London,
1836, pp. 65,65.
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tion have always been exploited to challenge the very possibility of remaking the minds of men. This is utilised by
conservatives to prove the impossibility of changing human
nature. After the adoption of the new programme of the
Communist Party of the Soviet l-Inion, ths Neut Statesman,
a weekly of the British Labour Party, alleged that it was
faced by one of the oldest challenges, that "socialism cannot
change human nature". The weekly asserted that "in the
latter passages of this Programme, all the traditional goals
of Socialist utopians are called in aid. For the next two
decades all the apparatus of the Soviet system is to be used
to educate its citizens to live by a new code that might in
part have been taken directly from Morris's Neus from

Nouhere".L
AII the arguments of the Neu Statesntan are based on a
very old idea about the anti-social essence of human nature
which supposedly will always make itself felt under any
social system. Hence, the notion that the rules of communist
morality will have to be imposed on people from the outside,
with the help of "all the apparatus of the Soviet system".
Such a notion, however, is alien to our understanding of
the process of moulding human traits. We are not utopians
and do not deny the need to apply coercion against malicious
violators of public order, against anti-social elements. But
for coercion to be effective it must rest on moral authority,
on support of the people.
It goes without saying that to remake the minds of people
who grew up under the old system and are not free from
survivals of the past, is incomparably more difficult than
to pick hundreds of especially devoted men and place them
in phalansteries or other such hothouses. But, as Lenin explained in the first years of the October Revolution, this is
not only a difficulty in building communism but also a guarantee of its feasibility. The building of socialism is begun
by people, whose psychology has been shaped by centuries
of private ownership, oppressed by capitalist exploitation
and at the same time hardened in the struggle againit it. That
is why there is no need to put off the building of socialism
to the time when especially
devoted and cultured people
will appear, which -in esience is what the reformists
L
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This in general would mean to give up the revolution and communism because such people wil[ never develop und,er capitalism, as long as they are not born of the
struggle for communism itself. But iL would be similarly
wrong to think that communism can be built without the new
people, that it is possible to confine the matter to building
,advocate.

its material basis.

The fact that the change of circumstances and the change
people- themselves coincide does not signify the complete
merger of the two sides of this process, the objective and the
subjective. Their-dialectical unity is a contradictory phenomenon, whose different sides develop unevenly. Time and
again life demonstrates the lag of the subjective side behind
the objective. Thus, people, who objectively are the builders
of the new world, are not always aware of this in full measure and, consequently, do not apply all the effort and energy
leeded for discharging their historic role. The subjective
factor is frequently not utilised in education with adequate
efficacy to influence the minds of people. But to rely on spontaneity in this matter, not to take care of the ideological,
moral and cultural growth of people, the builders of communism, would not only retard the building of the new
sogiety but also doom it to failure in many respects.
Without the new man, communism is impossible, just as
it would be without a powerful material and technical basis.
His moulding is a prerequisite for the development of communist social relations and the application of the basic principle of communism. The first part of the principle of tommunism, "from each according to his ability", presupposes
the all-round development of man's ability needed for
achieving the highest labour productivity, in other words,
improving not only technology, but also man himself. The
second part of this principle, "to each according to his
needs", is in general unfeasible if people do not learn to
work for society to the full without expectation of reward,
if the communist attitude to labour and to social property
-ouilook.
does not become the decisive trait of their moral
Communism also presupposes the withering away of the legal
mechanism of the state for regulating behaviour which was
set up by socialist society, considering that people haye not
yet been emancipated from the legacy of the past in their
way of life and thinking, and have not become accustomed

of
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to work for society without definite rules of law. That is why
the higher phase of communism, in contrast to the lower, is
incompatible with the existence of the old customs, with
survivals of the past in the behaviour of people and necessarily presupposes the cleansing of their moral and cultural
aspect from the burdensome legacy of the past.
:l

:l

:9

Notions about the immutability of human rature are refuted by life itself. Millions of people who are already following the moral commandments of socialism are best proof
that as the social conditions change so does man's consciousness. The birth of the new man is a real process taking place
with the practical participation of the masses in building
communism. It is enough to visit any construction site in the
U.S.S.R. to realise that here not only electric power stations,
factories and buildings are created but also the new man, a
collectivist by nature, who explodes the fabrications about
the anti-social substance of human nature.
The new man on the regenerated land is the main achievement of the October Revolution. Economic and political
transformations have determined deep changes in social
consciousness. The more deeply the revolution tackled the
great cause of regenerating the world, the wider became the
circle of its participants. This was both a result and a prerequisite for the successful revolutionary remaking of sociely. To achieve socialist industrialisation, to convert the
country in the shortest time from a backward, agricultural
land into an advanced, industrial state millions of workers
and other working people had to take part in this historic
undertakin.q. The collectivisation of agriculture drew into
socialist construction the working peasantry, the largest section of the population at that time. Soviet society is now
enjoyin.q the fruits of the titanic work of the people. But no
lesi important are its spiritual fruits: the confidence of the
people in their strength and awareness that they have become the makers of their own destiny.
For thousands of years, the people were brought up to feel
lowly and insignificant. Religion fostered a scorn for earthly
goods and thelutility of struggle for a better'life. "He who
despises life on earth, shall win eternal life." The exploiters
assured the workingmen that they were unable to run the
I86

economy themselves, to administer the state and claimed
that all civilisation would perish if the ignorant, dark masses
were to take power. i'And before long thou, the people, who
holds nothing sacred, will be driven by the rod back into
the old manger," the poetess Z. Gippius prophesied shortly
after the victory of the October Revolution.
But the reactionaries, despite all their fury, were unable
to turn back the wheel of history. The people awakened by
the revolution straightened their backs, discarded the yoke
of exploitation, felt their strength and demonstrated to the
world their constructive. powers. Working people who in the
past had been considered "little men", learned to administer the state without exploiters, to build factories and electric
power stations, to create the new world. The October Revolution has put an end to exploitation in the Soviet land for
ever, has revealed the greatness of the people, and made
them aware of their own strength. Herein is the source of
its powerful influence on the spiritual world of man.
Without a radical social transformation no increase in
man's power over nature can make him confident of his own
strength and his future. One keynote-complaints about the
instability of life-often resounds in the works of many
philosophers, writers and publicists in Western countries.
Giinthei Anders, a philosopher and publicist, begins his meditations with the following assertion: "If there is anything
that modern man regards as infinite, it is no longer God;
nor is it nature, let alone morality or culture; it is his own
power. . . . The Promethean dream of omnipotence has at
iong last come true, though in an unexpected form. . . ."1
Bui it turns out that this omnipotence is relative, that man
is helpless in face of his own handiwork, for example, the
atomii bomb, which can cause his ruin, that people are
alienated from one another. Anders concludes by stating:
". . . Each of us is like a worm artificially or spontaneously
divided into two halves, which are unconcerned with each
other and move in different directions."z
But who is man-Prometheus who has realised his dream
or a helpless worm? To this question the capitalist world
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cannot give a simple answer because this world is deeply
contradictory, it has been rent asunder and split. Man needs
a new society to put an end to the alienation of the fruits of
his labour and to become a master of his actions. This is a
society in which the means of production and products of
labour are not separated from the producers, which is not
dominated by spontaneity and anarchy and has no class
barriers between people. The working people, who began by
winning political power, then introduce the planned development of the economy and all sides of social life, create the
material and cultural conditions for thc all-round development of their intellect, capabilities and talents. The old
saying, "man is the maker of his own destiny", acquires its
true meaning for the first time.
The relations between society and the individual are
shaped in a new way. The entire way of life in the world
founded on the principle of private property restricted the
people's world outlook. The old world fostered in man the
itluiion that he could achieve happiness only by himself.
"A happy man is an enemy to all,people," so says the title
character in Gorky's novel Foma Gordeyea. This is not surprising: what other view could exist in a society where competition dominates, where every happy ma! looks upon all
others as his rivals anxious to rob him of his rvell-being
and of life itself ? But such happiness is unstable and
illusory. It turns into a misfortune for the overwhelming
majority.
Socialism creates a society whose prosperity is the main
condition for the well-being of each person. The concern of
everyone for the welfare of the entire society and the concern of society for each of its members-this is a distinguishing feature of the socialist way of life. The new relations
between society and the individual cannot but be reflected
in the spiritual world of man. The social interests hold infinitely greater place in his thoughts and emotions than in
the mind-of preceding generations. People here are accustomed
to live at one with iht life of the entire country and not
to confine themselves to a narrow philistine world. And if
there are stilt philistines in socialist society, this in qo w-ay

refutes the trimendous shifts in the minds of the
people, brought about by the Great October Socialist
Revolution.

Alan Sillitoe, a British writer, aptly noted that in the Soviet Union the broadest social interests are included in the
spiritual world of the people. When visiting Bratsk he consiantlv heard the typiial remarks: "'We are constructing
housei here,' or 'W-e-are putting up a factory' or 'We have
constructed a dam.' In England it is always: 'Have you heard.
they're going to start building that new estate- qext year?' I
tii a workingman in Nottingham: 'What ary y-ou
would *v-here,
mate?'- And he would answer: jfhe_y'rg
building
buildin[ a new power station. They are building a block of
offices.'-In Soviet Russia I never heard anyone say 'they'. It
was always ',,vs'-f1esl the writers, the deputy mayor,-the
student, the woman resetting tiles in the power-station floor
at Volzhsk."l

The secluded and limited spiritual world of the peasant,
whose interests often did not go beyond the bounds of his
village, are well known. Pierie Pascal, a French scientist
whoi,risited Russia in the 1920s, gave the following description of the way of life and thinking in Blokhino, a small village on the Volga.
-not "Ignoranc€ prevails as regards eYgryconcern the world of- agricultul.," h"
thing that does
"The
peasants
have no idea of the location of Eurowrotl.
pean countries, which they know more or less only by name,
and even their notions of history of Russia are Yery meagre... . Due to lack of information they are rea$Y to believe
inv absurd rumours. Superstitions persist, they fear sorcerers
and look for them. They imagine (when they ihink of it) that
the earth rests on an immense ocean.''2
V. Kondakoy, a correspondent of. Komsomolshaya Praada
who visited the same village 40 years later, did not venture
to soeak of the ocean "on which the earth rests", as he was
afrid he would sound ridiculous. Today all children attend
school and illiteracy among adults was wiped out as far ba-ck
as the 1930s. There-are ne*spapers andmagazines and radio
sets in everv home and manv have TV sets. The library has
a stock of 7,650 books. English and French literature is
represented itere by the w-orks of Shakespeare,. Dickens,
George Bernard Shaw, H. G. Wells, Galsworthy, Balzac, Stenr Alan Sillitoe, Road to aolgograd, London, 1964' p. l1t. .
^
2 Pierre Pascal, "Mon village russe il y a quarante ans', Lanxe^r^s
p' 308'
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dhal, Zola, Hugo, Dumas and many others. Films are shown

in the club three times a week. The correspondent relates his
conversations with peasants showing their great interest in
events in the country and abroad. Speaking of K. T. Kuzmichev, a 78-year-old peasant, Kondakov writes: "It is not
enough to say that he has a clear idea of major political
events in foreign countries. The entire world is the sphere
of the peasant's social interests and he tries to extend his
knowledge of international affairs in every wz\,"
All this undoubtedly reflects the influence exerted on the
spiritual world of the people by the socialist way of life, the
general cultural and educational advance of the population
as a result of the cultural revolution in the U.S.S.R.
Many changes in the morality of the Soviet man are a
consequence of the special significance of work in his life.
According to Maxim Gorky, one of the greatest crimes of
the old society was the fact that it killed in men awareness
of the greatness of their work. Of course, in the past, too,
men knew the joys of labour, but these were isolated
episodes submerged in the stream of daily toil which sapped their strength and dulled their minds. The worker considered the time spent on the job as lost for his life, which
began only after the end of the shift. Harvey Swados, an
American writer who himself worked at a factory, speaks
ironically of those who consider that today the worker in
the capitalist world hardly differs from the bourgeois, from
the "middle class".

"But there is one thing that the worker doesn't do like the
middle class: he works like a worker," Swados stresses. "The
steel-mill puddler does not yet sort memos, the coal miner
does not yet sit in conferences, the cotton millhand does
not yet sip martinis from his lunchbox. The worker's attitude
toward his work is generally compounded of hatred, shame

andresignation....
"The plain truth is that factory work is degrading. It is
degrading to any man who ever dreams of doing something
worthwhile with his life; and it is about time we faced the
fact. . . . The immigrant who slaved in the poorly-lighted,
foul, vermin-ridden sweatshop found his work less degrading
than the native-born high school graduate who . . . works in
a fluorescent factory with ticker-tape production-control machines. . .

.

"Almost without exception, the men with whom I worked
on the assembly line last year felt like trapped animals."l
Labour as a trap, labour as a stultifying occupation which
prevents a person from doing something worthwhile in life
ideas are completely alien to the Soviet worker, no
-such what job he does. He may be satisfied to a different
matter
extent by the concrete content of his labour, by his trade,
but he knows that his work always has social significance,
that he works for his own society and ultimately for himself.
The enemies of socialism often say: "You live in order to
work, while we work in'order to live." What nonsense! We
do not at all think that the meaning and purpose of life are
reduced to work. But for us work and life are not opposites as is the case for the worker in the capitalist world,
because the world of socialism restores to the worker the
joy of labour, turns labour into creative endeavour, into a
form of displaying his capabilities and talents. "Creative
labour" is a concept which formerly was considered applicable only to the activity of a few-composers, writers,
artists. Today it precisely defines the nature of the labour of
millions of workers and peasants, rationalisers, inventors
and trail-blazers in production. Is it surprising that for such
people life without their favourite occupation, wittrout the
possibility of working creatively and bringing benefit to society seems meaningless.

Work chiefly dettrmines the place held by man in socialist society, and this favourably affects all social morality.
However much the defenders of capitalism play up certain adverse phenomena in the life of socialist society, they
cannot conceal the fact that for socialism such phenomena
are something running counter to its foundations, while for
capitalism they are its inevitable product. There is reason
w[y, according to Max Lerner, the author of. America as
Ciiilisation2 it is possible to speak of "structural corruption"
in American society, which organically stems from its mainstays, from the recognition of money as the sole, indisputable criterion of success in life.
Socialism gives the individual other guidelines in life'
Here there is no gap, no abyss, between moral standards and
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the conditions for success in life. Personal work, capabilities,
awareness of civic duty provide the only, most reliable way
to success. Personal well-being no longer runs counter to
social well-being but, on the contrary, merges with the conditions for the development and prosperity of the entire
society.

All this creates a solid basis for the moral progress of the
entire society, however long and intricate this process. That
for the
$ ryhy the gains of socialism open up the possibility-the
further advance of the communist consciousness of
people, {oq the bringing up of men who combine ideolo$ical
principledness, industry and organisation, spiritual wealth
and moral purity.
tfo;',
one of the prerequirit"r
l.i.rtifi. analysis of socialist society is a sober, realistic account of the degree of economic and cultural maturity it has reached. The same must
be said about the degree of maturity of social consciousness.
A distinguishing feature of social consciousness under socialism is that traits of the new and the old are intermingled
in it. It is clear, for example, that although socialist ionsciousness has a number of traits which will also be characteristic of the higher phase of communism, they do not yet
develop to the full under socialism. Many traits of communist consciousness (for example, the release of man from
material concern for his personal existence) will arise only
after the need for distribution according to work, money, for
rules of law, is obviated.
The degree of maturity of social consciousness depends
on the maturity of social relations themselves: the forms of
property, exchange and distribution, and so on. The higher
development level of the socialist consciousness of the working class as compared with the collective-farm peasantry is
explained by the fact that the working class has greater experience of the revolutionary struggle and richer traditions,
that the socialist changes in industry were effected earlier
than in agriculture, that socialist relations themselves in the
state sector attained greater maturity than in the collectivefarm sector. The fact that the collective farmer engages in
personal subsidiary farming, which at the present stage is
economically necessary, that he sells on the market the

produce-he obtarns from the collective farm or in his farmyard

plot undoubtedly affects his psychology and may slow down
the elimination of the survivals of a private-property mentality. Similarly, the existing separation of mental from
manual labour, the individual nature of the labour of some
categories of the intelligentsia (the so-called liberal professions), may to a certain extent retard the elimination-of the
remnants of individualism from their psychology. Undoubtedly, for the degree of maturity of collectivist psychology,
the working class is ahead of these categories of the intelligentsia, although the latter stand at a higher cultural

level.

Present in the picture is the growth of consciousness of
the masses, and many people in their behaviour approach
the standards and ideals of communist society. Anton Makarenko, the well-known Soviet educator, voiced the idea that
education should be oriented on such models. "Our moral
code must be ahead of both our economic system and our
laws, it must look to still higher forms of society."l As far
as an ideal of education is concerned Makarenko's thought
is fully justified. But just as law can never rise above lhe
existing economic relations, similarly social consciousness,
the morality of society taken as a whole, reflect-even with
a certain lag-the degree of maturity attained by social
relations. This does not preclude the possibility of the rise
and development among the masses of shoots of a higher
moral consciousness, but they cannot become the prevailing
ones as long as the living conditions of people themselves do
not change.
Thus, for example, the shoots of an attitude to labour as
life's prime requirement develop already under socialism.
But such an attitude to labour can become the rule for all
members of society only when the material and technical
basis of communism is built, when arduous and unskilled
work disappears.
The existence of survivals of the past under socialisrn
attests to the lagging of changes in the minds of people
behind changes in their living. co:rditions. But these facts
require a more concrete analysis. Here first of all we must

r A. Makarenko, Kniga dlya roditelei (Book for Parents), 1949,
P. 51.
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differentiate between the epistemological and social sides of
the problem. If we considEr tl?e epistemological side -(consciousness, being secondary, reflects,changes in social being
not at once and' not fully) there will always be such a lag,
even under communism. The higher level of scientific cognition makes it possible to reduce the extent of this lag, to discover the tendencies maturing in life and to foresee their
further development, but not to eliminate it completely. The
preservation in social life of obsolete views,'rules, cus^toms,
wt i.t no longer correspond to the altered conditions of life,
is a different matter. Such remnants of the past will disappear in time or in any case will not be preserved and will
not burden social life. They are survivals already under socialism, because classes that would consolidate or uphold
the obsolete views and customs no longer exist. But they are
quite tenacious and often, far from disappearing, are even
re-animated.
Anti-social phenomena are not engender-ed by the socialist system. This, however, does not mean that they hayq 1o
grounds in the objective conditions. A' B. Sakharov rightly
[ointed out in the symposium The Building of Communis.rrt
and the Spiritual LL)orid of Man, that the objective conditions are hot identical with socialist being.l The objective
conditions which influence the minds of members of Soviet
society include not only socialist social relations but also survivals of the past in the economy and the way of life, the
Ievel of oroduction which is insufficient so far.
Eradicition of the survivals of capitalism can be slowed
down by economic difficulties and- disproportions. in the
e.ototty which are capable at times of -re-animatitg and
That is
even stimulating the growth of adverse phenomena.
-of
the^ past can.be
why the struggTe agiinst the survivals
suctessful only"throirgh the further advance of the socialist
economy and ihe imp"rovement in, lhg lr-viqg standard of the
oeoole.'The Prosrarime of the C.P.S.U. draws attention to
lhis point, linkin-"q the final eradication of crime with a rise
in ttre material and cultural standards and consciousness of
the working people, that is, with both objective changes in
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the living conditions of people and changes in their spiritual

life.
The influence of the capitalist world comes within the objective conditions which -hinder the elimination of caoitalism's surviyals in the minds of members of socialist roii.t.r.
This influence is displayed in the fact that the threat of military attack by the imperialist states to a certain extent slows
down the econonric and social development of socialist societv
and.may also_give rise to sentiments of uncertainty and. i
passive attitude among insufficiently staunch and ichooled
people. The capitalist world is able to influence the minds of
some members of socialist society because the latter has triumphed not in the most developed capitalist countries and
has not yet-surparsed them in per capifa production and the
living standard. This is utilised by the imperialists in their
anti-communist propaganda aimed at using the glitter of
the bourgeois way of life and culture to dazile meriwho are
insufficiently staunch ideologically.
Alongside objective conditioni which can slow down the
overcoming of survivals of capitalism in the minds of people
or. re-animate them, reasons of a subjective order also play
a big-part. 4ryorrg these reasons are ihortcomings in appty'ing the socialist principles, in exercising control ovei^the
measure of labour and consumption, in organising labour and
distribution, in accounting. Any violation of soclalist principles inflicts on society not only material but also moraiharm.
Let us take, for example, various violations of the socialist
principle of distribution according to work. When the
conformity between_ the measure o-f labour and consumption is violated-either in a way that conscientious labour ls
rewarded insufficiently or, on the contrary, poor work is
remunerated excessively-thiq exerts a yery harmful influence on the minds of people. Thus, anomaliei in labour rating
and payment for the production of different articles resulti
in jobs being divided into "advantageous" and "disadvantageous". This can impel a worker to pit his personal interests
against the interests of the enterprise. Directives of the Central Committee of the Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party
on questions of ideological work (1965) point out: "Mistakes
in material stimulation at times result in a harmful way of
thinking. If some persons, to the detriment of the sociai interests, receive undeserved payment not in accordance with
195

the work done, but as a result of a biased, subjective opinion, this necessarily tends to increase petty-bourgeois senliments. To eliminate suih undesirable phenomena effectively
it is necessary to see to it that the work actually done should
be more appreciated and respected."r.
Shortcomings in labour organisation, remuneration and
distribution aie harmful because they provide loopholes for
abuses,,and this results in a kind of extended reproductio!
of attiiudes alien to socialism. The Soviet press has reported
that shortcomings in the accounting system and excessiv-ely
big rates of nalural shrinkage of some goodl -on sale offer
dilhonest persons loopholes for enrichment. Qf -course, such
shortcomirigs by thernselves do not engender dishonesty-. .But
they enable diihonest persons to draw into their machinations men who were normally honest but insufficiently
staunch morally and could not resist the temptation of easy
l

pickings.
-

Misiakes in economic, cultural and educational activity
also contribute to spreading anti-social phenomena. -Fo{
example, shortcomings in e-ducational work both in school
and in the family tend to foster adverse sentiments among
young people. At times the school does not P?I dul attention
io foJterin.q respeqt for 'oordinary" \Mork, which gives--rise to
a striving'i-ot g some young people to -engage in all kinds
of "exciiing" vocations. On the other hand,^some parents
who shelter"their children from all kinds of difficulties develop in them, not wishing or realising it, a tendency !o -9*pict society to take care of ,1t.rr1, rvilhout, howevel feeling
obtigated to reciprocate by working for the good of society.
Listlv, shortcomings in ideologiial work and its weaknesses *frict are freqirently exploited by the enemies of communism, are a major subjective factor which slows down
the elimination of survivals of capitalism.
From this brief analysis it follows that the uprooting of
the survivals of capitalism and the mouldinc o,f a n-ew, -com,munist consciousneis are possible only if the roles of both the
objective conditions and-the subjective factor are properly
considered.
L Some [Jrgent ltleological Tasks- of
-the- Hungarian .Socialist
U)orkerls' Parti. Directiaei of the Central Committee. Infornt'ation
Eutletin, Central Committee, H.S.W.P., Budapest, No' 3, 1965, p' l3'
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The influence of the objective conditions on the minds of
people can either run counter to or, conversely, in the same

direction as, the operation of the Subjective factor.' This
largely determines the efficacy of the subjective factor. For
example, in a factory where production is improperly or-,
ganised and wasteful, the most impassioned calls for, thrift,
foi an improvement of quaiity wil[ be futile. Alongside explanatory,'ideological work it is necessary to take measures
for improving the organisation of production. Only unity of
the objective conditions and the action of the subjective factor can ensure the overcoming of the old and development
of the new, socialist traits of consciousness.
Of decisive significance among the objective conditions
for the building of communism is the creation of its material and technical basis and the development of corresponding economic relations. The economy influences the moulding of the new man in a variety of ways.
By their nature the economic.relations of socialist society
furnish a basis for developing in people such traits as collectivism, comradely mutual assistance, a thrifty attitude to
production, and so on. The improvement of socialist production relations, for example, the introduction of cost accounting, yields not only an economic effect but also helps to make
the workers more interested in bringing to light and utilising
the potentialities of production, awakens in them a sense of
their responsibility for the work of the enterprise. Work at
socialist enterprises, provided it is properly organised, becomes a school for the economic and civic education of-the

people.

Improvement of the socialist organisation of production,
greater efficiency of production, the introduction of scientific
achievements and the best labour methods, also greatly influence the development of people. Tendencies such as socialist co-operation in labour, exchange of experience, einulation and the drawing together of mental and manual'labour
are characteristic of production under socialism. At capitalist enterprises a worker who masters new methods frequeirtly
keeps them secret from his fellow-workers. At socialist
enterprises, on the contrary, a front-ranker considers it his
moral duty to pass on his experience to others. Not only the
best workers but also entire collectives help those lagging

l

behind. This is how exchange of experience and comradely
mutual assistance become a standard of life and work for
millions of people.
The organisation of labour is improved as technological
progress spreads. It will be recalled that at many enterprises,
alongside a high degree of mechanisation of the main jobs,
many auxiliary operations remain unmechanised, and their
performance offers no scope for the worker's capabilities. At
times production operations are unnecessarily broken down,
which makes labour monotonous
In conditions of rapid technological progress it becomes
possible for workers to replace each other, and periodic
changes of operations performed by each team member are
arranged. This raises labour productivity and at the same
time promotes the cultural and technical development of the
workers, the prime productive force of society.
Further improvement of the living standard is one of the
decisive conditions for moulding the new man.
In socialist society the improving living standard creates
better conditions for fostering communist consciousness and
eliminating survivals of capitalism. Some bourgeois politicians and sociologists are trying to assure Soviet people
that a higher living standard will lead to the "bourgeoisification" of the population of socialist countries and to the loss
of their revolutionary spirit. These views are shared by the
Left-wing opportunists who pose as ultra-revolutionaries and
advocate asceticism in order to preserve the "revolutionary
purity" of people. To take such a stand means to proclaim
as nonsense the activity of the working people aimed at
building socialism and communism, at securing a well-to-do
and cultured life.
Advances in the living standard of the people also tend
to promote their education, stimulate their labour activity,
and help to eradicate negative phenomena, which in the past
were bred by poverty and ignorance. That is why the rapid
expansion of production and a rise in the living standard
are of great importance for consolidating socialist elements
in the minds of people; they create a basis for eliminating
many negative phenomena inherited from the past. The
living standard advances on the basis of socialist economic
relations and leads to improving the living conditions of all,
that is, of society as a whole.
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This, however, does not signify that a rise in material welfare automatically strengthens socialist consciousness. If it is
not combined with an adequate organisation of distribution
and the way of life, with ideological, educational work, it
may lead to increasing selfishness, money,-grubbing and
greed among some people. It should be also taken into consideration thaf higher personal earnings in conditions where
there is a lag in culture and an absence of real concern for
meeting cultural requirements and organising recreation facilities miy lead to some adverse phenomena, for example,,an
increase'in drunkenness.. Therefore, to eliminate the survivals of the past in the minds of people it is necessary, alongside an advance of material welfare, to raise their cultural
level and education and, consequently, to develop the educational system and the network of cultural and educational
establishments.
In the process

of transition to communism, alongsidg faVment for work which remains the main form of distribution,
the social consumption funds gain in importance. This involves a gradual reorganisation of the way of life. With the
growth of- social fundi the system of social upbringing of
catering and other services are greatly
ihildren, public
-Ultimately
thly will create the possibility for
extended.
replacing domestic work by social forms of satisfying fami-Iy
oeids. A reorganisation of the way of life, of_ course, will
also influence Iamily reiations. It will help eliminate the
remnants of actual inequality between woman and man,
emancipate the woman from domestic drudgery which hinders heispiritual development. Solution of the hou-sing question will-also contribute to improving morals and the relationships of people in daily life.
The'deveiopment of social consumption funds is linked
with the increasing introduction of genuine collectivism in
the daily life of people. Many requirements which are now
satisfied-individually will increasingly be met by various social establishments-and institutions (canteens at factories,
offices and housing estates, holiday homes, clubs, and so on).
This will facilitaie more diversified and richer contacts of
people.
t

Together with changes in the forms of distribution,, the
personal ownership of consumer good,s, a-s well as
forms of -will
its scope,
also change- Contrary to simplified notions,
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Marxism-Leninism does not regard personal property in
socialist society as a source of individualism and selfishness.
The source of individualistic aspirations is not personal
property in consumer goods, but property acquired not
through labour but in circumyention and violation of the
socialist principle of distribution, property utilised for enrichment at the expense of others. That is why the task is not to
abolish personal property but to remove loopholes for its
abuse, for violating socialist principles. At the same time
socialist society fosters in people devotion to communism,
extends their horizon and broadens their spiritual needs so
that they should not become the "slaves" of their own personal property.
An increase in wages, paid according to the work done,
naturally leads to an inciease in the personal property of
citizens. In futu.re, as social forms of satisfying people's
requirements develop, certain types of personal ownership
will become unnecessary and will gradually wither away.
Economic progress influences the moulding of the new man
not only directly by changing his working and living conditions. The possibility of reducing labour time and increasing
free time depends on the development of the productive
forces and above all on a rise in the productivity of social
labour. In the U.S.S.R. the average length of the working
week in the national economy was 39.4 hours in 1968. Alongside the general increase in free time, of great importance is
an improvement in the services (transport, retailing, public
catering), which will cut the irrational expenditure of free
time. This will further increase the leisure of people and
open up broad vistas for the development of their capabilities. Lelsure time will be taken up by social activity, cultural,
scientific, technical and artistic creative endeavour and
sports.
-

The moulding of the new man is organically linked with
the process of creating the material and technical basis of
communism and the development of socialist social relations
into communist relations. This is an intricate and multifaceted process. It presupposes a further improvement of
socialist productive relations and their gradual conversion
into communist relations; the elimination of essential distinctions between town and country, between mental and manual
labour and the obliteration of social distinctions between the

working class, the collective-farm peasantry and the intelliof communist forms of work and
way of life and, lastly, the all-round development and improvement of socialist democracy. All these processes decisively influence the moulding of the spiritual aspect of
gentsia, the development

people.

During the advance to communism, communist forms of
the social system will arise and develop and, under their
influence, adherence to communist ideology

will grow

strong-

er. "Joint planned labour by the members of society, their
daily participation in the management of state and public
affairs and the development of communist relations of comradely co-operation and mutual support," it is pointed out
in the Programme of the C.P.S.U., "recast the minds of people in a spirit of collectivism, industry and humanism."l
A change in the consciousness of the people, determined
by changes in their social being, is not, however, a fully spontaneous phenomenon. Society directs this process in a planned
way, influencing the consciousness of people by remaking
the conditions of their life and by appropriate ideological
work. For the process of education to be optimally effective
it is necessary organically to combine both sides. To neglect
the first side would mean to deprive ideological work of its
obiective basis, to reduce its effect. To neglect the other
side would mean to belittle the ideological development of
the people, to confine their horizon to personal interests, to
weaken the sources of their enthusiasm and initiative in
work.

To hope that the consciousness of people will be renewed
of itself and that anti-socialist phenomena will wither away
without vigorous struggle against them would mean to slip
from the positions of dialectical materialism to the positions
of vulgar materialism. While banking on spontaneity is
intolerable in economic development, it is even more so in
education, for communist education has its obiective basis in
the development of the socialist economy and socialist relations and, in turn, influences their development. The growth
and consolidation of moral stimuli to work accelerates the
building of communism's material and technical basis, helps
1 The Road to Communisrn, p. 564.
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strengthen socialist social relations and their gradual growing
over into communist relations.
While recognising the great role played by the planned,
purposeful influence exerted on the consciousness of people,
it would be wrong to deny the importance of the spontaneo,us
element in moulding moial viewi, habits and customs. The
idea is expressed at times that the new, c-ommunist, mo-res
are introduced in socialist society by the Party and other
mass organisations, by the system of education and the ideoloeical media. If this were the case it would hardly be possi6'le radically to change the consciousness of people, and
doubts in the possibilitybf transforming human nature would
be justified.

But the point is that in socialist society life itself educates
people in i spirit corresponding to the requirements of its
i"oratity. The-moulding of the new man is a result of a twofold process: on the one hand, the influence of objective conditions-education by life itself and, on the other, the effect
of the subiective faitor-education by means of ideological
influence.

The first of these processes is largely spontaneous. In any
society people under the influence of the social relatio-ns lhey
enter inio 6ecome accustomed to definite forms of behaviour

that are consolidated in their minds as indisputable standards. The point is what these relations are and what influence they exert on moral consciousness. In socialist society,
as we shali subsequently show, this influence proceeds,in a
diametrically opposite direction from that under -capitalism.
The power 6xeitbd by the spontaneous impact of living conditions on the minds- of people must be utilised most effectivelv. The means of communist education could not be so
effective if life itself would not facilitate the development of
moral habits in people. That is why the moulding of the new
man proceeds mlost-successfully not when attempts. are made
to eliminate the spontaneous-effect of the objective 99lditions (this is unfeisible), but, when ttre objective- conditions
are so changed that they influence the minds oj ge-ople in
the directioi society t eeds. The latter is attainable olly
when the real interests of the people are considered in educational work.

2. Combination of the Social and Personal
Interests and the Moulding of the New Man

It

French materialists of the 18th century, particularly Helv6tius, in their struggle against feudalism. Their initial premise

is that people are not bad by nature but only pursue their
own interest. If they act wrongly this is a consequence of the
bad social system. In a despotic state personal interest is
never linked with the social interest because baseness is
respected and mediocrity is rewarded. It is necessary to
change the social system, to abolish feudalism and then
personal interest will no longer run counter. 'to social
interest. The task of a wise law-giver is'to link private
interest with social interest. Such, according to Helv6tius, is
the "true spirit of the laws". "I maintain," Helv6tius wrote,
that "all people strive solely for happiness, that it is impossible to divert them from this aspiration, that it would be
useless to do so and would be dangerous to achieve it and
that, consequently, they could be made virtuous only by
combining personal interest with common interest."l
This idea of the importance of combining personal and
social interest for educating people was basically correct.
But the notion of attaining such a combination under capitalism proved to be illusory, as was soon demonstrated by life
itself.
Moral preaching under capitalism has little effect. Bourgeois society has no lack of high-sounding moral maxims but
they invariably collapse on coming into contact with life.
The reason is that capitalism could not, and did not, bring
the harmony between personal and social interest promised
by the enlighteners.
Mutual assistance, sympathy for other people, a humane
attitude toward them are diligently preached in moral
maxims, but life teaches people different things-greed, selfishness, indifference to social duty.
The contradiction between moral preaching and life and
the consequent hypocrisy of bourgeois ethics was noted by

t
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was established long before Marxism that combining

social and personal interests is a prime requisite for the moral
regeneration of society. This idea was expressed by the

Helv6tius, De l'Espri,t, Paris, 1843, p. 103.
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some penetrating minds when capitalism was still in its
youth.-The Fable of the Bees: or, Priaate Aices, Publich
Benefits was published in Britain at the beginning of the
18th century. Once upon a time,'its;author relates,'there was
a rich and-large beehive. The bees inhabiting it possessed
all the intrinsic traits of men. They cheated each other at
every step. Each bee strove for its own welfare, and nevertheless tlie beehive thrived. But an' honest bee appeared. It
succeeded in persuading its sisters to give up their vices and
become virtuous. Mutual robbery stopped; the judges and the
police had nothing to do. Together with the vices the striving for enrichment disappeared from the hive. The bees
tuined into paupers, social life decayed and the hive was
plunged
into slumber.
- From his
fable B. Mandeville drew the conclusion that in
bourgeois society vices are necessary and useful. ". . . Not the
Good'and the Amiable but the Bad and Hateful Qualities of
Man, his Imperfections and the want of Excellencies which
other Creatu-res are endued with, are the first Causes that
made Man sociable beyond other Animals...."l Man is selfish and it is his shortcomings that promote the development
of society.
Mandeville, an honest man with a clear head, as Marx
described him, only expressed frankly what others preferred
to keep silent about; iapital destroys tbe truly human ties
between people, leaving hard cash'and greed as the sole
binding force in the world of property_ owners.
Profit, the supreme deity of the capitalist system, distorts
all human relations, debases human morality and holds up
the crudest and lowest egoism as a decisive stimulus of the
behaviour of private owners in their economic relations.
That is why aimost from their very inception economics and
ethics have'been regarded as hostile spheres. Adam Smith,
one of the fathers of*political economy, was active in both of
them. He wrote not bnlv An Inquiry into the Nature and
Causes of the U)ealth ot''Nations 6ut also theTheory of Moral Sentiments.
But the points of departure in the two works are opposed.
In the moial sphere Smith takes as the prime .source sym-

r B. Mandeville,

T'he Fabte

of the Bees: or, Priuate

Benefits, Vol. I, London, 1728, p. 395:

Aices, Publi'ch

pathy and concern about what happens to others; in the economy, egoism, indifference to others, a striving to satisfy
only one's own interests. But the "altruism in ethics" is pale
as compared with the picture of "egoism in' economics"
painted
by Smith.
- In contrast
to ethics, in economics Smith.is fully realistic.
"It is not from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer,
or the baker, that we expect our dinner, but from their regard
to their own interest. We address ourselves, not to their
humanity but to their self-love, and never talk to them of
our own necessities but'of their advantages."l In those days
bourgeois ideologisis could afford to be frank. They had no
need to hide the fact that in the economy of capitalism there
was no room for humanity: every person pursued his own
interests, while care for others was alien to him. Competition, the struggle of all against all, was considered at that
time a requisite for progress.
Today,-the times-are different. Arguments about the beneficial role of competitign are increasingly losing ground
among the masses in face of capitalist reality which resem_bles ipond in which the big fish swallow the small fry with
impunity. The domination of the capitalist monopolies in the
economy and in all social life has exploded the myth that
success in life depends solely on the person4l enterprise of
the individual. But the more capitalism's contradictions are
laid bare, the more hypocritical become the speeches of its
apologists. They vainly overexert themselves to prove that
cipitalism has become "democratic" or turned into "people's
up th-e name
capitalism". Some of them eyen suggest giving
"capitalism" and calling it henceforward ooeconomic humanism". "Human relations" at capitalist enterprises are advocated as if capitalism with its drive to squeeze everything
out of man is compatible with truly human relations.
the economic system and not
Only a radical change. of
'workers, suggested by the promiserable handouts to the
ponents of the "humanisation of labour" to preserve the
iapitalist system,,can put an end to the crippling of man.
Only socialism links together the concepts of "economy" and
"humanism". The very aim..of socialist production-ever
1 Adam Smith, ,42 Inquiry into the Nature and Causes
Wealth of Nations, Vol. I, London, 1887, p. 15.

of

the

fuller satisfaction of the people's growing material and cultural needs-is profoundly humane. It signifies that the developrnent of production is no longer subordinated to the

extraction of profit by private owners but serves the interests
of society, the interests of man. Awareness by the people that
they work not for exploiters but for themselves, for their
own society, ennobles their labour and invests it with a profound meaning. They know that every step forward in socialist production also spells a rise in their welfare, brings
with it an improvement in their condition and eases their
work. It is natural that the economic plans of the U.S.S.R.
have, alongside a section on tasks in economic development,
a section on the advance of the people's living standard.
These are inseparably interconnected tasks: it is on the continuous development and improvement of socialist production that the people's living standard depends.
The socialist economy which solidly rests on social ownership of the means of production underlies the comradely
relations between people conforming to the lofty principles
of socialist humanism. These principles are rooted in the
economy which does not know exploitation of man by man,
competition or implacable hostility between people. For the
first time after thousands of years of antagonistic class societies, a social system has been created in which the economy
and genuinely humane morality are not hostile. This ensures
a firm basis for educating the new man.
The actions of a man in any society are greatly influenced
by his life's aim, which is shaped under the direct impact of
his daily experience, i.e., by definite notions of what his
thoughts and aspirations should be concentrated oo, what
can bring him success in life. Classic and modern literature
amply shows how conditions in capitalist society teach man.
The French writer Emile Zola h his preparatory materials for the novel La curbe noted: "It is necessary that the
scoundrels should win. This is in the nature of things."
Social interests are widely extolled in bourgeois moral sermons, but life teaches people differently: to be successful one
must consider only one's own interests. "In our days," James
A1dridge, an English writer, states, "morality of the Western
world has become hopelessly entangled in contradictions
between the greedy nature of our social existence and the
Christian basis of our education which asserts that man must
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not be greedy, selfish and brutal. This is a contradiction
between social morality and real life which capitalism is
unable to resolve."l
The socialist system removes the grounds for such a gap
between moral preachings and life. And this first of all is a
result of the fact that the objective basis of socialist society
organically combines social and personal interests.
The position of man in socialist society is determined above
all by his personal abilities and work. It is not the making
of money but experience and knowledge, honest work for
society that opens up to'millions of people the high road to
success in life. Of course, under socialism, too, there are
people who look for, and unfortunately at times find, devious
ways to success, utilising for this purpose dishonest gain,
flattery, connections, and other unsavoury means. They inflict harm on society both because they take up an undeserved
place in life and create a delusive impression of o'easy" ways
to success.
Under socialism, possibilities still remain in economic life
of enabling individuals to advance their private interests at
the expense of the interests of society. Violation or insufficiently consistent application of the principle of distribution
according to work done gives idlers and money-grubbers a
chance to live at the expense of others, at the expense of
society. The same result is produced by violations of socialist
democracy and of the practical selection of personnel accordin.q to their efficiency. That is why consistent struggle against
violations of the principles of socialism is a prerequisite for
effective moral education. This implies the closing of all
loopholes utilised by some cunning people to lead an idle
life, consistent and steady safeguarding of social property,
strict control over the measure of labour and measure of
consumption of each worker, struggle against violations of
socialist law and order and protection of society from the
bearers of alien morality.
Socialist society .orru.-lr,'in""u,,.*rts of individuals to
counterpose their personal interest to social interest. This,
howevei, does not mean that it generally condemns man's

I

lzuestia, Moscow, November 11, 1966.
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striving to satisfy his personal interest. Both economic and
moral relations in society are based on a rational combination of personal and social interests.
The Marxist conception of a eombination of personal and
social interests fundamentally differs from the concepts of
Helv6tius and other ideologists of the progressive bourgeoisie. For Helv6tius personal interest is primary and from it
he deduces the social good. On the contrary, scientific socialism gives primacy to social interests. "Only'in community
with others has each individual the means of cultivating his
gifts in all directions; only in the community, therefore, is
personal freedom possible."l That is why fgr the Marxist, for
lhe Communist, personal interest is subordinale to the social
good.

-

Thus, a new, communist content is vested in the formula

about combining personal and social interests.

significance of social interests
of personal interests. The
position of the individual and his interests are always determined by the social conditions. One person cannot change or
improve these conditions. This task can be accomplished only
by an advanced class, by the mass of the people who a-re
making history. That is why Marxists, in contrast to anarchists who advocate uncurbed individualism, have always
fostered the spirit of collectivism, awareness of the need for
solidarity and conscious common struggle. One of the prime
requisites for success of the proletariatl revolutionary itruggle is the ability of its participants to subordinate their perional interests to the interesti of the class, to the requirements of firm discipline and conscious struggle against the
exploiters. The morality of revolutionary fighters is incompaiible
with the morality of anarchistically minded petty-bourgeois
individualists who do not wish to reckon with social discipline, with the collective and put to the foreground
their "own personality". Such people are the bearers of the
philistine individualism which Maxim Gorky so -ruthlessly
exposed. Their aspirations were expressed by one of the characters in Gorky's play The Philistines, Pyotr Bessemyonov,
i'civic spirit lasted only'for half an hour".
a philistine whlse
Under the influence of his fellow-students he participated in
Recognition

does noi at

1

of the prime

ali imply

suppression

Marx and Engels, The German ldeology, p.
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98,

a demonstration against the reactionary tsarist regime and
in these
stupid riots," he fumed. "I entered the university to study
and study I did. . . . I felt no regime preventing me from
studying Roman law. . . not at all. . . I felt the regime of
comradeship. . . and yielded to it. And so two years of my
life have gone to the dogs . . . yes! This is coercion, coercion
against me. Isn't that so?. . . 'A man must be a citizen first and
foremost!', society as represented by my comrades shouted.
I was a citizen... the devil take them.. .. I. .. do not want,
I am not obliged to submit to the demands of society. I am
an individual. The individual is free. . . ."1 Gorky's play
lays bare the utter insignificance of such-an individual, his
spiritual poverty and the illusory nature of his "freedom"
then recanted. "The devil egged me on to take part

which conceals fawning upon the money-bag.
Recognition of the prime significance of"social interests is
of no less importance in building the new society than in the
revolutionari, struggle against the old society. The building
of socialism and communism demands the pooling of effort
by millions of working people. The Communist Party fosters
in the people understanding that the personal welfare of
everyone depends on the success of this construction. For
centuries capitalism taught people to care only for their
own welfare and to act according to the saying "each for
himself. . .". Communist morality is formed in the struggle
against such habits and traditions.
Social ownership of the means of production erodes the soil
which nurtures greed and selfishness, and invariably raises
the importance of social motives in the activity of people.
The thriving of the socialist system in the final count also
determines the personal opportunities of every member. Only
by multiplying the collective wealth is it possible to achieve
a stable and steady improvement in ,the living standard of
eyery member of the socialist society. That is why personal
interests must be subordinated to social. Their combination
constitutes the powerful driving force of socialism.
Rational combination of personal and social interests does
not mean that they are identical and fully merge. It is
because contradictions between them are possible that the
question of subordinating personal interests to social is raised.
1 M. Gorky, Complete Uorhs, Russ. ed., Vot. 6, Moscow, 1950, p. 25,
14-2732

True, the opinion is at times voiced in Marxist literature that
the very piesentation of the questiorr of subordin?tpg pelsonal interests to social is wrong. The article of Dietrich
Noske, a German Marxist, "Concerning the Interrelation
Between Individual and Social Interests" expounds some
correct ideas about the materialist understanding of the
nature of interest. "In rea1ity," Noske writes, "social interests are simultaneously the determining essential interests of
the individual." From this correct proposition he, however,
draws an incorrect conclusion: "If we proceed from the fact
that the essential personal interests are identical with the
interests of society, it is impossible to speak simply of subo,rdinating the forrner to thelatter. On the contrary, the individual iubordinates to his essential personal interests all the
other personal interests. Consequently, alongside the relationship between personal and social interests we have here
subordinati on utith,in the personal interests."l
Noske is right when he emphasises that the interests of
society come within the range of the interests of the individual. Il could not be otherwise because the people who make
up a society or a class are the bearers of all these types of
s6cial interests. But the relation between social and personal
interests is a relationship of interpenetration and not of identity. Social interests, as pointed out earlier, are not dissolved
in'personal ones. By entering the range of interests of an
individual, they do not lose thlir independence. On the other
hand, among man's interests it is apparently necessary to
differentiate-those that are connected with his needs as an
individual and those linked with his being a member of
socialist society as a whole.
Noske fears that by recognising the need to subordinate
personal interests to iocial it is easy to arrive at the false
conclusion that they can be realised only through struggle against social interests. But such a conclusion does not
iolloil from the given premise. Is it not more logical, on the
contrary, to arrive at another conclusion:. personal interests
must bb subordinated to social because it is impossible to
attain happiness and personal welfare by individual effort.

r Dietrich Noske, "Zum Verhiiltniss von pers6nlichen und gesell'
schaftlichen Interessln", Deutsche Zeitschrift filr Philosophia, No. 11,
Berlin, 1963, S. 1369.
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They can be achieved only through collective struggle for
the interests of the entire society.

The latter determines the unity of social and personal inBut struggle for the interests of society, bpening the
path to happiness for all its members, may in certain ciriumstances demand of an individual or a group of people selfsacrifice and privation, the ability to foiego theii infividual
interests. It would be wrong to think, however, that this is a
contradiction only for unintelligent people who wrongly
understand their personal interests. Of course, a false, to -be
more exact, too narrow; limited understanding of personal
interests is possible. But contradictions between the personal
and the social occur not only in such cases. The high consciousness of a man is displayed not in the fact that he is rid
of such contradictions, but in the way in which he resolyes
them: in favour of society, sacrificing, if necessary, not only
his- personal interests, but even life itself (for example, in
defending his native land).
Contradictions between social and personal interests may
be of a different kind. There are, for example, contradictions
which arise from the fact that difficulties of the struggle for
communism make it necessary to limit or postpone the satisfaction of personal needs, to make certain sacrifices. Such
contradictions are temporary; they are obviated as the new
society is built and will finally vanish under communism. In
this respect distinctions between socialism and communism
are quite considerable: at the first phase of communism,
owing to the insufficient development of the productive forces,
society is still unable to satisfy all the vital requirements
of people, which inevitably gives rise to some contradictions
between personal and social interests; these contradictions
will vanish at the second phase of communism when harmonious relations between the individual and society will be
established on the basis of the highest development of the
terests.

productive forces.
There are, however, contradictions of another kind which
arise from the fact that man has to consider not only personal aspiratilns but also the needs of society. For'eiample,

society will always need people capable of performlng
definiie jobs or asiignments'at i given time. Th6re may b"e
cases when the performance of jobs or assignments will make
it necessary for some people to forego their personal interests
l4r
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for a time. Such contradictions will also remain under cornmunism. They will not disappear, just as room for heroism
will never disappear. And apparently the collective will always foster in people a sense of social duty, the ability, when
necessary, to subordinate their personal interests to the
interests of society.
It is necessary to differentiate between these contradictions
which are inevitable and those caused by shortcomings in the
organisation of society's life, work and distribution. Such
contradictions, which give rise to a divergence between social
and personal interests, are not always merely a result of mistakes; they can also develop naturally when certain forms
of social relations become obsolete. But they are resolved in
an entirely different way and stand in different relation to
the tasks of education. It is clear that educational work cannot compensate for shortcomings in labour organisation. No
appeals to lofty moral stimuli and motives can eliminate, for
eiample, a contradiction between the interests of a worker,
an enterprise and the entire national economy. To overcome
such conlradictions it is necessary first of all to improve the
forms of organising the economy. Only this can ensure greater unity of the social, collective and personal interests in
objectiue reality and, consequently, ensure conditions enabling all people to become arilare of this unity.
Proper combination of social and personal interests is a
prime-means and instrument for educating the people. The
point is that such education is effected through their own
practical activity and they are prompted by their own inter"
ests. That is why it is impossible to enlist people in activity
which greatly facilitates their education in the spirit of communism otherwise than by combining their personal interests
with social. To ignore either side of this unity-whether personal or social interest-means to foredoom the educational
work.
Thus, personal interests must not be ignored, education
must not be based on suppressing personal interests and
aspirations. Such attempts are at times justified by arguments
thit the fostering of lbfty moral traits presupposes selfless
service to society and, consequently, is alien to personal interests. From this the conclusion is drawn that communist
society, where labour will become life's prime requirement,
can bL built only by developing lofty moral stimuli to work
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and that the personal material incentive hinders the accomplishment of this task.
To. counterpose personal material interest to communist
consciousness means to keep repeating the mistake made in
the past by "Left Communists"-and Trotskyites, the mistake
rightly criticised by Lenin. "This is a real theoretical muddle," Lenin stressed. ". . . What is more, it is a retreat from
what has actually been achieved and tested in practice. We
can't have that; it will lead to no good."t Lenin called for
building strong bridges to socialism not only on enthusiasm
but, with the help of enthusiasm engendered by the great
revolution, on personal interest, on cost accounting.
Denial of the need for the personal material interest of
the worker in the results of his labour is a manifestation of
subjectivism which ignores the nature and the objective laws
of the first phase of communism. This is a characteristic
feature of the subjectivist approach: outwardly it seems like
an attempt to run ahead, to skip over uncompleted stages of
development, but actually it signifies a step back from scientific communism to the antediluvian ideas of petty-bourgeois
socialism with its characteristic egalitarianism and asceticism.

Attempts to revive petty-bourgeois socialism, naturally,

can only do harm. Wherever levelling has been allowed, it
has always inflicted serious harm both on socialist production and the education of people. It has undermined labour
discipline, speeded up the turnover of labour, hampered the
growth of labour productivity and encouraged idlers and
drones.

Egalitarian tendencies give rise not to a working man's
but to a "grubber's" psychology and orient the people not
on creating but on dividing society's wealth.
High moral stimuli originate and spread among the masses
not in isolation from the material stimuli. The record of
communist construction affords many examples when people

who adhere to lofty ideas and understand their social interests make material sacrifices, forego their personal interests for the good bf society. But on these grounds it would
be wrong to ignore personal material incentives, to consider
that they could be replaced by moral stimuli. As long as
1

V. I. Lenin, Collected, Uorhs, Vol. 32, pp. 28-29.
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people live in a society where the satisfaction of their needs
depends on their earnings, the personal material incentive
does not lose its significance for them. To forget about it
would.mean to break away from life, from the people who
ultimately determine the advance to communism.

When it is a-matter of educating millions of people and
not individuals, this process, naturally, must not b1 based on
ignoring personal interqsts; personal interests should be
placed at the service of social interests and a proper measure of comlining the two must be found, Only in this way
can the millions be educated.
This, lowever, does not mean that it is permissible to go
to the other extreme and organise education on the basis of
personal .interests alone. Educational work cannot be successful where personal interests are infringed, are ignored. Nor
is it possible to succeed where personal interesti are accentuated to the detriment of social. To forget the:rnoral stimuli
and the need to foster them would mean to educate people
who possibly would work conscientiously but would rneasure
e_veqy step in money terms. They would refuse to do "unprofitable" work, however much society might need it. Of course,
there is nothing communist in the minds of such o'businesSmen".
Consistent application of the principle of the personal
material incentive must be combined with fosterin$ moral,
ideological stimuli to work which express the sociaf interest
of people in the results of their collective labour. These stimuli also have their economic basis; under socialism, the
well-being of an individual depends not only on the results
of his personal labour but to a decisive degree on the results
of the collective labour, on the advance of the entire economy.
That is why material stimuli are developed not at the
expense of moral stimuli. A contradiction between them
arises only when the link between personal, collective and
national economic interests is upset in life. It will be recalled,
for example, that under the former system of planning when
gross output was the main indicator for assessing the operation of an enterprise, the latter at times often was intertsted
in concentrating on the production of more expensive goods
to the detriment of other varieties more needed by consumers.
Such contradictions harmed both the development of production and also technological progress. They have adversely
2t4

affected the education

of

people, which perhaps

is

even

more dangerous and harmful for the building of communism.
If the critEria for assessing the operation of an enterprise run
counter to state interests, this encourages a narrow local attitude among the personnel of enterprises, prevents them from

their work from the viewpoint of the general inof communist construction. The personal material
incentive comes into conflict with the high moral stimuli
which the social system develops among people. In the case
assessing

terests

of insufficiently staunch people this gives rise to a conllict
between their conscience.and daily behaviour, between their
words and actions. "What can be accomplished by educational work conducted at meetings and lectures, by litera-

ture, the cinema and the visual arts, if in his daily work
the Soviet citizen at times is forced by cumbersome 'indices'
to actions which run counter to his conscience, to his understanding of the social good?" Oleg Antonov, renowned aircraft designer, wrote.l
Man is educated not only by means of ideological influence
but also by his daily life, including the organisation of production, distribution and the social services. It is exceedingly
important that the economic, social, political and legal_instruments should act in one direction, reinforcing the collectivist psychology and uprooting the individualistic psychology.
This is promoled by organisation of work which combines
the inteiests of production and education of people into, a
single whole. Any economic measure, therefore, m,ust -be
evaluated not only from the angle of its direct production
effect but also of its influence on society's moral progress.
For example, the saving of fuel, raw and other materials
in industry ii important not only in terms of economic effect,
but also of training people to manage things in a socialist
way, to safeguard Joiial-property and to consider their factory as their own possession.
Improvement of production and education are interconnecte-d at a socialist enterprise, they must not be divided,
much less counterposed. When personal and social interests
are properly combined, both the socialist -economy a-nd its
creafors, thi people, develop more successfully. Rational com-

t O. K. Antonov, Dlya asehh i d.lya sebya (For
Ekonomika Publishers, Moscow, 1965, p. 124.
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and for Oneself),

bination of the interests of an individual, an enterprise and
the state accelerates the development of production and at
the same time promoies the education of men, the fostering
in them of a lofty sense of social duty, diligence and discipline and devotion to the people's interests.
The fundamental significance of the economic reforms
now under way in the U.S.S.R. and other socialist countries
consists in that they ensure a better combination of the interests of the national economy, the enterprise and the individual worker. And this is a requisite not only for the effi cient development of socialist production buf also for the
successful education of people.
The granting of broader independence to enterprises and
their greater economic interest awaken in people a thrifty
attitude to production, help to develop their initiative and
spirit of collectivism. The new economic system changes the
very psychology of people and makes them look at many
ordinary things in a different way.
The influence of the new economic system on education,
is undoubtedly manifested not only thiough the fo.ms of
organising labour and distribution but also through the
organisation of the way of life which, to a greater extent
than'before, depends on the performance of enterprises, the
volume of the profit and the way it is used. Moreover, the
personnel of an enterprise itself decide how to use these
funds, which needs to satisfy first-to build houses or nurseries, to beautify the grounds with greenely, and so on.
It will be wrong, however, to assume that the new economic system will automatically develop in people all the traits
society needs. Greater economic interest does not reduce the
importance of educational work but only creates more favourable conditions for it. Ideological work remains vitally
necessary for people to be ablJ to understand more deeply
their true social interests.
Account should also be taken of the distinctions in the
reflection of different interests in the minds of people. Personal interests represent for men something direct; people
become aware of them usually in the course of the daily
round. This, naturally, does not eliminate the need for developing in people a proper understanding of their personal
interests, too, because they are at times understood too narrowly. Nevertheless, personal interests can be understood on

the level of ordinary consciousness, of social psychology
The situation rs different in the case of social interests;
people become aware of them only as a result of ideological
activity. This awareness demands certain generalisation of
the phenomena of reality, knowledge of their essence, which
frequently is hidden behind the appearance. If this essence
is not revealed, man's consciousness may be confined to the
narrow world of personal interests and aspirations. That is
why the purpose of ideological work is to extend the horizon
of people from awareness of the interests of their family,
production team and enterprise to understanding of the
interests of society as a whole.
Only as a res,rlt of such ideological work can social interests take a primary place in the minds of men. For people
educated by socialist society the social becomes the personal.
The rich spiritual world of men who live the life of their
people, who do not separate their interests from those of the
entire society, is revealed in diverse production work, in socio-political activity, in the tireless striving to gain knowledge. For such men fulfilment of their social duty becomes
not only a conscious striving but also an inner requirement
and habit. And this, as we shall subsequently see, is one
of the requisites for the transition to communism.
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3. Conversion of an"rr}lrffniiCommunist Behaviour
Communist education exerts a purposeful social influence
on the convictions, sentiments, tastes and habits of people.
It is a matter of remaking in the communist spirit the ideology and the psychology of people, of cleansing their morals,
customs, and habits from the old features engendered by the
exploiting society, and of developing new, communist traits
of behaviour. All this educational work should convert the
principles of the communist world outlook and communist
morality into man's deep personal convictions and his convictions into the rules of daily, customary behaviour.
This is also linked with the shaping of the mechanism of
the functioning of communist society, which in many respects
will differ from the mechanism of regulating the behaviour
of people under socialism.

long as labour productivity has not reached the level
for the full satisfaction of the needs of people and
people have not rid themselves of the survivals of ihe old
rnorals. society is compelled to exercise the strictest control
over the measure of labour and measure of consumption of
each worker. Comparing the first stage of communiim with
a tactory at which "factory" discipline was established and
the workers were paid slrictly in accordance with their
labour, Lenin stressEd in his The State and Reuolution that
such an order was neither our ideal nor our ultimate aim but
only a step necessary for the radical cleansing of society
from the abominations of capitalist exploitation and for
ensuring further advance.
Lenin associated the prospects of socialism's development
into communism with people gradually becoming accustomed
to observing, withoqt compulsion, the simplest-rules of the
community. Lenin foresaw that with the eitablishment of a
new- social discipline- "the necessity of. observing the simple,
fundamental rules of the community will very "soon beco'me
-So

adequat-e

a habit".L

Lenin repeatedly returned to the idea that communism
of the basic rules of the community into a habit. Developing further the propositions of
Engels regarding the future of democracy, Lenin noted that
socialism "will develop into communism and therefore . . .
the need for violence against people in general, f.or the subordination of one man to anolher-, and of one section of the
population to another, will vanish altogether, since people will
-coriditions
become accustomed to observing the elementary
of social life uithout aiolence ind utithout subordination.
"In order to emphasise this element of habit, Engels speaks
of- a new generation, 'reared in new, free social c^ondi-

presupposed the conversion

tions'."2

Lenin associated the witherin g away of the state with the
fact that "people will gradually become accustomed, to observing the elementary rules of social intercourse that have
been known for centuries and repeated for thousands of years
in all copy-book maxims. They will become accustomed to
observing them without force, without coercion, without
1 V.

I. Lenin, Collecteil (Dorhs,\oL2E, p.

2 Ibid., p. 456.
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subordination, ulithout the special apparatus f.or coercion
called the state. . . . Only habit can, and undoubtedly will,
haye such an effect; for we see around us on millions of occasions how readily people become accustomed to observing the
necessary rules of social intercourse when there is no exploitation, when there is nothing that arouses indignation, evokes
protest and revolt, and creates the need f.or suppression,"L
We have quoted at length Lenin's statements on this question because they graphically demonstrate the need for turning the simplest rules of the community into a habit and also
disclose the link between the communist education of the
people and the change in the mechanism of regulating their
behaviour. Let us discuss in somewhat greater detail each of
these aspects of the matter.
First of all, communism, as seen from Lenin's statements,
far from rejecting, on the contrary, lays down the elementary
rules of morality and justice. These rules were elaborated by
the people over thousands of years in struggle against social
oppression and moral vices. But under the domination of the
exploiters they were warped or brazenly trampled underfoot. They frequently were proclaimed in moral maxims but
were not followed in life. People who accepted the morals
of the exploiting world usuaily did not renounce them openly
but on every convenient occasion violated them if it was to
their advantage and could be done with impunity.
On the contrary, as pointed out in the Programme of the
C.P.S.U., communist society makes these rules of morality
and justice the "inviolable rules for relations both between
individuals and between peoples".2 Under communism, the
elementary rules of the community will be observed by all
members of socieiy without compulsion, through the force of
habit. Socialism is a necessary stage for transition to such a
social order. Under it, observance of the requirements of
social discipline is ensured, on the one hand, by the constantly growing consciousness of the overwhelming majority
of the working people, by the power of persuasion and, on
the other, by the application of state coercion with regard to
the minority, to those who do not yield to persuasion and
stubbornly continue to adhere to bourgeois customs.
Ibid.. Vol. 25. p. 462.
't' The Road to Communism, p.

566.
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At the time when socialist construction was only beginning in our country, when it was necessary to combat the
economic chaos caused by the war, Lenin put into the foreground the "rriost elementary tasks of preserving society",

of ensuring "elementary order".
"Keep regular and honest accounts of money, manage
economically, do not be lazy, do not steal, observe the strictest labour discipline-it is these slogans, justly scorned by
the revolutionary proletariat when the bourgeoisie used them
to conceal its rule as an exploiting class, that are now, since
the overthrow of the bourgeoisie, becoming the immediate
and the principal slogans of the moment," Lenin wrote.l He
regarded the,practical application of these slogans by the
working people, by the Soviet state with its own methods
and on the basis of its laws, not only as a condition for overcoming the economic chaos but also as a necessary and adequate prerequisite for the victory of socialism.2
The slogans enumerated by Lenin are also among the
most elementary rules of the community which will be undeviatingly observed under communism. True, in communist
society the need for money will ultimately be obviated, but
there will remain a need for accounting and the economical
use of society's wealth. As dishonesty disappears and respect
for social and personal property becomes a habit there will
be no need for the moral commandment "thou shalt not
steal". On the other hand, the elementary rules of the community will include new demands unheard of before, for
example, to work not only conscientiously but also to the full
measure of one's energy and ability. Work for society according to ability will also become a habit for all its members. The elementary rules of the community, undoubtedly,
will also be enriched by many other features, for example,
the rules of collectivism and mutual assistance among people, the habit of not holding aloof from social affairs but of
taking close to heart everything that affects the interests of
society.

Thus, the behaviour of people will be regulated not only
by the rules of the community known for centuries, which
communist morality may take over from preceding societies
1 V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Yol. 27, pp. 243-44.
2 lbid., p.244.

filling them with new content, but also by many rules crystallisedln the process of construction and developmen! ol co1nmunism. Lei us imagine, to use the expression of Engels,
people "after several generatio.qs of social d-evelopment under-the communist system".l Very many of what we now
consider lofty rules of morality, observed consciously,- will
become a habit; they will become elementary rules of the
community which pe6ple will follow instinctively. The sphere
of elemenlary rulCs of behaviour which have beqome habilual will be greatly. extended. These will include not ontry
rules of obselrving social order, social discipline, not only
manifestations of ordinary honesty and conscientiousness, but
also rules of behaviour peculiar to communism and the habit
of taking part in social affairs, caring for the common interest, wor[iig according to ability, to the full measure of one's
strength, and so forth.

Thfs, however, dois not mean that in communist society
the entire behaviour of people will be determined by glementary rules of the community, that all rules of moraljty
will be replaced by habits. This would greatly impoverish
the spiritual world of the members of communist so-cielY.
Peopie determine their behaviour not only by habits. Under
com-munism, too, they will be faced with intricate moral
problems pertaining to their relationship with each gthe-r
ind perhaps also w-ith society, problems whose solution will
demind serious thought and the proper application of the
lofty principles of communist morality. But this is not in
queition whin we consider the conditions of existence of
communist society. Among these conditions is the observance

rule,s of behaviour which can
and should become customary for them.
Let us take, for example, the conditions for applying the
main principle of communism-"t'1e1p each accordrfg- to his

by people of the elementary

ability, to each according to his needg", First of all it-prein people of the habit tp work-f-or
roiftty to the full measure of onle's energy and ability.- The
need [o work in this way should not even exist for people, s-o
that they should not be able to picture their life without work
for sociity. Such an,attitude to labour will arise-whgn pe-ople are n-ot only aware of the. need but also develop the

supposes the development

1 Marx/Engels,

Uerke, Bd. 20, Berlin, 1968, S.
22t

580-81.

habit of working for the general good, when a conscious
attitude to labour becomes habitual. The development of
communist habits is no less important for the application of
the second side of the principle of communism. Leaving aside
the material conditions needed for implementing this principle (that is, the creation of an abundance of consumer
goods) its application will depend on the fostering in all
members of society of habits and rational needs inherent in
the new man. It is necessary to aean people aanay from senseless greed, from the desire to grab everything that can be
received from society gratis. A member of communist society
will fully satisfy his rational needs, he will not want to take
from society more than he actually needs. It is necessary to
accustom people to give society everything they can, to work
without sparing effort, to the full of their ability. Without
fostering such habits, communist society will not be able to

function normally.
Why do we discuss the habits of people? Is it not enough
to say that a conscious attitude of people to their work and
to the reasonable satisfaction of their needs should be developed?
By stressing the importance of habits we in no way belittle
the role of the conscious element in the behaviour of people.
Moreover, without developing a high consciousness it also
would be impossible to foster lofty moral habits.
There are, of course, habits which are developed in people

under the influence of their daily living conditions without
any special contemplation. If these are good habits, we have
nothing against them. But they might not have a morally
motivated content. Moreover, habits differ. There are also
habits developed in man under the influence of definite convictions. The first step to the fostering of such habits is to
develop moral convictions. The psychology of man is changed
above all by affecting his ideology. Man should become
deeply atoare of the need and rationality of a definite form
of behaviour. This awareness must be turned into an inner
conviction, and the latter must be embodied in daily behaviour. In general, habits are developed as a result of systematic repeti,tion. of definite actions. That is why the habit
of strictly moral behaviour consolidates moral principles.
The development of such habits is the next, higher stage
in the spiritual development of a man after he became aware

of the moral meaning of definite actions. For example, we
can convince a man that he must care for the safekeeping of

society's wealth no less and even more than for his personal
welfare and such a man will have a conscious regard for the
expenditure of social resources, the thrifty use of raw material and power in industry, and so on. But it is also necessary
that a thrifty attitude to society's wealth should become his

"second nature", should become a habit so that in no case
should he regard waste with indifference.
The same can also be said about habits associated with
the application of the rules of collectivism. Many years ago
M. I. Kalinin, eminent Soviet statesman, said that an important aspect of communist construction is "the development
of the spirit of collectivism as a normal habit of people",
"the introduction of social habits in production, in daily life,
the creation of conditions under which collectivity would be
arr inalienable part of our habits and rules of behaviour so
that our actions should be performed not only in a thoughtful, conscious way, but should follow instinctively, organically".L When this is achieved it will be possible to say that
man has really become collectivist by nature.
There is hardly any need to prove that the development
of such habits by no means belittles the role of the conscious
element in the behaviour of man. On the contrary, relieving
the mind of thinking about elementary actions will open up
greater possibilities for applying the creative forces of man's
intellect for the solution of great problems which life always
raises.

Anton Makarenko wrote that in each case and at every
it is necessary to verify one's behaviour by the criterion
of communist morality to find out whether one acts in a
communist way. "But even this is not enough. It is also
necessary to get accustomed to the new demands of the new
morality in order to observe these demands without burdening our mind with quests. . . .
''Our task is not only to develop in ourselves a correct,
reasonable attitude to questions of behaviour, but also to
foster correct habits, i.e., habits when we would act correctly not only because we paused and thought about them,

step

r M. I. Kalinin, O

kommunisticheskom ttospitanii (On Communist

Education), Moscow, 1946, p. 86.

but because we could not act otherwise, because we have

become accustomed to act that way. The development of
these habits is a much more difficult task than the education
of the mind."l
Makarenko, of course, is right when he considers the development of habits a more intricate task than the remaking
of the views of people. But this is not only a difficulty which

has to be surmounted in accomplishing the tasks of communist education but also a guarantee of success. It is a
matter of educating the member of communist society as a
harmonious individual to whom a split personality is alien;
this presupposes not only a harmonious world outlook, unity
of all his traits, but also the unity of moral convictions and
views, so to say, the ideological side of consciousness, with
the psychology of man, i.e., with his feelings and habits.
While the development of rational habits enables man to
act correctly without special contemplation, without hesitation and doubt, for society the development of such habits
ensures stability in the observance of definite rules of the
community. There will no longer be the need each time to
persuade people to act in a definite way and not otherwise
or to compel them to act with the help of a special apparatus
of power:all this will be ensured by the force of habit.
The habit of the people to act in a definite rffay is a tremendous social force, which in a number of cases is more
effective than the force of law. This social force can, depending on the circumstances, promote ol, ol1- the- contrary,
ietard iociety's development. Lenin described in the following terms the force of old habits_engendered- !y. thousands
of-years of private production: "The force of habit in millions and teis of millions is a most formidable force."2 The
overcoming of such habits is an extremely difficult but fully
feasible taIk, as clearly demonstrated by the socialist remak'
ing of agriculture and the mentality of millions of p-easants.
Brit, alongside habits which reflect conservatism and prejudices thaiare eliminated in the course of building socialism
and communism, there are also habits which are developed
in the course of this construction, consolidate the rules of
1 A. S. Makarenko, Pedagogicheshiye sochineniya
Writings), Moscow, 1948, p. 69.
2 V. L Lenin,CollectedUorhs, Vol.31, p.45'
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the socialist community and accelerate society's development.

Survivals of capitalism exist not only as remnants of the
old ideology but also in the form of the old psychology. At
times harmful habits also make themselves felt among people
who are not confirmed supporters of obsolete views. This is
frequently explained by the fact that they have not changed
their convictions and habits in the spirit of communist morality. Mere verbal recognition of the rules of communist
morality is far from sufficient. If these rules have not become the inner conviction of man and their application his
own necessity, divergence between words and deeds becomes
possible. To eliminate the very possibility of such divergence
it is necessary to remake in the communist spirit not only the
yiews and conyictions of man but also his daily habits.
If the work of remaking the mind of man has not affected
his habits, he may commit anti-social actions owing to weakened control of his mind, which subsequently arouses his own
amazement and regret. It is not accidental that most young
people convicted for rowdyism commit their offences in a
drunken state.

Although moral habits, as a rule, are developed on the
basis of moral consciousness and convictions, some of the
simplest habits can also be developed unconsciously, under
the influsnce of daily life and only then do people become

aware of their moral significance. For example, if in a
community or collective firm social discipline is established
and consciously maintained by the majority, new people
who join this community or collective are accustomed by
conditions to observe the existing order, although at first
they are not aware of its rationality and social necessity.
Under the influence of this collective they accept its traditions and gradually begin to maintain them consciously.
In socialist society both the rules of law and the rules
instituted in a given collective are instrumental in accustoming people to moral behaviour. Let us consider, for
example, the education of a rational attitude to satisfying
one's needs. We are advancing to a social order in which
there will be no need for controlling the measure of labour
and the measure of consumption of each person. Under
communism, no one will think of painstakingly calculating
and comparing the quantity of products a man receives
t5-2732
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with what he gives society. But prerequisites for such a
for developing in people a rational attitude
to satisfying their needs, a situation when no one will
demand the impossible to satisfy his whims, will not be
social order and

achieved by abolishing all regulation of consumption. On
the contrary, the social regulation of consumption in conformity with the labour contribution of citizen, instituted
under socialism, is of great importance for developing rational needs. The rules of law established by the socialist
state also act as a powerful educational instrument. The
force of law must be organically blended with the force of
public influence. Vigorous public condemnation of breaches
of order affects not only, the guilty parties, but also helps
to educate others in the spirit of respect for social discipline.

In a society which has no class antagonisms, and which
is not threatened by attack from without, the development
of habits of social behaviour is a necessary and adequate
prerequisite for the withering away of the state. Definite
material prerequisites, too, are needed: society must attain
such a level of development of the productive forces as
would enable it to apply the main principle of communism.
But if we approach this prospect from the angle of the
requisite development of the people themselves it may be
said that it resolves itself into developing in them the habits
of administering their own social affairs, of collectivism
and observing the rules of the socialist community without
compulsion. This will enable society to get along without
a special apparatus for enforcing the observance of the community rules by all members, without state power. It goes
without saying that communist society, too, will not be
guaranteed freedom from undesirable actions by some
individuals. But, as Lenin foresaw, to eliminate them no
special machinery, no special apparatus of suppression will
be needed; this will be done by people themselves, with
the same simplicity and ease as any group of people separates brawling men.

Observance

of the communist

rules of the community
an inner requirement and habit.
the duty to work for society will merge with

will increasingly

become

For example,
man's inner requirement. In these conditions, any ground
for counterposing rights and duties will disappear because

all

members of society will be educated in the spirit of
performing their duties voluntarily and conscieritiously.
This will bring about, as pointed out in the Programme of
the C.P.S.U., "a natvral fusion of rights and duties to form
single standards of communist behaviour".t
To understand the meaning of this proposition it is necessary to recall the dialectical development of rights and
duties in history. At the earliest stage of society, under the
primitive communal system, there was no difference whatsoever between rights and duties. Engels pointed out that
to an American Indian the question of whether participation in community affairs, blood revenge, and so on was
a right or a duty would have appeared as absurd as the
question of whether eating, sleeping or hunting was a right
or duty. The situation is different in an antagonistic class
society where the daily round itself makes plain the basic
difference between rights and duties, by assigning to one
class almost all the rights and to the other almost all the
duties.2 Socialist society eliminates class conflicts and establishes the equality and universality of rights and duties:
all citizens enjoy equal rights and bear the same duties.
But at the first phase of communism the possibility is preserved of counterposing rights to duties. There are, for
example, people who readily enjoy all the rights and
benefits afforded them by society, but in every way evade the
discharge of their duties. Communism puts an end to this
by making the organic unity of rights and duties the law
of life for all members of society.
It goes without saying that rights and duties in communist society will be merged on an entirely different basis
than under the primitive-communal system where the
observance of the simplest rules of the community rested
on the power of unconscious traditions imposed on people
by fear of spontaneous forces, authority of ancestors, and
so on. Communist society with its intricate and multifaceted life will rely on the high consciousness of people,
their deep understanding of their social duty, the obselvance of which will merge with their inner requirement and
become a habit of all. With the withering away of the

I The Road to Communisrn,p,533.
2 See K. Marx, F. Engels, lielccted (l)orhs, Vol.

II,

pp. 308,

326.

state the behaviour of people will be regulated not by legal
but moral rules, consolidattd by the force of public opinion
and the organisation of social life.
The Prdgramme of the C.P.S.U. states: -"Th". P-arty- will
encourage ill for*s of conscious civic self-discipljne lrea$ing to tf,e assertion and promotion of the basic rules of the
coirmunist way of life.'ir The forms of conscious selfdiscipline, naturally, do not remain immutablen they are
chanlirrg,' and will'.hat ge, in the course of ad'vance toward
comriun-ism. At present it is necessary.to slrengthen
and develop in ev-ery way the public agencies wlrich help
to maintairi public oid.t,'and pioperly-combine their work
with the acfrvities of state agenc-ies. In time, when lll
people learn to maintain pub-lic order,- probably n9t o1\Y
ihe-state but also some social organisations set up for this
purpose (for example,, people's voluntary -squads) *ill
6".6n. ,rht..essa.f. Thd miintenance of public order will
become a common cause in the full sense of the word and
its breaches will be extremely rare. With the disappearance
of the sources of anti-social- phenomena and actions there
will be less and less need for ipplying state coercion. "LJniversallv recosnised rules of [lie- communist way of life
witl U. estaf,lished whose observance will become an
orsanic need and habit with everyone."2
'a highly
and
tommunist society will be
-organised
organpeople.
an
Such
of
community
smoothlv functioning
naturally, is-impossible'without-definite social rules,
isation,'even
aftei'the withering away of the state, and after
which
losing legal force, will be pieservld by society. B.y.t it
shouid bE consideied that many things in general will no
lonser require special social standards because' as Lenin
put"it,
thdy will^ become "part and parcel of our culture,
-of
our social life, our habits".3
A child is taught to wash daily-, but. an adult .no loqgeJ
needs such ordeis or rules; for'him it is a habit which
.oi".ia.t with his own ,eeds' Similarly, many rules which
in the course of transition to communism have to be persistently implanted in the minds of people by various

t

The Road, to Communism, p. 566.

2 Ibid., p. 556.

3 V. I. Lenin, CollecteilUorks, Vol.33, pp.487-88'

means, including legal state influence, will under communism become so customary as not to require social regulation.

From all this a conclusion may be drawn about what
degree of maturity of socialist society is necessary for
transition to the higher phase of communism.
In the material sphere the gauge evidently will be the
creation of the material and technical basis of communism
which ensures an abundance of material wealth and all
conditions for the all-round development of people.
In the social sphere, the conversion of the rules of communist behaviour into a habit of the people should be considered such a criterion, when it becomes a habit with all
members to work for society to the full extent of {heir
ability and energies, not to hold aloof from social affairs
but to participate in them, to observe public discipline and
order, [hen, according to Lenin's expression, the door will
be opened wide for the transition from the first phase of
communist society to its higher phase.

Chaptor

YI

SOCIALISM AND CHANGES IN THE NATUR,E OF
HISTORICAL PROGRESS

Socio-economic formations differ not only in their structure but also in their intrinsic nature and growth rates, the
rhythm of the historical process. The ^transjtion from
capitalism to communism implies such a profound change il
thi nature of social development that it can be characterised
as a new, higher type of historical progress. Prog-ress in a
society based-on social ownership of the means of production ind free from class antagonisms proceeds differently
and brings about different social consequences compared
with those in class societies. The new type of social progress
inherent in socialism and communism epitomises all the
features of the mode of production, the basis and superstructure of this society.

1. General Criterion of Historical Progress and
Its Application to an Analysis of Socialist
Society's DeveloPment
leads mankind from class
The path of historical progress
-communism.
The law-governed
summits-of
oppr.rsion to the
di^velopment of mankind passes from the first stages of
man's history, which had no division into- classes, to an-tagonistic class'socio-economic formations, of which capitalism
is the last one, and from them to socialism and communism.
Peoples have passed, and are passing, the stages- of this
road in different- periods. Some o-f them, because of certain
historical conditidns, manage to skip definite st-age,s. But
just
rivers flow into the sea, so does the histlry
"of as numerous
uU peoples ultimately lead them to communism. Our
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age is one of the greatest turning points in the history of
mankind when the transition from capitalism to socialism
is effected, when more and more peoples take to the socialist road until socialism and communism triumph on a
world-wide scale.
Today it is clear, more than ever before, that the history
of mankind is not a sum total of accidents, that it cannot
be reduced to a mass of diverse "social changes", as is now
claimed by many bourgeois sociologists who would like
to banish the very concept of progress from social science.
The history of society as a whole is a process of forward,
ascending development. And although history knows the
succession of revolution by reaction and even retrogression,
the replacement of rapid progress by stagnation, the general line of society's forward movement is beyond doubt.
The line of progress stands out most clearly in science
and technology. This is the movement from primitive stone
implements to modern intricate automatic machines, from
the simple fisherman's boat to the gigantic ocean liner, from
the hutbf the savage to the skyscraper. But opinions diverge
regarding the relation of scientific and techn-ological progleis to social progress. Some sociologists look upon scientific and technological progress as a force menacing not
only social development, but also the very existence of
mairkind. They compare science and technology to the
ominous genie from oriental tales whom someone imprudently released from a sealed vessel. Scientific and technological progress which can and should increase man's
power ovei the spontaneous forces of nature is regarded by
them as the establishment of control of new spontaneous
forces over man, the "demoniacal" forces of technology.
Some of these sociologists even raise the prospect of men
being ousted by robots.l Such an approach to scientific and
technological progress makes an absolute out of the hostility
of science and technology to man under capitalism. But
the reason for this is rooted not in them but in capitalist
relations which distort the real obiect of science and turn
many of its achievements into a threat to mankind.
Other sociologists, on the contrary, identify technolog-

r Characteristic in this respect is the book
P. E. Cleator, The Robot Era,London,1955.
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by the British

sociologist

ical and socral progress. This stand is typical, for example,
of the French sociologist J. Fourastier who created what
he himself calls the optimistic theory of society's progress.
At a discussion on problems of progress Fourastier asserted
that "the progress of science is . . . the cause for the acceleralion of progress in general".{ For Fourastier the progress of science and technology fully coincides with economic and social progress. Such a stand, being quite "optimistic" as regards capitalism and its future, ignores the
contradictory and uneven nature of technological and social
development. Yet capitalism graphically shows that even
relatively swift scientific and technological progress can
be combined with the dominance of obsolete relations of
production, with tendencies toward stagnation in the economy and culture. Such a "combination" is very contradictory but it does exist in the capitalist system which has

outlived its age.
Other sociologists bemoan the lag of moral progress
behind technological progress. In their opinion, contemporary man who has created a powerful technology has not
risen morally one step above the cave man. They see in
this the greatest threat to the future of mankind. In an
article contributed to the French Figaro (August 5-6, 1961)
Andr6 Frangois-Poncet, member of the French Academy,
stated that he did not share the optimism about the possibility of changing man's moral aspect: "On the contrary,
viewing the present I am convinced that civilisation tends
to decline, while barbarity is progressing. . . . Of what value
are the finest machines, of what value is the flight to the
Moon, if the miracles of technology are accompanied by
the moral decline of mankind?'1
But our epoch which presents a picture of the greatest
heroism displayed by the people fighting for their social
and national emancipation certainly does not offer grounds
for laments about the moral decline of all mankind.
We know that epochs of decline of the old society have
always been periods of the moral degeneration of its supporters. The decline of capitalism is no exception in this
respect. Of course, the decay of the old society also affects

t

Quel aaenir attentl I'homme? Rencontre international de Royau-

mont, Paris, 1961, p. 102.
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part of the working people, but this does not abolish progress in the moral sphere either. The carriers of this
progress are the working class, the masses fighting for
their liberation who - are not reconciled to being slaves
and are evolving their own ethical principles in this
struggle.

Marxism by no means identifies social progress with
technological progress. But in the final count, if we consider long periods, it is the development of production
taken in its entirety (and not only from the technological
aspect) that forms the foundation of mankind's social and
cultural progress. This is expressed above all in the successive change of socio-economic formations motivated by
the development of the productive forces. Marx regarded
the socio-economic formations which succeeded each other
throughout history as stages of historical progress. In the
preface to the Critique of Political Economy he characterises the Asiatic, ancient, feudal and capitalist modes of
production "as progressive epochs in the economic formation of society".l In the present epoch another, socialist
mode of production has been added, which is higher than
all the preceding stages of historical development. This has
already been proved not only theoretically but also practically by the entire experience of building the new society
in socialist countries inhabited by more than one-third of
mankind.
Progress means a succession of one stage of development
by another, a qualitative change of society, and, moreover,
transition from the lower stages to the higher. Such development occurs only when the new stage not only negates the
preceding one, but also preserves everything positive created by it, opening up at the same time broader possibilities
for further advance. The question, however, arises, what
is the criterion for considering that a certain stage of society's development is higher than another?
A definition of progress undoubtedly includes the element
of evaluating social phenomena. This, in the opinion of
some sociologists, casts doubt on the possibility of regarding
progress as an objective phenomenon. One of the arguments
against the idea of progress, cited by Raymond Aron, a
I

K. Marx, F, Engels, SelectedUorks, Vol. I, p.363.
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well-known French sociologist, is that the concept of progress contains an evaluation: the assertion that the present
society is superior to the old one. "But in principle_ there
must be no value assessment in scientific knowledge. Consequently, the concept of progress is automatically excluded."t
As we see, evaluation is regarded by proponents of such a
view as a purely subjective action. But an objective analysis
of a social system and the evaluation of its superiority over
preceding systems are not mutually exclusive concepts.
The point is from zrthat positions the evaluation is made.
A criterion of progress must not be sought in some kind
of moral or other concepts, applied to society from the
outside. For example, when attempts are made to evaluate
progress only from the viewpoint of the demands of justice
or equality,' or the achievement of good for the greatest
number of people, such an assessment remains unscientific
and subjective,-however much we sympathise with the ideals
of justice, equality and human welfare. It is unscientific
first of all because here the criterion of progress is not
deduced from the object's own development, but is derived
from the subject's n-otions of historical development. The
matter is not Lhanged in principle if we say that the subject
from whose positions the evaluation should be made is the
majority
of society, for example, the masses. ,The history
-antagonistic
class formations often proceeded, c-ontrary
of
to the aspirations of the masses, following nonetheless the
road of progress.
Marxism-has a different approach to the criterion of
progress. Its point of departure is recognition of the deterriinatenerr bf u successiot in stages of society's development. That is why evaluation of these stages must be b?!ed
on a study of the'real process of society's development. The
criterion bf progress is- based on the factor upon which the
forward movement of society depends, which dictates it.
In the final count, this factor is the development of the
productive forces. The advance of the productive forces, .as
Lenin put it, is the "highest criterion of social progress".2
1 R. Aron. DixJruit legons sur la sociitd industrielle. Gallimard,
1962, p. 75. With certain ieservations Aron recognises pro-gress in the
case oI a culnulativc process or quantitative accumulation, for example,
in science and technology, but not in art (pp. 78 et al.).
2 V. I. Lenin, Collected Uorhs,Yol. 13, p.243.
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the importance of large-scale ildustry .f9r
Characterising-socialism,

transition to

Lenin pointed out that

tJre

it "is the

basis of socialist economic organisation".l

There is nothing subjective in this criterion. Advance of
the productive forces is the criterion of social progress becausi the degree and possibility of society's development as
a whole ultimately dCpend upon it. It is appropriate to
recall here Engels's thought that a rise in the Productive
forces of labour and the resultant formation and increase
of the social production and reserve fund-all this "was
and is the basis of all social, political and intellectual
progress".2

-

TLe scientific criterion of progress enables one to jydg.
unerringly society's level of develop,ment. The state of the
productive forces'in the long run is the gauge for measuring
the stage of historical progress a society- has att?jned. gf
.o,rrr.,"in turning points if hittoty sotieties differing in
their social systems-the old and the new-may have -an
approximately equal level of d-evelop_ment of the productive
f6fces. But srich iases are possible only when the new socioeconomic formation has not yet reached its full bloom and
has not developed the coriesponding -productive- force-s,
while the prodictive forces in the old formation have already outgiown the bounds of the existing economic relations. SucL cases in no way refute the general proposition
that each socio-economic formation has a definite material
and technical basis and type of workman. Within the limits
of long periods of history the social organisation of-production aid the nature of the social system correspond on the
whole to the level of development of the productive
forces.

The scientific criterion of progress also enables one to
the extent to which a social system is progressive by
iudse
-possibilities
it opens up for the further lmprovement
ihe
of the productive fories-whether it promo-tes this im-provement dr, on the contrary, impedes it. Moreover, history
demonstrates that the soiial system which begins to retard
the development of the productive forces, and, co-nsequeltly,
becomes riactionary, ii abolished sooner or later. This
I

Ibid., Vol. 32, p. 235.
2 F. Engels, Anti-Diihring, Moscow, 1969, p' 231.
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follows from the simple fact that people never discard the
productive forc-es cr-eated by, socie[y. But in order to preserve and further develop'them dhey are compeled to
abolish the obsolete relatlons of production, the'outdated

social system.

. The lpinion is voiced at times that the mode of production and the social system determined by it should be considered the criterion of progress. The supporters of this
view claim that for proptrly assessing wfi6ther a society
is progressive at the given moment fr6m the viewpoint of
world historical progress,, it is necessary to take into account the development of the productive forces and also
th-e nature of the production relations, i.e., the entire mode
of production and also the consequent social system. Of
cours.e, in appraisits the nature of society it is'necessary
to take it as a whole, its economic system, social structure,
political system and spiritual life. if we were to iudse,
for example, contempoiary capitalism only by the levet"of
the productive forcei it aitain;d we would get a distorted
picture, _the kind lhat is played up by" its apologists
like Walt Rostow. The p-rogiessive oi reictionarf rrui.rr.
of- a social system is ihaiacterised by its stite as a
whole.

But from this, in our opinion, it does not follow that
all
the enumerated sides of social life should be included

in the criterion of progress. We must not confuse the obiect
to be evaluated with the gauge used for this assessmLnt.
Such a gauge can be only- a iocial phenomenon which is
progressive ,always and in all circumstances and on which,
moreove_r, the progress of all other aspects of social life
ultimately- depends. Only- such a criteriin as the development of the productiye forces meets these two conditioris.
The mode of production determines society's structure, but
it cannot be considered the final criterion of progresi be-

cause its nature has to be evaluated-whether it is-orosressive or reactionary. One mode of production can Ue, afaifferent- stages o-f its
both progressive (when
-development,
-in
the relations of production
the main ioriespond tb the
nature_ of _productive forces and afford sufficient scope for
their development) and reactionary (when the relations of
production no longer correspond to the level and nature
of the productive forces and fetter their advance). But the
286

development of the productive forces is progressive at all
stages of history.l
It is easy to see that progress can be objectively evaluated
only in the light of society's development as a whole. That
is- yhy in his Theories af Surplus-Aafue Marx regarded as
objective the approach of David Ricardo, who measured the
progressiv-eness of ascending capitalism by the extent to
which it facilitated the development of production and the
creation of social wealth. Sentimental ciitics of capitalism,
for ex_ample, Sismondi, denied such a criterion and bpposed
to it the good of individuals. With such an approach, Marx
pointed out, it remains incomprehensible why the development of mankind, although at first it "takes place at the
cost of the majority of human individuals and even classes,
in the end breaks through this contradiction and coincides
with the development of the individual".2 For Marx the
criterion of historical progress is the interests not of an individual or even a class, but of all mankind. And although
in antagonistic class societies these interests broke their way
through at the expense of the interests of individuals, h'e
foresaw that ultimately social progress would also lead to
the higher development of the personality. Therefore, Marx
considers that production stimulates the "development
of human productive forces, in other words, the d,eaelop-in
ment of the richness of human nature as an end
itself" .t
For Marxism there is no conflict between the evaluation
of social phenomena in the light of historical progress as
a whole and from the position of a definite class.-Such a
conflict was inevitable for the ideologists of the exploiting
classes-the landed aristocracy and the bourgeoisie. Thii
compelled them to sacrifice either scientific intelrity or their
class sympathies. An honest scientist like David Ricardo
fearlessly evaluated social phenomena in the light of the
development of the productive forces regardlesi of what
1 It is a different matter that the productive forces, as all the other
achievements of progress (including s-ience), can be utilised for differ-

ent purposes-progressive or reactionary. Thus, imperialism seeks
to utilise the productive forces of capitalism to the detriment of
societv.

2

i(. Marx, Theories of Surplus-Ualue, Paft
3 Ibid., pp. l17-18.

II,

Moscow, 1968, p.

ll8.

class benefited or was harmed by this development. If, Marx
wrote, Ricardo's point of yiew corresponded to the interests
of the industrial bourgeoisie, it was only because and to
the extent to which its interests coincided with those of
"production or the productive development of human labour".l In cases where the bourgeoisie came into contradiction with this development, Ricardo ruthlessly attacked it,
just as in other cases he attacked the proletariat and the
aristocracy. Malthus approached this conflict in an entirely
different way. From the knowledge obtained by science he
drew only the conclusions that were useful to the aristocracy vis-i-vis the bourgeoisie and to both of them in the
struggle against the proletariat. Marx branded such an
adaptation of science to the class interests of the exploiters
as shamelessness and base thinking.
The ideologists of the proletariat arc not faced with such
a conflict, because for them a scientific and class, partisan,
approaches to phenomena fully coincide. Evaluation of social phenomena from the positions of the proletariat, the
most revolutionary class in history, is at the same time also
the most objective evaluation.
That is why, in analysing social phenomena, Marxists
always ascertain both their relationship to social progress
as a whole and their influence on the condition of the working people. It is this that radically sets apart the Marxist
approach to social phenomena from bourgeois objectivism.
For the latter recognition of the necessity for certain phenomena, for example, that at one time capitalism in Russia
was progressive because it developed the productive forces,
was tantamount to a justification of capitalist exploitation.
Lenin explained that historical materialism, whilE indicating the need for a given process, ascertains what socio-economic formation furnishes its content and what class determines its necessity. Moreover, historical materialism
includes partisanship, which makes it necessary in evaluating events openly and directly to assume the viewpoint of
a definite social group. For example, in comparing the
progressiveness of one or another form of the economy
Marxists appraise their influence not only according to the
development of the productive forces, but also according

r K. Marx, Theories of Surplus-Aahe, p. ll8.
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to the nature of their use, the condition of the working class
and the other working people. In.comparing, say, two ways
of developing capitalism in agriculture, Lenin preferred the
farmer's way over the bourgeois evolution of the landed
estates, because the former "implies the most rapid development of the productive forces and the best possible (under
commodity production) conditions of existence for the mass
of the peasantry".l Both the rapid development of the productive forces and the improvement in the living conditions of the working people are progressive. They prepare
the ground for achieving the aims of the proletariat's
class struggle-the maturing of the socialist revolution
and the subsequent transition to socialist society, which
opens up full scope for the development of the productive
forces and liberates the working people from every exploitation.
In exploiting class societies, the development of the
productive forces is contradictory and, frequently, far from
Casing the condition of the working people, brings them
fresh suffering. But such contradictions cannot be resolved
either by stopping historical progress, which in effect is advocated by petty-bourgeois critics of capitalism, who denounce it from the viewpoint of subjective sociology, or by
glossing over class antagonisms, which is practised by reformists who slip into the positions of bourgeois objectivism and apologetics for capitalism.
Marxism regards the development of the productive
forces as the main, but not the only, criterion of social
progress. In different spheres of social life Marxists apply
soecific criteria which follow from their nature and distinguirfrirrg features. For example, scientific progress is measured by the degree of cognition of the laws of the objective
world and their practical mastery; progress in the health
services can be measured by the increase in average longevity, successes in combating diseases, the wiping out of
some of them, and so on. It would be absurd to deny the
existence of such criteria because it is obvious that not all
spheres of social life are directly determined by the improvement of the productive forces. Moreover, changes in
different sides.of social life are uneven and, therefore, prog1V. I. Lenin, CollectedWorks, Vol,
239

13, pp.243-44.

ress in the development of the productive forces may at
some stages in history be accompanied by regression in
some or other spheres of social life.
IJnevenness of historical development is frequently utilised by bourgeois sociologists to deny in general the possibility of progress and its objective evaluation. Typical in
this respect is the stand of American sociologists Robert M.
Maciver and Charles H. Page. Comparing primitive and
modern society, they admit that the latter is more differentiated, but say it is impossible to assert that one is better
than the other. They write: "The 'simpler peoples' achieved
higher social organisation with the aid of slavery-was this
progress?. . . Our own civilisation has multiplied commodities and services through mechanised, standardised routine.
The facilities and stimulations of urbanisation go with congestion and the loss of the free contacts with nature". In
their opinion, "to balance the gain and loss in each total
emerging situation is a hazardous personal judgement...".L
Progress is thus deprived of an objective content, it is made
dependent on "losses" and "gains" which are subjectively
assessed.

What makes a scientific solution of the problem difficult
is that progress in society's material life does -not always
directly- coincide with progress in spiritual life and that
changes in different sides of social life proceed unevenly.
Nevertheless, inasmuch as the history of society is an integral process of development and succession of socio-economic formations, there is an objective criterion of progress
that does not depend on subiective evaluations and views.

Such a criterion is the develoiment of the productive forces
which gives rise to a corresponding type of relations -of
production. Superiority of the new social s1'stem ov-er the

'ota

ir displaye'rl in thl economy, in socio-poiitical relations
and in culture. But ultimately it is determined by the desociety's life, production, upon which -the
cisive sphere
-of of
all other spheres depends direc_tly or througlr a
change
num5er of mediating links. That is why Marxism-Leninism
regards the development of the productive forces as the
highest criterion of social progress.
1 R. M. Maciver and C.

H.

Page, Society,

London, 1961, p,613.
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An Introductory Analysis,

In the final count a new progressive social system scores
victory over the old one because it ensures more rapid
development of the productive forces and their more efficient use. There is Lenin's well-known statement that the
growth of labour productivity in the final analysis is the
most important, the chief prerequisite for the victory of a
new social system. Capitalism defeated feudalism because
it was able to ensure a higher labour productivity. Similarly, socialism will score final victory over capitalism because it is capable of providing a higher labour productivity.
And so, the progressiveness of given production relations,
of a given formation as a whole is measured above all by
their ability to ensure conditions for the most effective development of production and culture.

It goes without saying that this criterion of progress
must be applied dialectically. What is meant here is not
simply a comparison of the production leaels attained at a
given moment by countries with different social systems.
Assessment of the leael and possibilities of development of
the productive forces by no means always coincide as regards their relation to social progress. There can be societies which have reached a high leuel in the progress of the
productive forces and nevertheless already restrict the possibilities of their further improvement, impede it. Such, for
example, is the situation in highly developed capitalist
countiies today. A high level of development of the productive forces with an obsolete economic system and reactionary socio-political order is one of the crying contradictions of contemporary capitalism.
On the other hand, many socialist countries have had
to eliminate or are eliminating the technical and economic
backwardness inherited from the past, and also difficulties
caused by the resistance of reactionary forces and consequences of wars imposed on them. That is why a certain
time is needed for them to attain the level of the
productive forces in countries which were industrialised
earlier.

But

if we compare

the possibi.lities opened, up by a social

for the development of production we will obtain
an unerring gauge of progress. The advantage will be on
the side of the social system which is capable of ensuring
the full use of productive capacities and has neither chronic

system
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under-employment of enterprises nor chronic unemployment of labour. The establishment of social ownership of
the means of production delivers society from all these ills
and the huge losses caused by competition and planless
production, periodic recessions and crises.
Incipient socialism does not assert its superiority over
capitalism at once. At first, directly after the victory of the
socialist revolution, a progressive socio-political system is
established. This is the sphere of social life,.where the advantages of socialism are displayed most promptly of all.
Although in the initial period the conditions of the class
strugglE may dictate certain restrictions of democracy as
regards the remnants of the overthrown exploiting classes,
the establishment of a socialist state from the very beginning signifies a tremendous extension of democracy for-the
working people. In this sphere, let us note, the real gauge
of profress is not the formal proclamation of democratic
standaids, but the degree of actual participation of the
masses in administering state affairs.
Since socialism scored victory lilst not in the most industrially developed countries, a contradiction arose between the most advanced socio-political system it established and the economic backwardness inherited from the
old system. This contradiction is resolved through the accelerated development of the productive forces. The emergent socialist economic system represents a new type of society's economic organisation, highel than that- _of- capitalism, and it creates the possibiliiy for the rapid improve-ment of the productive forces and the cultural advance of

Existing differences in various sides of social life in the
two world systems are associated with the specific historical
conditions of socialist development. The world socialist
system represents a more advanced social order, a new, incipient socio-economic formation. Consequently, in so far
as their social system is concerned, the socialist countries
are far ahead of the most developed capitalist states. But
for the degree of improvement of the productive forces,
they have not yet surpassed them and in this respect they
have to catch up with the principal capitalist countries.
The world capitalist system represents an obsolete, reactionary social system, but at the same time a high level of
the productive forces has been attained in the principal
capitalist countries.

the people.

Most- socialist countries had to eliminate backwardness
but also in culture. -They b?r-.
not only in production,
-are
creating, a new socialist culture, which
created,' and
for its type is a whole stage higher than .bourgeois crlture,
although'for some elemerits of culture (for. example, the
numbei of TV sets, and the like) some socialist countries
might temporarily lag behind certain capitalist" countries.
BuT the possibilitits fo"r the cultural advanie of the poprllation are-boundless under socialism, and in no other society
can the lofty spiritual treasures become the possession of
the entire p,iopG. Therefore, socialism demonstrates its srt"

periority over capitalism in culture, too.
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Arnold Toynbee, the well-known British historian, has
formulated his impressions of a visit to the United States
in the following words: "Every economy has two sides to
it; it has its technological means of production and its social
system for distributing the product. In its technology, the
United States is at least as radical today as it has ever been.
On the other hand, in its social system it is highty conservative nowadays." The contradictions between these two
sides of the economic system have grown so sharp that one
of them must gain the upper hand. In this context Toynbee
asks the question: "Is it U.S. technology or the U.S. social
system that is more likely to yield?"l The limitations of his
world outlook prevented Toynbee from revealing the full
depth of the contradiction between capitalism's productive
forces and relations of production. But his article is highly
symptomatic: it shows, regardless of the author's intention,
in what irreconcilable contradictions capitalism has become
enmeshed, how urgent for society's progress is the abolition
of the obsolete economic and social system of capitalism.
A solution of this problem, initiated by the October Revolution in Russia in 1917, opens up a new era in history,
the era of transition to the higher, communist society, in
which social progress acquires qualitatively new features,
distinct from preceding times.
r A. Toynbee, "A July 4 Question for U.S.: Where Will the Corning Social Revolution Stop?", The Globc and Mail, Toronto, July 4"
1961.
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2. New Type of Social Progress

Under socialism, social progress has both common and
distinct features as compared with capitalism.
Among the common features, characteristic of progress
in our age, is, for example, the leading role of industry in
society's economic development, in the creation of the material foundations of culture. This sets apart progress under
capitalism from the development, for example; of the feudal
and other pre-capitalist socio-economic formations. This
feature also remains characteristic of progress in socialist
and communist societies, inasmuch as they are based on
large-scale machine industry. Furthermore, socialisation of
labour and the consequent growing internationalisation of
production are characteristic of both capitalism and socialism. The conversion of science into a direct productive force
is a tendency which originates under capitalism and is fully
realised in communist society. The progress of science and
technology has brought about the scientific and technological revolution which is under way in the most developed
countries-both capitalist and socialist.
These and other features which distinguish scientific and
technological progress in the present era from such progress
in the pre-capitalist eras do not, however, furnish grounds
for identifying different social types of progress. Such an
identification is characteristic of the 'osingle industrial society" theory.
Advocates of this theory assert that contemporary scientific and technological progress leads to the creation of a
single type of "industrial society". Fourastier expressed
this idea in the following way: "Eastern and Western countries are building one and the same house."l For many proponents of this idea capitalism and socialism are not successive stages of historical development, but only varieties of
the "single technicised society". Although the socialist
countries follow their own path, which radically differs
from that traversed in the past by the capitalist countries,
these sociologists allege that the stages and laws of development are essentially identical in both systems.
T[e theory of "growth by stages" propounded by

t

Quel aaenir attend I'homme?, p. lLD.
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Rostow, an American economist and sociologist, is
typical in this respect. In the introduction to his book'Ihe
Stages of Economic Groath, Rostow says that his theory
is called upon to provide an answer to the questions, how
and under what impulses have traditional agricultural societies been modernised? Whither this process: to communism, to affluent suburbs, to destruction, 1o the Moon?l Rostow claims that his theory is an alternative to the Marxist
interpretation of modern history, in view of which he supplied his book with a pretentious subtitle: "A Non-Communist Manifesto".
But what could Rostow put up in opposition to the
Marxist theory of the development and succession of socioeconomic formations? A theory which is devoid of a precise
scientific criterion of progress and accepts as a gauge of
progress now the growth of mass consumption, now the
degree of development and application of science in production; a theory which unites all pre-capitalist formations
into one nebulous and indefinite concept "traditional society", characterised solely by negative features: low level
of production, subordinate nature of industry, absence of
scientific activity, and so on. Rostow assigns all the
positiv,e features to the "industrial society" which passes
through the stages of "maturity" and "high mass-conJumption". In Rostow's opinion, only the United States has
reached the latter stage. As for the socialist countries, the
Soviet Union in the first place, Rostow places them in earlier stages, alleging that they merely repeat belatedly the
stages already passed by capitalist countries.
By divorcing changes in technology from socio-economic relations and ignoring the significance of the nature
of a socio-economic system for determining the stages of
progress Rostow, as if at the waye of a magic wand, lransforms the countries of decaying capitalism with their reactionary economic and political system into the vanguard of
progress, while
.the socialist countries which have ope-ned
up a new age in
mankind's development are relegated to
the backyard of history.
Ignoring the social essence of progress is the main fallacy
p.

1 W.

W.

Rostow, The Stages of Economic Groath, Cambridge, 1960,
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of Rostow's theory and of all other varieties of the "single
industrial society" theory. They elevate into an absolute
some common features of the capitalist and the socialist
societies, determined by the more or less equal level of
development of the contemporary productiae forces, and
they ignore the fundamental differences in the types of
social progress which follow from the nature of their intrinsic relations of production. The general concept
"industrial society" glosses over all the basic social differences.

True, some bourgeois sociologists (for example, T. Parsons) speak of two types of industrialisation and, correspondingly, of two types of industrial societies. But these
types, too, are determined by them without regard for the
soiio-economic system. Societies which base their activity
on private enterprise relatively independent of governments
are regarded by them as one type. The other type are societies in which the development of the industrial system
proceeds, as they think, with the government playing the
primary role.
The theory of "modernisation" of society was sedulously
advocated at the 6th International Congress of Sociology,
held in September 1966. In a special paper dealing with a
definition of modernisation, R. Bendix, an American sociologist, tried to single out salient features of the transition from the pre-industrial to the industrial society. Bendix
saw no essential differences between the industrial revolution of the 18th and 19th centuries, made in a period when
capitalism was maturing, and the industrialisation of backward countries along the lines of socialism in the 20th century. He saw in both the division of the world into societies
which have advanced and those lagging behind them; he
noted the bigger part played by governments in modernising relatively backwaid countries as compared with relatively advanced states, and so on.
It'goes without saying that, depending on the concrete
historical conditions, the state may play a bigger or smaller
part in converting agrarian into industrial countries. But
the social meaning and consequences of industrialisation are
not determined by the degret of state intervention. They
depend above all on what social system strikes root as a
result of industrialisation-capitalist or socialist.
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The essence of progress cannot be reduced to changes in
the technology of production. At definite stages of historical
development it also presupposes revolutionary changes in
the forms of property, in the entire systern of socio-economic
relations. The rate of technological progress, its social consequences and laws depend on these changes. It is for this
reason that types of industrialisation should be differentiated. above all according to the road a country's development follows-the capitalist or the socialist.
A "single industrial society" does not actually exist, it
is a figment of the imagination. There are two systems, two
societits, representing different socio-economic formations.
And the difference between them lays its imprint on all
sides of social life, including scientific and technological
progress. That is why even the common features which folIow from the unity of the material culture of our age, which
we mentioned eailier, are modified in the development of
each society.

What are the distinctions of social progress under socialism? What are the decisive features which furnish
grounds for regarding its development as a new type of
social oroEress?

Ettmiiation of the antagoni.stic nature of social progress
is the first and decisive distinction of socialist society.
This antagonistic nature is a common feature of social
progress in all pre-socialist formations, beginning with the
disintegration of the primitive community. Moreover, the
very origin of social antagonism was a prere_quisite {o.
progress.- The productive forces could not tqpidlv -develop
wit[out the intensive division of labour, which led to the
antithesis between town and country, between mental and
manual labour.

The division of society into antagonistic classes greatly
but this was bought at a
high price. Intensified exploitation of the oppressed- classes
an-d ptoples by the ruling classes and nations served as the
basii foi the expansion of materi4 production and the advance of scienc6 and the arts. Under capitalism, where
higher development of the productive forces as . compared
wi"th precedin! formations hls been attained, this ,antago^nistic-nature 6f social progress stands out in bold relief.
There is good reason wlry Marx compared progress in this
accelerated historical progress,
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society with that hideous pagan idol who would not drinln
the nectar but from the skulls of the slain.
When capitalism was in its youth it was still possible
to believe that its adyent ushered in an era of boundless
progress. The ideologists of ascending capitalism (Jean de
Condorcet) looked upon progress as the continuous-perfection of man and his reason. To them progress appeared to
be the straight and endless forward movement of mankind.
But capitalist reality very soon demonstrated the untenability of such views, and this came as a disappointment to
mary upright and intelligent people.
Capitalism distorted all genuinely human relations subordinating them to its only god-the rapacious craving for
profit, wealth and power. In such a world everything, as
it were, turns into its opposite. "Machinery, gifted with
the wonderful power of shortening and fructifylng human
labour, we behold starving and overworking it," Marx
wrote. "The new-fangled sources of wealth, by some strange
weird spell, are turned into sources of want. The victories
of art seem bought by the loss of character. At the same
pace that mankind masters nature, man seems to become
enslaved to other men or to his own infamv. Even the
pure light of science seems unable to shine but 6n the dark
background of ignorance."l
Contemporary capitalism provides more and more evidence that Marx was right. Mankind has now entered the
era of another scientific and technological revolution linked
with the automation of production, the harnessing of nuclear
energy, space exploration and so on. But capitalism seeks
to turn all of these greatest attainments of the human mind
against mankind itself. Harnessed nuclear energy, which
promises people unlimited sources of cheap industrial
power, has been converted by imperialism into the threat
of a lethal, devastating war. While socialism, wlich is the
pioneer in space exploration, is placing it at the service
of mankind and regards it as an important means of scientific and technological progress, capitalism is ready to utilise
this signal accomplishment of science and technology for
aggressive ends.
The social consequences

of

automation also reveal the

1 K. Marx, F. Engels, SelectedtDorks, VoI. I, p.359.
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antagonistic nature of social progress under capitalism.
Automation is capable of multiplying labour productivity
scores of times; it can bring people a tremendous easing of
work and usher in a genuine era of abundance. But in
capitalist society abundance is created primarily for the
monopoly upper crust. Automation spells unemployment for
the worker and ruin for the small producer. According to
the Mine-Mill Union, an American trade union magazine,
automation and capitalist rationalisation in the United
States will rob the people of 8-10 million jobs in the next
few years. The employers themselves frequently admit with
brazet frankness that the only purpose of automation is
to reduce employment and raise profits. Robert E. Pflaumer,
president of American-Marietta, a leading American corporation, admitted that he considered it profitable to spend
$t7,000-20,000 if this made it possible to lay off one production worker. He added: "I have no emotional problem
about replacing those nice guys who've been working for
20 years."L It is easy to guess that the "nice guys" thrown
onto the street after having worked for 20 years at the
corporation's factories and enriched the Pflaumers, think
differently about the "justice" of such a social order.
. The progress of medicine, the health services and social
security won by the workers through struggle have considerably extended average longevity in the developed capitalist countries. But social contrasts make themselves felt
in this sphere, too. Characteristic in this respect is that in
Britain, one of the richest capitalist countries, the proportion of children who die in their first year is twice as high
in poor families as the average for the country. In rate
of decline in child mortality the poor lag some 30 years
behind the rich.

Life in the capitalist world is full of such contrasts. High
development of science and technology ?nd great social
injustice-this is what progress in capitalist society spells
for the working people.
Bourgeois ideblo[ists can no longer conceal thjs dg.p
conflict-between economic progress and the ideals of iustice.
But if at the dawn of capitalism its philosophers, failing
to see the antagonistic nature of bourgeois relations, adL Business Weeh, December 13, 1958,
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of boundless progress, now when social
have
become so glaring, many of them are
trying to undermine
the faith of the people in the possibility
of a\y progress in general. Boufgeois sociololists fre'quently assert that the idea of progress is unscieitific and
must be discarded. As far back as the beginning of the
20th century Vilfredo Pareto, a Swiss sociologist, called
for a rerrunciation of the worship of reason, truth" and progaciioni.
1e1s, rylrigh, like all cults comes among illogical
The Phil.osophisches Udrterbuch, explaining "the concept
"pr-ogress", remarks: "Belief in progress hal been greatly
shaken by t*o world wars and-now a pessimistic"world
outlook is beginning to spread."l For a more detailed explanation of this thoughi the dictionary refers the reader
tq !!s.following items: "Abendland" (West), "Apokalyptisch"
-(4pocalyptic) and "LJntergangserwartungs" (Expeitition of Doom). In the latter item we find a stalement-made
at_ the beginning of the l6th century by Ulrich von Hutten:
"Our century! Science, what a pleasuie it is to live!" He
thus voiced his belief in progress. But today everything is
diff-erent. "The keynote of the present history of philosophy
is the idea of an apocalyptic end. Crash, catastrophe, suniet,
twilight, the end-all these words are found in any study
qf tht history of culture."2 Renunciation of progress is thl
final word of wisdom uttered by the ideologists-of the obsolete class which has become the greatest stumbling block
to the advance of society and would like to carry along
all mankind with it to its grave.
Marxism-Leninism is the only doctrine which has provided a scientific analysis of the laws governing social
progress and indicated the real way for resolving social
antagonisms. This way is not a reversion from the contradictions of capitalism to pre-capitalist relations, as was advocated by petty-bourgeois socialists and anarchists such
as Proudhon and Sismondi in France or by the Narodniks
in Russia. To call for a halt to historical progress in order
to avoid antagonisms means to be both reactionary and
utopian. We must go forward and not back, resolve social
antagonisms in a revolutionary way, and not conceal them.
vocated the idea
antagonisms

L Philosophisches Uiirterbucl2, Stuttgart, 1955, S. 167.
2 Ibid., s. 613.
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Only in this way can a path be blazed to the new, higher
social system in which historical progress will forever lose
its antagonistic nature.
"No antagonism, no progress," Marx wrote. "This is the
law that civilisation has followed up to our days."l This
law ceases to operate with the transition to socialism' In
conditions of tlie socio-political and ideological unity of
societv. which arose on the basis of the socialist mode of

prodri.iion after the abolition

of the exploiting

classes,

iocial progress becomes subiect to other laws.
The- antagonism within the socialist mode of production
is eliminated: relations of production do not become fetters
on the development of the productive forces. Under socialism, there arE contradictions in the mode of production,
but the sides of the production relations which become obsolete are eliminated here without social revolution because
obsolete classes no longer stand behind them. When relations of production change under socialism, social property
remains and is further developed. This determines the
boundless nature of progress. While preceding formations
experienced, alongside the ascending period of their development, a desclnding period, communism is free from
such- a restriction, it will be boundlessly improved and renewed.

Under socialism and comrnunism, progress meets the inof the entire society and all its members. Society is
no longer divided into reactionary and progressive classes;
all social groups are interested in building communism.
Their commbn interest in social progress is explained
above all by the fact that it benefits all members of society. While in antagonistic class formations material and
spiritual wealth is concentrated at one pole and poverty
ai the other, under socialism an increase in society's wealth
spells an increase for all. Social production is subordinated
to the ever fuller satisfaction of the growing material and
cultural needs of the people. To ensure the continuous prog;
ress of society, to give-each member -of societ)a.material
and cultural goods and benefits according to his- rising
needs, individual requirements and tastes-such is the aim
of communist production.
terests

r K. Marx, The Poverty of

Phi.losophy, Moscow, 1966,
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Under socialism, all the achievements of science, technology and production are placed for the first time in history at the service of the entire society and not of a minority of its members. That is why scientific and technological progress is no longer a double-faced Janus for the
working people, as is the case under capitalism, where, on
the one hand, it promotes society's advance and, on the
other, brings new calamities to the people. "Automation,
boon or bane?" This question does not exist for the people
in the socialist countries. They know that automation does
not threaten them with unemployment, the obsolescence of
their trade and loss of livelihood, that it eases their labour,
raises their living standard and facilitates their cultural and
technical advance. Under socialism, too, automation raises
specific problems and engenders contradictions which have
to be resolved (for example, the need to retrain part of
the workers, to redistribute manpower, and so on). But the
very nature of these problems and contradictions is entirely
different from what happens under capitalism: they never
express and never cause class conflicts.
In evaluating social progress it is necessary to consider
not only the development of production but also the aim
it seryes and what it gives the people. Under socialism,
economic and cultural progress fully coincides with an improvement in the living standard and the spiritual advance
of the whole people. Before the advent of socialism culture
even in periods of its efflorescence remained accessible
chiefly to the minority, the upper crust of society. This was
the case in all periods when culture flowered to the fullwhether the classical culture in Athens or the Renaissance
in Western Europe. Only the new system could undertake
to elevate gradually the entire mass of manual workers to
the level of mental workers. This task is being accomplished
during the building of communism. The Soviet Union has
now 187 students per 10,000 of population, about 2 times
as many as France, 2.6 times as many as Britain and
almost four times as West Germany. Together with an
advance in the material and cultural standards, socialism
creates more favourable conditions for the development of
the individual, extends the opportunities he has for developing his capabilities and fully applying them. This is
progress for each and at the same time progress for all.
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The relationship between social progress and the ideals
equality, justice, and humanity radically changes as
compared with preceding formations- Socialism and communlsm remove the ground for conflict: society's progress
directly promotes the realisation of these lofty ideals. The
historic mission of communism is to deliver ali people from
social inequality, from all forms of oppression and exploitation and [he horrors of war. Communism brings peace, labour, freedom, equality, fraternit!, and happiness to all the
peoples on earth. This is a society in which the greatest
abundance of material .and cultural wealth is inextricably
combined with supreme social iustice.
Elimination ol the uneaen nature of historical progress
is an important result of abolishing class antagonisms. In
determining the type of social progress, account must be
taken of the exten[ to which different peoples are drawn
into the general advance of mankind. So f.ar historical
progress has been extremely uneven. This unevenness containi a tragic contradiction displayed in the fact that the
progress of- some countries is lffected at the expense of

of

others.

Some countries and peoples marched forward, while
others lagged behind in their development and remained
for a lon[-time in the backyard of history. Nu,merous apologetic thiorists have tried to demonstrate that such an
oider is natural and unavoidable: some of them have divided the peoples into "historic" and "non-historic"; others
have ascriEed-racial "inferiority" to the backward peoples;
still others have perceived in this a manifestation of the
natural and ineradicable law of the "struggle for existence".
No proponent of these theories wants to see the real causes
whiih have doomed peoples who fell behind in their development to ever greatei backwardness: class and national
colonial exploitation and p-redatory . wars.
oppfession,
^
ilnder imperialism, the unevenness of economic ?-nd Political devel6pment, inherent in capitalism generally, has
become extremely pronounced. Historical progress has assumed a particularly one-sided, and it may be said, warp-ed
nature. This is par[icularly noticeable when comparing the
position of a sforall group of imperialist powers aud the
peoples in the remaining colonies. Accordilg to official
iati of the United Nations, at the time the former colonies
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won their political independence, the per capita annual

national income amounted altogether to $25 in Indonesia,
while in the Netherlands it was 20 times greater. In Burma
it was $36, in India $57 and in Britain more than 10 times
higher. In the imperialist countries average longevity
reached 65 years, while in the countries oppressed by thern
it did not exceed 30-35 years. This means that on the average every citizen of an imperialist state was assured a life
span twice as long as a man who had the.misfortune of
being born in a colony.
Josu6 de Castro, a well-known Brazilian scholar, points
out that even at the present level of technology it is possible to feed a population 10 times as great as the present;
nevertheless, starvation remains the most dreaded and widespread disease in the world and claims a huge toll of life.
In poor countries "people live in different conditions from
those obtaining in the rich world: in the highly developed
countries people are born to populate the earth whereas in
the poor world, which is so little thought of, people are
born not to populate the earth but to fly in the heaven like
angels. Six or seven newborn children out of 10, that is, more
than half have never a chance to live on. This high rate
of mortality is a striking illustration of the fact that in
these countries it is not the earth that feeds the man but
the man who feeds the earth."l
This is a kingdom not only of starvation and poverty but
also of darkness. According to UNESCO, in 1962 illiterates
comprised more than half of the adult population in 97 of
158 states and territories and more than four-fifths in 23.
Wealth and poverty, culture and darkness not merely exist
side by side; there is also a definite causal connection here;
some are poor because (this is one of the main reasons)
others are rich. The backwardness of the so-called less developed countries cannot be explained merely by their own
development; the backwardness they inherited has been
supplemented by the one imposed from the outside, as a
result of their exploitation by highly developed imperialist
states.

Socialism precludes the development of some countries
expense of others. Here social progress meets the

at the
1
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interests not only

of all groups of society but also of all

peoples who are jointly advancing to a common goal. Differences in the level of some peoples, inherited from pre-

ceding formations, are not an insurmountable obstacle to
uniting their efforts. On the contrary, suc:h unification
creates the conditions for eliminating the backwardness of

peoples and countries. The development of the peoples who
fell behind is accelerated by mutual assistance and by the

efforts of each people with the fraternal support of others.
In the community of socialist countries it is absolutely inconceivable that the assistance received by lagging countries
should be made conditional, as is the case under capitalism,
on terms which cornpel them to remain for decades at the
same low level of industrial development and do not allow
them to get rid of the deformed colonial pattern of the
economy.

Accelerated development of the formerly backward
countries which have taken the socialist road is no longer
a scientific prediction but a historical fact. Thanks to the
high economic growth rates in the world socialist system
as a whole and particularly in the formerly backward
countries, the economic levels of the .socialist countries are
being evened out. As regards the output of electric po\4/er
per head of population, the gap between the most and the
least developed European socialist countries was 50 per cent
towards the end of the 1960s, whereas before the Second
World War the gap between the more developed countries
of Eastern Europe and the less developed ones was 500
to 600 per cent.
In the course of building socialism and communism the
socialist countries will gradually draw together in size of
per capita national income and industrial output, efficiency
of agricultural production, level of labour productivity and
major indices of the living standard. This presupposes more
rapid development of countries with a lower economic level
as compared with other socialist countries.
The uneven nature of historical development will thus
gradually be eliminated. Under socialism, progress assumes
the character of general development of all peoples and
countries.

It

goes without saying that the elimination of uneven
of different countries, the evening out of their

development
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levels, is a very intricate and prolonged process. It is also
linked with overcoming certain contradictions between
countries within the world socialist system, determined by
differences in geographical location, development leveli,
and so on. Such contradictions can be sharpened by riationalist tendencies, which are especially dangerous in cases
where they gain the upper hand in the leadership of certain countries. But given the correct policy, the proper
combining of the efforts of each country designed to develop
its national economy with international co-operation, these
contradictions can be successfully overcome.
Whereas in the capitalist world the domination of some
and the subjugation of others, rivalry and conflict between
states is the law of relations between countries which accentuates the unevenness of their development, in the socialist world, on the contrary, comradely mutual assistance
and co-operation among the peoples which helps to even
out their development levels is the law of their advance.
Mutual assistance and co-operation of the socialist countries find their material embodiment in ever-closer economic
ties between them. Reciprocal deliveries account for some
63 per cent of the foreign trade of CMEA socialist countries. They co-ordinate their national economic plans,
deepen the socialist international division of labour and
extend production ties between them. This is indicated, for
example, by the combining of the electric power systems of
I{ungary, the German Democratic Republic, Poland, Rumania, Bulgaria, the Western Ukraine (the U.S.S.R.) and
Czechoslovakia. A single power system of the socialist countries is taking shape, which will encompass the European
part of the Soviet Union and the other socialist countries
of Europe. Deeply symbolic is the name given to the gigantic oil pipeline, more than 4,500 km long, which links
Soviet oil fields with refineries in Poland, the German
Democratic Republic, Czechoslovakia and Hungary. Born
of the people's comradeship, it is named Druzhba
(Friendship).
The system of economic ties between socialist countries
has been established and is developing in a planned way.
Whereas the capitalist international division of labour
operates spontaneously, which accentuates its distorted and
one-sicled character, the socialist international division of
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labour is effectcd consciously and in a planned way, in
conformity with the vital interests of all the socialist countries, the interests of their harmonious and all-round development. The uneven nature of historical development is
closely connected with its spontaneity. On the contrary, the
conscious, planned nature of changes, which is an important feature of historical progress under socialism and communism, is one of the prerequisites for eliminating this
unevenness.

The planned nature of progress in socialist society is one
of the great advantages of socialism over capitalism. Today
it is generally known that no government in the capitalist
world, no party in office, is capable of offering a real programme for the long-term development of the entire society. True, at the present level of production, planning
becomes such a pressing necessity that even some capitalist
countries elaborate various economic programmes. But
bourgeois ideologists are compelled to admit, like the West
German professor Fritz Baade, that this "planning" is more
in the nature of "forecasts how, given definite prerequisites,
development will proceed in the next few decades".l Many
bourgeois sociologists sceptically regard the possibility of
guiding or even forecasting society's life. Characteristic in
this respect are the opening words of the book Modern Sociological Theory in Continuity and Change: 'o'We don't
know where we're going but we're on our way' is a sentiment that, spoken or unspoken, describes many of our dayto-day activities, not only in these United States, but
throughout the world. It is by no means a sentiment to be
despised. . . . Even when we extrapolate 'trends', we may
go sadly astray. . . ."2

If we use the expression of this book it may be said that
the socialist world fosters an entirely different sentiment in
people. They know they are going and, moreover, where
they are going. Understanding of the aim of social development, the unity of this aim for the entire society and the
consequent purposeful nature of practical activity-all this
greatly accelerates society's advance. Thus, the planned
t Fritz Baade, Der Uettlauf zum Jahre 2000, Berlin, 1966, S. 17.
2 Modern Sociological Theory in Continuity and Change, edited by
Howard Beckcr and Alvin Boskoff, New York, 1957, p. V.
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nature of historical progress is a tangible factor making for
its acceleration.
High groatth rates of soci,ety are also a specific distinction of historical progress under socialism and communism.
distinction, of course, is also linked with the general
-lawThis
of society, namely, as history advances its pace is increasingly accelerated.

To give an idea of the genelal rhythm of history we

use the picturesque comparison given by J.'Lewis Powell,
a British scholar. He "compressed 50,000 years of mankind's
recorded history into fifty years, and developed the following chronology: l) ten years ago, man left his cave for
other kinds of dwellings; 2) five years ago, an unknown
genius invented the first writing; 3) two years ago, Christianity appeared; 4) six months ago, Gutenberg developed
movable type; 5) ten days ago, electricity was discovered;
6) yesterday morning, the airplane was'invented; 7) last
night, radio; 8) this morning, television; 9) the commercial,
jet airplane was invented less than a minute ago".l
This comparison graphically illustrates the acceleration
of the rate of scientific and technological progress, but like
every comparison, naturally, it is relative. It does not include
such an important element which determines the rhythm of
social progress as the succession of socio-economic formations. Yet, acceleration of the rate of social development
during transition from one society to another, a higher one,
is an important indicator of the .qeneral forward movement
of mankind. Each new socio-economic formation extends the
possibilities and creates new driving forces for the development of production.
In particular, capitalism brought with it a tremendous
speeding up of social progress as compared with earlier
formations. But its antagonistic contradictions and intrinsic
spontaneity and unevenness restrict the employment of the
possibilities created by society for further advance. Socialism removes the obstacles to the development of the productive forces determined by private capitalist ownerihip
of the means of production.
High and stable growth rates of production and all other
1 Speahing of Space, edited by Richard
Leavitt, Boston, Toronto, 1962, pp. ll6-17.
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sides of social life are a law of the socialist system. The
experience of a number of countries shows thaf under socialism. the _"ronomy grows much more rapidly than under
capitalism. Moreover, the growth rates of t-he socialist economy, afte_r the backwardness inherited from the past is
eliminated, are not slowed down. This is one of the indices
of socialism's progressive nature.

Planned organisation of production and all social life
plays an, essential part in speeding up the advance of society under socialism and communism-. Thanks to this, soc-iety- is able, first, to find the most expedient way for its
-efforts
development; second, to concentrate its
on ihe main
tasks, not to diffuse or waste them; third-and this is of
decisive significance-to plan, and consciously guide society's
development
-by drawing ever wider masses in"to active pirticipation in building the.new life, and thus to speed up-the
forward movement of society.
Acceleration of the rate'of historical development is inseparably linked with liberating the people fro^m class and
national.oppression, with their awakeninglo independent life.
Socialism raises the people from thJ "lower- depths,, to
the conscious and active rnaking of history, it awaf,ens the
energy and initiative of all members of society-herein lies
3 l.ply inexhauf{ible reserve of forces for solving the most
intricate and difficult historical problems.
The experience of socialist inlustrialisation in the U.S.S.R.
and other socialist countries is indicative in this respect.
Socialism transforms backward, agricultural lands into'advanced, industrial states in the lifi-time of one generation,
and not in the course of centuries. The "secret" of"this transformation lies above all in that socialist industrialisation, in
contrast to capitalist, becomes the cause of the entire people.
meets.their interests, brings them material well-being. U"d.i
socialism the working masses feel not only the infl"uence of
objectiae consequencEs of industrialisation but also becomi
the subject.of industrialisation, that is, consciously carry it
out. And this vastly accelerates progress.
At the 5th International Con$resi of Sociology (September
1962) some Western so^ciologist-s asserted that"it *u, *rorrg
to compare the rates of capitalist and socialist industrialisa"tion and give pleference 1o the latter because the former
took place in a different historical epoch, when the general
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course of history was much slower. It is true, of course,
that in the present historical epoch the general rate of historical deveiopment has risen. But why is it that e-ven today
many less developed countries, remaining within the, bounds
of the capitalist Lconomic system, do not get onto tle road
of swift aldvance? This incontrovertibly proves that the possibilities and the rate of historical development are connected with the nature of the social system.
The faster pace of social progress enhances the attractiveness of socialism for the working people of other countries,
especially economically llsq developed' .T\.y see how the
ro'.irlirt'countries suciessfullv solve their fundamental national and social problems, problems that are so acute in
their own countri6s. In his^ book Democracy's Manifesto
William O. Douglas, Justice of the U'S' Supreme Court, wrote:
"soviet commutiism makes a powerful psychological impact
in underdeveloped areas because of the way it has- exploiled
the industrial ievolution. In about forty years, Russia has
lisen from feudalism to an industrial society; her scientific
advances have been widely heralded by Sputnik and by her
astronauts. Her propaganda-'Why take 165 years, like.the
United States did? Why not do it our way in your litetime?'-has had a greai impact on people in a hurry to
escape the misery of mud huts."l
But what can capitalism offer to pe-ople in "mud huts"?
So-called economic'"aid" as a result of which the poor people become even poorer? Imperialism is able to disguise its
aims, but it is incipable of disinterested help fo-r its victims'
Onlv the existence- of the socialist system and its help to
dev6loping countries, only the vain hope of extinguishing
the flaineJ of the t uiio.tal liberation movement compels the

imoerialist Dowers to make some concessions to the backward
corintries. The enslavement of the less developed countries

is as inextricably bound up with imperialism, -Yit\ its rise
urrJ diu"lop,,".ri, u, their iiberation is inseparable from the

birth and c6nsolidation of socialism.
Abilitv to exist without wars should also be regarded as a
criterion of the progressiveness of a social system in o.ur
age. It is generaily Lnown that the arms race creates the
1

William O. Douglas, Democracy's Manifesto, New York,

p. 31.

1962'

gravest menace to the future of mankind and also seriously
retards economic, social and cultural progress. In 1967, the

annual expenditure for military purposes throughout the
world reached $182,000 million.l People in all countries of
the world could be provided with homes on the money spent
for military purposes in the last ten years. It is easy to
imagine how social progress will be accelerated when these
huge resources are released and put to use.
The progressiveness of socialism as a new social system

is also demonstrated by the fact that it contains no driving
forces impelling man toward war. On the contrary, it makes
all sections of society vitally interested in peace. The possibility of preventing world wars which appeared in our
days is inseparably linked with the birth and development
of socialism. As it grows in size and strength, the world
socialist system is increasingly influencing the destinies of
mankind. This is added proof that socialism acts today as
a powerful catalyst both of the development of the countries
where it has triumphed and also of world progress as a
whole.
o'Even

progress is moving faster owing to the stimulating
of the Soviet Union with its scientific and technological accomplishments," A. Pancaldi, a well-known Italian
publicist, declares.2 He notes that the exploration of outer
space by man would have been much slower had not this

presence

new experiment in the history of mankind been initiated
by the land of the October Revolution. The capitalist West
has been compelled to join in the race for progress not only
because the conditions for the competition were created by
the new technology and scientific discoveries but above all
because this was dictated by the achievements of the Soviet
IJnion, the country where the October Revolution had released tremendous reserves of energy.
Just as the discoveries of modern science have demonstrated to mankind what titanic stores of energy are hidden
within the atom, the social revolution, made on one-fourth
of the earth, has disclosed and released the inexhaustible
reserves of social energy inherent in the people, the principal
driving force of social progress.

t

UNESCO Courier, January 1970, p. 15.
2 See Za rubezhom, Moscow, No. 45, 1966, p.
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5.

3. Dialectics of the Transition from
Socialism to Communism
For Marxists communism is neither an abstract ideal nor
society in a stagnant condition. From the very outset the
founders of Marxism regarded communism not only as a
result of all preceding history, but also as the beginning of
the immeasurably richer future history of mankind.
Naturally, with such an approach communist society itself
is considered a developing society which passes through different stages of maturity. The measure of this maturity is
first of all the development of the productive forces which
is the supreme criterion not only of social progress as a
whole but also of the progress of the communist formation
itself. It underlies the development of socialism, as the lower
phase, into the higher phase of communism. It is this that
imparts to the transition from socialism to communism the
character of a natural historical process which cannot be
achieved at will but becomes possible and necessary only as the
productive forces attain the necessary degree of development.
Lenin foresaw that politically the difference between the
first, or lower, and the higher phase of communism, will
probably be tremendous in time.l This difference did not
appear in the foreground under capitalism. But today when
socialism has already been built we behold this difference
in its entire tremendous scope and determine the scale of
the great tasks which must be accomplished for the transition 1o communism. In all spheres of social life-in material
production, in socio-economic and political relations, in the
iealm of culture-communism will signify a higher stage of
social progress as compared with socialism.
Buttor"all the imminsity of the problems of building communism it is on the basis of socialism that they are being
solved. The natural development of socialist society will
steadily lead to its conversion into communism. This is a
gradual process requiring no social revolution. The gradual
nature of this process means that
it is effected not by a single action but through the
simultaneous transformation of all sides of social life, the
development of communism out of socialism;

t

See

V. I. Lenin, Collecteil Uorhs, Yol. 25, p. 470,
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it does not require a break-up of the foundations of socialism but, on the contrary, is possible only through their
further development and consolidation;
it is bound to be a relatively long process.
These features of the transition from socialism to communism follow from the fact that both phases of communism have common foundations (for instance, dominance of
social property in the means of production, the conversion
of society into a community of working people, the planned
nature of economic and social development), and at the same
time essentially differ. The community of the foundations of
socialism and communism creates the possibility of and si:
multaneously the necessity for the development of socialism
into communism.
At the same time the important distinctions between socialism and communism dictate the relatively long duration
of the development of the former into the latter. -From this
logically follows the prolonged existence of the socialist
qtage. It would be a grave error to imagine socialism as some
kind of a swiftly-passing stage between different historical
periods. Of course, the victory of socialism consummates the
period of transition from capitalism to socialism and ushers
in the period of socialism's development into communism.
But this correct propositio.n should not make us think that
socialism can be converted into communism at once, as if
at the wave of a magic wand. Society should pass through
a whole historical stage of development along socialist lines
to prepare for communism. This ii needed both for creating
the productive forces of the higher phase of communism and
for the thorough re-education of people in socialist conditions. That is why the beginning of socialism's development
into communism does not mean that society stops -being
socialist. Such development can take place within the boundi
of socialist relations, which will prevail for a long time to
come.

At the same time the shoots of communist relations, maturing within socialism, in one way or another will become
intertwined with socialist relations. Whereas the general
development of society presents a picture in which past and
present features and shoots of the future intermingle, this
is especially characteristic of socialism which is an inevitable
stage in the transition from a class society to a classless
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of the new, of communism will increasingly multiply, while the survivals of the past will be

Communism cannot grow otherwise than out of socialism.
Transition from socialism to communism is a gradual process
which is effected not through the break-up of the existing
system but through its consolidation and further develop-ment. It presupposes not the abolition of the principles of
socialism, but iti utmost use for creating communism's material and spiritual prerequisites. That is why the principles
of socialism and forms of socialist management will be replaced by communist principles and forms only when the
ior*er aie fully exhauited. For example, the transition from
the socialist to the communist principle of distribution will
be completed only after the principle of distribution according to work is fully exhausted, that is, when society atta^ins
an- abundance of material and cultural wealth and benefits,
and labour becomes life's prime requirement for- all' Only
by strengthening and develbping the princip-les of. socialism
is it posiiUle to negate them. Such is the dialectics of the
transition from socialism to communism.
It goes without saying that communist features must not
be iriplanted artificiilly. Over-hasty attempts to introduce
commitnist forms of relations when this is not prepared yet
by the development of the productive forces and the cultural
advance of the people can only cause harm'
At the prese^nt stage in the develop-ment of socialist society main^emphasis should be laid on the consistent application and impiovement of the principles and organisational
forms of socialism. This is the aim of all the practical tasks
set by the 23rd Congress of the C.P.S.U. if they are taken

in a generalised way. Society improves the forms and methods
of managing the national economy, creating more favourable
conditions for the rational use of the country's gigantic
productive forces, the rapid advance of the living standard
and the full use of the advantages of the socialist system.
The new system of planning and economic stimulation is
an important means of improving the economic mechanism
of socialist society. This mechanism is used to accomplish
the historic task of laying the material and technical foundation of communism.
Further improvemeqt of social relations is in the focus
of attention of Soviet society. Among these tasks involved
here are the further strengthening of the Soviet state and
the utmost development of socialist democracy. Particular
attention attaches to raising the role of the Soviets so that
they should fully utilise their prerogatives in economic and
cultural development and to enhancing the role of the trade
unions and other mass organisations.
Lastly, the further development of education and culture
and the upbringing of the new man are of major significance
in cultural progress.
All-round development and consolidation of socialism advances society toward communism. It is impossible to speed
up this process artificially just as it is impossible to stop it.
If socialist society develops, builds up its productive forces,
raises the efficiency of production and satisfies more fully
the requirements of the working people, it naturally advances
toward communism.
Although this process is law-governed, it is not automatic. We should not underestimate the difficulties of the
transition to communism and picture it as an easy undertaking.
Under socialism, as in any society, progress takes place
dialectically, through the overcoming of difficulties and
contradictions. The absence of reactionary classes in socialist society does not mean that obstacles to progress and
forces resisting it have in general disappeared. On the contrary, in the new society, too, the new has to overpower the
old. The new is born and develops in struggle against the
old. The old is no longer represented by any classes, but it
is upheld by conservative people, the carriers of survivals
of capitalism, who for the sake of their personal selfish
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society. The shoots

eliminated as communism grows out of socialism.
The advent of the higher phase of communism will signify, first, the preservation and further development of the
features common to both phases; second, negation of the
features which are inherent only in socialism and distinguishing the lower phase from the higher; third, the birth of new
features inherent only in communism. It wquld be wrong
to think that to speed up the transition to communism the

historically transient features of socialist relations must be
discarded as swiftly as possible. This, far from accelerating
the development of communist relations, would retard
them.

interests or because of their intrinsic nature obstinately resist
the new and harm the interests of society.
Similarly, the absence of antagonistic class contradictions under socialism does not signify that here progress is

free from contradictions in general.-Certain sid'es "of economic and social relations become obsolete, come into contradiction with the requirements of further advance. The
contradictions should be disclosed in good time and resolved
to ensure continuous progress. Moreover, the. resolving of
any contradiction offers no ground for complacency, beciuse
new contradictions arise in the course of further develoo-

ment. Contradictions will always arise and be resolved, blt
they differ at vario-ns stages of development and their change
and succession reflect society's progressive movement.
Under socialism, too, progress-is impossible without elimin-ating contradictions engendered by life. From this point
of view, the transition from socialism to communism which
signifies movement to a higher stage of historical progress,
can be examined as a result of overcoming the contradiCtions
distinguishing the first phase of communism.
These contradictions, in our opinion, cannot be reduced
to one basic contradiction or deduced from it by analogy
with the basic contradiction of capitalism. They are diverie
but in the long run arise from -one source, namely, that
socialism is merely the first phase of communist society which
has grown up not on its own basis and therefore has not
fully realised the intrinsic potentialities of the communist
formation. Socialism creates the conditions for the rapid
development of the productive forces, but despite the considerable acceleration of their growih rates, the production
level achieved at this stage is not yet sufficient for fully
satisfying the vital needs of society. This contradiction,
inevitable at the first phase of communism, makes itself
particularly felt in countries which have to eliminate the
historically inherited backwardness of the productive
forces.

As long as the material and technical basis of communism
is not created and the all-round development of the people
themselves is not achieved, remnants of the old forms of
the division of labour remain. They are expressed above all
in the essential distinctions between industrial and agricultural work, mental and manual work and skilled and un266

skilled work, and these distinctions also give rise to a number
of contradictions.
Distinctions in the content of labour, in turn, determine
a certain inequality in distribution. Associated with this, aspointed out in Chapter III, are the intrinsic contradictions of
the socialist principle of distribution. But this is not a contradiction beiween the mode of distribution and the mode
of production. At times it is claimed that distribution according to work done, which presupposes individual applopriation, runs counter to the socialist mode of production
based on social ownership of the means of production. Such
a formulation of the question, in our opinion, is wrong because it creates the impression that individual payment for
work {uns counter in its nature to social property. Actually
(and this was explained by Marx and Bngels) there is no
discrepancy in that part of the product created by socialist
society, which is utilised as means of production, remains
at th6 disposal of society, while the other part, utilised for
consumption, is distributed among society's members.l
The possibility of a contradiction arising between the
method of distribution and the mode of production is not
precluded. It will even inevitably come to the surface when
ihe productive forces develop further, the wealth of society
multlplies greatly and labour increasingly turns, into life's
prime requirement for all. As time goes on, the socialist
method of distribution, having exhausted its mission, will
be gradually replaced by the communist method.
But at piesent the socialist method of distribution fully
conforms to the achieved level in the mode of production
and plays a highly progressive part. Nevertheless it is not
free bf contradictions, demonstrating its historically inevitable limitations. These contradictions consist above all in
that socialist society by introducing the equality of people
in the main, decisive thing, in their relation to the means
of production, is compelled to preserve certain inequal,ly
bet*een them in conditions of distribution and way of life.
In view of the preservation of social distinctions and the
impossibility of fullv satisfying the needs of all members
of ^society, f.ounds r[ilI r"-iirr'ior the rise of contradictions
1 See F. Engels, Anti-Dilhring, p. 157, and K. Marx, Capital, Vol. I,
pp. 78-79.
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in the relationships of

state, class, national, collective and
personal interests. The development of socialist consciousness is also contradictory; it inevitably reflects the contradictions existing in social relations.
The disclosure of these and similar contradictions, naturally, is not the same thing as resolving them. The prerequisites for resolving them are created in the course of socialist society's progress as it grows and matures economically
and culturally. For example, the contradictions following
from the existence of social distinctions between town and
country, between mental and manual labour can be resolved
only by gradually advancing society's economy and culture.
A long period may pass from the disclosure of such contradictions up to their complete elirnination because {ime is
required for creating the needed material and cultural prerequisites.

Social unity plays a special part in resolving contradictions under socialism. This unity has arisen as a result of
eliminating class conflicts within soicety and creates favourable conditions for resolving the arising contradictions
by the joint effort of the majority of society's members. That
is why under socialism, in contrast to capitalism, the resolving of contradictions does not entail social crises and conflicts
which shake society to its foundations. The transition from
socialism to communism is gradual and requires no social
revolutions. It signifies the gradual obliteration of social distinctions, the drawing together of all social groups and the
establishment of complete social homogeneity.
From this indisputable fact, however, it does not follow
that the tendenciei of development of different sides of the
contradiction under socialism always coincide, that the "divergence angle" between them steadily shrinks, that the
dialectics of socialism is, therefore, the dialectics of harmony,
and so on.
Wherever a contradiction is disclosed there are always
diverging tendencies. This does not necessarily presuppose
a split of basic interests, the rise of conflict between the
interests of people, as is the case under capitalism. But
the divergence of tendencies remains under socialism, too.
When, foi example, certain sides of socialist production relations, forms of organising the economy and management
grow obsolete, a divergenie of their tendencies is undoubt268

edly displayed here. This divergence between the developins'produciive forces, the new"content of labour and the
obioiete forms which restrain and hamper this development,
tends to become ossified. The "divergence angle" between
the two sides, i.e., the degree of their non-conformity might
grow, and is even bound to grow, qs logg as the contradici'ion ripens and remains uniesolved. Without a growth of
this no-n-conformity society would not even detect it and
feel the need for resolving it.
Progress in socialist conditions, too, is impossible without
negating the obsolete which hinders the forward movement.
To leave the old intact would mean to stop development.
Therefore, the question is not whether negation takes place
under socialism, but hoa it takes place' There is the old
which hampers the movement of socialist society, ^which.has
to be destr6yed as soon as possible. There are definite sides
of socialist ielations which in time will also age and become
obsolete but only when they stop promoting social progress.
The general liws of materialist dialectics,-just as the laws
of histdrical materialism, are specifically displayed in the
development of the communist socio-economic formation. It
is necissary, however, properly to assess the measure of
specific diffeiences. The ichblar'faces here two dangers-:--the
dianger of not noticing, not considering this-sPecific difference-, of reducing it merely to the outward forms of the
manifestation of iaws, and ihe danger of exaggerating it, of
general laws.
actually denying-dialectics
are deduced on the basis of genThe'laws'of
eralising development not only in society but also in nature.
These ire uniiersal laws foverning the development of
nature, society and human thought. If we were to assume
that with the-birth of communist society the basic content
of the laws of dialectics change, that some of its principles
will be replaced by others, dialectics would lose its importance as the science of the general laws of every movement
and development.
Socialisni signifies a new type of social progress, but from
this, in our opinion, it does not follow that a n-ew type of
dialectics appiars here (for example, dialectics of harmony).
There are i6neral laws of dialectics which are modified and
completely"manifested at different stages of- society's - develolmenl. Under socialism contradictions differ from those
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of antagonistic class societies, they are resolved in new forms,
the obsilete and the ageing are negated by different means'
But the propositions of dialectics remain in tull torce, the
development proceeds through contradic"ro"otiti6"s'that
that the contradictions releal the opposite sides, teniioris,
dencies and features, that their unity is always relative ald
temoorarv. that struggle between them leads to their resolu;i;;: S;;'h struggle "ii eternal, and will also go on under
communism
--Co**r"ist

society is a higher stage of historical progress'
progress nor.the
ot screnopponents.
The
disappearaice of its contradictions.

Br; thi; tig"ifies n6ither a"halt to-social

tific'&mmunism at times allege that the Communists,-st'v1o ;tt"i; their ultimate [oal, are subv,erting diale.ctics
as"such. Dialectics proclaim boundless development reallsed
tqt'l:
through contradicti6ns, while communism, tlty,,tu{:
any contradictions, spells the "end ot
of
the di"sappearance
'Hence the conclusion solemnly proclaimed . by
historv"]
Fathei Chambre, a French catholic, in his book Marxtsm
which
;;';i; sriiit i'"toi. "lt is the death of dialectics
dehistorical
lJnion's
i;";; o" 1fr. horizon of the Soviet
velooment."l
'-i;'tr';;;; to discern the meaning of Chambre's sophistry'
To secure' the "triumph of dialectics" he. proposes peroetuatinE contradictions unherent in class soclety and, conseiuentlv."also the existence of antagonistic classes. .tsut the
is in;;;"l"iit";i;; oi-u"v concrete for-qri of contradictions
chamsupposedlv
Chambre
which
diaiectics
;;;;;iiii;;th
sophistry'
;;;;" b;t ,ctually replaces by histotrivial.
'-Muoitt diul..ii.t,^in contiast so-phistry,-does not peroetuate. does not deify contradiction. lt underltnes that con.;a ire resolved in the pro-cess of developil;;il;;t";i;;
ment; moreover, it is by re-solving contradicttons rnherent
undergoing
i" ;"a.fi"t1"hisdo;ic;i stJge that soc-iety. inadvances,
development'
its
stage
irigh.r
a
,r"*,
to
transition
lhe
"-W;th
th" abotition of cLsses th"e -class struggle . .retires
of-history'.But.this does
fr"*'it"-t.."",t tt " diiving forceand
struggle, dlsappearcontradictions
all
that
not mean
the otd ancl
U"a.. conlmunistn, too, people will encounter
this means
And
incipient'
uttd-tl"
;ir;-;;*;;i;.--otib""d'

i;

lH.Chambre,LeMarxismen[JnionsoaiitiEte'Paris'1955'p'470'
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that there will be a need to resolve contradictions which life
alwavs ensenders.

It'is clEar that the expression "ultimate aim" does not
spell an end to development. This expression has always
b'een used by Marxists in contrast to the concept "immediate
aim". In contrast to immediate aims, which express the tasks
of one or another stage of the revolution, communism is the
ultimate aim of the class struggle of the working class, because onlv with the complete victory of communism on a
world scile will all clisses, the working class included,
and an end will come to the class struggle which
disappear,
^p^ervaded
the entire history of mankind for millenia.
has
D6es this mean that the devel6pment of society will cease?
Not at all. Together with class society, only the pre-history
of mankind comes to an end, and truly human history begins
when people free from any social oppression and the enslavine- iniluence of the old-division of labour, fully develop
their iapabilities and talents. Clearly, the development of
mankind-, far from slowing down, on the contrary, will be
tremendously accelerated.
The possibilities for speeding up- social development

will
be further extended because the features inherited by socialism from preceding societies will be eliminated, the-remnants of the old formi of the division of labour will disappear and, together with the appearance of ,new, improved
means of production, people themselves, as the most important productive force of society, will be developed in a comprehensive way. The elimination of social distinctions and
iurvivals of the past, the establishment of harmonious relations between society and the individual will also accelerate
historical progress. increasingly subjugating the spontaneous
forces of nature, society will also fully master the laws of
its own development.
Lenin branded as boundlessly false the bourgeois notion
that socialism is something dead, ossified, given once and
for all, and this is all the more applicable to communism.
Communism can be likened not to a congealed crystal, but
to the eyer green tree of life which is constantly regenerated
and never grows old. Communism finally liberates society
from the bounds of the historical limitations inherent in
preceding societies and opens up infinite vistas for mankind's
progress.
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